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Introduction
Frieder Rubik, Anneke von Raggamby and
Anna Hirschbeck

___________________________________________________
WHY IS THE BOOK TMELY AND RELEVANT?
In times of financial crises and pressure to justify public spending, evaluation
of projects, programmes and policies increases. Among these evaluations,
sustainable development, which has become a socially and politically widely
accepted concept throughout Europe, ought to be included to a greater extent.
The European Union has not only integrated sustainable development into its
objectives in Article 3 (3) of the Treaty on European Union but has also
invited its Member States to draw up their own national sustainable development strategies at the Gothenburg European Council. In addition, the
recent nuclear disaster in Japan has served as an additional stimulus to promote sustainable development. The evaluation of social and ecological
impacts of policies should therefore play an increasing role in evaluation to
reflect these accepted social issues. The idea of sustainability evaluations is
far from new, and the field has existed for many years. It is, therefore, an
appropriate time to step back and take stock. This is not only due to the above
mentioned reasons but also because, in practice, it has proven a challenge for
sustainability evaluations to equally address all dimensions of sustainable
development. Moving from evaluations that are focused on specific areas (for
example environmental or economic impacts) towards more integrated
sustainability assessments and evaluations continues to be necessary. This
need is broadly acknowledged in policy evaluation research and practice.

BACKGROUND OF THE GENESIS OF THIS BOOK
This book has been developed as part of a research project that brings together a number of researchers in a European network on ‘Evaluating
Policies for Sustainable Development’ (EPOS). It was funded by the German
xiii
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Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as social-ecological
research (SÖF). The objective of social-ecological research is to foster sustainable development, that means ‘the ecological modernization of society
without neglecting mankind’s desire for social justice and prosperity’.1 It
does so by:
• fostering cross-disciplinary pooling of knowledge to provide scientific
contributions to solving concrete social problems of sustainability and
requiring interdisciplinary cooperation between researchers in the
natural and the social sciences, and
• encouraging research to look beyond the science system and take into
account the expert knowledge which exists in practice by including
social actors such as consumers, municipalities, companies and civil
society in the research process in different ways (transdisciplinarity).
Both integrated policy evaluation and social-ecological research are based on
the concept of sustainable development and motivated by the notion that
ecological, social and economic aspects need to be taken into account in order to find viable solutions for the development of human societies. Evaluation can be a key tool to support sustainable development and to prevent
policy measures in one area from causing unwanted impacts in another.
The EPOS project established a network of leading European institutions that
are active in the field of policy evaluation with a focus on environment and
sustainability. The network provided a platform to discuss and further
develop approaches in policy evaluation, to exchange information on different evaluation methods, approaches and experience, and to consider ways to
strengthen social-ecological and integrative aspects in evaluation methods.
The EPOS network was jointly managed by Ecologic Institute and the
Institute for Ecological Economy Research (IÖW). The remaining EPOSPartners were:
•
•
•
•

Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), Brussels / Belgium,
Centre for Evaluation (CEval), Saarland University / Germany,
Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM), Milan / Italy,
Impact Assessment Research Centre (IARC) of the Institute for Development Policy and Management (IDPM), University of Manchester /
UK,
• Institute for Environmental Studies (IVM), Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam / The Netherlands,
• Institute for European Environmental Policy (IEEP), London / UK,
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• Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL), Bilthoven &
The Hague / The Netherlands,
• Research Institute for Managing Sustainability (RIMAS), Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration, Vienna / Austria,
• Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI), Stockholm / Sweden.
The EPOS network discussed and compared policy evaluation approaches
both from a research perspective and with a view to improving and applying
evaluation procedures in practice. At the centre of discussions were evaluation methods and feedback processes between evaluation and policy development. The project intended to:
• consider policy evaluation from a social-ecological perspective and
• influence the practice of policy evaluation through applying the
approach and experience of social-ecological research.
A series of network meetings constituted the core of the project. These
meetings were centred on specific issues in policy evaluation. In addition, a
summer school in 2008 targeted to young scholars and an international highlevel policy conference ‘Sustainable Development in Policy Assessment –
Methods, Challenges and Policy Impacts’ on 15 and 16 June 2009 in Brussels
have ensured the dissemination of project results and the involvement of the
interested public and the scientific community.
This book presents the most interesting contributions to the conference
and of the workshops carried out.

THE BOOK’S STRUCTURE
We have structured the book according to the policy-cycle, highlighting
different functions that evaluation can play in its phases:
• To begin, contributions examining the perception of sustainability
problems are presented, which analyse the relationship between sustainability and assessment.
• The second part of the volume consists of contributions highlighting
the role of evaluation and assessment studies during policy formulation.
• The third part is dedicated to policy implementation. It examines sustainability and assessment systems in different application areas.
• The fourth part is oriented towards policy reformulation and chiefly
considers monitoring and quality improvement schemes.
• The fifth and last part addresses the quality of evaluations.
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PART ONE: PERCEPTION OF SUSTAINABILITY
PROBLEMS
Reinhard Stockmann’s (University of the Saarland) chapter Understanding
Sustainability Evaluation and its Contributions to Policy-Making, which
deals with the question of how the evaluation of sustainability can make a
contribution to policy-making, opens the volume. According to Stockmann,
since sustainability is a concept used on both the macro and micro level,
sustainability must therefore be evaluated at both levels as well. On the
macro level, sustainability should be differentiated between the economic,
social and ecological target dimensions, and on the micro level between project / programme, output, system and innovation-oriented dimensions.
Sustainability evaluation used to link the vision of sustainable development
with its implementation has three functions: (1) It can be a management
instrument for controlling the entire policy-making process, (2) it can be part
of the implementation of policy strategies, and (3) it can be an instrument of
social self-reflection.
In their contribution How to select policy-relevant indicators for sustainable
development Frank Dietz and Aldert Hanemaaijer (both Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, PBL) argue that the operationalisation of the
concept of sustainable development in a policy context requires indicators
that clearly distinguish between progress and decay. They present a step by
step approach to select policy-relevant indicators. Relevant themes have to be
chosen, long term goals identified and available means estimated as well as
co-benefits and trade-offs analysed before policy relevant indicators can be
selected. This approach comes up with a set of sustainability indicators that
should support society in two ways: It indicates the possible paths towards
long term goals, and the indicators help to reconsider these goals.
In dealing with the question of how to judge sustainability evaluations, Wolfgang Meyer (Centre for Evaluation, Ceval) in his contribution Should
Evaluation be Revisited for Sustainable Development?, examines how far the
existing evaluation approaches are able to capture criteria for evaluating
sustainable development. He identifies seven evaluation perspectives and
describes eleven sustainability evaluation criteria, divided into the three
dimensions of horizontal, vertical and temporal social integration. On the
horizontal scale, most evaluation approaches meet most of the criteria, at
least partly, whereas, on the vertical scale this is much less the case, and, on
the time scale, almost not at all. None of the existing evaluation perspectives
cover all of the sustainability evaluation criteria, yet the scientific and
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management approach almost succeeds in meeting them. The sponsor and
regulative approach mostly fails.

PART TWO: POLICY FORMULATION:
THE ROLE OF EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT
Candice Stevens (formerly Sustainable Development Advisor to the OECD
and consultant for the economics of sustainable development) presents in her
chapter A basic roadmap for sustainability assessments: The SIMPLE
methodology a comprehensive methodology for conducting sustainability
assessments. According to Stevens, assessments should follow three basic
tenets: be integrated (evaluate economic, environmental and social impacts),
intensive (in assessing short and long-term trade-offs) and inclusive (involve
all stakeholders). As these three characteristics are rarely met, the author proposes the SIMPLE methodology. It is designed to promote the more widespread and regular conduct of sustainability assessments with regard to a
wide range of policies and projects by providing an accessible and comparatively low-cost methodology that is applicable. It consists of six steps: (1)
scoping relevance and extent of the assessment; (2) identifying participants;
(3) measuring economic, environmental, and social impacts; (4) presenting
conflicts across the pillars; (5) listing mitigating measures and (6) enumerating alternative policy paths.
Clive George’s and Colin Kirkpatrick’s (Institute for Development Policy
and Management at the University Manchester) chapter Political challenges
in policy-level evaluation for sustainable development: The case of trade
policy compares the two forms of ex-ante evaluation in European trade
policy: the European Commission’s general Impact Assessment (IA) and the
Sustainability Impact Assessments (SIA) for trade agreements. Both types of
assessments follow the principles of transparency and stakeholder consultation, yet SIA studies present potential conflicts with their institutional
context. While SIA studies evaluate social, environmental and economic
impacts for all interest groups in all countries, most IA studies focus primarily on the economic benefits to the EU with little discussion of their distribution. However, neither IA nor SIA had any measurable influence on policy,
a fact that may be explained by the underlying political factors motivating the
use of IA and SIA: developing a new method of managing business-government relations and associating civil society.
Katharina Helming and Katharina Diehl (both Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research, ZALF) and Ignacio de la Flor (Grupo de
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Transformaciones Agrarias SA, Tragsa) in their chapter Integrated
approaches for ex-ante impact assessment tools – the example of land use
compare the methodological design of recent impact assessment tools in the
field of land use. The purpose is to appraise the tools regarding their policy
relevance, the methodological consideration of integration and the analysis of
sustainable development. The authors develop an analytical framework for a
comparative analysis of five selected IA tools in the field of land use that
builds on the DPSIR approach. Finally, they apply the framework to the five
selected assessment tools by analysing the following six criteria: (1) purpose
of the study and envisaged user group; (2) spatio-temporal setting; (3) driving
forces and scenario design; (4) land use change simulation; (5) impact
analysis of the social, economic and environmental setting; (6) impact
valuation. While all tools had difficulties with regard to providing policy
relevant results, requirements of sustainable development were generally met,
though methodological progress is required to better address the normative
aspects of sustainable development and to integrate the perceptions of
stakeholders and decision-makers. In addition, integration with respect to
land use sectors, spatio-temporal scales and the variety of the covered impact
issues was largely achieved.
In his chapter Politics of (non-)knowledge: Problems of evaluation, validity
and legitimacy Stefan Böschen (University Augsburg) deals with the relationship between knowledge production, non-knowledge and risk policy.
Societies are increasingly confronted with the problem of political and technological decision-making under conditions of non-knowledge, and still no
answer has been found on how to evaluate, validate and legitimate a process
to resolve the conflicts between different approaches to specifying and
dealing with non-knowledge. In order to resolve those conflicts about nonknowledge, three aspects have to be taken into account: (1) Different evidential cultures should be combined in a structured way and their different perspectives on risk and non-knowledge evaluated (evaluation); (2) their (in-)
compatibility should be analysed with the aim of allowing interaction and
showing their relevance for the decision-making process (validation) and (3)
legitimate institutional procedures and rules are to be built to consider the
consequences of non-knowledge and their allocation (legitimacy).
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PART THREE: POLICY IMPLEMENTATION:
SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT
SYSTEMS IN DIFFERENT APPLICATION AREAS
Stephen White and Jakub Koniecki (both European Commission) in How
informed should decisions be? treat the question of how much information is
needed before a decision is made by presenting the European Commission’s
impact assessment system. The authors present the evolution of the system,
how it works and finally ask whether it has provided the necessary evidence.
Drawing on an independent evaluation of the Commission’s system in 2007,
the Impact Assessment Board reports and an inquiry of consultants who
carried out the impact assessments, they come to the conclusion that it has
indeed helped. Even though the presentation and depth of analysis varies
from policy to policy, as does the internal use of information gained, part of
the reason why it has helped, according to the authors, is that it has allowed
access to the whole chain of policy-makers (from Commissioner to desk
officer) to more information in a systematic manner. Though IA practice is
not flawless, the process tends to lead to better information flows in the
Commission and better implementation of the decision-making process for
those outside.
Anne Meuwese (Tilburg University) investigates in her chapter Impact
assessment in the European Union: The continuation of politics by other
means? the relationship between EU impact assessments (IA) and politics
and how the former are used by political decision-makers. The author argues
that IAs are meant to motivate decision-makers to regulate in a manner consistent with economic and scientific insights. She shows that although an IA
imposes some discipline, the process through which the European
Commission uses the outcomes to reach a decision lacks transparency. The
main issue she identifies in this context is the fact that the decision criterion
or criteria chosen as a basis for the decision usually are not made explicit.
Even though these criteria are not applied in a transparent manner, it is likely
that decision-makers have made use of them. In order to introduce more
transparency into the decision-making process and avoid a collapse of
credibility, the author argues for an obligation to disclose the decision criteria
that have been used. This may just be a matter of time as we find ourselves in
the middle of a process in which the ‘rules of the game’ are being shaped.
Currently, tension between political decision-making and IA decision-making
is solved on a case by case basis with the decision criteria often being hidden;
even this last black box, however, may be opening up.
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Bernd Hirschl, Anna Neumann (both Institute for Ecological Economy
Research), Katharina Umpfenbach and Timo Kaphengst (both Ecologic
Institute) look at the Science-policy interface and the role of impact assessments in the case of biofuels. They treat the question of whether the European
Commission’s Impact Assessments (IA) failed within the context of biofuels
and what role scientific findings played for them. In fact, for several reasons,
such as the incongruence between scientific and political agendas or the
difficulty for policy-makers to handle scientific uncertainty, the influence of
research on policy making was shown to be rather limited. An evaluation of
the biofuel-related IAs shows that the content focus of selected criteria and
the level of detail vary greatly among the various IAs carried out and that
they inadequately consider only potential ecological and social impacts.
Moreover, most of the IAs either made no mention of or only briefly
addressed possible negative impacts in third countries and did not really
assess several policy options.

PART FOUR: POLICY REFORMULATION:
MONITORING AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Markku Lehtonen’s (University of Sussex) chapter Indicators as an
appraisal technology: Framework for analysing the policy influence of the
UK Energy Sector Indicators deals with the role of indicators in
policymaking. Referring to the example of the UK Energy Sector, the author
develops a framework for analysing the influence of indicators by
distinguishing a rational-positivist model from a discursive-interpretative
model of policymaking. He examines the hypothesis that scientific
assessments and indicators influence policies largely indirectly. Three levels
of indicator influence are identified: the individual, the interpersonal and the
collective one. Four types of policy influence (decisions and actions, new
shared understandings, increased or decreased legitimacy and professional
networks) can be detected on three possible subject areas (the intended
policy, other policies and broader non-policy impacts on society). Among the
factors that can shape indicator influence, policy factors, producer factors,
user factors, indicator factors as well as their salience, credibility and
legitimacy to the actors involved are found. The UK energy sector indicators
seem to be a particularly striking example of ‘non-use’, though numerous
indirect impacts could be identified within the case study.
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PART FIVE: QUALITY AND EVALUATION
Anneke von Raggamby (Ecologic Institute), Frieder Rubik (Institute for
Ecological Economy Research), Doris Knoblauch (Ecologic Institute) and
Rebecca Stecker (University Oldenburg) in their chapter Quality
requirements for sustainability evaluations analyse existing evaluation
standards and argue for quality requirements complementing those standards
in order to consider more systematically sustainability topics. Quality criteria
for this kind of evaluation can be divided into two groups: content and
process oriented requirements. While the former consists of considering
distributive aspects (socially, geographically and inter-generationally),
focusing on a long term perspective and applying a holistic approach (by
bringing together all three pillars of sustainability), the latter refers to the
participation of all stakeholders, the problem of incomplete information and
the implicit valuation of results through inconsiderate use of certain methods.
In his contribution Bellagio SusTainability Assessment and Measurement
Principles (BellagioSTAMP), Jan Bakkes (Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency) presents the mentioned evaluation standards by
providing comments and practical examples for applying their underlying
principles. BellagioSTAMP were developed in 1996 and updated in 2009 by
experienced practitioners from various continents and organisations with the
aim of offering critical guidance to professionals for compiling, reviewing or
managing sustainability assessments. Consisting of eight topics (guiding
vision, essential considerations, adequate scope, framework and indicators,
transparency, effective communication, broad participation and continuity
and capacity), the principles are intended to give easily available and clear
insights into the practice of sustainability assessment.
Prof. Thomas Widmer (University of Zurich) focuses in his contribution
Evaluation quality in the context of sustainability on the quality of
evaluations in the context of sustainability. Today, evaluation standards seek
to deliver criteria on evaluation quality. The Swiss Evaluation Society
(SEVAL), Europe’s first evaluation society establishing its own standards,
developed 27 standards falling into the four categories of utility, feasibility,
propriety and accuracy. For addressing the relationship between sustainability and evaluation quality, the author suggests three approaches: (1)
sustainability as evaluation criterion; (2) evaluation of objects whose goal is
sustainability and (3) evaluations done in a sustainable way. This implies that
evaluators have to be sure of the level of sustainability assessment they apply
and of not mixing them.
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André Martinuzzi (Research Institute for Managing Sustainability, Vienna
University of Economics and Business Administration), in his chapter
Developing and mapping a community for evaluating sustainable
development, presents the key results of the ‘EASY ECO – Evaluation of
Sustainability’ series of European conferences and training (2002 – 2010), in
order to map and develop the community of evaluators dealing with
sustainable development. The findings show that the fields of work in
sustainable development evaluation are broad and share a common objective,
but have different implicit understandings of sustainable development and
lack an exchange of experiences between communities and disciplines. The
sustainable development evaluation community is mainly composed of young
professionals with an academic background, working in research in diverse
disciplines. While no great demand exists for training and publishing, a
majority of sustainable development evaluators still require exchange
platforms between evaluators, researchers and decision makers.

FINALLY
We wish to thank all the contributors to this volume, including McKenna
Davis and Jonathan Sapp for their proofreading efforts, Stephan Timme for
his stylesheeting work and finally the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) for its financial support of this volume and of the
project as a whole.

Berlin and Heidelberg, August 2011

NOTE
1. Please refer to the website of the German Ministry for Education and Research for further
information: http://www.bmbf.de/en/972.php (last accessed at 3 March 2011).

PART ONE

Perception of Sustainability Problems

1. Understanding Sustainability Evaluation
and Its Contributions to Policy-Making
Reinhard Stockmann

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Since the end of the 1980s, the term sustainability has advanced to occupy a
central position in social discussions. Meanwhile, it has found its way into
almost all walks of life and can be found as an adjective in all kinds of
contexts. Sustainable development, sustainable products, sustainable
economic activity, sustainable consumption and sustainable policies are
propagated in all areas of life. With this inflationary usage, the term
sustainability is threatening to degenerate into no more than an empty
catchword.
The term ‘evaluation’ has followed a very similar course. Originally
intended to denote the assessment of the benefit or value of circumstances
with the aid of previously specified criteria using empirically gathered data, it
is now employed in everyday language to denote almost any form of
assessment.
One thing the two terms have in common is that they are based on
concepts of modern society. The model of sustainable development
superseded the growth model that was predominant in the 1960s, promising
all ‘modern’ countries long-term prosperity and developing countries the
kind of development that would enable them to catch up. Evaluation concepts
were also developed during this period and saw a good deal of use; such
concepts were an expression of a modern society that believes in the ability
of political processes to be steered. Whilst the concept of sustainability offers
an alternative to the ‘old’ growth model by placing the political system in a
position to balance economic, social and ecological interests in a purposeful,
controlling way, evaluation is intended to help verify the extent to which this
balancing has been successful in order to supply the political system with the
information it requires for rational policy management. This raises the
question of how the evaluation of sustainability can make a contribution to
3
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policy-making and, to that end, what challenges need to be overcome. Based
on these considerations, this article deals with three items:
1. First, there is a brief introduction of the concept of sustainability. Its aim
is to make clear that there is not only a concept of sustainability at a
macro level, but also one at a micro level, the level of strategies and
programmes. These levels are closely associated because without the
lasting success of political programmes, projects and measures,
sustainability targets at social level could not be achieved. Thus,
according to the theory propagated here, sustainability must be evaluated
not only at a macro but also at a micro level.
2. In conducting these sustainability evaluations at a macro and micro level,
there needs to be a discussion about how this should be done. The second
step will therefore be to cover the role of evaluation in general and that
of sustainability evaluation, particularly in the political process. The
contributions of sustainability evaluation to policy-making are seen here
as being on three different levels; a brief introduction will be given to
each.
3. The article will close with some thoughts about existing difficulties in the
relationship between policy-making and sustainability evaluation,
providing an outlook on how to improve this in the near future.

THE CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is, in fact, not a modern phenomenon: As long as 200 years
ago, sustainable timber management ensured that only as much timber was
harvested from a forest as would grow to replace it so that the supply would
not be jeopardised. Also, the three-field system of agriculture served to
ensure long-term yields. Having this in mind, sustainability as a characteristic
of modern societies is a new thing. After the traditional society characterised
by the conviction that the world should be governed by traditional and
religious beliefs was replaced with the ideas of rationality and permanent
progress, sustainability was missing.
By the end of the 1960s, Daniel Lerner (1968, p. 387) had worked out the
characteristics of modern society in some detail, including:
•
•
•
•

a growing, self-supporting economy,
democratic participation in politics,
a culture orientated towards secular, rational norms and
a competitive society equipped with personal freedoms that is
geographically, socially and intellectually mobile.
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However, it soon became clear (in the 1970s) that a policy of modernisation
based on growth by no means led to a closing of the gap between the less
developed countries and the prosperity level of the ‘modern’ states, and that
the carefree consumption of raw materials and associated pollution of the air,
water and soil showed the limitations of this development model (see
Meadows 1972). Increasingly, the environmental idea found its way into the
discussion about the continued existence and development of the world.
The concepts of ecology and economy manoeuvred themselves into an
irreconcilable state of opposition, meaning that the most pressing social
problems – above all that of poverty in the developing countries – looked as
though they were unlikely to be solved in the long term. Those involved in
international discussions thus increasingly began to search for a model that
would complement the general concept of modernisation. With the intention
of the sustainable development model (encompassing an environmental,
social and economic pillar) being to ensure the improvement of economic
and social living conditions in the long term while also ensuring the
sustainability of natural resources, the multi-dimensional picture of modern
society was enriched by the additional aspect of sustainability.
However, the questions of how to harmonise these three dimensions and
what strategies and tools should be used for realising sustainable
development are just as controversial as the definition of the guiding
principle itself. In reviewing the literature, it is claimed that more than 500
different definitions of sustainability were identified.1 Various different
aspects have been given more weight depending upon the scientific discipline
of the authors, the research traditions and interests to which they are bound,
their understanding of nature and their overriding perceptions of value.
This conceptual fuzziness has given rise to a situation in which everyone
can appear to be under the ‘sustainable development’ umbrella, even though
they are actually guided by highly diverse ideas (see Meyer 2000, 2002a & b;
Meyer et al. 2003); it would seem that the haziness of this concept is the very
thing that makes it appealing.
Equally controversial is of course the question of how these three pillars
or target dimensions of sustainability can be operationalised in order to
become accessible to evaluations. Although there are a large number of
different concepts for this, they cannot be covered here due to space
limitations. Instead, a simplified and easy-to-use operationalisation is
selected, which is primarily suitable for the evaluation of the impacts of
political strategies and programmes at a macro level (see Table 1.1), aiming
at the social level.
As with any operationalisation of a multi-dimensional construct, a
reduction to one central aspect leads to a loss of information and an
overemphasis of the criteria selected. The advantage of such a procedure lies
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in the simplified handling during measurement. Since the evaluation of the
three dimensions of sustainability at a macro level is to the fore, recourse has
not been had to an elaborate theoretical model for the best possible
illustration of all the aspects of the various different dimensions, but to one
which appears to be easy to handle in evaluations.
Table 1.1 Dimensions of sustainability at macro level
Target dimension

Operationalisation

economic

efficiency

social

socio-political
relevance

ecological

environmental
soundness

Criterion fulfilled if …
… an optimum of output and if
possible all the intended impacts
(outcome) are achieved with the least
possible input.
… the (intended and unintended)
impacts of the services provided can
on the whole be classified as sociopolitically relevant and useful.
… the resources for providing the
service are handled in an
environmentally sound way, and if
the (intended and unintended)
impacts too are environmentally
sound.

This, however, means that the economic target dimension of sustainability
has been reduced to the aspect of ‘efficiency’. This is considered to be the
case when the greatest possible output is able to be achieved with the least
possible deployment of resources, and when the intended impacts at a macro
level have occurred. Since this definition is to be applied to all the areas of
knowledge of a sustainability evaluation, it must consequently take on a very
general form. The meaning of this definition from case to case can be
determined more precisely depending on the area of knowledge involved.
This also applies to the operationalisation of the two other dimensions of
sustainability. The social target dimension is reduced to the aspect of ‘sociopolitical relevance’. This stipulation emphasises the fact that the intended and
unintended impacts of political strategies, programmes or measures have
socio-political relevance and usefulness. Here, the aspect of ‘environmental
soundness’ has been selected to illustrate the ecological dimension of
sustainability. This means that the resources required to produce the output
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are used in an environmentally sound way and that the intended and
unintended impacts do not cause any environmental damage.
This can be illustrated by an example: a poverty reduction programme
following the form of operationalisation featured here contributes to
sustainability at the macro level if…
• … it has a favourable cost-benefit ratio as compared with alternative
approaches and if, for that reason, public funds are frugally deployed;
• … the impacts of the programme provide evidence of a reduction in
poverty in a project region or even in society as a whole; and
• … the programme has not contributed to environmental destruction.
The latter, for example, could take the form of deforestation (slash-andburn policy) in the development of new arable land, the use of
herbicides resulting in an increase in crop yields, or also the extinction
of a species or a sharp increase in air and water pollution as a result of
the placement of factories that do not comply with environmental
specifications.
In this case, the evaluation of sustainability at the macro level would lead to a
satisfactory bottom line: Using financial resources frugally, it would have
been possible to reduce poverty without having to accept ecological losses or
damage.
Moreover, this example makes it clear that the concept of sustainable
development is not only a target dimension at the macro level, but also that
political strategies and programmes assessed according to whether or not and
to what extent they contribute to sustainable development are necessary for
the achievement of these aims. In this case, it is not the social impacts of
these strategies and programmes at the macro level of social development
that are assessed, but rather the strategies and programmes themselves that
are the subject of the sustainability evaluation. It is a question of whether or
not measures are only effective as long as they are supported with funding
and, if so, to what degree, or whether structures can be created that
permanently overcome problematic constellations and situations. Thus, in
addition to the sustainability model that relates to the macro level of society
and aims to balance ecological, economic and social developments in an
optimum way, there is also a micro level concept dealing with the
effectiveness of human interventions with regard to these processes (see
Stockmann 1993, p. 208). To assess the sustainability of a strategy,
programme or measure, a multi-dimensional concept is used that is based on
analytical instead of normative considerations. We distinguish four
programme-(micro) level sustainability dimensions.
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The first dimension contains the element that is common to all definitions
of sustainability – durability. The effect can be described as durable if the
target group continues the innovations achieved within the programme in the
long-term without any external support. This dimension of sustainability
follows the programme closely. It denotes the long-term effects that occur
after the end of the programme and can thus be referred to as project or
programme-oriented sustainability.
Table 1.2 Programme (micro) level sustainability dimensions
Dimension
I

Type

II

project- /
programmeoriented
output-oriented

III

system-oriented

IV

innovationoriented

Characteristics
The target group and / or executing agency
continues the innovations in its own
interest and for its own benefit.
Other groups / organisations have
permanently adopted the innovations in
their own interest and for their own
benefit.
By processes of diffusion, the innovations
lead to an improvement in performance in
the entire system (for example the healthcare or education system).
The target group / executing agency has an
innovation potential with which it can
react in a flexible and appropriate way to
altered environmental conditions.

Source: Stockmann 1996, p. 75

The second dimension takes the range of the effects or benefit of a project or
programme into account. Output, referring to the number of users (service
recipients) and the type of user group, are used as indicators of this. The
crucial question is whether people outside the original target group have
adopted the innovations introduced by the programme on a long-term basis in
their own interest and for their own benefit. This can occur if the provider is
able to secure benefits for others (outside of the target group) as well, or if
other organisations have adopted the innovations and additional social groups
are thus being reached.
The third dimension is concerned with changes in the system in which the
innovation was introduced (for example in organisations in the health-care,
education or economic systems). Thus, the central momentum of this
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dimension is not merely the expansion of the user group, but rather the
evolution of the entire system. This means that there is not only regional
diffusion being created (not only the provider that was funded and other
organisations use the innovation), but that the entire system to which the
target groups and providers belong is affected by it. This is referred to as
‘system-oriented sustainability’ and occurs when innovations introduced by a
programme lead, via processes of diffusion, to an improvement in the
performance of an entire system.
The fourth dimension of sustainability takes account of the fact that
outputs are not simply reproduced in the same way, but that a target group, a
provider or even a system can adjust to changing environmental conditions in
a flexible and appropriate way. Sustainability does not consist of the
perpetuation of that which was once created or introduced, but in the ability
to further develop innovations. That is to say, the provider or target group
must have a potential for innovation in order to be able to consciously bring
about adjustments and changes. If outputs are repeatedly reproduced in the
same way even though environmental conditions have changed, they will
eventually cease to meet the needs of the target groups. If there is no longer
any demand for the outputs or products, the sustainability is in jeopardy.

SUSTAINABILITY PROFILES ON THE
PROGRAMME-(MICRO)LEVEL
An assessment of the sustainability of a programme can be carried out by
using the four dimensions developed here. A programme may, for example,
be judged to be programme and innovation-oriented, but not display any
degree of diffusion. Its sustainability profile would then look like this:
a)

Dimension I

Dimension II

Dimension III

Dimension IV

+

–

–

+

The following description could be an example of this profile: Through an
environmental programme, consultation centres are created and are
sponsored for a certain amount of time. A sustainability evaluation reveals
that the centres are still providing environmental consulting even after the
end of the sponsorship. However, no new consultancy centres have been
created; the idea has not diffused. Yet, the centres that are no longer
sponsored are displaying innovativeness by implementing new ideas into
their consultation programme. For example, if they were providing advisory
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services about ecological construction before, they are now also advising
alternative energy production.
On the other hand, if a programme is programme, output and systemoriented, but does not have any inherent innovation potential, it has the
following sustainability profile:
b)

Dimension I

Dimension II

Dimension III

Dimension IV

+

+

+

–

The second profile shows not only that the sponsored environmental
consultancy centres continue to exist, but also that other centres have
emerged that have taken over the concepts of those which were sponsored; as
a result, many more people are able to make use of environmental consulting
(dimension II). If dimension III also applies, this could mean in our example
that the sponsored and newly emerged centres have merged into a nationwide
consultation system, thereby improving the overall ecological situation.
In this example, the innovation component is missing; this means that the
centres were not able to independently develop new consulting themes.
The multi-dimensional sustainability concept developed here has a
number of advantages.
1. It is not necessary to set a normative sustainability limit that has to be
exceeded. The type and extent of sustainability, as measured by the
dimensions shown in Table 1.2, are empirical issues.
2. The dimensions exhibit clear criteria that can be operationalised and
empirically measured.
3. Using sustainability profiles, evaluation results can be represented
completely and clearly, meaning that comparisons over time and between
programmes can easily be made.
4. Furthermore, Alexandra Caspari (2004) has shown that the information
contained within the profiles can be used for the creation of an additive
sustainability index without it ending in a critical loss of information. 2
Within the concept of sustainability being developed here, it is noteworthy
that, on the one hand, sustainability dimensions should be differentiated on
the macro (that is, social) level and should follow the usual distinctions
between the economic, social and ecological aspects. On the other hand,
dimensions are being developed for sustainability on the micro (or
programme and project) level, and these have been classified as project,
output, system and innovation-oriented.
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Another important factor concerning the underlying concept of
sustainability is that operationalised criteria should be developed for the
dimensions differentiated on both the macro and the micro levels in order to
permit empirical checks (measurements), allowing questions about
sustainability to be answered with the aid of empirically acquired data rather
than in a normative fashion. The function of sustainability evaluation in
modern societies will be dealt with below.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION
TO POLICY-MAKING
As mentioned above, modern and sustainable societies are characterised not
only by a reliance on rationality and progress, but also by the belief that
sustainability can be shaped and managed. The vision of balanced economic
growth, social progress and ecological balance is linked to the conviction that
we can manage and control these processes. The bridge between these two
visions or doctrines of sustainable modernity is evaluation (see Figure 1.1).

Vision of
sustainable
development as
balanced
economic,
social and
ecological
progress

Evaluation

Belief in the
possibility of
shaping and
controlling
sustainable
development

Figure 1.1 Vision of sustainable modernity
Sustainability evaluation as a link between the vision of sustainable
development and its implementation has three functions, as shown in
Figure 1.2.
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1. Evaluation in general and sustainability evaluation in particular can be
used as a management instrument for influencing and controlling
political processes (see Stockmann 2008). Evaluation provides reliable
data and assessments for management decisions that are necessary for the
implementation of programmes. Evaluation becomes an integral part of
the organisational structure and culture as well as of the day-to-day
processes within organisations particularly when new management
models are introduced within the framework of New Public Management
and when far-reaching quality management models are set-up.
Due to the possibility of deploying sustainability evaluation during all
phases of the policy-making process (that is, during the planning and
executive phases as well as during the phase where it takes effect), it can
support programme management throughout. Evaluation thus assists
programme development, opens up learning potential and provides
recommendations for action, making policy more effective, efficient and
sustainable.

Figure 1.2 The triple function of sustainability evaluation
2. Evaluation can not only contribute to the manageability of sustainably
oriented measures or programmes, but can also be part of the
implementation of policy strategies. When public bodies make use of
evaluation as a way of showing that they are achieving their
sustainability goals according to the different dimensions at the macro
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and micro levels, the credibility and legitimacy of policies increase.
Moreover, knowledge of the connections and effects triggered by policy
strategies allows sustainability policies to be shaped on a rational basis.
Evaluation must therefore clearly show which criteria it has used in
order to avoid laying itself open to the charge that it was concerned only
with the perspective of elite political decision-makers.
3. Sustainability evaluation can also be used in a reflexive approach, an
instrument for providing a critique of modern society. By virtue of the
fact that evaluation helps us to understand not only the intended effects
of interventions, but also their unintended results, it provides an
empirical basis for social self-reflection. Evaluation does not merely
reinforce belief in progress; this would make it a mere technocratic
instrument. Instead, it simultaneously puts the idea of progress itself
under the spotlight by looking at the collateral results, especially with
respect to sustainability criteria.
In this sense, evaluation can be employed in the service of public
enlightenment. It is then important for the evaluation instrument to be
used to assess the extent to which political strategies, programmes and
measures contribute to reaching a sustainable society.
Beck (1996, p. 132) focuses particular attention on the side effects of
modernisation and compares his ‘reflexive modernisation’ approach with the
modernisation concept, the former being able to emphasise the importance of
sustainability evaluations. Starting with historical experience, he considers
the twofold control optimism of traditional modernisation theories to have
been refuted, that optimism consisting in the association of a linear
scientification perspective with the wish to rush ahead and examine the side
effects. For this reason, he no longer sees functional rationality as the driving
force behind social change, but instead sees the side effects themselves in the
form of risks, dangers, individualisation and globalisation (see Beck 1996,
pp. 120-133). Regardless of whether or not one is inclined toward Beck’s
position (1991, 1996) and believes that the modernisation of modern society
calls for a fundamental change of direction (reflexive modernisation) or
instead toward the opinion of Zapf (1991), that is, that the existing
institutions of modern society have sufficient innovation capacities available
to provide the impetus for further modernisation, it is clear that development
strategies and policies need to be questioned more radically than they have
been to date.
This means that in evaluations, more attention needs to be paid to
problems that have been treated so far as being merely external, such as the
ecological and social consequences of neo-liberal reorganisation processes
and those of the expectations of prosperity associated with them, just as it
does to the unintended consequences of acts of functional rationality. The
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evaluation of sustainability in particular must examine the sustainability of
political concepts ex-ante and assess it ex-post. For this reason, sustainability
evaluations must not allow themselves to be reduced to mere comparisons
between what exists and what was supposed to exist, comparing the desired
targets with the actual circumstances, but must instead adopt a ‘total’
perspective that follows a comprehensive approach in terms of its impacts. In
the selection of their assessment criteria, sustainability evaluations address
the sustainability of the implemented solutions and assess the impacts at both
the macro and micro levels.
For this purpose, the sustainability concept expounded on in the previous
sub-section can be used, differentiating between dimensions at the macro
level of society and the micro level (the implemented programmes) so that it
becomes possible to test whether and, if so, to what degree the implemented
programmes themselves are sustainable and to what extent they have
contributed to attaining the overall goal on the macro level of achieving a
sustainable society. Here, empirical observation is directed as much towards
intended as non-intended impacts.
With regard to the micro macro perspective, this means that sustainability
evaluation at the policy management level only refers to the micro level in
order to increase effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability (see Figure 1.3).
Sustainability evaluations at the policy level can refer to the micro and macro
levels. They can either research the attainment of the programme goals
(micro level) or the contribution of the programmes at a social target level
(macro level) in order to demonstrate the efficiency of their sustainability
strategies to the public. Sustainability evaluations at the macro level are
supposed to serve the purpose of social enlightenment. Here, the question
might be: To what extent are social standards and values, relating for
example to social justice or environmental protection issues, considered in a
policy?

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLICY-MAKING AND
SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION
Finally, attention should be drawn to the special relationship between policy
and evaluation. First, a look at the historical development of evaluations
shows that it has been driven by the political system. Not only during the
initial boom in the 1960s and 1970s in the USA and, after some delay, in
most of the countries in Europe, but also the second evaluation boom (which
began in the 1990s) were triggered by increased national demand. This
second phase is no longer fuelled by national (government and
administration) and supra-national actors alone (in Europe, the European
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Commission), but also increasingly by organisations in civil society. During
the boom years as well as the period in which evaluation was in despair
(observable in Europe, at least, in the 1980s), the fluxes must be attributed to
the political system, that is to a markedly reduced demand. This means that
the questions about whether evaluation takes place or not, whether the market
for evaluation is growing, stagnant or shrinking and even what subjects
evaluation is going to address, are highly influenced politically or, in other
words, by the willingness of clients to deploy financial resources for
evaluation (see Stockmann and Meyer 2010, p. 15).
This means that evaluation will tend to take place where money flows
rather than where there is a social need for it (see Dahler-Larssen 2006,
p. 148). That being said, there is no guarantee that central social areas that
really ought to be evaluated are actually evaluated. This applies even more to
sustainability evaluations, as will be shown below.

Figure 1.3 Sustainability evaluation at micro / macro level
This special relationship between the political system and evaluation can also
be illustrated by looking at the rather special client-contractor relationship
(see Figure 1.4). On the one hand, the political system provides the
evaluation clients, defines the terms of reference and makes the financial
resources available. On the other hand, the political system and the
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programmes, projects and measures it generates are in turn the subject of
evaluation.
The evaluators are in a similar state of tension being contractors, on the
one hand, that are economically dependent on the political system as well as
being, on the other hand, expected to conduct their evaluations in a highly
qualified, independent, objective and natural way. In doing so, within the
context of sustainability evaluations, they assess long-term impacts at the
micro and macro levels of society by applying sustainability criteria and
subsequently coming up with recommendations for policy-making that are in
turn meant to be put into practice by the political system.

Figure 1.4 Tension between policy and evaluation
Since the latter is thus simultaneously both the client and subject of
evaluation and the former is, on the one hand, supposed to judge as
independently as possible whilst being economically dependent on the
political system in its capacity as the principal evaluation client, evaluation is
always in danger of being corrupted by this system. However, heavy-handed
interference on the part of the political system in terms of dictating what
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findings it wishes to be presented with seldom occurs; the attempts to
influence the process are usually far more subtle.
It may, for example, be the case that a friendlier tone, a shift in the relative
importance of assessments or a more lengthy or shorter presentation of
positive or negative findings is ‘recommended’ and so on. Unwelcome
evaluations may simply be dismissed and vanish into obscurity. In any case,
it is often the case that evaluation reports (in their unabridged form) are not
made accessible to the public, making public policy assessment on a rational
basis difficult or even impossible.
The independence of evaluations has been examined only to a limited
degree to date. In a survey of the non-student members of the American
Evaluation Association, 42 per cent said at some point that they had been put
under pressure by clients to misrepresent findings (see Morris 2009). The
Evaluation Society in Germany (DeGEval) has set up a working-group called
‘Ethics of Evaluation’; the group’s plans include carrying out a similar
survey of its own members in 2010 on the independence of evaluations.
Every evaluation has to work within this area of conflict, but sustainability
evaluation faces extra difficulties. Here is a summary of what makes it so
special:
1. It is difficult to define the evaluand. Due to the variety of definitions (see
pp. 4–11), it not only becomes doubtful what the evaluation is supposed
to refer to, but also how the results can be used. When a school
programme is evaluated, one may argue about the pedagogical concepts
with which the school quality is to be improved. However, the goal is
indisputable, namely to improve the pupils’ learning process and, in the
end, their knowledge. When a job market programme to reduce
unemployment is to be evaluated, the purpose and goal are clear; there
may be some dissent, however, about the method and the means used
(instruments).
When evaluating sustainability, it is more complex as sustainability at
the macro level consists of three elements (economical, social and
environmental development), meaning that each sustainability evaluation
must be preceded by a clarification of its conceptualisation. A simple
operationalisation has been introduced here that is at least applicable to
programme impacts at a social level.
2. Secondly, this makes the micro macro problem that much more difficult
as the meaning of sustainability at the micro level differs completely
from that of sustainability at the macro level. Here, an analytical model
for the micro level that allows for an empirical survey at the programme
level has been introduced.
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3. Depending on whether it is at the micro or macro level of sustainability,
sustainability evaluation may have different meanings. Three functions
of sustainable evaluation have been identified. Sustainability evaluation
can refer to: a) the improvement of programme processes to render a
programme more effective and more sustainable, b) the review of policy
strategies to assess their sustainability or c) society as a whole to test the
extent to which sustainability criteria are socially accepted and
implemented.
4. The evaluation of sustainability also poses methodological challenges.
As sustainability evaluations are very often impact analyses conducted
ex-post, some very challenging designs and a broad mixture of methods
are needed. This subject has not been dealt with here. Instead, it has
merely been pointed out that sustainability evaluation must have a total
perspective taking a comprehensive approach, assessing intended and
unintended effects in order to be able to draw a comprehensive balance
for sustainability at the micro and macro levels.
5. Brief reference has been made to the difficult relationship between
policy-making and sustainability evaluation. This already problematic
relationship between policy and evaluation is made even more difficult
when evaluating sustainability because the attainment of sustainability
generally needs longer periods that long outlast a government’s term of
office. Due to this a government that issues a contract for a sustainability
evaluation may not evaluate the successes of its own policy, but rather
those of its predecessors. That is the reason why politicians often show
little interest in sustainability evaluation.
6. The question of how sustainability evaluation can be more strongly
institutionalised into the policy cycle is even more important so that it
can be implemented in a less ad hoc and more systematic way. Stronger
institutionalisation would also have positive impacts on the designs and
methods used by evaluations, as experimental designs and panel analyses
involving longer periods of time could be used.
These are a few of the points which will be discussed in the other
contributions of this book. It is clear that sustainability evaluations still have
a long road in front of them. In many countries in Europe and in most of the
developing countries, there is no clear evaluation culture yet (see Furubo et
al. 2002); it can therefore not be taken for granted that evaluations are carried
out at all. It is even more seldom that political responsibility and evaluation
are linked. Since the evaluation of sustainability is even more difficult to
carry out than other evaluations, even less political support can be expected
here than is otherwise the case. This is in stark contrast to the importance of
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sustainability evaluations since what they aim to examine is nothing less than
the sustainability of political concepts, strategies and programmes.

NOTES
1. see http://www.edc.ncl.ac.uk/seminarsevents/sustainability.php (29 July 2010).
2. The additive index is created by adding up the number of sustainability dimensions that have
been empirically evaluated as positive. This type of index enables a summary statement to be
made about the sustainability of the measures, projects and programmes. The more positive
assessments available, the greater the level of sustainability assigned to a programme. The
advantages of the index can best be appreciated when different programmes are to be
compared with each other within a cross-sectional study. The index also makes it easier to
compare the actual degree of sustainability achieved with the intended degree of
sustainability (see Caspari 2004, pp. 77ff).
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2. How to Select Policy-Relevant
Indicators for Sustainable
Development
Frank J. Dietz and Aldert H. Hanemaaijer

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Over the last 20 years, sustainable development has become a wellestablished concept. There is now a sustainable option for all kinds of
activities from eating organic food and drinking Fair Trade coffee to
sustainable construction and do-it-yourself, from sustainable investment to
sustainable energy generation. The frequent use of the word ‘sustainable’
would suggest that there is a consensus regarding the criteria each of these
activities must meet in order to be called ‘sustainable’. However, closer
investigation shows that this is not the case. Some associate sustainable
development with income security, others with reducing environmental
degradation and still others with a more socially cohesive society.
Sustainable development therefore has many different faces.
Sustainable Development is Ambiguous
Despite the wide variation in the interpretation of sustainable development, a
concern for the future runs through them all as a commonality. Will I still
have a job tomorrow? Will we still have dry feet? Will people in the rest of
the world have enough to eat, now and in the future? It is in the discussion of
such questions regarding the continuity of our existence and the availability
of resources for current and future generations that people tend to use the
term ‘sustainable’. At the same time, ‘development’ is usually associated
with an improvement in living conditions, although exactly what must
improve is much less clear. Opinions on what the most important concerns
for tomorrow are can vary, as can views on whose living conditions need to
be improved.
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The various conceptions of sustainable development are therefore by no
means unified, although the issue of continuity is always somehow involved.
It is these varying interpretations of a single concept that inspire reflection
and, as a result, public debate (Zijderveld 1998). The various conceptions
however make it not easy to use sustainable development to guide human
activities. This presents problems, not only because various levels of
government in the Netherlands and other countries have made a commitment
to sustainable development. The question is whether a concept that is so
generally accepted, yet at the same time has so many different interpretations,
can continue to function as a guide for all kinds of social activities.
Furthermore, if the exact goals are unclear, how do we know whether
progress is really being made in the pursuit of sustainable development?
A Look Ahead
This chapter focuses on the question of how to select policy-relevant
indicators for sustainable development. This requires some introduction on
what sustainable development is and what kind of information is relevant for
a policy maker. Armed with this knowledge, the following sections present a
step-by-step approach to select a set of indicators for sustainable
development that is useful for the political and societal debate on the
question: Are we making progress? Whether or not the insight provided by
the indicators meets society’s approval will be made apparent during public
and political debate regarding the path to be taken by society, now and in the
future.

OPERATIONALISATION OF SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Both the term sustainable development and the idea behind it have long been
associated with ecology. The reason the Brundtland report received so much
attention worldwide is due to the link it made between poverty and
environmental degradation (WCED 1987). The Brundtland report recognised
that poverty obstructs the sustainable use of the physical environment.
This set the scene for the concept of sustainable development as described
in the Brundtland report, that is, as development which meets the needs of
current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs, everywhere in the world. This broad definition of
sustainable development is also the starting point for this chapter. Sustainable
development is about continuity and a fair distribution of the resources
available to mankind to realise its goals.
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It is now generally accepted that sustainable development is based on
three pillars: a strong economy, social cohesion and effective nature
conservation and environmental management, and that the greatest challenge
is finding a balance between these economic, social and environmental goals.
In trying to achieve this balance, the demand is often made that people’s
actions here and now must not have an adverse effect later in time or to
people elsewhere on earth. This broad view of sustainable development is
chosen in many countries as a basis for national government policy.
However, the operationalisation of sustainable development into specific
policies is not straightforward. After all, what is sustainable energy
generation, sustainable mobility or sustainable flood protection?
The Need for Operationalisation
Although everyone is in favour of sustainable development, differences in
opinion occur when trying to operationalise the concept. Sustainable
development is an abstract concept, which leaves a lot of room for public
debate and masks differences in opinion. As a focal point for discussion, it
certainly gets people talking, but we are no closer to achieving sustainable
development than we are for the broadly supported idea of a just society.
Although a consensus has apparently been reached regarding the general
direction society should be taking, the final destination remains shrouded in
mist. As soon as an attempt is made to define the destination, differences of
opinion arise regarding the nature of sustainable development and the limits
it sets on our actions. Will sustainable agriculture secure the survival of
farmers, or will it achieve that nutrient-poor ecosystems, such as heathlands
and wetland areas, are not threatened with acidification and over fertilisation?
In our opinion, operationalisation of sustainable development is required to
detect trade-off relationships that may exist between any of the goals that fall
under the concept of sustainable development. This operationalisation is
related to a specific social domain or theme.
Monitoring Sustainable Development
Moving from the operationalisation of sustainable development by
identifying a relevant set of long-term goals in each social domain to the
evaluation of how much certain activities bring us closer to sustainable
development is a large step. The step is even larger if the intention is to
determine whether society as a whole has become more sustainable. Which
indicators provide an adequate definition? Is it possible to define progress or
decline at the society level using a single index?
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These questions are in keeping with the rich history of the discussion
regarding welfare and economic growth that has taken place over the last
century. The idea long held sway in economics and society in general that the
gross domestic product (GDP) is a reasonable approximation of social
welfare. There is however repeated reference to the limitations of this in the
literature. Amongst others Hueting claims that the exhaustion of natural
resources should be deducted from the GDP (Hueting 1974). At the same
time, the idea gathered strength that once a particular income level is reached,
people do not become happier, and their quality of life does not continue to
increase as their income increases further (Easterlin 1974; Inglehardt 1997).
According to Layard, an individual’s well-being is mainly determined by
health, relationships and whether or not he or she has paid or volunteer work.
Furthermore, he concluded that people are most interested in earning as much
as or more than their peer group (Layard 2005).
New life was again breathed into this discussion in 2009. In its policy
document ‘GDP and beyond: Measuring progress in a changing world’, the
European Commission (EC) argues that the usual set of economic indicators
be supplemented with ecological and social themes and indicators (European
Commission 2009). ‘The Commission on the Measurement of Economic
Performance and Social Progress’, established by President Sarkozy,
published an authoritative and influential final report (Stiglitz et al. 2009). In
addition to making recommendations regarding changes to the GDP, the
Commission also explored the possibilities for improving the measurement of
welfare and sustainable development. Well-being is, according to Stiglitz et
al., not only determined by production and income, but also by other aspects
of people’s lives such as what they do, what they can do, how they feel and
the quality of their physical environment. Sustainable development is
therefore concerned with the issue of whether or not the current quality of life
is sustainable over time. This depends on whether sufficient resources, such
as knowledge, natural resources and capital goods, are passed on to future
generations. Stiglitz et al. recognise that well-being and sustainable
development are multi-dimensional concepts that cannot be easily
represented by a single indicator: ‘No single measure can summarize
something as complex as the well-being of the members of Society’ (Stiglitz
et al. 2009, p. 12). It therefore seems that, to monitor progress, a set of
indicators is required.
The question, then, is how broad this set of indicators should be. Which
subjects must be monitored at a minimum in order to be able to measure
progress? What is the goal of the monitoring? Do we want to measure the
main issues (the ‘concerns for tomorrow’) or should the indicators describe
the current state of the nation (a ‘panorama photo’)? How should the relevant
themes be selected? Which indicators are to be chosen in order to measure
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progress? These are all difficult questions to which there is no single answer,
but for which we will now set out a practical approach.

TOWARD INDICATORS FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: A STEP BY STEP APPROACH
Methodology
If sets of sustainability indicators have been produced based only on expert
judgement and analysis of the past, the choice of indicators by experts can be
subject to discussion in society. As a result, the indicators, which are meant
to obtain factual and clear information, will then not be used to facilitate the
debate on the desired or required course to be taken by society. This will only
change if there is sufficient faith in the method used to select the indicators
and if policy makers subscribe the selected themes and indicators. A step-bystep method is therefore outlined below that can be used for a well-founded
selection of sustainability indicators. Although the steps should be carried out
in the order given, sequences of steps may be repeated as often as desired.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select sustainability issues or themes
Determine long-term goals per theme
Determine the available means
Analyse the goals and means per theme and overall
Define relevant indicators per domain
Aggregate, review and reflect

Figure 2.1 A step-by-step approach for the selection of policy relevant
indicators for sustainable development
Step 1: Select Sustainability Issues or Themes
Before selecting issues or themes that can provide the concept of sustainable
development with specific meaning, we first need to be clear on what the
purpose of the selection is: Should the set of indicators describe the current
situation in a country, or should they identify the ‘concerns for tomorrow’? In
the first case, the goal is to produce a ‘panorama photo’ of the situation in a
country: Which of society’s needs are being addressed and which are not? In
this case, it may be possible, for example, to determine that in most wealthy
countries, the trends for average income, life expectancy and education are
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positive, but negative for nature. In other words, social-economic advances
have been made at the expense of nature. But, if the main purpose of
selecting the indicators is to gain an understanding of the ‘concerns for
tomorrow’, other issues may also come to light, such as increasing
segregation between population groups, the affordability of social facilities
and the availability of a sufficiently large working population due to an
ageing population as well as the effects of climate change, such as drought
and flooding.
The next question is: Which sustainability issues dominate the social and
political agenda? The answer to this is always dependent on time and place,
as it depends on current needs and opinions and the physical environment in
which we live. For example, much more attention will probably be paid in
2010 to the budget deficit and national debt than was the case in 2007, due to
the high government spending necessitated by the banking crisis and
subsequent recession. As a result, the subject has risen on the social agenda.
The opposite is of course also possible. If stringent measures have resulted in
cleaner water, air and soil, it is highly probable that these subjects will move
down society’s list of priorities. As well as changing preferences, location
also determines the relative importance of sustainability issues. Someone
living, for example, in the countryside in Africa, who regularly has to deal
with the effects of drought, will have a different perception of his natural
environment than a city-dweller in Northwest Europe. Finally, the relative
importance of sustainability issues is also determined by people’s standards
and values. For example, is the global fight against hunger and malnutrition
more important than our own pension provision?
What the most important sustainability issues are is therefore an empirical
question. There is no theoretical answer; we need to look for it in society. To
do this, we need to tap into the public debate regarding perceived problems
and solution strategies. This must be done in a transparent manner. In theory,
the political debate should reflect this, though this is not always the case, as
shown by the social pressure required to bring issues such as integration and
failing care for the elderly and the handicapped high on the social and
political agenda. Properly executed surveys can also provide additional
information about people’s preferences and priorities. Interestingly, various
large surveys carried out in recent years have shown that the Dutch find ‘far
from home’ issues such as war and security issues, loss of biodiversity,
climate change, hunger and poverty more important than ‘concerns closer to
home’, such as traffic jams and the quality of education (MNP 2004 and PBL
2008). Finally, scientific understanding can play a major role in the debate
over society’s desires and opportunities. For example, it is mainly due to
scientists that the issues of the ageing population and climate change were
put on the agenda.
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The delineation and definition of themes is crucial and certainly no trivial
matter. The trick is to recognise relationships that normally remain obscured
and that often turn out to be major problems. For example: Is neighbourhood
decline the result of derelict housing, failing facilities or declining job and
income prospects, or is it primarily a problem of trying to integrate people
from different backgrounds and cultures?
In conclusion, the selection of a policy-relevant set of sustainable
development indicators begins with the identification of the most important
‘concerns for tomorrow’. These can be derived from well-executed surveys,
political choices and scientific understanding. This thematic approach forms
the starting point for the operationalisation of sustainable development.
Step 2: Determine Long-Term Goals per Theme
Having determined what the most important sustainability issues are, the next
step is to identify which goals are to be pursued. What is a sustainable
pension provision, a sustainable energy supply or a viable neighbourhood?
An effort needs to be made to operationalise visions, perspectives and
prospects into a manageable set of goals that are sufficiently supported by
society. For example, a sustainable energy supply has been operationalised in
policy as a clean, reliable and affordable energy supply. Furthermore, there is
agreement within the EU to limiting climate change to no more than two
degrees Celsius. To realise this, worldwide emissions will have to decrease
by 50 – 60 per cent by 2050. However, in rich countries, emissions will have
to decrease by 80 – 95 per cent. This necessitates different energy resources
than are currently being used (PBL 2009a).
In determining long-term goals, climate change differs greatly from
biodiversity, because there is no real, concrete long-term vision for global
biodiversity. At the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the Parties
agreed to achieve a significant reduction in the current rate of biodiversity
loss by 2010. However, the precise meaning of ‘significant’ has been left
open to interpretation. It therefore remains unclear how much biodiversity
mankind wants to retain and where, and how serious it will be if we lose
more species. This must absolutely be clarified if we are to make further
progress on this subject.
Step 3: Determine the Available Means
Once it is clear which sustainability issues have the highest priority in society
and therefore which long-term goals are to be pursued, we must gain an
understanding of the resources available in order to achieve this. To that end,
it would be necessary to make an inventory of which resources are relevant
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and which resources may present problems in light of the goals to be pursued.
This facilitates the iteration between goals and resources, based on which
social preferences are formed. If fewer resources than expected are required,
more ambitious goals can be set, or the resources can be used elsewhere for
other goals. However, if more resources are required than expected, the
decision may be made to make the goals less ambitious or to use the
resources for other needs in society. An understanding of available resources
therefore facilitates the iteration between goals and resources. Such iteration
is a necessary process in order to achieve stable social preferences.
National accounts are a powerful aid for producing a systematic inventory
of available resources and the capital approach teaches us that a higher
standard of living requires the use of resources. The capital approach
concentrates on measuring four types of capital: economic, natural, human
and social capital, which together make up the resources available to both
present and future generations. There is, however, also a danger of taking a
one-sided approach to resource monitoring while using the capital approach.
For example, sustainable development is here operationalised by monitoring
changes in the availability of resources. Declining resource levels are a sign
of declining sustainability, and increasing levels a sign of increasing
sustainable development. But this is the wrong approach to the problem.
What does an overview of available resources say about the current situation
of society? And how does such an assessment enable us to determine whether
society is on the right track? The capital approach even strengthens the bias
for the status quo: Continuing to maintain resources that are mainly used
today is presented as encouraging sustainable development, simply assuming
that more of the same is desirable. Furthermore one can ask if more informal
health care is a sign of solidarity or a sign of a seriously flawed healthcare?
And are less working hours per person a sign of poverty or a sign of an
appreciation for leisure time? Concentrating only on resource levels teaches
us little about sustainable development, just as GDP does not provide a good
picture of welfare and social well-being. Insight into the possible
substitutions from capital stocks is also necessary. So for example on top of
the amount of fossil fuels that remains available, the amount of renewable
energy should be taken into account as well. Technological progress can also
lead to a more efficient use of means, making it possible to realise the same
set of goals using less resources (CBS et al. 2009).
Step 4: Analyse the Goals and Means per Theme and Overall
The next step is to analyse the relationships between sustainability issues, the
pursued goals and the available resources. Such an analysis must include at
least the following five questions:
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Where are the win-win situations, the synergies, the co-benefits?
Which trade-offs can be identified?
What are the barriers to achieving these goals?
What options to realise goals and remove obstacles are open to citizens,
companies and the government?
E. What are the effects of the alternative options (‘if … then’)?
A. Where are the win-win situations, the synergies, the co-benefits?
Is it possible that a single measure can help achieve more than one goal? For
example, options that are positive for the climate, such as energy efficiency
and alternative energy supplies, also often have a positive effect on supply
security. However, this doesn’t work the other way around: For instance,
using more coal to reduce dependency on a small group of politically
unstable countries that export large amounts of oil does not mitigate the
climate problem if CO2 capture and storage are not made obligatory. Another
example of positive benefits are the effects of climate measures for example
aimed at reducing combustion emissions taken at a national level, which also
have positive effects on air quality. The identification of such co-benefits
greatly increases the chance that measures being considered will actually be
implemented.
B. Which trade-offs can be identified?
Despite all good intentions, initiatives taken to improve sustainable
development rarely create only positive effects, even within a single area.
Human activities have intended and unintended effects, which may later turn
out to be better or worse than expected. For example, the use of biofuels will
decrease the dependency on oil and, in most cases, will also reduce the
emissions of greenhouse gases but will also have a negative effect on
biodiversity – directly or indirectly – due to an increased depletion of forests
and a rapidly increasing demand for biofuels, which will contribute to higher
food prices. Cradle to Cradle, an increasingly popular concept, is also not
exempt from such trade-offs. Cradle to Cradle is a design philosophy that
encourages companies to design products containing only biodegradable
materials and to keep materials with poor biodegradability out of the organic
cycle in order to prevent negative effects on the environment (Braungart and
McDonough 2002). However, the global implementation of this design
philosophy would require lots of extra land, both for growing the required
raw materials and for the decomposition of the used products. Biodiversity
would ultimately suffer because of this (Aalbers et al. 2008). Such trade-offs
do not only exist on a global level. Closer to home are the issues of the
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ageing population and the sustainability of social facilities. Increased labour
participation is one possible solution to these problems: If more people work,
or if they work for more hours, social provisions will become more
affordable. At the same time, an increase in labour participation will result in
less leisure time, which may result in less volunteer work and can undermine
social cohesion.
Such trade-offs reveal the often difficult choices that need to be made in
the name of sustainable development. Achieving one goal can sometimes be
at the expense of another, within the same domain or in different domains,
here or elsewhere, for current or for future generations. The systematic
identification of these trade-offs encourages a conscious decision-making
process and prevents naïve choices from being made.
C. What are the barriers to achieving the goals?
A properly conducted analysis also provides an understanding of the barriers
to achieving the set of goals through which sustainable development is
operationalised for a specific social domain. For example, what prevents
society from realising the enormous potential for greenhouse gas reduction
and energy savings in urban areas? These barriers can be roughly divided into
four categories:
• Technical barriers are difficulties in physically achieving a goal.
Investment in education and research may help open up opportunities
for achieving these goals. For example, the investment in the
development and widespread implementation of green technology in
many prosperous countries has resulted in reduced emissions to air,
water and soil. In the coming decades too, a wide range of new
technical measures will be required to deal with the climate issue and to
continue to improve agricultural productivity. Fortunately, much of the
required technology is already available, but obstacles to their
widespread implementation often lie in a different field.
• Important economic barriers to achieving social goals include not
taking into account external costs (such as pollution) and external
benefits (such as the development of green technology) and the
existence of economies of scale in production (existing, polluting
technologies have a cost advantage compared with new, clean
technologies). Each of these barriers requires a targeted approach. For
example, external costs can be priced so that pollution is considered a
financial loss and external benefits subsidised to make the development
of green technologies more attractive to individual companies.
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• Institutional barriers concern, among other things, an absence of
regulation. Although there are global agreements regarding trade, there
are no binding global agreements on greenhouse gas reduction,
biodiversity loss limits and the fight against poverty. If, for example,
Millennium Development Goals are not achieved, no sanctions can be
imposed.
• Behavioural barriers often stem from force of habit, lack of information
or higher costs, which cause consumers to often do things they oppose
in principle. Social dilemma also often plays a role in sustainability
issues: A change in an individual’s behaviour is often good for society,
but not for his or her particular self-interest. If a more sustainable
lifestyle requires the resolution of a social dilemma, collective action is
required in the form of government policy.
D. What options are open to citizens, companies and the government?
Identifying the opportunities that help us achieve goals can provide citizens,
companies and policymakers with options that make it possible to overcome
the barriers mentioned above. The government first needs to establish its role
within each societal domain: Does it restrict itself to defining the global
framework and regulations within which market forces are allowed to operate
freely, or does it take its role even further? For example, attaining an
alternative energy supply system will require considerable investment and
institutional change. The vast sums of money involved and the high degree of
uncertainty would therefore make it sensible for the government to play a
coordinating role. Focusing again on alternative energy supplies, these
technologies can be brought a step further and their costs reduced by setting
standards for renewable energy and investing in research. The European
Emission and Trading System alone will not realise this. Another example
concerns the social dilemma: Research carried out in six EU countries shows
that the public expects the government to implement measures to solve
dilemmas (PBL 2008). Publicity campaigns alone cannot change the
behaviour of individual consumers on a large scale: Pricing strategies or the
setting of standards are also required. Since directly influencing consumption
patterns and lifestyle changes is a sensitive issue, the more practical route
seems to be to indirectly influence consumer choice, by for example setting
product standards and taking into account the whole production chain. Recent
examples of product standards are emission criteria for cars and televisions in
the EU. Recent, strict EU standards for televisions will very likely mean that
large plasma screens will vanish from the market. More advanced options go
a step further in making more efficient products mandatory, as in the case of
low-energy light bulbs in Australia and the EU (PBL 2009b).
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E. What are the effects of the alternative options (‘if … then’)?
Finally, research needs to continue to investigate the effects and costs of
alternative options so that policy makers are able to make informed choices.
For example, the options available for limiting climate change can be
explored by comparing the advantages and disadvantages of various energy
sources such as wind, biomass and nuclear energy.
The more detailed the answers to the above questions, the more the analysis
of these questions resembles an investigative study.
Step 5: Define Relevant Indicators per Domain
The previous steps give an idea of the issues important in the sustainable
development of society and its available resources, using public opinion,
political debate and scientific understanding. The options have been
identified, the positive and negative effects of these options outlined and the
barriers to their successful implementation explored. Using this information,
it is now possible to make a responsible choice of indicators for a specific
issue. This choice can therefore be regarded as the outcome of the analysis
carried out in the preceding steps. It is therefore understandable, given the
two degree limit for climate change and the required long-term reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions in wealthy countries, that emission levels, the
proportion of renewable energy and energy savings all will be investigated.
This provides not just a picture of the relevant trend – greenhouse gas
emissions – but also of possible measures that may influence these trends,
such as the extent to which renewable energy is used and energy use made
more efficient. From the resource point of view, it makes sense to get an idea
of current resource levels, such as for oil and gas, and the percentage of
research funding used for the development and market introduction of
sustainable energy resources. Another example is education and the use of
human capital. In this case, education level is often considered to be one of
the relevant indicators. A well-qualified working population is the foundation
for labour participation. Inadequate training hinders participation in the work
force and increases the chance of unemployment. Dropping out of school is,
from this point of view, undesirable. The percentage of school dropouts is in
this respect an early warning indicator, enabling policy makers to recognise
an unfavourable trend at an early stage. In our opinion, policy-relevant
indicators for sustainable development shed light on positive and negative
trends in relevant resources as well as on possible options for guiding these
trends in the desired direction.
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Step 6: Aggregate, Review and Reflect
Once more sustainability issues have been identified, operational goals and
available resources defined, co-benefits and trade-offs identified and
alternative options explored, the number of relevant indicators will increase
rapidly. This often necessitates some aggregation of the results, both for
public debate and the national political decision-making process. The choice
may be made to introduce various layers into the set of indicators in order to
produce a more manageable set of indicators and to enable the necessary
depth of study of each issue. At the highest (national) level, the number of
indicators is kept to a minimum but still allows for a general idea of the
positive or negative trends to be formed. Still further insight is provided by
the underlying, more detailed set of indicators. The situation, in which too
many indicators cause policymakers to no longer see the wood for the trees,
must be prevented. At the same time, too much aggregation will mask the
choices that must be made. The most extreme form of aggregation is an
index, in which an attempt is made to express all the information as a single
number. Such aggregation simplifies communication of the results; such
indices, like the ecological footprint and the human development index, are
therefore powerful and appealing instruments. This strength is however also
their weakness. Because everything is reduced to a single number, an index
generally provides little detailed insight, for which additional information is
usually required. An index can even mask the fact that a particular
development is undesirable. For example, the use of bioenergy can reduce the
ecological footprint, but have other negative effects. As greenhouse gas
emissions decrease, the calculated potential amount of space required also
decreases. In the meantime, the actual (physical) amount of space required
may in fact increase. This often means that natural areas will be converted
into agricultural land, resulting in a loss of biodiversity. It is, in our opinion,
highly important that policymakers have an understanding of such trade-offs
as, in the quest for sustainable development and the social dialogue it entails,
progress can rarely be made on all fronts at the same time. Using an index
might deprive society from insights in those trade-offs. Furthermore, opinion
usually differs regarding the importance of the various intended and
unintended effects. A single indicator for sustainable development ignores
the continuous social decision-making process in which social preferences
are formed in an iterative process between goals and resources. A set of
indicators is therefore required that, much like the instruments on a
dashboard, provide insight into the various developments relevant to the
pursuit of sustainable development. Whether or not the set of indicators
covers all the relevant aspects will be made apparent by the social and
political debate conducted regarding the path society is currently taking or
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should take in the future. An indicator set for sustainable development must
therefore be regarded not so much as the ultimate destination in a scientific
exercise, but as the starting point for public discussion about the extent to
which sustainable development and real progress is taking place. This should
include regular, critical discussion of the indicator set, using the steps
described above. Are we as a society still concerned about the same issues?
Are we moving in the right direction at the right speed and are we measuring
what we really want to know?

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There is no such thing as a conclusive set of indicators for sustainable
development. Nevertheless, it is advisable to continue to look for indicators
that define what we as a society want and how sustainable these desires are in
the light of available resources and their distribution. A thematic approach is,
in our opinion, required for the operationalisation of sustainable
development. Goals are identified in society for each theme, such as the
ageing population, integration or the energy supply. This is done using wellexecuted surveys, political choices and scientific understanding. A properly
conducted analysis of each theme then provides information on the
conditions under which the identified goals can be achieved and illuminates
the most important trade-offs. This highlights the key resources needed for
the required development. The best outcome of the search for a set of
indicators for sustainable development would be that scientists come up with
a proposal that will be used by policymakers. Policy-relevant indicators for
sustainable development would therefore ideally not only provide insight into
trends in society and resources but also into possible measures that can be
taken to influence these trends. In our opinion, however, what is most
important is that we base the search on the question of what we want our
future world to look like, and that we dare to continue to ask this question.
Indicators should then be used to monitor the progress made in terms of
achieving the operational goals and to identify possible trade-offs and
barriers to sustainable development. Well-chosen indicators that are generally
supported by society will prevent the need for discussion of the monitoring
method and allow for more focus on the questions of whether the goals are
still applicable, whether we as a society are following the appropriate path
and whether we are doing so at the desired pace. Finally, well-chosen
sustainability indicators can help society identify the possible paths that
should be taken to achieve the set goals or to reconsider these goals.
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3. Should Evaluation be Revisited for
Sustainable Development?
Wolfgang Meyer

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
At the 2009 Copenhagen Summit, the world decided to let the Maldives and
several other small island states drown with only a few brave words to
comfort them. The climate conference, which widely ignored climate change
because it costs money, showed once again how far away the global society
is from taking sustainable development and its main challenge – quite simply
to save this planet – seriously. Having invested millions of millions of public
Dollars, Euros, Yens, Icelandic Kroner, Hungarian Forints and other
currencies for stabilising the so called ‘private’ finance sector without any
repayment expected, global leaders are not willing to do this even on a minor
scale to stop – or at least reduce – the fatal impact human action is having on
this planet. In particular the Japanese must now pay the price after natural
catastrophes accompanied by technological hazards, changed major parts of
their country into destroyed, hazardous areas.
It is neither a question of scientific knowledge nor of complexity: If one
takes a look at climate change, it becomes evident that the task at hand is
simply the reduction of CO2 emissions. Hardly anybody denies its
importance nowadays. This may cause many to seriously doubt science’s
ability to influence policy making by scientific argumentation.
Why then do we need evaluation? Defined as ‘applied social research,
which is intended to make a contribution to solving practical social-political
problems by endeavouring purposively and systematically to provide bases
for non-scientific decision-making processes’ (Stockmann 2011, p. 17),
evaluation is the most important tool for scientific consultation of evidencebased governance. If such consultation does not lead to proper policy action,
it would be a tremendous waste of money and time. Moreover, if the political
issues are as ‘fuzzy’ as sustainable development, criteria for evaluations are
far from being clear and consensual. By using ‘fuzzy logic’ (as some authors
37
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suggest, for example Andriantiatsaholiniaina et al. 2004; Cornelissen et al.
2000; Linneweber 1998), one may come to the conclusion that one’s own
interpretation is at least on the same level of commitment.
Is it then possible to do evaluations of sustainable development at all? And
if yes, do we need some specific concepts and methods for doing such an
evaluation? Are there any criteria which we can use to judge evaluations in
order to decide whether they are ‘evaluations of sustainability’ or not? And
how can the usability of evaluation results for political decisions be
improved?
These are the questions to be discussed in this chapter. Although it surely
will not deliver a universally accepted solution, it will examine some of the
criteria and a scientific programme for developing evaluations of
sustainability. Moreover, it will offer some good arguments on conceptual
and methodological questions which should be addressed in sustainability
evaluations. It will also try to give a clue to how evaluation results could be
handled in a useful way by policy makers on all levels, from local
government to transnational cooperations.
Firstly, this chapter will offer a brief overview of the present state of
evaluations. This will certainly not be a detailed introduction into the very
broad field of evaluation systems in various sectors, using a huge variety of
concepts and methods. Instead, it will use a systematic approach developed
by Reinhard Stockmann and myself to systemise evaluation theories and
concepts for highlighting the different ways of thinking within the evaluation
community.
The second step takes us directly to sustainable development and the key
question at hand: Which criteria can be used to determine whether one is
properly targeting this concept or not? By using my own definition and
conceptualisation of sustainable development, which is briefly introduced
here, a set of criteria will be derived and discussed.
The third step then challenges the evaluation theories and concepts to
prove whether these criteria for evaluating sustainability are able to be
fulfilled by existing evaluation concepts. Some of the criteria’s weak points
will be identified and discussed.
Finally, the question of how sustainability evaluation can be made more
useful will be answered on the basis of these arguments.
Sustainable development cannot be successful without a proper evaluation
system to guide it. This will cost additional money and may be another proof
of world leaders’ will to take the task of sustainable development seriously.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF EVALUATION
The Functional Model of Evaluation
Evaluation as applied social research is a very broad field, and it is quite
difficult to sort the wide-ranging variety of evaluation approaches. Some
efforts have been made (Guba and Lincoln 1989, Alkin 2004, Fitzpatrick et
al. 2004) but can be criticised because of several reasons (Stockmann and
Meyer 2012, chapter 3). As a result, Stockmann and Meyer developed a
classification system on their own using the functionality of evaluation in
society as a classification tool. As opposed to all other existing classification
systems used for presenting the development of evaluation, this one is based
on a clear-cut theoretical foundation – functional theory – which has proven
to be one of the strongest social theories.
Functional theory goes back to Talcott Parsons’ system approach which
constituted the first attempt to build a generalised model for analysing
societies (Parsons 1951). Although the approach has been criticised from
several positions and further developed in various directions (for example
Münch 2010, Alexander 1998, Luhmann 1995, Alexander et al. 1987 and so
on), its ability to classify and systemise knowledge of societies cannot be
denied.
It is a merit of Stockmann’s system that it makes this approach useful for
the analysis of evaluation. He developed four functions of evaluation
(Stockmann 2008, p. 62) for classifying the societal use of evaluation (see
Figure 3.1).

insight

control

evaluation

development

legitimation

Figure 3.1 Four functions of evaluation (Stockmann 2008, p. 62)
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The first function of evaluation, producing insight, is quite similar to
scientific research’s function and, in fact, one can find its origins there. At the
end of any evaluation, one should know more than before and the client,
above all, should receive new facts, insights, interpretations, perspectives,
and so on, on the topic under observation. No doubt, evaluation has to
produce knowledge, and this is one of the main reasons why evaluations are
commissioned. However, evaluation cannot be reduced to assessment and
research issues because of its other associated functions. Therefore, it is
different to applied social science research at least in some aspects.
The second function, controlling project or programme development, is
related much more with economic instruments like controlling or
accountability concepts than with scientific research. The idea of controlling,
for instance, is to support an efficient use of resources for pre-set goals. More
generally, controlling means to keep a project or programme (and the
investments and activities used for it) on track towards its objectives. It does
not necessarily produce new knowledge but delivers useful information for
the management of limited resources.
The third function, learning from experiences for further development,
points to another important aspect. To be sure, there is a learning process
involved in both research and controlling as well, but they use these new
insights for different goals and do not view learning as a goal in and of itself.
While research tries to include new information in a package of already
understood knowledge, controlling tries to improve the relationship between
input and results. Development highlights another use of new insights: It is
used for improving means and understanding how to exercise them to gain
better results.
Finally, the fourth function is legitimating the activities and resources used
for goal-attainment within a given framework (for example organisation,
collaboration, project, programme and so on) for third parties. This is the
political function of evaluation which does not aim for knowledge
improvement, increasing efficiency or developing better means, but for
acceptance of investments by public opinion and / or stakeholders. Without
any support from the outside, that is, society and its key actors, any kind of
activity for improving development will fail anyway.
The four main functions of evaluation are by no means independent target
dimensions which are separable from one another. The individual functions
are understood as overlapping dimensions. However, the topics involved
suggest different approaches, which are then reflected in various evaluation
concepts.
Stockmann and Meyer (2012) use the functional model for sorting
different evaluation approaches, giving not only an overview of the specific
issues and thoughts behind the approaches but also the societal function in
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focus in this kind of evaluation. It therefore offers some options to evaluate
evaluations.1
Taking a look at classification systems, the authors of textbooks do not
classify approaches but people – the researchers – not saying much about the
development processes of the different authors with regard to their concepts.
By following this idea, the subsequent classification of evaluations has been
developed by Stockmann and Meyer (2012).
People-Related Systematisation of Evaluation Approaches
One’s first glance at Figure 3.2 should be directed at the ‘radical’ position in
the upper left-hand corner, that is, at those authors who understand
themselves primarily as scientists and whose concepts are clearly allocatable
to the insight function. Of the authors included here, Campbell (1975) is
certainly the one most firmly anchored in fundamental research and the one
whose conceptions were primarily oriented toward (his own) interest. Of
course, a large number of other authors could also be cited here, authors who
did not commit themselves solely to evaluation but to applied field research
in their respective disciplines. For all their differences, the authors in this
group do all have in common that their scientific interest dominates and that
they do not see themselves as service providers, as in providers of assigned or
commissioned research. Their perspective is clearly a scientific perspective.
From this ‘pole’, a type of evaluation research developed, oriented toward
programme theories, and it was one which increasingly integrated
participatory and legitimising elements into its conceptions. Whilst the earlier
authors (Suchman 1967, Rossi et al. 2004, Chen 1990) felt even more
strongly committed to a positivist scientific ideal, the more recent approaches
(Stockmann 2008, Mark et al. 2000) endeavour to pick up on the
contributions made to the evaluation discussion by opposing perspectives and
incorporate them into their concepts.
Fetterman (2000), whose ‘empowerment approach’ clearly focuses on the
learning experience (of those affected), is the most extreme representative of
this opposing perspective. The empowerment approach does not see itself as
a ‘service’ for clients but rather as an advocate of affected parties. Any form
of self-evaluation used exclusively for internal purposes belongs to this ‘pole’
(along with some less radical forms like Cousins and Earl 1995, Whitmore
1998). The main focus of this approach is capacity building at the ‘grass
roots’ level, that is an empowerment perspective which is directed strictly at
the target group. Another group of authors (Guba and Lincoln 1989, Patton
1986, Stake 1975) focus their approaches primarily on those involved in a
programme or project (not only the target group but also employees,
beneficiaries and people barred from the outputs), giving the idea of
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‘participatory evaluation’ a slightly different implication. It opens the target
group perspective to a more general ‘stakeholder perspective’.

Figure 3.2 People-related systematisation of evaluation approaches
A completely different attitude is held by the group of evaluators (for
example House 1978 and Wholey 1983) centered around Michael Scriven
(1980), who emphasise the aspect of commissioned research and define
themselves as service providers for the client. Besides the learning process
(of target groups), the legitimisation function of evaluations, that is justifying
the investment of (public) funds into programmes and projects is coming
more into focus here. The ‘client perspective’ is about delivering services and
is ultimately turning evaluation into a consultancy business. They therefore
stand in contrast to yet another group of authors (Stufflebeam 1971, Alkin
1969, Bamberger et al. 2006), who see the outputs they generate as more
related to the programme or project management of the implementing
organisations than to the government authorities that simply provide a
majority of the funds. This is a ‘management-perspective’, aiming more at
the steering abilities of decision-makers. These approaches can all more or
less be grouped under the term ‘stakeholder-oriented evaluation,’ although
they define the term ‘stakeholder’ differently.
Some of the older evaluation concepts are close to the ‘control’ pole
because they are objective-oriented approaches (Tyler 1942, Provus 1971,
Sanders and Cunningham 1973). By emphasising the control function of
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evaluations in the sense of monitoring the achievement of targets, they are
more closely related to evaluation concepts which are not derived from
scientific consultation practice but initiated and implemented by government
institutions. Mainly development teams and committees acting on behalf of
public authorities, fulfilling control and legitimation functions, can be found
here as a source of such approaches. Not the stakeholders, nor the scientific
community, but the sponsors are the key focus of these concepts.
For instance, the accreditation approach, applied at universities, cannot be
allocated to an individual person or institution, yet it is among the most
influential evaluation concepts of recent years. It aims primarily to control
the quality of teaching (and sometimes also research) in the spirit of the
Bologna process. Furthermore, the intensive exchange between accreditation
agencies harmonises the concepts and promotes a dialogue outside the
existing evaluation communities as well.2 However, the accreditation system
for universities is by no means typical for the implementation of evaluation in
other policy fields. On the contrary, the differences in scope and form and the
degree of institutionalisation of the evaluation vary a great deal. The other
example used in this chapter are Swiss schools and the specific evaluation
system developed in the school system, which focuses much more on
legitimation (of schools and their work to the public) than on control. There
are various other forms of institutional solutions: (a) implementing evaluation
as a tool in evaluation departments of ministries, (b) subordinate authorities,
(c) scientific institutions attached to those authorities and (d) suitably
empowered private organisations who are allowed to work on behalf of
public authorities. The only aspect shared among those institutions above is
the ‘state-regulative perspective’, which gives the state and its institutions the
power and the right to evaluate. The ‘scaling’ approach used in Figure 3.2
makes clear that any kind of typology built upon these evaluation concepts is
questionable in principle. For instance, if one were to use the ‘poles’ (the four
functions of evaluation) as classes, one would overemphasise the differences
between the approaches. The most important trend in evaluation theory is the
movement toward integrated concepts, as opposed to a radical division of
categories in which the concepts should be sorted.
In order to group the approaches into seven different clusters (the ovals in
Figure 3.2), one additional criterion has been used: the addressee of
evaluation. As described above, some of the authors hold a very clear
position as to who should be the beneficiaries of their work. This position is
related with the emphasis laid on one or the other functions of evaluation.
Table 3.1 shows the relationship between the seven evaluation perspectives
used as typologies and the evidence on the four functional dimensions of
evaluation for each of these classes.
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Table 3.1 Evaluation perspectives and functions representation
Perspective
Scientific
Target Group
Management
Stakeholder
Service
Sponsor
StateRegulation

Knowledge

Development

Control

Legitimisation

***
0 to *
** to ***
* to **
* to **
* to **
0

0 to **
***
** to ***
** to ***
* to **
0 to *
0

0 to *
0
0 to *
0 to *
* to **
** to***
* to ***

0 to *
0 to *
* to **
* to **
** to ***
** to ***
* to ***

Notes: 0 = not representing this function; * = slightly representing this function; ** = strongly
representing this function; *** = very strongly representing this function

Without any doubt, nowadays there is a broad variety of evaluation
approaches and concepts available. However, they have never been proved to
be useful for evaluating sustainable development. One reason for this may be
the only vague understanding of what sustainable development is. This must
be explored in the future.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT – THE CRITERIA
Sustainable Development as a Utopian Idea of Total Integration
If an expert on sustainable development is asked what sustainable
development actually is, he or she would most likely recommend the
‘Brundtland’ definition – at least as an introduction. The ‘Brundtland Report’
of the World Commission on Environment and Development defined
sustainable development as a development ‘that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs’ (WCED 1987, p. 8). Following from this, sustainable
development should be the continuous integration of needs between different
generations of human beings on a time scale. Neither ‘needs’ nor ‘time’ are
more precisely defined in the report, leaving room for discussion on, for
example, what the duration of impacts has to be, how to handle changing
needs, or how to balance human needs with environmental needs.
Nevertheless, nobody denies that the time scale is one of the most important
elements of sustainability.
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At least in Germany, the majority of sustainability discussions concentrate
on another aspect of the concept, namely the integration of ‘the three pillars’
(ecology, economy and social issues). This metaphor is not to be found in the
‘Brundtland Report’ and can hardly be found in the discussions of the World
Commission. The concept of ‘the three pillars’ first appeared in a response to
the ‘Brundtland Report’ (initiated by a German Enquete Commission) by the
Association of the German Chemical Industry (VCI 1996). The metaphor
entered the global debate much later in the official UN outcome report of the
2005 World Summit (United Nations General Assembly 2005). Sustainability
is widely understood as the task of balancing environmental and economical
interests for the good of human beings. Some people recommend adding a
‘fourth pillar’ (sometimes even a fifth or a sixth one) on culture, education,
politics and so on.
One may avoid this kind of discussion by using a horizontal ‘scale’
instead of ‘pillars’. According to this perspective, the main topic is a
horizontal social integration of combating economic, environmental, social,
and other interests (and interest groups) on the target dimension. The
question of balance is, therefore, primarily linked to human interests referring
to ‘the economy’ or ‘the ecology’ and not to the system functionalities itself.
It cannot be solved on a technical basis by using some kind of ‘weighting
mechanism’ between the system challenges; rather, it must be the result of a
bargaining process between human beings whose interests / needs represent
one or the other aspects of such different systems. This implies some kind of
‘governance’ system which follows the rules of justice to integrate on an
‘interest scale,’ as John Rawls suggested in his justice theory (Rawls 1971)
for instance.
While sustainable development will not evolve itself into a self-regulating
process, some kind of sustainability management is necessary. The Agenda
21 of the famous 1992 World Summit in Rio de Janeiro clarified who is
supposed to actually perform the management of sustainable development
(United Nations 1992). The conference slogan ‘think globally – act locally’
placed this task on the local level, recommending joint action of local people
for solving global problems. It included both ‘top-down communication’ for
agenda setting (discussing priorities and global needs against local interests
and egotism, for example) as well as ‘bottom-up communication’ for
aggregating the effects reached in each local area to cumulate impact on the
global level. This has been called the task of vertical social integration on a
territorial scale by Meyer (2007).
To summarise: Sustainable development can be illustrated as a utopian
concept of total social integration referring to at least three different
dimensions (targets, territories and time) or as adequate management rules to
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use limited resources on the local level for fair and just, environmentally
friendly and economically sound global development.
Criteria for Evaluating Sustainable Development: Horizontal, Vertical
and Temporal
For evaluating sustainable development on the target, territorial and time
dimensions, it seems quite obvious to look at different systems and their
functionalities (especially in the ecological, economical and social systems).
If one wants to bring different ideas, interests, needs and so on together
within one single system on one target dimension, the key question is
whether this goal system is able to cover the complete task in a proper way. If
an evaluation approach does not analyse the desired system from this
perspective, one may not be able to get to this point at all. To judge
horizontal social integration, it is therefore necessary to have a look at the
‘goal system’ based on whether it represents all relevant stakeholder
interests and system needs.
The analysis of whether the goal system incorporates the ideas, interests,
needs and so on of all stakeholder groups implies a comprehensive
stakeholder analysis as a key element of evaluation, which would offer
precious and valuable information on the interests of each group, its
relevance in the programme as well as the involvement of the groups in
developing a shared goal system and the process of negotiation.
Even if this system is able to incorporate all relevant stakeholders and the
stakeholders have been heavily involved in its development, this might not
lead to ‘sustainable development’ in all cases. Whether a programme is
following the principles of sustainable development or not is a question of the
‘sustainability concept’ used. Moreover, this concept and how it is
understood by the groups involved must be clarified at a very early stage of
the joint action planning. The process of discussing and developing a shared
understanding of sustainable development is an important issue for
evaluation.
Here only one aspect should be highlighted: The goal system must include
the ‘three pillars’, for example it must make reference to impacts which can
actually be reached (or should not be released to avoid negative side effects)
in the economical, ecological and the social system. Since the desired system
only deals with one of the systems, it is not able to completely fulfil the
criteria for sustainable development. Even if the programme is well-planned
and the stakeholders agree on all elements of the system, missing one of the
pillars means missing the overall concept of sustainable development.
The evaluation therefore must take into account whether this sustainability
concept will be widely accepted by the ‘outside world’. This is obviously
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more a task for the communications system and cannot be attained by any
amount of research on the planning process or the development of goals.
Analysing communication systems is especially important for the evaluation
of vertical social integration on the territorial scale because of the existing
social and geographical distances as well as the differing interests of people
living under varying circumstances. It is also essential, for example, for any
kind of programme evaluation: Several aspects both within a programme
framework (for example the communication between programme managers
and their staff, between programme members and other responsible persons
or departments of the implementing agency, between different organisations
or departments involved in the programme or some parts and so on) as well
as between the programme and its social environment (for example the
communication between target groups, stakeholders, clients, sponsors,
journalists and so on) must be kept in the focus of the evaluation.
The direction of communication is also of some importance. While the
process of agenda-setting must be a somewhat ‘top-down’ process, that is,
personal goals must be adjusted with other goals on the local, regional,
national and global level, the process of aggregating impacts is strictly
‘bottom-up’ – that is, moving from the single outcome reached by one
measure to effects which can be noticed even on a global scale. It also
implies the existence of a sufficient and far-reaching impact chain.
Finally, another aspect of great importance for the evaluation of
communication systems is in the framework of sustainable development
activities. The implementation of new innovations must be conducted in both
a participative and effective way. This implies the existence of some
governance structures, including all stakeholder groups and a highly
legitimated, fast and effectively institutionalised decision-making process.
Decisions must be made to reach the goals (governance within networks) as
well as also to achieve impacts as powerful and widespread as possible
(governance through networks, see Meyer and Elbe 2007 for further
explanation of these terms).
By defining governance structures and indicators, one must also discuss
which responsibilities must be taken over by which parties. The division of
responsibilities is a social process with long lasting consequences: For
sustainability, it is necessary to hold at least one institution accountable for
long lasting consequences. Institutions – and not individuals or organisations
– must take responsibility for any (long-term) risk related to the decisions and
activities made during the shared activities, and principally, they must take
these risks forever. Following the ‘polluter pays’ principle, the beneficiaries
must take the risk, and they are held responsible for any activities and costs
necessary to restore the initial situation. If the needs of other people,
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organisations, institutions, systems and so on are irreversibly harmed, the
burden of compensation payment must be taken.
Table 3.2 Criteria for evaluating sustainable development
Criteria for evaluation
Horizontal Social Integration
1. Goal system represents stakeholder
interests and system needs
2. All relevant stakeholders are included
3. All three pillars are under observation

What to evaluate

Goal system
Stakeholder configuration
Sustainability concept

Vertical Social Integration
4. The sustainability concept is consensual

Communication system
and practice

5. Agenda-setting is compatible to other
related activities in other areas

Top-down communication
processes

6. Impacts are synchronised with other
related activities in other areas

Bottom-up
communication processes

7. Effective governance of activities within a Governance in policy
network possible
network
8. The network is able to realise its decisions Power structure system
and implement new means
Temporal Social Integration
9. Fair division of responsibilities between
Accountability system
actors
10. Investigations on the development of risks Sustainability impact
and impacts (probabilities, durations)
analysis
11. Institutionalisation of adaptation processes Institution analysis
and procedures
This implies the use of some kind of ‘sustainability impact assessment’ able
to capture long-term risks for at least the three basic systems (ecology,
economy and society). In spatial planning, regulations are making
‘environment impact assessments’ obligatory, for instance ‘the Town and
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Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999’ in
England and Wales.3 This should be expanded to all kinds of planning
processes. In fact, for any joint activity, EIAs should be considered.
One of the main aspects under observation must be the ‘decay time’ of
impacts achieved by the programme and of side-effects which are released by
trying to produce such kind of effects. Impact and risk assessment must not
only concentrate on probabilities but also on the duration of impacts and
risks: It does not make any sense to avoid CO2 production for a period of
time if all the while one is producing nuclear waste which pollutes the
environment for millions of years by radioactivity.
Finally, living in a changing world, one cannot assume constant needs,
interests, framework conditions, feedback effects and so on. Sustainable
development means change, and change requires adaptation. Somebody must
be responsible for proofing progress and side-effects as well as for starting a
decision-making process as to whether the activities and measures in use
should be kept or changed. There must be some institutionalised mechanisms
telling the actors that they have to adapt the existing system to new
framework conditions and not to follow the ‘old road’ into a dead end.
There might be other criteria which should also be used for evaluating
sustainable development, and some readers may doubt one or two arguments
used here. Hence, this is just a starting point for evaluating sustainable
development on a generalised level and should be used for classifying
existing evaluation approaches. This is, for sure, not the final word on
sustainability evaluation, but it is the first step towards a systematic approach
towards doing so. Table 3.2 summarises the criteria introduced in order to
give an overview before using them for analysing evaluation approaches.

CHALLENGING EVALUATION BY SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
The Current State of Sustainability Evaluation
The question to be answered now is how far the existing evaluation
approaches are able to capture these criteria for evaluating sustainable
development. To be sure, no detailed analysis can be presented here.
However, some first insights are offered in Table 3.3, which shows the
relationship between the criteria and the evaluation perspectives introduced
earlier.
One can easily see that some aspects are covered by almost all approaches,
while others are not even handled by a single one. Regarding the three
dimensions of social integration, most aspects are covered on the horizontal
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scale. The goal system and the stakeholder configuration, especially, are
typical issues considered in an evaluation process, and most concepts develop
tools and methods for analysis here. On the other hand, the aspect of a
sustainability concept is not discussed in any of the approaches, but it seems
quite easy to include this without conflicting with the overall philosophy of
the evaluation concept. Only state-regulative, sponsor and empowerment
approaches, which are too strongly focused on a single stakeholder group,
may have problems fulfilling the demands of evaluating sustainable
development on a horizontal social integration level.
Table 3.3 Sustainability criteria by evaluation perspectives
Scien- Manage- Stake- Target Service Sponsor Regutific
ment
holder Group
lative
Goal
System
Stakeholder
Sustainability Concept
Communication
Agenda
Setting
Coordination
Governance
Power
Accountability
Sustainability Impact
Institution

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partly

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Partly

Yes

No

Partly

No

No

Partly

Partly

Partly

No

No

No

Partly

Partly

Partly

Yes

Yes

Partly

No

Partly

Partly

Partly

No

No

No

No

No

Partly

Partly

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Partly

Yes
Partly

Yes
No

Partly
No

Partly
Partly

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Partly

Partly

No

Partly

No

No

No

Partly

No

No

No

No

No

No

The picture is much more differentiated and more difficult to see if one
moves over to the vertical scale. In principle, stakeholder and empowerment
approaches deal more with communication processes within the social
system they are handling than all other concepts, but they more or less ignore
the ‘outside world’. At least some of the newer, more integrative systems
based on scientific and management approaches are open for agenda setting
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and coordination approaches (especially in the development cooperation
sector). Again, the state-regulative and sponsor perspective overlook
communication processes to a great extent. Like in any bureaucratic system,
top-down order and bottom-up compliancy is self-evident and not open to
discussion. In general, vertical social integration, especially how its activities
are coordinated towards shared goals, is still underdeveloped.
Like in most joint activities – even in huge programmes – the time scale is
hardly mentioned in evaluation concepts. Although there are some
remarkable exceptions (for example Stockmann 2008 includes life-course
theory and a theoretically derived model of impact sustainability in his
approach), evaluation research is still cross-section oriented (that means
besides scientific disciplines it also crosses the borders between policy fields,
nations, traditions and so on) and often finishes with the end of the activities
under observation. Even impact assessment models or risk analyses are rarely
included in evaluation concepts. The division of responsibilities is not
targeted at all. Therefore none of the evaluation approaches available is able
to capture the most important temporal dimension of sustainable
development.

CONCLUSION – WHERE TO PROCEED?
The answer to the question of what to do next with developing approaches
for evaluating sustainable development seems to be easy: The conceptual
depth must be improved on the vertical dimension and new evaluation
models to capture the temporal dimension must be developed. Why, then,
does this not happen?
There is at least some hope that scientific approaches for analysing
sustainable development will be established. In fact, there are already a lot of
different and promising ideas in discussion. However, they are not (yet)
linked to evaluation research and the debates in this context. Especially in
Europe, a well-established scientific evaluation research scene does not exist,
and the discussion within several different disciplines does not reach the
evaluation community. This may be a bit better in North America, but
obviously not enough to link this very specific field of evaluating sustainable
development to the mainstream of scientific research on this topic.
Evaluations are, as commissioned research, dependent on the decisions of
ministries, implementation agencies, foundations, companies, NGOs and
other actors who are interested in evaluation results. At the moment, the
pressure on the evaluation scene to develop sound methods for evaluating
sustainable development is light and almost non-existent. As long as there is
no ‘market’ for evaluating sustainable development, one will hardly be able
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to find tools for doing adequate evaluation on this topic. This is the point to
start with.

NOTES
1. In classifying approaches, one has to take into account the development of these approaches
itself. To be sure, evaluators, as scientists, read actual literature and discuss their ideas with
colleagues. And they use the new insights derived from this exchange to improve their own
concept. Finally, the approach changes over time and the differences between approaches of
a single area diminish.
2. The ZEvA concept added here is just one example. See www.zeva.org for further
information.
3. For more details see the publications of the International Association for Impact Assessment
2009, 2002, International Association for Impact Assessment and Institute of Environmental
Assessment 2005, Porter and Fittipaldi 1998.
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PART TWO

Policy Formulation:
The Role of Evaluation / Assessment

4. A Basic Roadmap for Sustainability
Assessments: The SIMPLE
Methodology
Candice Stevens
___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Several methodologies have been developed for conducting assessments of
policies, programmes and other initiatives to determine how they comply
with the basic principles of sustainable development. In order to be
characterised as a sustainability assessment, these methodologies should
follow the basic tenets of sustainable development as enumerated in the
Brundtland Report (WCED 1987). These tenets can be paraphrased as the
‘Three Eyes’ – integrated, intensive and inclusive. First, the assessment
should evaluate the economic, environmental and social impacts of a
proposal or programme in an integrated fashion. Second, the assessment
should be intensive in assessing short and long-term trade-offs across the
three sustainability pillars. Third, the assessment should involve all of the
stakeholders in open and inclusive processes.
However, it is precisely these three defining characteristics that make
sustainability assessments difficult to conduct. The concept of sustainable
development is politically sensitive due to the reluctance of governments to
have their proposals and actions assessed on the basis of their combined
economic, environmental and social impacts. Current assessment approaches
– for example regulatory impact assessment and environmental impact
assessment – focus on single dimensions and generally do not address social
issues in any depth. The relationship between economic and environmental
aspects may be enumerated, for example as has been done in green growth
strategies and green economy programmes, but the effects of policies on
income distribution, employment levels, gender equity and other social
factors are usually ignored (OECD 2008).
57
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Thus, sustainability assessments, following their proper definitions, are
not widely implemented in OECD countries (OECD 2008). At present,
integrated assessments are conducted on a circumscribed basis by the
European Commission (2009) and the Federal Government of Switzerland
(ARE 2008). Although they examine the economic, environmental and social
impacts of proposed policies, these integrated assessments are carried out
solely by government agencies. While stakeholders may be consulted, they
are not included in the actual assessment process. The modification of
proposals to take into account the impacts and trade-offs highlighted by the
assessment are generally not made public; this is because sustainability
assessments may highlight negative results for social and environmental
variables as well as economic trade-offs which are not politically acceptable.
The accountability and transparency associated with sustainability
assessments can be uncomfortable for governments (OECD 2009).
The failure to conduct sustainability assessments is also due to their
complexity and costs in terms of human and financial resources. Most
academic assessment tools and methodologies that are now being proposed
are too complicated, resource-intensive and time-consuming to apply on a
regular basis (Stevens 2009). Governments do not have the budgets,
schedules or expertise to use these tools in ongoing assessments of the
sustainability of their policies.
It is the integrated, intensive and inclusive nature of sustainability
assessments that is limiting their use and their contributions to good
governance (Stevens 2010). Sustainability assessments are meant to be an
integrated element of national sustainable development strategies that
regularly evaluate the underlying trade-offs between economic,
environmental and social objectives in priority-setting and policy making for
sustainable development (OECD 2006). They are a key decision-making tool
to help governments frame problems, identify policy impacts and scope
solutions. In this regard, sustainability assessments can contribute to the
coordination and integration of policies and better governance for sustainable
development.
In order to promote the more widespread and regular conduct of
sustainability assessments in the interest of good governance, an accessible
and lower-cost methodology is needed that is applicable to a wide range of
policies and projects. The approach must be able to present trade-offs
regarding the three pillars of sustainable development to policy-makers in an
easily understandable fashion. The SIMPLE sustainability assessment
methodology, described below, has been developed by the author to fulfill
these three criteria of being accessible, low-cost and easily comprehensible.
This methodology is based on work by the OECD and reflects the existing
EU and Swiss integrated assessment approaches; it is intended to be an
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integral part of sustainable development strategies at national, regional and
local levels. The SIMPLE methodology, which provides a basic roadmap for
conducting sustainability assessments, can be implemented in conjunction
with other assessment methodologies in as streamlined or as complex a
manner as desired by the practitioners.

THE SIMPLE METHODOLOGY
This section presents an overview of the SIMPLE methodology and
subsequent sections describe the six basic steps presented in Figure 4.1 in
more depth. The SIMPLE approach provides a basic roadmap for conducting
sustainability assessments and is best used for ex ante reviews before a
policy, strategy, plan or programme is adopted. It can be applied at any level,
including local, regional, national, and international levels. The methodology
can also be implemented in the private sector for assessing the sustainability
of operations and major investments as part of efforts to enhance corporate
responsibility.
S

=

Scope relevance and extent

I

=

Identify participants

M

=

Measure economic, environmental, and social impacts

P

=

Present conflicts across the three pillars

L

=

List mitigating measures

E

=

Enumerate alternative policy paths

Figure 4.1 Steps in the SIMPLE assessment methodology
Within each step, governments or firms can make the procedures as complex
or as elementary as they wish depending on the complexity and importance
of the proposal, the views of the stakeholders involved in the assessment, the
time and resources available and so on. The important task is to consider
economic, environmental and social elements in a transparent process.
• Scoping / Identification: The ‘Scoping’ step determines whether or not
and, if so, to what extent a sustainability assessment is actually needed.
It also establishes the extent and depth of the assessment to be
conducted and determines who will do what with which resources,
including the methods, tools and indicators to be used. The second step
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involves the ‘Identification of Participants’ and is used to determine
which authorities, experts and stakeholders will be involved, to what
extent, in what manner (surveys, consultations and so on) and at what
points in the process.
• Measuring: The next three steps constitute the technical ‘backbone’ of
the sustainability assessment. ‘Measuring’ or identifying the economic,
environmental and social impacts of the proposal is the fundamental
purpose of the assessment exercise and can be done through any
combination of quantitative and qualitative means and using many
different techniques, such as a cost-benefit analysis. The European
Commission (EC) and Swiss integrated assessment methodologies have
focused on advancing these measurement approaches.
• Presenting / Listing: An important characteristic of sustainability
assessments is the ‘Presentation’ of the interactions, synergies and / or
conflicts across the economic, environmental and social pillars of
sustainability. This can be done with graphical presentations or figures
to give a clear view of the potential positive and negative consequences
to be considered and weighed. In the fifth step, measures which can be
employed to reduce or mitigate the potential negative impacts are
‘Listed’ or enumerated to show policy-makers how sustainable
development outcomes can be maximised within all three dimensions.
• Enumerating: The final step is significant, but is the most frequently
neglected. ‘Enumerating’ alternative paths to reach sustainable
development goals should be done so that decision-makers can clearly
see and understand the costs and benefits of various policy actions.
These options can be ranked based on whether they are equitable in
their effects on the three pillars, extensive in terms of their
acceptability, effective and efficient in achieving results that are
proportionate to costs, employable or practical to implement and
endurable in the long-term.

STEP 1: SCOPE RELEVANCE AND EXTENT
Sustainability assessments should be used systematically, but not all
proposed policies should be the subject of sustainability assessments. Many
policies may only have a narrow focus or a limited range of potential
impacts. An initial triage can eliminate proposals that are only slightly
relevant from a sustainability perspective and therefore do not warrant an
assessment involving extensive staff, time and financial resources. Pre-set
criteria for establishing relevance should be agreed upon; these may relate to
the size or expense of the proposed policy or programme, an expected
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threshold level of impacts or the potential for conflict across different
sustainable development objectives.
Once a proposed policy meets the criteria and warrants a sustainability
assessment, scoping should determine the appropriate extent and depth of the
assessment so that the exercise is proportional to the perceived impacts. An
extensive assessment of all relevant policy proposals would be a timeconsuming and resource-intensive exercise when a quick scan may suffice.
For example, the European Commission requests a ‘proportionate analysis’ to
match the scope of the assessment to the significance, political and legal
nature and sector particularities of the proposal. Furthermore, the EC requires
in-depth assessments for regulatory proposals in areas previously left to the
Member States, while more limited analyses are needed for revisions of
existing legislation (EC 2009).
Scoping should further identify the most important issues and areas to be
assessed. It should set boundaries for the impacts that are to be considered
and ensure that the most significant effects are focused on; elements whose
impacts may be negligible should be excluded. At this stage, the extent of the
human and financial resources to be committed should be identified. Again,
these should be proportionate to the significance of the policy, taking account
of available information, time, staff and financing.
As summarised in Table 4.1, three categories of issues are addressed in the
scoping process: 1) relevance, 2) extent and 3) procedures. Relevancy testing
specifies the subject of the assessment, the potential costs and areas of impact
and whether conflicts may emerge across the three sustainability pillars, thus
establishing the overall need for the assessment. Questions of extent identify
the impacts that are to be the focus of the assessment, the degree of
proportionality between the potential effects, the resources available for the
assessment and the appropriate depth of the exercise. Procedural elements
scope the process in terms of time and resources by identifying the agencies
responsible for the assessment and its oversight, the financial and human
resources to be allocated and the timeframe and deadline for the results.
The scoping step of sustainability assessments is intended to be minimally
time-consuming, based on readily-available information and more qualitative
than quantitative. In considering questions of relevance and extent, the
agency or actors in charge of sustainability assessment questions can make a
decision regarding the need for a limited assessment, a full-scale assessment
or no assessment at all. Once the criteria for establishing the need for a
sustainability assessment and the basic assessment procedures are established
as an operational element of sustainable development strategies, the scoping
process should become relatively routine.
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Table 4.1 Scoping questions to be addressed
Scoping area
1. Relevance

Examples of scoping questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. Extent

•
•
•
•
•
•

3. Procedures

•
•
•
•
•

What is the policy or proposal being assessed?
What are the objectives of the proposal?
Who are the target groups of the proposal?
What is the economic cost of the proposal?
What scale of impacts is expected?
Which economic, environmental or social areas
would be affected?
What is the potential for contradictory effects across
these areas?
Which potential impacts should be the focus of the
assessment?
What are the human and financial resources available
for the assessment?
How do available resources compare to the expected
impacts of the proposal?
How extensive should the assessment be?
Would a quick scan of impacts suffice?
Are there potential unintended side effects that
warrant attention?
Who will conduct and oversee the assessment?
What is the timing of the assessment?
What data sources and information are available?
What level of finance will be allocated to the
assessment?
How will the assessment process be monitored and
evaluated?

STEP 2: IDENTIFY PARTICIPANTS
Sustainable development processes are characterised by openness,
transparency and stakeholder participation due to inclusiveness being a
fundamental characteristic of good governance and sustainability. A defining
feature of sustainable development is the involvement of a wide range of
actors (beyond governments) in the formulation and implementation of
assessment based sustainability strategies. Studies of the political economy of
reform show that open decision-making can be one of the most effective and
efficient means for achieving policy goals. Transparency and accessibility
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increase stakeholder and public confidence in the policy-making process and
the acceptance of results and trade-offs.
On the government side, the lead agency for conducting the assessment
should be identified as well as other relevant agencies at the national,
regional and local level. Importantly, the policy-makers who will receive and
consider the results of the sustainability assessment should be confirmed in
advance. The assessment should include a range of ministries and public
bodies that deal with economic, environmental and social issues. As well as
internal experts, external specialists might be involved or consulted. Ideally,
the government assessment participants would be a subset of a governmental
Sustainable Development Council or Commission entrusted with
implementing the sustainable development strategy. This would ensure that
all of the relevant interests are represented and that the assessment
procedures and the participants are institutionalised in the policy-making
process.
The extent of involvement of the three major stakeholder groups –
business, unions and civil society – should be decided in advance. This might
include identifying the relative role of stakeholders (broad inclusion vs. depth
of contributions), time and resource constraints (whether financial support
should be provided to participants), the degree of technical knowledge
(background required) and logistical issues (documentation, timetable,
number and timing of discussions, use of email and conference calls). As
reviewed by the ‘Sustainability A-Test’ project, sophisticated tools have been
developed for maximising the knowledge, ideas and inputs of stakeholders in
sustainability assessments. These include IT-based tools such as electronic
focus groups as well as conventional approaches such as standard focus
groups and video conferences. A minimum requirement ensures that
economic, environmental and social interests are represented.
The composition of the stakeholder representatives can be set as part of
the overall sustainability assessment process. Owing to difficulties in
selecting individual participants, governments may find it easier to work with
national umbrella groups of companies, unions and nongovernmental
organisations (NGOs). Many countries have included civil society
representatives in their Sustainable Development Councils or set up separate
advisory bodies that can help ensure the participation of relevant and
qualified individuals in sustainability assessments. The European
Environmental and Sustainability Advisory Councils (EEAC) is an umbrella
group of councils set up by European governments to obtain the views of and
scientific advice from stakeholders, including from academia, civil society
and the private sector. The EEAC has made recommendations on
sustainability assessment procedures and participants (OECD 2008).
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The assumptions and information on which the sustainability assessment
process is based should be fully accessible and decisions and outcomes
should be well-founded and clearly explained. Consulting the different
viewpoints of various interest groups can lead to mutual understanding and
more robust and justified conclusions. It also increases the overall acceptance
and credibility of the results of impact assessments for stakeholders and the
public.

STEP 3: MEASURE IMPACTS
The core of a sustainability assessment is the impact analysis of the short and
long-term economic, environmental and social effects of the proposed policy
or action. It is at the measurement stage that methodological issues pertaining
to the approaches, tools and data most appropriate for the sustainability
assessment are finalised. Importantly, the criteria to be used in assessing the
significance of the impacts should be agreed upon among the participants
who have been identified and consulted in Step 2.
Several tools have been used for impact analysis, including cost-benefit
approaches, scenarios and modelling, multi-criteria analysis and accounting
and indicator sets. Assessment approaches are explained in depth in the
‘Sustainability A-Test’ project, which evaluated a wide range of tools for
integrated assessments of sustainable development. A web book1 describes
the various assessment tools, gives instructions on their use and presents case
studies.
Since these assessment approaches can be time-consuming and expensive
to implement, an easier method is to evaluate impacts on the basis of predetermined indicator sets. A variety of sustainable development indicator sets
have been developed by international organisations (UN, OECD, EC) and
individual governments. For example, the EC has developed a set of
indicators for monitoring the implementation and progress of the EU
Sustainable Development Strategy and a joint UN / OECD / EUROSTAT
statistical group is in the process of identifying an indicator list for measuring
sustainable development.
The approach recommended in the SIMPLE sustainability assessment
methodology is to rank the potential positive and negative impacts of a
proposal based on a checklist of agreed upon economic, environmental and
social criteria using both qualitative judgments and available quantitative
data. The general set of criteria should be the same for all of the assessments
and should reflect the priorities of the sustainable development strategy, for
example maintain competitiveness, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
achieve more equitable income distribution. Participants in the assessment
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can focus on the criteria that are the most relevant to the given exercise and
can also decide how the various criteria should be weighted. The potential
severity or extent of impacts can be measured relative to a pre-set scale and,
in this way, the potential conflicts between domains can be identified.

SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
(Estimate degree of expected impacts on a scale from -3 to +3)
ECONOMIC CRITERIA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase incomes and employment
Maintain productive capital
Improve competitiveness and innovative capacity
Pursue market principles
No public debt at the expense of future generations

ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
1. Maintain natural habitats and biodiversity
2. Control the use of renewable resources
3. Limit the use of nonrenewable resources
4. Limit pollution
5. Reduce environmental disasters
SOCIAL CRITERIA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Promote human health and security
Guarantee education, personal development and individual identity
Promote culture, social heritage and resources
Guarantee equality before the law, legal certainty and equal rights
Promote solidarity within and between generations

ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1. Problem status: Will the initiative further exacerbate an already critical situation?
2. Trend: Will the initiative further strengthen an existing negative trend?
3. Irreversibility: Will the initiative result in negative impacts that are difficult or even
impossible to reverse?
4. Burdens on future generations: Will the negative impacts place a heavy burden on
future generations?
5. Risks / uncertainties: Is the initiative associated with major risks or uncertainties?
6. Minimum requirements: Does the initiative result in a violation of minimum social,
economic or environmental standards (for example thresholds or limits)?
7. Spatial impact perimeter: Will the negative impacts be felt across a wide area (spatial
perimeter)?
8. Conflicts of interest: Do conflicts of interest exist between the various dimensions of
sustainability and with regard to the primary objectives of the initiative?

Figure 4.2 Swiss Excel tool for measuring impacts in sustainability
assessments (ARE 2004)
The best example of this approach is the Swiss sustainability assessment
methodology which is based on an Excel tool combining 15 agreed upon
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economic, environmental and social criteria established by the Federal
Council (Figure 4.2) (ARE 2008). These assessments are used to implement
the Swiss sustainable development strategy. In this approach, the potential
impacts of major initiatives on each of the 15 economic, environmental and
social criteria are evaluated individually and assigned a score between –3 and
+3.
In the Swiss methodology, a number of supplementary criteria may be
considered where appropriate and relevant. These criteria relate to the
contribution of the proposal to negative trends, the irreversibility of results,
associated risks and uncertainties, burdens on future generations, potential
violation of minimum standards and conflicts of interest. The number and
nature of the assessment criteria and the use of additional criteria should be
decided in advance for the overall assessment process.

STEP 4: PRESENT CONFLICTS ACROSS PILLARS
Once the potential impacts of a proposed policy have been enumerated, the
next step is to identify the major synergies, conflicts or trade-offs across the
economic, environmental and social domains. As in the Swiss assessment
methodology, a scale of positive and negative values can be used to rank the
relative impacts of the initiative, highlighting the potential costs and benefits
for each dimension. It is essential that the assessment participants have a
clear understanding of the diverse positive and negative consequences that
are to be considered and weighed and that they agree on the general direction
and level of the effects in each sphere.
For example, stricter regulations to control pollution can have complex
impacts: positive environmental effects in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, but negative consequences for the economic competitiveness of
certain industries. However, the regulations could also contribute to
economic gains by providing new green niches for industrial production with
the social benefit of creating green jobs on the side.
Similarly, eliminating environmentally harmful subsidies in sectors such
as agriculture or fisheries can have positive ecological outcomes and reduce
public expenditures, but can also incur negative social costs from
endangering the welfare of workers and communities. In these cases, both the
short and long-term effects of the reform must be considered as short-term
costs can lead to longer-term benefits and vice versa.
Such considerations can be quickly illustrated through graphical
presentations. An example is a traffic light system where negative effects are
indicated in red, neutral effects in yellow and positive effects in green. Spider
diagrams are particularly effective in visually contrasting the potential
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diverse impacts of the proposal on numerous criteria for the three
sustainability dimensions (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Spider diagram presentation of potential conflicts (adapted from
OECD 2008)

STEP 5: LIST MITIGATING MEASURES
This step involves enumerating measures or frameworks that can be
implemented to minimise the potential negative effects and strengthen the
positive aspects of the proposal being assessed. The intent is to avoid or
reduce undesired impacts while fostering the chosen outcomes to the greatest
extent possible. In every case, there are generally possibilities for lessening
negative impacts through ancillary measures while optimising positive results
or goals.
Scenarios can be used to incorporate mitigating measures to show varying
assessment outcomes relating to the three dimensions. The scenarios should
integrate modifications and supplemental measures which enable a better
balance between economic, social and environmental impacts. These results
can be shown through the use of alternative spider diagrams, as explained in
Step 4.
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Table 4.2 Examples of mitigating measures in sustainability assessments
Policy
proposal

Economic
effects

Environmental
effects

Social
effects

Mitigating
measures

Build ski
Higher
Possible
Higher
Tax on
resort
tourism
erosion & land employment tourists to
infrastructure revenues (+) damage (–)
levels (+)
fund ecomeasures
Remove
fossil fuel
subsidies

Lower
budget costs
(+)

Give
advantages to
renewable
energy (+)

Displace
workers &
communities
(–)

Adjustment
assistance to
those
negatively
affected

Extend public Increased
health care to budget
immigrants
expenditures
(–)

Reduced
health costs
from
environmental
causes (+)

Improved
health and
well-being
of
population
(+)

Reform
health care
system to
focus on
prevention
and increase
efficiency

Implement
new trade
agreement

Increased
economic
efficiency
(+)

Potential for
pollution
havens (–)

Potential for
exploitation
of workers
(–)

Environmental & social
provisions in
trade
agreement

Undertake
agricultural
land reform

Increased
competition
and output
(+)

Unsustainable
land
management
(–)

Inequitable
land
allocation
(–)

Property
rights and
environmental
regulations

Extend bank
bail-outs

Financial
solvency and
avoid crisis
(+)

Neutral unless
require
sustainable
investments
(0 / +)

Exacerbate
gaps in
income
distribution
(–)

Regulate
risky bank
behavior and
protect
consumers

Preference should be given to options in which none of the three dimensions
is seriously impaired. A mitigation hierarchy can be followed: avoid first,
reduce second and offset third. The aim is to develop ‘win-win’ situations
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where mutually reinforcing gains can strengthen the economic base for
progress, protect the environment and ensure overall well-being.
In most cases, supplemental policies such as regulations, taxes and legal
provisions can be used to mitigate any potential negative effects (Table 4.2).
For example, infrastructure projects may need to be accompanied by taxes to
offset environmental expenditures, agricultural reforms may require stronger
property rights and regulations to mitigate negative social and environmental
impacts, and trade and investment agreements may warrant clauses to ensure
the internalisation of environmental and social costs by all parties.

STEP 6: ENUMERATE ALTERNATIVE POLICY PATHS
Alternative policy options should be presented in a transparent and
understandable way to provide the basis for a political discussion about their
relative advantages and disadvantages. Sustainability assessments are
intended to highlight the potential impacts of proposals and indicate
alternative options, including mitigating measures and present optimisation
opportunities. Trade-offs across the economic, environmental and social
dimensions should be clearly indicated and supplemental measures should be
highlighted. As stated by the EC Guidelines, sustainability assessments are an
aid to political decision-making, not a substitute. Sustainable development
policies and strategies ultimately require political decisions to be made by
policy-makers.
In Step 6 of the SIMPLE methodology, alternative policy options are
ranked based on sustainability criteria to indicate their relative political
acceptability. It is proposed that they be evaluated and assigned a numerical
ranking (for example on a scale of -3 to +3) based on whether the policy
choices are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Equitable – limit trade-offs across the three pillars.
Extensive – are inclusive and acceptable to all parties.
Effective – achieve given policy objectives.
Efficient – ensure results that are proportionate to the costs.
Employable – are practical to implement.
Endurable – are sustainable in the long-term.

As a simplified example, Table 4.3 presents three alternative policy options
for a proposal to enlarge the port of Venice, Italy in order to accommodate
more cruise ships and maximise city earnings. The social interests of tourists,
shopkeepers, citizens, port workers and cruise ship owners must be taken into
account when balancing the substantial increase in commercial revenues with
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the predicted environmental damage to the Venice lagoon and city
infrastructure. Option 1 would proceed with port construction in Venice;
Option 2 would create a mainland port and bring tourists to Venice by
shuttle; and Option 3 would accompany port construction in Venice with a
tax on cruise ship tourists that would be invested in environmental safeguards
for the lagoon.
Option 1, whose overall evaluation is negative (-4), could be easily
implemented and raise revenues, but would incur unsustainable
environmental damages. Option 2 is more advantageous in avoiding
environmental costs, but would necessitate higher investments and could
discourage tourism. Option 3 appears to offer the most balanced results, but
could be politically difficult to implement.
Table 4.3 Presenting policy options to decision-makers
Criteria
Equitable
Extensive
Effective
Efficient
Employable
Endurable
Results

Option 1
−2
−2
+3
−3
+2
−2

Option 2
+2
+2
+1
−2
−2
+1

Option 3
+2
+2
+1
+3
−2
+1

−4

+2

+7

CONCLUSIONS
Sustainability assessments are operational practices for implementing
national sustainable development strategies (NSDS) as well as sustainability
strategies at sector, regional and other levels. Sustainable development
strategies based on sustainability assessments are the key to good governance
practices, meaning they should: 1) involve all government bodies in
considering the integrated economic, environmental and social consequences
of policies; 2) look at the longer-term implications for future generations; and
3) include all relevant stakeholders in important decisions. The
institutionalisation of sustainable development through strategy processes
including assessments will help overcome political sensitivities and the
sacrifice of sustainability goals to shorter-term political objectives (OECD
2007).
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As recommended by the OECD in the elaboration of good practices for
sustainable development strategies:
Sound analysis is important in helping to identify the underlying trade-offs
between economic, environmental and social objectives in priority-setting and
policymaking for sustainable development. Such assessments seek to develop
information on changing economic, environmental and social conditions, pressures
and responses, and their correlations with strategy objectives and indicators.
(OECD 2006)

Analytical tools are needed for implementing sustainable development
strategies that are uncomplicated, inexpensive and transparent so that they
will be widely practiced. Assessment methodologies should NOT be
complicated (difficult to understand or implement), expensive (impractical
and resource-intensive) or obscure (inaccessible to analysts and policymakers). The SIMPLE methodology, following the basic sustainable
development principles of being integrated, intensive and inclusive, is
intended to demystify the sustainability assessment process and promote the
more widespread use of assessments in decision-making by governments,
institutions and companies.

NOTE
1. see http://www.sustainabilitya-test.net, 24 October 2010
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5. Political Challenges in Policy-Level
Evaluation for Sustainable
Development: The Case of Trade Policy
Clive George and Colin Kirkpatrick

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Sustainability evaluation should in principle help to achieve sustainable
development by giving decision-makers better information on the actual or
probable economic, social and environmental impacts of past or future policy
interventions. In practice this evidence-based ideal of development decisionmaking faces many challenges. The methodological challenges in undertaking evaluation studies are well known and relate to the problems of
establishing the counterfactual or ‘without’ scenario. While the use of
experimental and quasi-experiential methods can help in establishing an
appropriate comparator reference group, debate continues on the appropriate
methodological approach for evaluation studies in the field of development
(Ravallion 2009). There are also difficulties in integrating the three
dimensions of sustainable development, accounting for system dynamics and
long-term risks, achieving adequate involvement of stakeholders, and
stimulating institutional innovation (Hardi and Martinuzzi 2007).
While these challenges apply across the full spectrum of evaluations at the
level of projects, programmes, plans and policies, they can be particularly
acute at the policy level. The rational evidence-based approach to decisionmaking in policy that underlies evaluation is often far removed from the
reality of decision-making in practice, and the rationality of the political
process through which decisions are made may differ from the scientific or
technical rationality of a fully objective evaluation process (Turnpenny et al.
2008).1 Policy formulation is an essentially political process, involving tradeoffs between competing interests. The distribution of benefits and costs
between diverse social groups may be strongly influenced by close
relationships between the economic strength and political influence of
73
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different stakeholders (Meadowcroft 2009). Furthermore, the objectivity of
evaluation may itself be constrained by the political process it aims to
influence, particularly when evaluation is a formal part of that process
(Radaelli 2005; Nilsson et al. 2008). Viewed from this perspective,
evaluation, particularly in its ex ante form, is used less as a tool of improving
the quality of decision-making and more as an instrument for achieving
broader governance objectives, for example, engagement with civil society
and key stakeholders through transparent and accountable procedures.
In this chapter we examine the role of ex ante evaluation in the
formulation of European trade policy. The European Commission’s general
Impact Assessment (IA) procedures cover all new EU legislation and policy,
including trade policy.2 In parallel, the Commission is committed to
undertaking Sustainability Impact Assessments (SIA) of all proposed trade
agreements, as agreed at the Göteborg European Council (European
Commission 2001). We discuss the relationship between these two distinct
forms of ex ante evaluation, examine the methods used in each, review their
findings, and discuss the extent to which either approach has influenced
policy. We then discuss the broader political factors that may have motivated
the adoption of these two forms of ex ante trade policy evaluation. We
conclude with some observations on the difficulties of using evaluation to
promote sustainable development, for trade policy in particular and at the
policy level more generally.

SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT METHODS
The SIA methodology was originally developed for the assessment of the
Seattle World Trade Organisation (WTO) negotiations, and was subsequently
refined and expanded for the more detailed studies of the WTO Doha agenda
and the EU’s regional and bilateral trade negotiations (Kirkpatrick et al.
1999; Kirkpatrick and Lee 2002; European Commission 2006a).
The approach uses a combination of technical analysis and public
consultation, as indicated in Figure 5.1. The technical aspects of the
assessment follow the vertical sequence in the central box, interacting with
the horizontal inputs and outputs of the consultation process.
The technical assessment generally begins by evaluating the causal
relationships for all aspects of the trade policy agenda. As well as reductions
in tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade in agricultural products, manufactured
goods and services, the agenda typically includes a wide range of other
measures such as government procurement, investment, competition policy,
intellectual property rights, trade facilitation, technical and health standards,
subsidies and dispute settlement procedures.
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Three main types of effect are normally considered (see Figure 5.2): Static
equilibrium effects occur in the short to medium term, through the direct
influence of changes in prices and other incentives on imports and exports,
leading to increased production of some goods and services and decreases for
others. Adjustment effects occur during the period when trade flows and
production levels are undergoing these changes. Parallel dynamic effects may
accelerate or decelerate processes of economic growth, social transformation
or environmental change, with consequent impacts in the longer term.

consultation

Ö

SCOPING

Ö

inception report

Ö

mid-term report

Ö

final report

Ø
Ö comments

Ö

INITIAL ASSESSMENT
Ø

Ö comments
Ö critique
Ö

Ö

FINAL ASSESSMENT
Ö

published comments

Negotiations and parallel policies

Figure 5.1 Overview of the SIA process
The magnitude of some of the static equilibrium economic effects can be
estimated using economic models, either through a specific exercise carried
out as part of the SIA, or by making use of studies available in the literature.
The results are used to give an indication of associated social and
environmental impacts. Other impacts are inferred through logical analysis
and empirical evidence from the research literature.
Each effect is analysed for its potential impact on each of nine core
indicators or themes, three for each dimension of sustainable development:
• economic (real income, fixed capital formation, employment);
• social (poverty, equity, health and education);
• environmental (biodiversity, environmental quality, natural resource
stocks).
Specific impacts are examined under each of these headings, for example
gender disparity (equity) and greenhouse gas emissions (environmental
quality). The analysis of each impact concludes with an evaluation of its
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likely significance, for example by comparing the predicted impact with the
baseline situation and existing trends.

Change in tariff, non-tariff
measure or rule

Static equilibrium and
adjustment effects
Dynamic effects
Influence on prices, incentives
and opportunities

Changes in production system

Economic
Impacts

Social
Impacts

Environmental
Impacts

Figure 5.2 Analysis of causal effects
The impact analysis is followed by the identification of policy measures for
enhancing beneficial impacts and mitigating or avoiding adverse ones. Four
main types of measure are considered: the specific content of the trade
agreement and the timing of its implementation; parallel domestic policy
measures in the EU and / or its trading partners; development assistance from
the EU; implementation of regional / global non-trade policy, such as the
Millennium Development Goals or regional sustainable development
strategies.
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
In general use the term ‘impact assessment’ covers many different types of ex
ante or ex post evaluation, including sustainability impact assessment. In the
context of European policy the two terms have distinct meanings. Impact
Assessment (IA) refers specifically to the formal EC procedures for ex ante
evaluation of EU legislation and policy. Sustainability Impact Assessment
(SIA) refers to separate evaluations of proposed trade agreements, conducted
as part of the EC’s civil society dialogue on trade policy.
The first trade SIA was undertaken in 1999, in response to civil society
concerns over the potential impacts of the WTO negotiations to be held in
Seattle in November of that year.3 After the breakdown of negotiations in
Seattle and their subsequent revival at Doha in 2001, a series of SIA studies
was undertaken to examine the sustainability impacts of the proposed WTO
agreement in more depth. The SIA programme was subsequently expanded to
cover all the EU’s bilateral and regional trade agreements with individual
countries or groups of countries, as well as the multilateral negotiations in the
WTO. All of the SIA studies have been carried out by independent
organisations contracted by the Civil Society Dialogue Unit of the EC’s
Directorate General for Trade, or, for one of the studies, by the EC’s
development assistance agency EuropeAid.
The objectives of the SIA studies present several potential conflicts with
the institutional context in which they are situated (George and Kirkpatrick
2009). In many of Europe’s trading partners, and to some extent in the EU
itself, trade policy aims primarily to maximise economic gains and minimise
losses for the most influential interest groups in a particular country or the
EU as a whole. By contrast, the SIA studies evaluate social and
environmental impacts as well as economic ones, for all interest groups in all
countries. In assessing impacts in other countries as well as in the EU, the
approach aims to be objective and impartial. However, the EU’s trade policy
is by definition partial, favouring the EU’s interests and working towards an
agreement with other countries through a process of give and take. If an SIA
is indeed impartial, there will inevitably be conflicts between its findings and
Europe’s negotiating position. The development of negotiating position is an
internal government process with limited consultation, whereas the SIA
studies are conducted publicly with extensive stakeholder involvement.
This tension between SIA and its institutional context is reflected in a
clear distinction between the impact assessments conducted under the
programme (SIA), and those conducted in parallel under EU procedures for
the IA of policy proposals. These were introduced subsequently as part of the
better regulation initiative, and were first applied to trade policy in 2004. It is
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noteworthy that the SIA studies programme was not incorporated into the
general IA procedures (Ruddy and Hilty 2008). This may be explained in
terms of differences in the timing of the IA and the SIA. The SIA studies are
carried out in parallel with negotiations, for completion before an
international trade agreement is signed. By contrast, IA reports are prepared
before the negotiations begin, to give the necessary authority to the EC’s
negotiators.
The IA and the SIA methodologies both follow the principles of
transparency and stakeholder consultation, including the publication of the IA
and SIA reports. However, if the proposed negotiating mandate is to be
assessed in detail, the report has to be kept confidential. Negotiations on a
proposed trade agreement typically begin with each party requesting more
than it can realistically expect to get, and offering less than it is prepared to
give. If the EC were to publish details of its actual negotiating position it
would weaken the hand of its negotiators.
The most recent trade-related IAs have been placed in the public domain.
In contrast, the first three were not made available to the public (European
Commission 2010a). These were for revisions to the International Tropical
Timber Agreement (ITTA), the review of the Cotonou Agreement between
the EU and African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries, and the services
and investment component of the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area
(EMFTA). Although the ITTA is trade-related it is not a trade agreement, and
did not require an SIA, but similar confidentiality issues applied. Publicly
conducted SIAs for the other two agreements were already in progress.
After completion of the first three trade-related IAs the EC entered into
negotiations on a further nine regional and bilateral trade agreements
(European Commission 2010b), and an IA was carried out for the overall
trade strategy described in the Global Europe Communication (European
Commission 2006c). Neither the strategy document nor its IA revealed any
details of Europe’s negotiating positions, and the IA report was published.
The Global Europe Communication did not propose any new policy
measures, but instead presented ‘an overall framework to specific initiatives
which will be further developed through specific Communications,
regulations proposals or request for negotiating directives’. The IA report
stated that ‘each of these specific initiatives will be presented with a detailed
impact assessment’, and that these would be ‘included as part of the overall
impact assessment that will be conducted before deciding to launch FTA
negotiations’.
The Global Europe IA also noted that it would be followed by a renewed
Market Access strategy, which was expected to identify the key issues to be
tackled and to incorporate the relevant EU trade policy instruments. In the
event the EC did not carry out separate IAs for each of the proposed trade
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agreements as stated in the Global Europe IA. Instead it assessed them all in
a single IA for the renewed Market Access strategy. As with the Global
Europe IA, this did not reveal details of the EC’s negotiating positions, and
the IA report was published (European Commission 2007a).
The purpose of the Global Europe Communication is stated to be: ‘to set
out the contribution of trade policy to stimulating growth and creating jobs in
Europe. It sets out how, in a rapidly changing global economy, we can build
a more comprehensive, integrated and forward-looking external trade policy
that makes a stronger contribution to Europe’s competitiveness (European
Commission 2006a, p. 3). The focus in the EC’s new trade strategy on
European jobs, growth and competitiveness can be compared with the stated
goals of EU trade policy during the first half of the decade when the then EU
Trade Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, emphasised the need to integrate EU
trade policy with Europe’s broader role in the global economy. In a report at
the end of his tenure as EU Trade Commissioner, Lamy (2003) noted that
‘the opening of markets is not an end in itself, but is a way of making
progress. Moreover, while necessary, market opening is not sufficient, it does
not by itself ensure development. Internal policies have to be right too, not
least to ensure that the distribution of its benefits is more equitable’
(European Commission 2004, p. 3).4

CONTENT AND FINDINGS OF THE SIA STUDIES
By the time the Market Access IA was carried out SIA studies had been
completed for five of Europe’s proposed regional and bilateral trade
agreements.5 These were for Chile, the Gulf States, the Euro-Mediterranean
Free Trade Area (EMFTA) and the Africa, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)
countries, and a preliminary SIA for the EU-Mercosur agreement (Planistat
2002, 2003; IARC 2006, 2007; PricewaterhouseCoopers 2004, 2005, 2006,
2007).
All of these used variants of the SIA methodology that had been
developed for the WTO negotiations, adapted to the particular needs of each
study. The methodology is applied as binding commitments through terms of
reference issued for each SIA, and was adhered to fairly closely in each case.
It includes gathering data and other information from stakeholders, the
analysis of results of economic modelling studies, and both qualitative and
quantitative assessment of potential impacts through a combination of
theoretical analysis and empirical evidence from the research literature. The
Chile and Mercosur SIAs each obtained evidence on potential impacts from
around 50 reference documents, ranging up to about 150 for the GCC (Gulf
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Cooperation Council) and EMFTA studies, and over 300 for the six
components of the ACP study.
These five SIA studies were broadly consistent in their findings. All
assessed the overall impact on economic welfare as a share of GDP to be
fairly small in both the EU and partner countries, but bigger in partner
countries than the EU, as the inter-regional trade is a bigger proportion of
their total trade. The Mediterranean SIA reviewed a wide range of
econometric studies of EU-Mediterranean trade to estimate the size of the
effect. The impact in Europe was expected to be a one-off gain of a little
under 0.5 per cent of GDP, while for the southern and eastern Mediterranean
countries the estimates ranged from –0.5 per cent to +2.5 per cent of GDP.
Some of the SIAs identified potentially larger economic benefits in the longer
term, generally dependent on other aspects of government policy and their
interactions with trade policy.
In most cases the differential economic effects in Europe were small,
except for the Mercosur SIA, which identified a potentially serious decline of
the livestock sector, and the Mediterranean study, which identified a small
but significant decline for particular agricultural products in southern
European countries. In these cases a short term increase in unemployment in
particular localities was possible, but otherwise all the studies concluded that
the social and environmental impacts in Europe would be of no more than
minor significance.
Most of the studies identified differential economic impacts in partner
countries that would be significantly larger than in Europe. These included an
adverse impact on balance of payments in Chile, extensive agricultural
restructuring in Mercosur, a significant fall in government revenues in
Mediterranean and ACP countries, a decline of the whole manufacturing
sector and of particular service industries in some of the Mediterranean and
ACP countries, and a potential collapse of the horticulture sector in particular
ACP countries.
All the studies identified potentially significant social impacts in partner
countries. These included a probable short term increase in overall
unemployment as production moved between sectors, which might in some
cases continue into the longer term. Employment in particular sectors was
expected to fall significantly. Other potentially adverse social impacts
included encroachment on land occupied by indigenous peoples, reduced
expenditure on health and education, worker health problems, increased use
of immigrant labour with low labour standards, adverse gender impacts in
rural areas, and increased vulnerability to fluctuations in world food prices.
The studies identified many potentially significant environmental impacts
in partner countries, some beneficial and others adverse. The adverse impacts
included soil erosion, salination, depletion of water resources, water
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pollution, air pollution, additional pressure on fish stocks, loss of marine and
terrestrial biodiversity, and increased greenhouse gas emissions.
All of the SIA studies went on to identify measures through which the
potentially adverse effects might be reduced or avoided, and the beneficial
ones enhanced. The final reports of the six main components of the SIA for
the ACP countries presented a total of 207 detailed recommendations, many
of which called for significant changes to EU policy. The final report of the
Mediterranean study suggested 37 specific mitigation and enhancement
measures, while three of its six overall conclusions recommended major
policy changes in both the EU and its Mediterranean partners.

CONTENT AND FINDINGS OF THE MARKET ACCESS IA
The Market Access IA (European Commission 2007b) was carried out by
staff of the EC’s Directorate General for Trade, within the framework of the
EC’s 2005 IA guidelines (European Commission 2005). Although the IA
procedures were introduced with the general aim of better regulation, they
too included sustainable development among their objectives. The 2005
guidelines contain several references to sustainable development, along with
many specific elements describing how sustainability impacts should be
assessed. However, the guidelines are not mandatory and many IAs have paid
little attention to them. A review of early IAs found that in many cases the
analysis of social and environmental impacts was limited, international
impacts were rarely assessed effectively, little quantification was attempted,
and few attempts were made to quantify longer term environmental or social
effects (Wilkinson et al. 2004). Subsequent reviews found that environmental
and social impacts were covered less thoroughly than economic ones and
negative impacts less thoroughly than positive ones, that limited attention
was paid to the magnitude and significance of key impacts and the
distribution of impacts, and that many of the findings were not sufficiently
substantiated (Lee and Kirkpatrick 2006; Franz and Kirkpatrick 2008).
The Market Access IA exhibits all these weaknesses. Its analysis of likely
impacts made no use of evidence from the research literature, except for
seven global studies quoted as examples of economic literature supporting
trade liberalisation in general. The rest of the report’s 18 references gave
further information on the consultation process, EU policy and related issues.
No reference was made to any of the SIA reports that had already been
published, nor to those in progress or planned.
In common with many other IAs the Market Access study focused
primarily on the economic benefit to the EU that the proposal was intended to
deliver, particularly in meeting the objectives of the Lisbon strategy for
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growth and jobs. Its findings for the overall impacts in Europe were broadly
similar to those of the SIA studies, but with little discussion of their
distribution. The impact on economic growth and jobs was expected to be
positive, although organisational complexities were likely to reduce it in the
short term. Environmental and social impacts in Europe were stated to be
uncertain, as they could be both negative and positive. The report stated that
there would be no impact on the EU’s development policies towards Least
Developed Countries and the Africa, Caribbean and Pacific countries, and
that impacts on the EU’s international social and environmental objectives
were unlikely. It was hoped that the economic development of emerging
economies would be enhanced, and that their governments would then
attribute more funds to social security systems, pension schemes and health
care.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT BOARD REVIEW OF THE
MARKET ACCESS IA
The review of the Market Access IA carried out by EC’s Impact Assessment
Board (IAB) made no observations on any of the weaknesses discussed
above, except for noting a lack of quantitative analysis (European
Commission 2007c). The review did, however, make three main
recommendations for improving the report, listed in order of importance. The
second and third of these were for a better explanation of the added value of
the revised strategy, and for a more detailed analysis of the prioritisation of
market access objectives. The first and more important recommendation was
for a clearer description of the problem which the market access strategy was
intended to address. In particular, the IA report:
• should give a better idea about the scope of the problem and its
importance for the EU economy;
• should situate the new Strategy more proportionately in the context of
the 2006 Global Europe Communication;
• should address the broader issue that market opening is a two-way
process.
These three points are closely related. The scope of the problem (point 1) had
been defined more fully in the earlier Global Europe Communication and its
IA (point 2), particularly in recognising that trade liberalisation is a two way
process (point 3). In order to achieve its own market access goals in the
negotiations, Europe would have to give something in return. This would
most probably consist of concessions on its own agricultural protection and /
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or tariff reductions for key processed goods. Although the Global Europe IA
had acknowledged this, the subsequent Market Access IA did not. Even after
amendment in response to the IAB opinion, it assessed only the impacts of
what Europe’s trade negotiators hoped to gain, without mentioning what they
might have to give in return.
In commenting on the lack of quantitative information, the IAB requested
that the report should at least use illustrative examples of the nature and
scope of the problem. In response the revised report presented a fuller
explanation of the methodological difficulties inherent in macro-economic
modelling. It did not mention any of the modelling studies of inter-regional
trade liberalisation that had been analysed in the SIA studies, but instead
quoted quantitative results from seven studies of the global economic impact
of multilateral liberalisation through the WTO. These were provided as
examples of economic literature supporting trade liberalisation more
generally.

THE INFLUENCE OF EVALUATION ON TRADE POLICY
The Market Access IA described four alternative policy options, and justified
the chosen one in terms of its impact on the objective of greater market
access for EU exporters.6 It gave no indication that the IA report’s
assessment of impacts on sustainable development had any influence on
policy.
The SIA studies have been no more successful. The EC undertook to
publish positioning papers giving its official response to each of the studies
(European Commission 2010b). There has been no official response to the
preliminary Mercosur SIA or the Chile SIA. The positioning papers for the
other three studies showed no significant change to policy. The response to
the GCC SIA shared the report’s concerns for potentially adverse social and
environmental impacts in GCC countries, and accepted the need to counter
them by integrating social and environmental provisions in the trade
agreement (European Commission 2006b). However, it proposed only to
reflect this in the preamble to the trade agreement, rather than accepting the
SIA recommendation to include specific social and environmental chapters in
the agreement. The positioning paper for the EMFTA SIA agreed with its six
overall conclusions, arguing that appropriate action was already being taken.
It gave the same response for two of the SIA report’s 38 specific
recommendations, explained why it could not implement a third, and
suggested that the others were already foreseen in accompanying measures of
the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. For the ACP SIA the EC issued an
additional specific agreement after completion of the study, for the
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preparation of a summary report. No positioning papers were issued for the
SIA reports, only for the summary report (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2007).
With one caveat regarding transition arrangements for sugar, this described
how the EC’s existing policy already implemented all twelve of the summary
report’s general recommendations, with no comment on the 207 detailed
recommendations made in the actual SIA reports (European Commission
2007a).
It is possible that the SIA studies may have had some influence on trade
negotiations. In several of the studies civil society groups and
parliamentarians in both the EU and its partner countries made extensive use
of the findings in their representations to governments, which may in turn
have influenced the negotiations. For the ACP agreement negotiators from
both sides were actively involved in the SIA process, and many of the views
expressed by ACP representatives reflected the study findings. For the
EMFTA there was a close parallel between recommendations made in the
first of the impact assessment reports and the published actions agreed at the
Ministerial Summit for which the report had been timed (IARC 2006). This
followed strong representations based on the impact assessment findings, a
resolution in the Euro-Mediterranean Parliamentary Assembly and a question
in the European Parliament to which the Trade Commissioner was required
to respond (EMPA 2006, European Parliament 2006). His response was that
the findings would be taken into account. Any influence the SIA studies may
have had is more likely to have been through the pressure brought to bear in
the negotiations by civil society groups and parliamentarians, particularly in
partner countries, rather than through any observable change in Europe’s
negotiating positions.

CONCLUSIONS
The paucity of evidence that the IA and SIA studies have influenced EU
trade negotiations may reflect, in part, the methodological difficulties,
common to all policy evaluation studies, of expressing ‘influence’ in terms of
measureable outcome indicators.
Part of the explanation may also be found in the underlying political
factors that motivate the use of IA and SIA in the area of trade policy. The
adoption of SIA by the European Commission in 2001 was a strategic
political decision to minimise the potential threat to Europe’s long term goal
of multilateral trade liberalisation, from civil society opposition to trade
liberalisation on the grounds of its potential damaging effects on sustainable
development. The purpose of SIA was, therefore, to ‘manage’ or mitigate the
negative effects of the opposition to Europe’s global and regional trade
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liberalisation agenda. From this perspective, the impact of the SIA process
can be judged to be positive and significant. Civil society has engaged with
the process of consultation and dialogue which has been a prominent part of
the SIA reporting.7 The SIA methodology and approach have been widely
recognised and respected, and this has reflected positively on the
Commission’s concern for the impact of trade on sustainable development.
Equally, the IA process can be interpreted as a political decision to move
away from a lobbying approach to a new method of managing businessgovernment relations in the field of international trade politics (Woll and
Artigas, 2007). With the focus in trade negotiations shifting to services and
investment opportunities, negotiations typically concern not just market
opening but also the regulatory frameworks that structure international trade.
To strengthen their negotiating positions in these complex areas,
governments increasingly rely on forging working relationships with business
and other private actors, which can provide negotiators with expertise,
learning and information. From this perspective, consultation can be seen as a
tool for developing a more informed and robust negotiating position.
More fundamentally, the relative lack of influence of the IA and SIA
studies on EU trade policy reflects the difficulty of using evaluation to
promote sustainable development at the international or global level. The
goals of EU policy on global environmental issues are defined primarily
through its commitments under international law, such as the UN’s
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) and its Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD). Similarly, EU objectives for global poverty
reduction and socio-economic development are addressed mainly through its
participation in international cooperative agreements such as the UN
Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Provided that the EU meets its
commitments under these agreements, any individual EU policy may be
regarded as consistent with them, irrespective of the policy’s own specific
impacts. The Market Access IA argues that Europe’s trade strategy is
consistent with its development policies and its international social and
environmental objectives. None of the SIA studies has challenged this. They
have identified many instances where EU trade policy, on its own, could have
significant adverse impacts on particular aspects of globally sustainable
development, but have not suggested this would stop the EU meeting its
overall commitments.
The EC’s IA procedures are well suited to ensuring that the policies of all
departments support, or at least do not detract from, the key priorities of the
Commission, such as the Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs. Efforts to
expand the process to embrace the wider issues of globally sustainable
development have had less success. The EC’s SIA programme has
contributed to the public dialogue on the relationships between trade,
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environment and development, but with little observable influence on EU
policy.
Achieving sustainable development at the global level depends mainly on
developing stronger international agreements, with binding commitments for
all parties. To the extent that sustainability evaluation can help to achieve
global goals, its contribution may come more from helping to raise awareness
and promote public dialogue than from any direct policy influence.

NOTES
1. Radaelli (2007, p. 1) describes the evidence-based model of policy making as ‘technical, decontextualised and politically aseptic’.
2. See also the contribution of Stephen White and Jakub Koniecki (Chapter 8) in this volume.
3. The main reason for the breakdown of the Seattle negotiations was the strongly expressed
concern of civil society over the potentially adverse impacts on sustainable development of
the negotiation agenda.
4. For a discussion of the implications of the Global Europe Communication for the EU’s
regional trade negotiations, see George et al. (2010).
5. See http//ec.europa.eu/trade/analysis/sustainability-impact-assessments/assessments/ for an
actual overview on trade SIA-studies.
6. The four options identified were a) reducing market access activity solely to information
tasks; b) status quo with normal project adoptions/improvements; c) a more assertive Market
Access Partnership; d) radical/ambitious overhaul. Option c) was preferred.
7. See for example the joint statement by 13 civil society organisations in Friends of the Earth
et al. (2006).
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6. Integrated Approaches for Ex-Ante
Impact Assessment Tools: The Example
of Land Use
Katharina Helming, Ignacio de la Flor and
Katharina Diehl

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
For policy-makers, impact assessment is a means to better target policy
decisions towards sustainable development. For researchers, impact
assessment is a means to structure the analysis of human-environment
interactions. The integration of both provides scientific evidence to policymaking, but requires a mutual understanding of the respective objectives and
operational restrictions within the scientific and policy-making domains.
In the European Union, ex-ante impact assessment for policy-making is
carried out in six steps (European Commission 2009a). After having
identified the policy problem, the objectives are defined and the main policy
options are developed. For every option, the intended and unintended impacts
on social, economic and environmental system variables are analysed and
compared. Policy-makers articulate their need for scientific support in the
form of tools or methods that are easy to use, flexible and robust (Thiel,
2009). Inventories of scientific tools revealed the existence of a
comprehensive choice of methods for a variety of policy fields (IVM 2006;
Böhringer and Löschel 2006). However, most of these tools cover isolated
aspects of impact assessment such as scenario analysis or accounting
approaches, but do not provide a comprehensive framework for analysing
causal chain relationships between policy-induced system changes and
corresponding system responses (Lotze-Campen 2008). Moreover, most
impact assessments have focused thus far on better regulation and policy
efficiency, while less effort has been put into creating a balanced impact
analysis of all three sustainability dimensions (Jacob et al. 2007).
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The need for a comprehensive and balanced assessment of all three
sustainability dimensions is particularly relevant for policies related to land
use. At the European level, land use policies (Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP), Rural Development Policy (RDP), environmental policies,
infrastructure and transport policies) make up more than half of the share of
the European Union budget. Those policies overlay external driving forces
(climatic changes, global economic developments, demography, consumption
patterns) as they act upon a variety of socio-economic and geophysical
conditions that make up the European geophysical landscapes. Reactions in
land use sectors are thus complex and spatially diverse. Land is a finite
resource and competition is reinforced through an increasing demand for
food and renewable energy production (Koning and van Ittersum 2009). In
many regions across Europe, suitable land resources have become scarce due
to soil degradation and land clearing through urbanisation (Leemans et al.
2009). Climate change has induced water shortages, extreme weather events
and increasing rainfall variability. As a result, decreasing yield stabilities also
challenge land management. In turn, this requires prospective and clearsighted decision-making (Meinke et al. 2009).
An integrated assessment of land use policies implies simultaneous
consideration of all spatially relevant aspects of economic sectors and human
activities that are linked to land (Helming et al. 2008). These include
agriculture and forestry as the main economic sectors, nature conservation
and rural tourism as ‘regulatory activities’ occupying land and urbanisation,
transport and energy infrastructure as irreversible land uses. All of these
sectors and activities compete for land resources, so any policy change
affecting one land use has the potential to induce changes in the others
(Plummer 2009).
Several interdisciplinary foresight and ex-ante assessment tools have
emerged over the last decade in the field of land use. A comprehensive
review of recent scenario tools is provided by Schaldach and Priess (2008).
Compared to earlier disciplinary approaches, these tools provide substantial
improvement in the understanding of coupled human-environmental systems.
Yet, they were developed for scientific purposes and their usefulness for
policy support is challenged by a number of factors. These include for
example the policy-makers, need for transparency, often conflicting with the
complexity of sophisticated modelling systems (Nilsson et al. 2008).
Sensitivity to the specific spatio-temporal setting of the policy context is a
further demand, as is the consideration of qualitative, value-based aspects of
assessing human-environment interactions that need to be integrated with
quantitative analysis (Helming et al. 2008; Volk et al. 2009).
A new generation of tools for ex-ante land use assessment that explicitly
addresses existing gaps in the policy context has been developed over the
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past five years (Helming et al. 2008, van Ittersum et al. 2008, Eickhout et al.
2008, Volkery and Ribeiro 2007, Nowicki et al. 2009, Gret-Ragame and
Kytzia 2007; Binder et al. 2010). In all of these cases, the research focused
on prospective analysis by building across disciplines, sectors and
sustainability dimensions. In essence, they all intended to cover three basic
questions:
1. What kind of land use changes are to be expected as a consequence of
policy intervention;
2. Where would the expected changes take place and what environmental,
social and economic effects would they induce; and
3. Would the expected effects matter in terms of regional sustainable
development?
In this chapter, we analyse the methodological design of selected recent
assessment tools, namely: SENSOR (Helming et al. 2008), SEAMLESS (van
Ittersum et al. 2008), EURURALIS (Eickhout et al. 2008), PRELUDE
(Volkery and Ribeiro 2007) and SCENAR 2020 (Nowicki et al. 2009). By
undertaking a comparison of the assessment tools, the following questions
will be addressed:
1. What characteristics make the assessment tools policy relevant and
useful within the policy context?
2. What are the methodological approaches for integration?
3. What principles address the notion of sustainable development?
After a brief presentation of the selected tools, an analytical framework is
elaborated on for a comparative tools analysis with respect to the questions of
policy relevancy, integration and in relation to sustainable development. The
chapter concludes with a discussion about the findings and a forecast of
challenges for the next generation of tools in the science-policy interface.

METHODS
Selected Tools for Analysis
Relevant similarities suggested five tools to be selected from a larger domain
(Table 6.1). All of the tools emerged during the last five years with the
purpose of unfolding the future development of land use to support European
policy-making. Therefore, all of the selected tools were developed for the
geographical area of the European Member States. They all used the same set
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of general elements: driving force scenarios, translation of scenarios into land
use change in a spatially explicit way, translation of land use change into
effects measured against social, economic and environmental criteria and
valuation of effects to build a basis for responses. They differed in their
particular purposes, thematic areas, spatio-temporal systems and also in the
amount of resources that went into their development. While some of the
tools were developed within the frame of integrated research projects
involving large groups of researchers (SEAMLESS, SENSOR), others were
developed on a short-term basis with less resources being invested
(EURURALIS, SCENAR 2020).
Table 6.1 Integrated land use assessment tools
Study

Projection Spatial System

Issue

Purpose

SCENAR
2020: Nowicki
et al. 2009

2020

Europe at
Agriculture
EU
NUTS2/3 and
and rural areas agriculture
regional clusters
and the rural
economy

PRELUDE:
Volkery and
Ribeiro 2007

2035

Europe at 10
min grid

EURURALIS:
Eickhout et al.
2008

2030

Europe at
Agriculture
NUTS2/3 and
and rural
regional clusters sustainability

Foresight
rural areas

SEAMLESS:
van Ittersum et
al. 2008

2015 –
2025

Nested System: Agricultural
farm, regional, systems
national,
European and
global

Integrated
assessment
of
agricultural
systems

SENSOR:
Helming et al.
2008

2025

Land use
Europe at
NUTS2/3 and
regional clusters

Ex-ante
impact
assessment
of European
policies

Landscape and Landscape
environment
development
visions

• SCENAR 2020 (Scenario study on agriculture and the rural world) was
a scenario study commissioned by the Directorate-General Agriculture
of the European Commission to support policy-making in a rural and
agricultural context. An initial study was carried out in 2006 (Nowicki
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et al. 2006) and was followed by an extended update in 2009 (Nowicki
et al. 2009). The first methodological step was to establish a database
of the trends in drivers affecting the rural and agricultural world from
1990 to 2005 and to extrapolate the trends until the year 2020. A
further set of drivers was projected to simulate two alternative policy
scenarios (‘conservative CAP’ and ‘liberalisation’). The second step
was a model based projection of the agro-economic, environmental and
societal scenario reactions in rural areas at a regional level for the
EU27. A SWOT analysis (strength, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) was then conducted to understand and valuate the outcome in
the following domains: demographic development, dynamics of rural
economies and the future of the agricultural economy. Results were
used by policy-makers to anticipate the possible impacts of alternative
directions within the framework of the Common Agricultural Policy
(Nowicki et al. 2009).
• PRELUDE (Prospective Environmental Analysis of Land Use
Development in Europe) was commissioned by the European
Environment Agency (EEA) to explore the spectrum of developmental
possibilities for European rural landscapes until 2035 (EEA 2007).
Instead of modelling trend extrapolations, it employed a stakeholder
based approach to deliberately develop a diverse set of future
projections of European landscapes. Five contrasting futures were
depicted in a set of coherent scenarios and were manifested through
land use models and a set of environmental state indicators. Results
were used to fuel discussions and support policy decision-making in the
fields of land use, agriculture, rural development and the environment
(Volkery and Ribeiro 2007).
• EURURALIS (The future of rural Europe) was commissioned by the
Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality and jointly
developed by Wageningen University and the Netherlands
Environmental Assessment Agency (MNP) (Eickhout et al. 2008).
EURURALIS aimed to provide scientifically sound data for the support
of policy about the future of rural areas in the EU27 until 2030.
EURURALIS developed four scenario storylines addressing driving
force trends of global market and policy factors. At a regional (NUTS2)
scale, the scenarios were analysed with a cascade of economic and land
use models. An indicator set was employed to indicate the effects of
simulated agriculture and land use changes on the three dimensions of
sustainable development in rural areas (Eickhout et al. 2008).
• SENSOR (Sustainability Impact Assessment Tools for environmental,
social and economic effects of multifunctional land use in European
Regions) was a European Commission Directorate-General for
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Research project (6th framework programme for research) that
developed ex-ante sustainability impact assessment tools to support
European policy-making in the area of land use (Helming et al. 2008).
The approach considered all spatially relevant land use sectors, namely
agriculture, forestry, transport, energy infrastructure, nature conservation and spatial tourism.
By using a trend extrapolation of external driving forces, a baseline
scenario was constructed for the year 2025. It served as counterfactual
for a number of policy cases related to the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP), bio-energy and environmental policies. With a modelling
cascade of macro-econometric, sectoral and land use models, scenarios
were translated into land use change projections for the EU27 area at
regional scale. The next step was to analyse impact indicators with
regards to changes in social, economic and environmental conditions.
The concept of Land Use Functions was employed to valuate the
changes within the greater context of sustainable development.
• SEAMLESS (System for environmental and agricultural modelling;
linking European science and society) was a European Commission
Directorate-General for Research project (6th framework programme
for research) that was set up in response to a research and policy need
formulated by the Commission itself. The modelling framework
SEAMLESS-IF was the major product. It facilitated the translation of
policy questions into alternative scenarios that could be assessed by
using a set of indicators that capture the key economic, environmental,
social and institutional issues of the questions at hand. The indicators
were themselves assessed in turn by using an intelligent linking of
quantitative models. These models have been designed to simulate
different aspects of agricultural systems across spatial scales, that is
point or field scale, farm, region, EU and the world. Special software
architecture, called SeamFrame, guaranteed the smooth linkage of
models designed for different scales and from both biophysical and
economic domains (van Ittersum et al. 2008).
Analytical Framework for Land Use Impact Assessment Tools
The comparative analysis of assessment tools was structured along the line of
the DPSIR framework (driving forces, pressures, state, impact and response)
that was developed by the European Environment Agency (Gabrielsen and
Bosch 2003). To define the relationships of human-environment interactions,
DPSIR uses environmental indicators that are organised and structured within
the context of a causal chain linking driving forces with pressure indicators,
environmental state indicators, impact indicators and finally with indicators
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of societal response (Niemeijer and de Groot 2008). According to the DPSIR
system analysis view, social and economic developments are drivers that
exert pressure on the environment; consequently, changes occur in their state.
This leads to impacts, for instance, on human health, ecosystem functioning
and social inclusion. Finally, society can respond in a way that may affect
any part of the chain directly or indirectly (Smeets and Weterings 1999;
Moldan and Dahl 2007). At the science-policy interface, this approach can
help to structure the analysis of policy effects on human activities and the
environment (Helming et al. 2008). Although sometimes criticised because of
its discursive biases (Svarstad et al. 2008), the approach has been widely used
for jointly conceptualising research problems and integrating disciplinary
viewpoints.
Figure 6.1 shows an adaption of the DPSIR framework to the case of land
use. Driving forces are exogenous forces that describe social, demographic,
policy-making and economic developments; these are underlying causes
leading to land use change. Via scenario storylines, driving forces are
translated into land use changes (pressures) by using spatially explicit land
use models. The spatial changes in land use induce alterations of the biogeophysical and socio-economic settings of the area (states) that are usually
determined by indicators. Depending on the value system of the interest
groups, these state changes may alter the conditions for the area’s quality of
life and sustainable development (impacts), as determined by conducting a
multi-criteria analysis and / or by monetary or non-monetary valuation.
Finally, the anticipation of these changing conditions may elicit societal and
policy reactions (responses).
Derived from the DPSIR framework, criteria were defined to analyse and
compare the five tools. Each tool followed a different approach to determine
the DPSIR factors. The respective approach was dependent on two decisive
factors: (1) the specific purpose of the tool and envisaged user group as well
as (2) the spatio-temporal system to be addressed. These factors therefore
made up the first two criteria of comparison, thus complementing the DPSIR
framework. Out of the five DPSIR parameters, the last one (R) was not
adopted as a criterion because the response part (policy decision) was seen as
being exogenous to the assessment, standing for the action the user takes as a
result of the impact assessment. Consequently, six parameters were selected:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Purpose of the study and envisaged user group
Spatio-temporal setting
Driving forces and scenario design (D)
Land use change simulation (P)
Impact analysis of the social, economic and environmental setting (S)
Impact valuation (I)
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The results were obtained by juxtaposing the tools in contrast with the six
criteria derived from the adapted DPSIR framework.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparative Analysis of the Tools for an Integrated Impact Assessment
of Land Use
In the following results of the comparative analysis of impact assessment
tools are analysed stepwise following the analytical framework. Discussion
addresses how and to what extent the selected assessment tools have
achieved integration, policy relevancy and relate to sustainable development.
Future questions for research and tool improvement are revealed.
Purpose of the tool and user group
The precise definition of the aim of the impact assessment tool, the user
group and the field of application determined the design of the tool and the
general outline of all other parameters. User groups across the tools studied
consisted of the scientific community, policy and decision-makers at various
governance levels, consultancy groups, civil society organisations or other
groups involved in discussing future land use. Accordingly, the purpose of
the tool could range between process understanding, awareness raising,
discussion support or decision support in formalised decision-making
processes such as policy. Since the development of tools for impact
assessment is still an emerging and research based activity, all of the tools
had multiple purposes within the triangle of research, policy support and
societal debate; the focus of this debate could be related to the contracting
body on one side and to the implementing body on the other. In most cases,
hybrid approaches were constructed that simultaneously served scientific as
well as application purposes for policy and discussion support.
A classification continuum that integrated the three application fields of (i)
policy support (decision support), (ii) societal debate (discussion support,
awareness raising) and (iii) research (process understanding) resulted in the
illustration in Figure 6.2. Four out of five tools (SCENAR2020, SEAMLESS,
SENSOR, EURURALIS) were developed by research groups; all four aimed
at policy support. In the case of SENSOR and SEAMLESS, however,
funding was provided through research programmes, implying that scientific
advance was also a major objective of both tools (van Ittersum et al. 2008,
Helming et al. 2008). SCENAR and EURURALIS were funded by sectoral
ministries, thereby emphasising policy support. PRELUDE was developed by
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the EEA and involved stakeholders from all fields of interest and expertise,
including research. The purpose of PRELUDE was to bring together a
multitude of visions about future development to provoke debate on optional
future development and policy needs. Although targeting the policy-making
context, the major focus was ultimately on the societal debate to anticipate
future policy directions and needs (Volkery and Ribeiro 2007) rather than on
impact assessment of specific policy decisions.

Figure 6.1 DPSIR research framework (EEA 2008) adapted to the case of exante land use change assessment
The sector context of a tool also determined its user group and application
field. We distinguished between agriculture (economic sector covering the
largest land share in European member states), land use (the interaction of
various sectors covering land, such as agriculture, forestry, nature
conservation, settlement and infrastructure) and landscape (addressing the
interplay between geo-biophysical conditions, socio-cultural values and
services provided through the use of land in a spatially explicit context). The
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distinction between these application fields was once more not discrete. None
of the tools could be allocated to only one category (Figure 6.3). While the
SEAMLESS tool was mostly targeted at the agricultural sector and also
addressed farm level processes, EURURALIS and SCENAR focussed on the
agricultural sector in addition to considering landscape features, particularly
with regards to environmental impacts. While SENSOR explicitly addressed
the interaction of a multitude of land use sectors, PRELUDE took the
landscape as conceptual basis and thereby integrated land use into the
geophysical and socio-cultural environments.

Figure 6.2 Allocation of the assessment tools in the application continuum
spanned by the three axes of: policy support, research and societal debate
The hybrid character of research based assessment tools in terms of both
purpose and user group as well as in terms of sectoral context may be an
indication of their innovative character in that they cross sectoral and
application field boundaries to explore interactions and mutual impacts. This
is a necessary feature for achieving integration and addressing the crosscutting item of sustainable development. At the same time, however, this can
happen at the cost of applicability in the policy-making context since policy
processes are most often organised within a single sector context (Thiel
2009). Here, research’s inherent innovation may hinder user uptake.
Spatio-Temporal Scale
The spatio-temporal context of the analysis was closely related to the purpose
of the study and the user group. While foresight analysis and strategic
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decision making at European level requires large scale and long-term
assessment, specific policy instruments such as for example agrienvironmental schemes need high resolution information with local, shortterm delineation. For each process determining decisions regarding land use,
a range of scales may therefore be defined over which it has a significant
influence (Veldkamp 2009). For this reason, many assessment tools follow a
multi-scale approach and scaling issues remain a challenging aspect of
integration in land use change studies (Veldkamp 2009).

Figure 6.3 Allocation of the assessment tools in the continuum between
agriculture, land use and landscape
The five tools addressed the European level with national and regional
resolution. In the case of SCENAR, EURURALIS and SENSOR, the
regional resolution was based on the administrative boundaries of the
Eurostat NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) system,
dividing Europe into 271 (NUTS2) and 1303 (NUTS3) spatial units,
respectively. The three tools used a combination of NUTS2 and NUTS3 to
account for the diversity of area sizes related to NUTS in the different
member states: NUTS2 was used in member states with small area sizes per
NUTS region; NUTS3 was used in countries with large area sizes per NUTS
region.
To account for local specificities, EURURALIS and SENSOR also
included a sample of case studies representing specific European regions,
which were then analysed at higher (1km²) resolution. SEAMLESS
developed a modelling chain of key processes at different spatial scales,
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ranging from field to farm up to regional, national and global levels. A nested
system was introduced in which a number of small-scale samples were
embedded in the respective larger scale to guarantee cross-scale integration
(van Ittersum et al. 2008). PRELUDE used a 10-minutes grid spatial
resolution for scenario calculations and displayed results for a number of
landscape types for Europe with no further spatial delineation. This coarse
resolution reflects the explorative purpose of the study not needing to restrict
itself to the boundaries of administrative statistics.
The use of administrative boundary systems for land use change
assessment is mandatory when governance processes and administrative
decision-making is to be analysed. Also, most socio-economic data are
available in this system. However, it hinders the analysis of environmental
processes that are linked to natural system boundaries (for example
catchments in the case of water or biotopes in the case of biodiversity) and
for which data and monitoring system are also organised alongside natural
system boundaries (Wiggering et al. 2006).
The temporal approach was similar for all five tools, applying a medium
term forecasting approach with a target ranging from 2020 to 2035. In
addition, SEAMLESS also introduced intermediate time slices for 2013 and
2020. The temporal approach accounted for the time delay in the causal chain
of policy decisions, land use changes and respective impacts. It also
underlined the explorative aim of the ex-ante assessment tools. However, it
may not be consistent with the temporal domain of policy cycles as they may
be more related to legislative periods (Thiel 2009).
Driving forces and scenario design
The method of selection and the combination of driving forces set the
foundation for the approach to the scenario design. All five tools considered
exogenous driving forces addressing global demography, economy,
technology and consumer demands. PRELUDE, SCENAR and EURURALIS
also included climate change related trends.
To analyse the policy sensitivity of the tools, it was important to study
how policy related drivers were treated in the scenario design. We
distinguished between implicit and explicit approaches. The implicit
approach to scenario design constructs intrinsically consistent worlds along
contrasting development paradigms in which policy choices are inherent (for
example globalisation vs. regionalisation; open market vs. regulation). The
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) scenarios are a
prominent example of this approach. The explicit approach is based on the
(linear) extrapolation of driving force trends upon which policy decisions are
then superimposed. This allows for the analysis of what would happen with
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and without the policy intervention. Policy choices are therefore exogenous
to the scenario storylines. The implicit approach was applied by PRELUDE
and EURURALIS; on the other hand, SCENAR, SEAMLESS and SENSOR
followed the explicit approach, thereby isolating the policy effects from
general trends. The Common Agricultural Policy and a number of
environmental policies (biodiversity, nitrate directive, forest strategy) were
analysed in those cases.
PRELUDE was the only one of the five tools that employed a fully
participatory approach in developing the scenario storylines (Volkery and
Ribeiro 2007). The other four projects used quantitative, macro-economic
and sectoral models for scenario development. The advantage of the
quantitative approaches to scenario design lies in their robustness,
reproducibility and in relation to hard data. However, these approaches bear
the risk that personal judgements of the involved modellers can influence
scenario outcomes without being made explicit (Metzger et al. 2010). Also,
technical and software oriented solutions fall short in addressing nontechnical issues. This may limit the acceptance of scenario storylines by endusers (McIntosh et al. 2007). Qualitative approaches to scenario design, on
the other hand, are not supported by hard data, but allow for the involvement
of numerous interest groups and thus better account for the deliberative
character of policy-making processes.
Land use change simulation
Among the consecutive analytical steps covered by the assessment tools, land
use change simulation is clearly the most advanced and sophisticated step
and has a long tradition in the land use research community (Veldkamp
2009). Land use models provide a high degree of integration through their
simultaneous consideration of geophysical, management and socio-economic
related aspects in their land use allocation rules (Schaldach and Priess 2008).
To determine land use changes, all five tools used spatially explicit
quantitative models that distinguished between major land use types
(agriculture, forestry, urban, natural, non-used land) and translated the
scenario storylines into reallocations of land use types in the spatial system.
The reallocation was based on rules reflecting geophysical conditions,
management rules and neighbourhood probabilities (Verburg et al. 2002).
With the exception of PRELUDE, a combination of models was used to
account for different spatial scales and to further distinguish between
agricultural land use types as this sector is the most sensitive to policy
decisions and because it is the location of the most dynamics in land use
change. SCENAR, EURURALIS and SENSOR used the CLUE model
(Verburg et al. 2002) as a basic land use model. CLUE is a well established
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model with numerous applications in Europe and Latin America. It operates
on a 1km² grid and distinguishes between eight land use classes (rainfed
arable land, irrigated arable land, biofuel arable land, grassland, abandoned
agriculture, built-up, forest, semi-natural land plus a special class featuring
special land uses with little temporal dynamics, for example glaciers,
beaches, bare rocks, surface waters). To account for sectoral specifications,
SCENAR and SENSOR also employed CAPRI as an agricultural sector
model. SENSOR additionally used EFISCEN for the forestry sector, B&B for
the tourism sector and TIM and SICK for energy and urbanisation,
respectively (Jansson et al. 2008). SEAMLESS followed a different approach
in which the agricultural sector model CAPRI was combined with a cascade
of farm and field scale models to account for small scale changes in land use
and to reflect the scale interrelations and interdependencies of land use
change processes.
In any case, the choice of the particular model determines policy
sensitivity. Sectoral models such as for example CAPRI for the agricultural
case may do a good job of covering changes induced by sectoral policy
decisions. The acceptance of those modelling results also depends on how
well they have been implemented in the policy community (Uthes et al.,
2010). CAPRI, for instance, has a long tradition of being applied at the
European policy-making level (Thiel 2009). The connection of several
sectoral models delivers the highest degree of integration and may also cover
inter-sectoral relations and policy impacts across policy domains such as for
example between agriculture and environment for the case of SENSOR.
However, such a connection of models is also difficult to maintain (Jansson
et al. 2008).
While support for policy decision-making may not immediately require
the detail and comprehensiveness of small-scale simulations such as those of
SEAMLESS, they allow for a better exploration of scaling issues and thus
support scientific understanding. This may lay the groundwork for potentially
more sophisticated future policy support tools (van Ittersum et al. 2008).
Impact analysis of the social, economic and environmental settings
The next analytical step of the tools was to assess the consequences of
scenario assumptions and land use change simulations in the social,
economic and environmental domains. In all of the tools, impact indicators
were used to determine these causal relations. Policy relevancy and the
degree to which the concept of sustainable development was considered was
dependent on which environmental, social and economic parameters were
covered by the selected indicators. Of particular interest was the balance
between the three pillars of sustainability.
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PRELUDE focused exclusively on environmental indicators. The relation
to sustainable development was thus not comprehensive. All of the other
approaches covered social, environmental and economic indicators. SENSOR
used the list of impact issues from the European Commission Impact
Assessment Guidelines (European Commission 2005) to select issues and
indicators. This was done in order to cover the requirements of policy-makers
who have to refer to the Impact Assessment Guidelines when conducting
impact. From this list of impact issues containing 10 – 15 issues for each
sustainability dimension, those that were understood to be sensitive to land
use change and that could be addressed with the spatio-temporal setting of
the analysis and with available data were selected (Frederiksen et al. 2008).
Selected environmental indicators covered issues of biodiversity, water
quality, soil conservation, air quality and landscape. Economic indicators
covered gross domestic product (GDP) and its derivates as well as regional
competitiveness. Social issues addressed the employment of different societal
groups as well as cultural and aesthetic aspects related to land use.
EURURALIS, SEAMLESS and SCENAR had a similar amount of coverage
regarding environmental, social and economic indicators, but were more
focused on the agricultural sector and rural development. Indicators were
determined when possible via quantitative or, in other cases, through expert
systems and knowledge rules.
Clearly, the analysis of land use change impact indicators from all three
sustainability domains is the most important means to achieving integration
in the assessment tools. While earlier tools usually covered isolated domains
of impact analysis such as for example environment or economic aspects
(Schaldach and Priess 2008), the tools here described offer an integrated view
on all aspects of sustainable development within only one analytical
framework. This makes the assessment comprehensive and relevant for
sustainability considerations. In this case, policy relevancy is also guaranteed,
particularly when the impact indicators are related to official policy
documents such as the impact assessment guidelines of the European
Commission.
Impact valuation
While the impact analysis explored the question of the kinds of changes that
may be induced through the scenarios, their strength and where they might
take place, the impact valuation addressed the question of whether these
changes matter. On the one hand, this required an approach that made the
different impact areas comparable and allowed for trade-offs and multicriteria analysis. On the other hand, this was the point at which the paradigm
of sustainable development was addressed and where the assessed land use
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change impacts had to be valued against sustainable development targets.
Understanding sustainable development as a normative, discursive process
rather than a quantitative, static target (European Commission 2009b), this
analytical step required a paradigm change from a purely positivist to a
normative approach (Binder et al. 2010). In other words, hard scientific data
had to be confronted with societal values. This necessitated that the analytical
results were further processed into a format that translated the scientific
information into a real world context and made it comprehensible for
stakeholders and decision-makers.
EURURALIS and SEAMLESS did not include any impact valuation
approach. In those cases, the assessment concluded with illustrations of the
quantified land use change impacts. In the case of PRELUDE, impact
valuation was implicit in the scenario design and was an important part of the
storyline development; it was therefore not separated from the (quantitative)
impact analysis. SCENAR analysed strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
trends in order to come to a synthesis of the diverse indicator results and to
draw conclusions with regards to sustainable regional development (Nowicki
et al. 2009). SENSOR used the approach of Land Use Functions to integrate
the many indicators into nine categories reflecting the most important
services and functions of land use within the context of sustainable
development (Perez-Soba et al. 2010). Integration was achieved with a linear
additive model to weigh and aggregate the indicators into Land Use
Functions (Paracchini et al. 2010). This integration enabled the research
context of indicator determination to be translated into a real world context
and facilitated stakeholder participation and deliberative decision-making.
For the valuation of impacts, the concept of land use functions seems
useful to balance sustainability pillars. It is also comparable to the concept of
ecosystem services that was developed for the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005) and has often been applied since. The concept seems to
be promising for translating complex systems knowledge into clear, easy to
comprehend information, but its operationalisation and quantification still
remain a challenge (Schößer et al. 2010). The use of transdisciplinary and / or
normative approaches to the valuation of quantitatively derived assessment
results is important to comfort the paradigm of sustainable development. Yet,
this is an emerging scientific field which does not yet seem to be mature.

CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to analyse how policy relevance, integration
and the relation to sustainable development were achieved in state of the art
impact assessment tools for land use. It is fair to say that no methodological
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framework for ex-ante impact assessment will ever manage to
comprehensively capture the complex relationships between changes in
policy, changes in land use and the resulting changes in social, economic and
environmental systems. Furthermore, no approach will ever be able to
comprehensively capture and reflect the possible range of values and
judgments that could be implicated in the decisions flowing from the impact
assessment process. Any tool for impact assessment must confront the
tension between the enormous complexity of the systems and the necessary
simplifications that need to be imposed to make the analysis possible.
Policy sensitivity, integration and the analytical relation to sustainable
development are three criteria that are critical for state of the art approaches
to ex-ante impact assessment tools.
For the analysed tools, policy sensitivity depended on the design of land
use change scenarios and on the selection of impact issues that were
analysed. In all of the cases, policy sensitivity was somehow hindered by the
fact that the assessment tools also had a strong research purpose that was not
always compatible with end user needs.
Integration was achieved with respect to land use sectors and spatiotemporal scales as well as regarding the variety of impact issues that were
covered in the analysis of land use change impacts. Limitations were found in
terms of value-based judgements being weakly integrated into the
quantitative analysis.
The requirements of a sustainable development analysis were met by
covering a whole range of impact issues from all three sustainability
domains. However, methodological progress is required to better address the
normative aspects of sustainable development and to integrate the
perceptions of stakeholders and decision-makers. The transdisciplinary
integration of the scientific and decision-making domains remains a
challenge.
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7. Politics of (Non-)Knowledge: Problems
of Evaluation, Validity and Legitimacy
Stefan Böschen

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION: POLITICISATION OF NONKNOWLEDGE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Non-knowledge turned out to be a relevant topos not only in the sociology of
science but also in the political discourse about risk policies. Against the
dominant framing of the analysis of side-effects as risks, over the last two
decades the remarkable shift of attention to scientific ignorance or nonknowledge opened a new chapter in risk analysis and politics, particularly to
what J. Ravetz has termed ‘science-based ignorance’ (Ravetz 1990, p. 217),
that is, an absence of relevant knowledge generated by science itself. This
debate, which points at the heterogenity of scientific knowledge producers or
scientific facts and the inherent limitations of a quite technocratic risk
assessment, draw attention to some difficult questions of knowlege politics
(see Stehr 2006). These questions are difficult with respect to their specific
epistemological problems adressed with them and also the inherent
consequences for the design of institutions to solve the conflicts about nonknowledge aligning them. This debate emerged in connection with the
remembrance of ‘late lessons from early warnings’ (EEA 2001), cases which
demonstrated the potential hazards of innovations after a considerable period
of time. These stories show that although science and technology intervene in
the (natural and social) world, we are frequently unable to anticipate their
consequences, as it has been the case with chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
asbestos, thalidomide, and BSE (see EEA 2001). Against this background,
since the 1980s one can observe the emergence of what has been termed the
‘politicisation’ of ignorance or non-knowledge (Stocking and Holstein 1993).
The notion refers to the fact that ‘prominent’ cases such as CFCs or BSE
(bovine spongiform encephalopathy, ‘mad cow disease’) have increasingly
drawn the attention of society and politics to the limitations and shortcomings
of scientific knowledge. In addition, the framing of the unknown has become
111
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even more heterogeneous because the horizons of non-knowledge are linked
with different social interests, values and epistemic perspectives. Their
interconnectedness is the basis for the politicisation of non-knowledge. Thus,
societies are increasingly confronted with the challenging and hitherto
unresolved problem of political and technological decision-making under
conditions of diverging framings of non-knowledge. At present, there is no
generally accepted scientific or institutional approach. This is why there is
still no answer to the fundamental question of how to evaluate, validate and
legitimate a process to resolve the conflicts between different approaches to
specifying non-knowledge. And this is not a mere theoretical question, but
one of great practical importance, as became evident to me in a huge number
of interviews I conducted in different risk policy areas (namely: Food Safety,
Chemical Policy and Agrobiotechnology). Against this background, my
thesis is that heterogenous (scientific) actors define and construct evidence in
this field very differently; we therefore need a politics of knowledge that will
allow us to build up a framework for resolving such conflicts in a transparent
way.
The chapter’s argument proceeds in three steps and refers to the case of
the genetically modified organisms (GMO) debate (Jasanoff 2005; Böschen
et al. 2006, 2010). First, I illustrate the divergence of the different offers of
knowledge and non-knowledge with the concept of evidential cultures
(section ‘Evidential cultures: ways of offering constructed evidence’).
Second, I discuss the perspective of politics of knowledge as politics of time
with respect to the specific challenges connected with the Precautionary
Principle (see European Commission 2007) (section ‘Politics of (non-)
knowledge – politics of time’). Thirdly, I take a closer look at the GMOdebate analysing two conflicts of non-knowledge or framing knowledge on a
conceptual (substantial equivalence) and on an institutional level (post
release monitoring) (section ‘Concrete politics of non-knowledge: the case of
GMO’). Finally, I draw some conclusions from the problems of evaluation,
validation and legitimation in debates driven by the politicisation of nonknowledge (section ‘Conclusions’).

EVIDENTIAL CULTURES: WAYS OF OFFERING
CONSTRUCTED EVIDENCE
The structure and dynamics of conflicts of (non-)knowledge depend on the
diverging character of the epistemic cultures involved. Significant work has
gone into exploring the construction of knowledge in the so called laboratory
studies (Latour and Woolgar 1986; Knorr-Cetina 1981, 1999). The conflicts
of non-knowledge arise from diverging epistemic cultures in the GMO-
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debate. In this setting, it is more difficult to reach a consensus on which are
the relevant and appropriate strategies for dealing with non-knowledge.
The concept of epistemic cultures was elaborated by Karin Knorr-Cetina
(1999). It points out the different epistemic practices and object constructions
within the sciences. Knorr-Cetina aims to analyse the ‘machineries of
knowledge’ – the social, technical, material and cognitive structures which
determine ‘how we know what we know’. Knorr-Cetina develops the concept
along two empirical case studies on high energy physics and molecular
biology. Her analysis already includes some remarks concerning the
production of knowledge in the sciences and its relation to non-knowledge.
High energy physics is described as being engaged in the production of
‘liminal knowledge’, which specifies the limited evidential power of the
produced data (Knorr-Cetina 1999). In this way, the epistemic strategies of
high-energy physicists also produce knowledge about their non-knowledge –
the errors and limitations of knowledge. Molecular biologists, on the other
hand, follow a strategy of ‘blind variation in combination with natural
selection’ (Knorr-Cetina 1999), which is based on an ongoing reorganisation
of the experimental settings until these ‘work’. Possible explanations for the
initial experimental failures are not sought. With respect to the analysis of the
GMO-risk debate, the question arises of how the different epistemic cultures
are constructing evidence.
The construction of evidence is not a mainstream topic within the Science
and Technology Studies, but it is becoming more important (Krohn 2006).
The description of epistemic cultures as evidential cultures was developed by
Trevor Pinch (1981, 1986) and Harry Collins (1998) with reference to
different examples from physics; their analysis was therefore focused on
differences within one single epistemic culture. Nevertheless, the concept of
evidential cultures can be used to analyse the differences among the
construction processes of evidence used by different epistemic cultures.
Therefore, the epistemic cultures introduced can also be characterised as
evidential cultures. The validation and communication of insights are shaped
by the main strategies of the evidential cultures. In Collins’ concept, two
evidential cultures are brought out: open and closed evidential cultures
(Collins 1998, p. 307). Three dimensions are important to describe the
differences between the evidential cultures. (a) The first dimension is
evidential collectivism and evidential individualism. This dimension answers
the question of who is responsible for the validity and meaning of scientific
results. Individualists believe that the scientist or the laboratory’s research
group are responsible. The collectivists believe that the community should
assess the results from an early stage. (b) Second is the dimension of
evidential significance. Here, the degree of abstraction is decisive. It is
different to report on some concrete phenomena than to report on an
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interpretation of them along specific theoretical explanations. ‘The higher the
evidential significance, that is the longer the chain of inference is, the more
important the findings’ (Collins 1998, p. 306). The longer the chain of
inference the higher the risk of misinterpretations is. Therefore, to claim a
low level of significance clearly reduces the risk of misinterpretation. (c) The
third dimension is the evidential threshold. The different epistemic cultures
might be more or less risk averse to the level of certainty demanded for
publication. The evidential threshold is fuelled by problems of statistical
significance and therefore statistical risk.
To put the pieces of the jigsaw together, the distinction between open and
closed evidential cultures could be described as follows: Open evidential
cultures are characterised by evidential collectivism, a low evidential
significance and a low evidential threshold. Closed evidential cultures are
characterised by evidential individualism, a high level of evidential
significance and a high evidential threshold (Collins 1998, p. 308). To apply
this concept to the situation of epistemic cultures involved in risk policy
areas, it would be better not to refer to the distinction between open and
closed evidential cultures, which are fixed by the different research groups’
view on communication strategies. In this context, it is more useful to focus
precisely on the experimental methods used to validate knowledge, the
concrete ‘epistemic things’ (Rheinberger 1997), the methods of constructing
explanations, and the structure of argumentation. The assumption is that
epistemic cultures proceed along a set of main strategies for validating
knowledge. These strategies control the evolution of evidence in the specific
epistemic cultures. Against this background, I would like to distinguish
between three evidential cultures as follows:
1. Restrictive evidential culture (for example molecular biology): ‘I have to
define my system very precisely to get answers. If I have too many
variables which aren’t under my control, I usually can’t interpret the
results’ (Interviewee 19).1 To do so, scientists of this culture have to limit
the relevant horizons of space and time. The ideal type of this reduction
is the laboratory experiment with its controlled basic conditions and
highly standardised epistemic settings (Rheinberger 1997). Scientific
cultures thus oriented are highly innovative due to the technological
construction of laboratory settings. Non-knowledge is mostly seen as
‘specified ignorance’ or as an irrelevant factor because it cannot be
translated into new research questions. Against this background, the
evidential culture follows the strategy of theory-based explanation and is
characterised by a high level of evidential significance and high
evidential threshold. Typically, proofs are given by empirically enriched
and theoretically sound laws of causality. The result is very high
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thresholds for integrating other forms of knowledge. Therefore, only
knowledge from epistemic cultures, which follows the same rules of
construction of evidence, can be integrated. Knowledge thus produced
from evidence by these epistemic cultures is very useful for policy or
court decisions because the evidence will by and large be supported by
the actors. Thus, statements fuelled by restrictive evidential cultures are
not easy to disprove.
2. Holistic evidential culture (for example ecology): ‘We often go out
relatively unencumbered and just look: What is actually happening
outside? And then we allow ourselves to be surprised by what we find:
We observe this and then try to evaluate our findings without looking for
a specific systematic condition that has to be achieved. (…) It is our
recurrent finding that self-organised natural systems are highly resistant
to our planning. This aspect of self-organisation is perceived less as a
disturbing factor that has to be eliminated, but rather as an actual
characteristic of the systems’ (Interviewee 4). Scientists of this culture
confront themselves with the whole complexity of ecosystems. For them,
non-knowledge is not only specified ignorance but includes the notion of
‘unknown unknowns’ (Grove-White 2001) – things that we do not know
that we don’t know. To this evidential culture, reflections on the limits of
knowledge are essential. In the context of the GMO-debate, their aim is
to analyse the effects of GMO on the different levels of biological
organisation. To outline this kind of research they have to take into
account far reaching horizons of space and time; and they have to deal
with relatively broad concepts like that of ‘ecological risk’ (Breckling
and Verhoeven 2004). Epistemologically, scientists of this culture have
to combine different ways of constructing ‘epistemic things’. Laboratory
testing, research with model organisms and field studies are all part of
the research. Therefore, this evidential culture follows the strategy of
structure-oriented local descriptions. In this case, a combination of low
evidential significance and a low evidential threshold is given. Indices of
heterogeneous theoretical status can thus be combined to yield proofs.
This is why holistic evidential cultures can integrate knowledge from
other cultures regardless of the relatively large epistemic gap. Holistic
evidential cultures are therefore able to handle a broad scope of
knowledge resources. Consequently, this evidential culture allows
information on early warnings to be gained more easily. However, the
expertise provided by such epistemic cultures does not really fit the
demands of the political decision-making process, which needs a more
narrow focus for structuring decisions.
3. Evaluative evidential cultures (for example environmental medicine):
‘New research questions normally arise daily in the professional practice.
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For example, a certain vaccination is administered and no one knows
exactly how it works. So someone may start thinking and trying to see
what happens. Is it really these specific cells? Do they accumulate? What
I currently investigate in clinical research is mostly derived from this
clinical approach. I notice that there is no evidence-based treatment
available and if I am interested enough, I start looking for answers’
(Interviewee 27). Professionals give scientifically based advice to
specific groups of clients (in the case of medicine, the patient) to solve
their everyday problems (Stichweh 1997). In this culture, it is decisive to
connect a situation heavily influenced by uncertainty or non-knowledge
with the external expectation to solve the relevant problems. Scientists
require a professional expertise to deal with concrete situations. Nonknowledge is reflected with respect to its different cognitive, social and
temporal aspects (see Wehling 2006). The scientists have to decide
simultaneously what is appropriate with respect to the client and to vary
the ‘experimental parameters’ to get new insights about relevant
phenomena. In this case, the emphasis lies on the proof of function for
single cases. A high level of evidential significance is combined with a
low evidential threshold. Most important within this evidential culture is
getting a constellation of indices situated at different levels of abstraction
to generate diagnostic and therapeutic preparations. Due to this
requirement, this epistemic culture systematically focuses not only on
scientific but also on transdisciplinary knowledge-resources to integrate
and evaluate them with respect to the goals of problem-solving.
Owing to the specific structure of each of the different evidential cultures,
their conflict potential grows as more such cultures become involved.
Paradoxically, conflicts of non-knowledge have to aggravate before they can
allow a solution to arise. At the same time, the problem of validation
becomes more acute. The tacit assumptions of the respective evidential
cultures need to be made the object of an explicit discussion. The same
paradoxical structure comes up again: You have to risk validation to make
validation possible.

POLITICS OF (NON-)KNOWLEDGE – POLITICS OF TIME
Orders of knowledge and social orders are intertwined; they determine each
other and they mutually reinforce each other. This can be seen as a
constitutive moment for modern societies. As Steve Shapin and Simon
Schaffer stated in their important study about science and politics in early
modern England: ‘Solutions to the problem of knowledge are solutions to the
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problem of social order’ (Shapin and Schaffer 1985, p. 332). In this context,
the institutional view of the problem of the co-production of science and
social order is decisive. ‘As stable repositories of knowledge and power,
institutions offer ready-made instruments for putting things in their places at
times of uncertainty and disorder. (...) [They are] vehicles through which the
validity of new knowledge can be accredited, the safety of new technological
systems acknowleged, and accepted rules of behavior written into the as-yetunordered domains that have become accessible through knowledge-making.’
(Jasanoff 2004, pp. 39f) In the meantime, the structure of such institutions is
not any more self evident. For a long time, as it seems, science and
technology have been able to innovate boundlessly and also to cope with the
difficulties inherent to this progress. Today, the dominating impression is that
there are severe conflicts between different experts and that the riskknowledge is dramatically limited. The implications of this situation are both
scientific and political. The structure and dynamics of the relation between
scientific advice and political decision-making has to be taken into account in
the construction of institutions. This perspective is discussed under the topic
‘knowledge politics’ (see Stehr 2006). Who are the experts and why (Collins
and Evans 2007)? What are the institutional boundaries of a reflexive
learning process under conditions of non-knowledge (see Wehling 2006)?
Therefore, the debate surrounding the politics of knowledge focuses on the
problem of controlling innovative knowledge-production with respect to its
expected harm. Certainly, the debate about possibly harmful non-knowledge
and its political processing undermine hitherto established procedures for
action. These strategies were constructed as time-less. The politics of
knowledge ask for the general framework of action to transform conflicts
about non-knowledge into opportunities for societal creativity. Time is, in
such a concept, a basal category. With future recurring as non-knowledge, the
politics of knowledge acquires the character of a politics of time. The space
of the future is no longer simply experienced as an open space. This reveals
the paradoxical structures of the processes used to evaluate, validate, and
legitimise the resources of knowledge under the conditions of nonknowledge. Therefore, the transformation of conflicts of non-knowledge into
opportunities for societal creativity can only succeed, if two elementary rules
are taken into account. Processes of a politics of knowledge need to be
understood, above all, as processes. Furthermore, they have to be explained
in detail as far as their epistemic and institutional qualities are concerned.
Under some circumstances, the solution to the conflicts of (non-)
knowledge provokes turbulences in the field of politics of time. These two
aspects, knowledge and time, are intertwined in a multifaceted manner. The
production of knowledge depends on time to find the best solution; just like
the process of oblivion, learning is a process that happens over time. In every
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case: A spontaneous politics of time is not for impatient people. This kind of
politics requires waiting, selective learning and sensitive handling of nonknowledge in the present. Our actions reach far into the future. The task of
precautionary policies is to trace the long shadows of the present into the
future and to legitimise them politically. We must decide today which
instances of non-knowledge, with their possible negative futures, can be
found acceptable. The problem is that the different notions of time and nature
in different cultures, and the dynamic of globalisation provoke many
different conflicts of time – and knowledge. A senior scientist of the RandCorporation said: ‘Given that we cannot predict, what is our best move
today?’ Since we cannot predict the future, the only thing we can do is to act
sensibly in the present.
These qualities of a politics of knowledge as a politics of time are
mirrored in the debate about the Precautionary Principle (PP). Currently, this
principle plays a key role in the risk politics of the EU (see European
Commission 2000). If one looks at the far-reaching political and scientific
debate about the Precautionary Principle (Levidow et al. 2005; van Asselt
and Vos 2006), then one can find an answer to the question of how to decide
under conditions of uncertainty or non-knowledge. This debate, and its
institutional consequences, indicates a remarkable shift in risk policy. For a
long time, risk policy was based on fairly consensual scientific knowledge
about the possible side-effects of a technology. But, with debates such as the
one surrounding GMO or the debate about BSE (Dressel 2002), there is
greater insight into the inherent limitations of risk-knowledge. Therefore, the
more important question became how to decide if legally protected rights are
in jeopardy when the knowledge resources to decide are not available. The
Precautionary Principle adresses this question and offers institutional
strategies to implement a technology even when the risk knowledge is limited
and important side-effects are expected. For the time being, it has been
politically accepted and has exerted a decisive influence on certain policies,
such as the risk policy of chemicals within the new regulatory framework
REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals;
Scheringer et al. 2006) and the policy of agro-biotechnology in EU directive
2001/18/EC on deliberate release (Boschert and Gill 2005). The PP was set
up differently depending on the structure of the various risk policy areas.
Although there is now an institutional solution, one all-decisive question
remains: What is the actual evidence upon which decisions regarding the
application of PP are to be taken? What criteria will fix the scope and the
standards for evidence in precautionary procedures? Not surprisingly, those
who favour a restricted PP often have a background in restrictive evidential
culture (see Soule 2002), and those who favour an open PP tend to belong to
holistic evidential cultures (see Myhr 2007). But, which evidence is
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necessary to make decisions about different precautionary strategies? These
questions are difficult to answer due to the debate on non-knowledge.
Nonetheless, they have to be answered because political decisions are always
based on knowledge (Mayntz 1999). Again: How can we evaluate the
different perspectives on the specification of non-knowledge in order to
validate the scope of risk and legitimate these decisions through
institutionalised procedures?

CONCRETE POLITICS OF NON-KNOWLEDGE:
THE CASE OF GMO
I will outline two conflicts in the GMO-debate. There are specific occasions
for debate between the different epistemic cultures. On the one hand, there
are debates on the observation and classification of concrete effects. On the
other hand, there are debates on general concepts, such as the strategies of
‘case-by-case’ or ‘step-by-step’, or models like ‘substantial equivalence’ or
the general question of what an ‘adverse effect’ is. The attention is drawn to
conflicts showing the interplay between the different evidential cultures and,
moreover, to the institutionalisation of procedures to cope with ‘unknown
unknowns’ (Grove-White 2001) – the large areas of the unknown beyond
what we know we don’t know.
1. Substantial equivalence: In the early 1990s the concept of substantial
equivalence was introduced to compare novel kinds of food with
traditional food by the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development) and endorsed by the FAO (Food and Agriculture
Organization) and the WHO (World Health Organization). This concept
is based on the assumption that food can be qualified on a purely
substantial basis. It allows us to narrow the scope of the argument about
the effects of GMO to a restricted set of criteria (Pouteau 2002, p. 293).
Therefore, it served as the basis for a rather technocratic risk assessment
and safety evaluation. With this concept, safety was measured only in
terms of the genetic ‘ingredients’. Epistemic cultures using a restrictive
evidential approach defined the strategies of risk management. At the end
of the 1990s, however, experiences with allergenic or toxicological
effects suggested that this concept oversimplified the situation and
favoured GM-food. One question, for instance, was to what extent
variations in food composition might be regarded as ‘normal’ (and
considered negligible) and whether minimal differences might result in
relevant and unforeseen differences in toxicity or allergenicity (Levidow
et al. 2007, p. 37). Surprisingly, the substantial equivalence argumen-
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tation was promoted by molecular biologists on the basis of an analogy.
A strong assumption-based argumentation was supported by little or no
experimental validation (Millstone et al. 1999). As a result, within the
EU the role of the concept of substantial equivalence in GMO safety
assessment was markedly reduced. While it is still regarded as a relevant
step it is no more the ‘final step’ of the risk assessment. Rather,
additional efforts such as nutritional or toxicological tests are needed
(Levidow et al. 2007, p. 58). Due to the requirements of the Precautionary Principle, this concept was re-interpreted and the balance
between the different strategies for the construction of evidence was
readjusted. On the conceptual level, it is true that the argumentation was
fuelled by restrictive evidential reasoning, but this argumentation was not
supported by the corresponding experimental strategies (Traavik et al.
2007). In this case, the combination of experimental strategies supported
by a more holistic interpretation of risk evaluation concepts brought
about a more responsive view in risk policy.
2. Post-release monitoring: The social release of recombinant DNA
technology was subject to legal rules, at first timidly, but later more
thoroughly. Containment strategies were crucial and they have also been
transferred to agri-biotechnology. Under this framework, the two stages
of ‘field release’ and ‘general release’ were intended to limit the
unwanted spread of GMO. The question of risk-paths dominated the first
experiments involving GMO in the free environment. These paths
embodied a specified ignorance. Accordingly, the risk philosophy of
step-by-step and case-by-case created the setting of a ‘real-world
experiment’ (Groß et al. 2005). These strategies were open to the
problem of non-knowledge, but they are fundamentally knowledge-based
(Jasanoff 2005). With the new regulatory approach, the institutional
focus has shifted to the problem of unknown unknowns. The EU
regulation (2001/18/EG) mandates that the environmental and health
effects of GMO have to be continously monitored after their introduction
to the market. What is interesting about this regulation is that it
institutionally acknowledges the possibility of unknown unknowns. The
aim of the so called ‘post-release monitoring’ is to find out if there are
any detrimental effects of GMO that were not predictable in the initial
risk assessment. The competencies of the different epistemic cultures
play a fundamental role in this context. The restrictive evidential cultures
have been given the predominant task of testing the hypotheses about the
‘as-yet-unknown’, the specified ignorance. Holistic evidential cultures
are faced with the tasks of elucidating the horizon of unforeseen effects
and of questioning conventional wisdom. It needs to be pointed out,
however, that the implementation of this monitoring is saddled with a
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number of unresolved conceptional and practical questions. To give
some examples: Even though a period of ten years has been established
for the purpose of monitoring adverse effects, there is by no means a
scientific consensus. Is the time-range of ten years long enough?
Moreover, what about the spatial dimensions necessary to obtain
meaningful information about possible hazards? Finally, what are the
relevant indicators and what would constitute a significant incident
requiring more detailed research? The core question in these debates is
how to search for adverse effects when nobody knows where, when or
how they could be detected. Real-world experiments are highly
problematic, especially if they carry potentially irreversible and
substantial adverse effects. Monitoring-procedures give us neither the
certainty that the adverse effects of GMO would be detected in time nor a
conclusive answer as to how we should manage non-knowledge.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the theoretical and empirical evidence described in this article, I
draw some conclusions. The main point is that the different aspects relevant
to resolving the conflicts about non-knowledge must be taken into account in
the discussion. These conflicts are fuelled not only by a lack of knowledge,
but also by an insufficient construction of institutions and inadequate
conditions of legitimacy. Against this background, evaluation, validation and
legitimacy of the resources of knowledge and non-knowledge have to be
addressed by science and politics in the context of risk debates. These three
aspects are important to structure the appropriate scope of knowledge
resources (evaluation), to show the relevance and problem-solving capacity
of the different knowledge resources as a problem of risk politics
(validation), and to address the problem of constructing legitimate
institutional procedures and rules to distribute the burdens of non-knowledge,
that is, the possible hazards (legitimacy). I do it by referring not to concrete
knowledge resources but to the actors and their evidential cultures. These are
addressable in the conflicts and a general structure for resolving the problems
of a politics of non-knowledge must take them into account.
Evaluation: First, it is necessary to avoid an ‘unbalanced diet’ when
procuring information. Every (collective) actor tends to make use of said
‘unbalanced diet’. Decision makers supporting an innovation normally focus
on restrictive evidential cultures to generate control options. NGOs often
prefer the perspective of holistic evidential cultures to address possible
‘unknown unknowns’ and their harmful effects. The solution lies in the
structured combination of these different perspectives. It is necessary to take
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advantage of the variety of epistemic cultures. With respect to precautionary
procedures not only the restrictive evidential cultures should be taken into
account but also the holistic and the ones based on professional experience,
the evaluative evidential cultures. In the course of the evaluation, the main
point is to analyse the presence of different epistemic cultures and to inform
the political debate about missing epistemic cultures. At the same time,
opportunities for limiting the plurality of knowledge-resources should also be
created. This measure is to avoid a cacophony of scientific advice in the area
of risk politics. In such a case, the opening up of discourses by integrating
different epistemic cultures would become counterproductive. A well-run
evaluation procedure would detect counterproductive dynamics and advise on
how to best allocate the resources to make the dynamics of the discourse
more helpful. To arrange the variety of the evidential cultures involved,
decision makers and scientists are challenged to create options for evaluating
the different perspectives and their scope to the risk object.
Validation: This step is highly sophisticated. Therefore, special judiciousness is needed. The following general insight is inevitable: The forms of
conflicts of non-knowledge described above are not resolvable in a standard
form. For a long time, this standard form consisted of the idea of an
overarching rational approach. This overarching rationality was supposed to
structure the different epistemic cultures and to resolve the conflicts of nonknowledge. However, such a perspective does not really exist. If there seems
to be one, it just works as a tool to exert power, and not as a tool for solving
conflicts of non-knowledge based on equal rights. Second: A first step in the
direction of an equal rights solution to knowledge-conflicts appears in the
analysis of the practices of knowledge of the epistemic cultures involved.
With regard to such an analysis, the ‘zones of incompatibility’ should be
made transparent. Moreover, such an analysis should show ‘zones of consent’
and areas where the different epistemic cultures supplement each other. A
second step would be the construction of a reflexive order of knowledge.
Such an order would allow us to position the different epistemic cultures next
to each other and show their interactions. On the one hand, it would be
possible to organise a division of labour between the different epistemic
cultures. On the other hand, it would become possible to render transparent
the range and importance of the different kinds of non-knowledge in order to
tap these resources for a decision-making process.
Legitimacy: To facilitate legitimacy, political heuristics are necessary.
Additionally, institutional settings are needed to organise the balance
between opening and closing debates on non-knowledge. One form of
political heuristics could analyse to what extent the allocation of the effects
of non-knowledge is organised and if it is fairly distributed. Are any groups
specially affected by the possible adverse effects of a technology? The
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circumstances vary as one moves from the field of agri-biotechnology, for
example, to that of cell-phone use. Therefore, the answers to the question
posed above differ considerably. In the case of using cell-phones, the users
who enjoy the advantages and the persons who are affected are, to a large
extent, the same group. This is a symmetric situation, generally regarded as
legitimate. In agri-biotechnology we can observe a different kind of situation.
The users of the technology, that is the producers of special plants and the
farmers, are the small group that reaps the benefits. The consumers, on the
other side, are the ones who do not want to buy GMO products; they are the
ones who are exposed to the possible adverse effects. This case is an
asymmetric one; the profits and possible adverse effects are not distributed
evenly.
Obviously, an institutional framework is necessary not only to avoid
possible imbalances in the discourse about non-knowledge and risk, but also
to induce a pluralistic debate about the forms and consequences of using nonknowledge in the discourse. The functionality of such an institutional
framework depends on the reference to the named aspects of evaluation,
validation and legitimacy. Problem-solving under conditions of nonknowledge is getting more complex due to the fact that such an institutional
framework has to adress the process of knowledge production itself and to
allow decisions about the perspectives inherent in the different evidential
cultures.

NOTE
1. The interviews were conducted in a research project ‘Cultures of non-knowledge’ funded by
the Federal Ministry of Research (2004–2007) and worked out with my colleagues Karen
Kastenhofer, Ina Rust, Jens Soentgen and Peter Wehling. The empirical investigation of
scientific cultures of non-knowledge draws upon expert interviews, as well as upon the
analysis of scientific papers and textbooks. The selected research fields include molecular
biology, plant breeding science, ecology, biomedicine, radiation physics, epidemiology; two
professional fields, practical medicine and ‘biology of buildings’, were also included.
Overall, 67 interviews were conducted. Interviewees were selected from relevant
governmental organisations, private industry, NGOs and public research institutions.
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PART THREE

Policy Implementation:
Sustainability Evaluation / Assessment Systems
in Different Application Areas

8. How Informed Should Decisions Be?
Stephen White and Jakub Koniecki*

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
The question of how much we need to know before we take a decision is a
pertinent one. In our private lives, we would conduct a thorough investigation
before buying a car, deciding what school to send our children to or investing
money. In the public policy domain, the most difficult decisions often
concern public health expenditure (swine flu) or the environment (climate
change) and involve high levels of uncertainty and high costs of doing
nothing. Regarding both private and public decisions, we know it is not only
the level of detail that matters. On the contrary, we often suffer from an
information overload. If it comes too late, it is of no use. If it is incomplete,
we may face unwanted side effects. If we did not consult others, then we as
public policy makers make ourselves vulnerable to accusations of favouring
one specific interest group. The European Commission’s impact assessment
system aims to help us to address these issues. In this article, we provide a
brief overview of its origins, scope, how it handles uncertainty and why it is
working.1

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Impact assessment is a tool to support the development of new policy
proposals. It does so by looking towards the future (ex-ante assessment) and
providing the information needed for evidence-based decision-making. It is
not a substitute for political judgement; it does not necessarily provide a
single answer, but rather identifies the pros and cons of different ways of
addressing the issue (policy options). Different people may of course decide
*
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differently which option is best even when given a solid evidence base.
Impact Assessment consists of a process geared towards ensuring that the
right questions are asked and that stakeholders can provide input, as well as
providing a final report summarising the analysis.
Traditionally, all Member States check some impacts when proposing new
legislation, such as impacts on the state budgets. Some go further and look at
impacts on business, employment or apply specific requirements with regard
to environmental impacts.
This raises the question: Why did the European Commission implement
an impact assessment process that is so explicitly focused on economic,
social and environmental impacts? As a starting point, the mandate for the
European Commission was two-sided.
• The 2001 Gothenburg European Council called for a sustainability
assessment of the main policy proposals (SIA);2 indeed, the Sustainable
Development Task Force within the European Commission was
responsible for setting up the impact assessment process.
• The Mandelkern Group was simultaneously exploring how a system for
Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) could be used within the
Commission; their recommendations were endorsed at the Laeken
European Council of 2001.3
In practice, while they may sound like inherently different beasts, they are
almost identical. Both RIA and SIA advocate asking the same basic questions
and looking at ‘all’ impacts. Although they are the same in theory, SIA was
deemed likely to force the consideration of wider impacts in practice by
explicitly mentioning economic, social and environmental impacts. In doing
so, it might help to avoid one of the implementation risks in RIA, namely that
people ignore wider impacts and consider only their own area, a form of
‘tunnel vision’. Therefore, it might promote better coherence between
different policy fields.
The Commission’s impact assessment has evolved, building on
experience. The Impact Assessment Guidelines have been revised three times
(2005, 2007, 2009) in order to improve clarity and provide more in-depth
support, but have remained faithful to the original structure encompassing the
three pillars. The more weight and importance the impact assessment system
has gained, the more attention it has attracted and the more the stakeholders
have seen it as a means to address their specific / sectoral concerns by trying
to make some impacts more important than others (‘first among equals’. The
Commission has resisted these pressures while also acknowledging the need
to improve the assessment of certain impacts (SMEs, consumers,
administrative burden, distributional issues and so on). In autumn 2009,
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President Barroso indicated that the assessment of social impacts requires
strengthening, an aspect that will be accomplished within the integrated
approach. It is clear that the Commission considers that the provision of more
information about one type of impact must not come at the expense of
another impact; in fact, deepening is likely to encourage better analyses of
other impacts. Alongside these methodological fine-tunings, the European
Commission has been putting increased pressure on its staff (the ‘services’)
to undertake impact assessments for more and more proposals and, in 2006,
an independent quality control was introduced – the Impact Assessment
Board.
Together, all of these factors resulted in perhaps the most important effect:
cultural change. When first introduced, there was no culture of impact
assessment, but over six years and 500 applications later, a culture has
evolved. Services have realised that preparing a robust impact assessment not
only facilitates the adoption of an initiative inside the Commission, but can
also usefully frame discussions in the Council and the Parliament.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW?
We know what kind of questions we would expect our friends to ask a car or
bike dealer before they spend their money on something new, but what does
the Commission require from its officials before they come up with a policy
proposal? A closer look at what has to be done within the impact assessment
reveals that probably 99 per cent is what any public policy maker should be
asking themselves anyway. The value-added of impact assessment is that it
forces them to do what they should be doing anyway by making them do it
more systematically, transparently and thoroughly. The remaining 1 per cent
are procedural requirements aimed at facilitating access to the results of the
analysis for the interested parties. Essentially, impact assessment can be
broken down into a series of common sense questions (for an overview of the
process of performing an impact assessment, please refer to figure 8.1):
•
•
•
•
•

What is the problem?
Is it up to the EU to tackle that problem?
What are the objectives?
What are the main policy options?
What are the economic, social and environmental impacts of those
options?
• What is the most favourable option?
• How will it be monitored and evaluated in the future?
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Before an impact assessment has to be produced, the European
Commission’s impact assessment system does not have any absolute
threshold in terms of how big the problem should be or the scale of expected
impacts. It also does not have any absolute criteria for precisely determining
how detailed the analysis should be. There might be cases where the overall
impacts, as compared to the entire EU, may be small and concentrated in one
particular Member State or region, thus meriting a thorough analysis of
possible impacts. A general rule is that the bigger the expected impacts are,
the more sensitive the topic is (particularly from the point of view of
subsidiarity or distributional effects) and therefore the more thorough the
analysis should be.
That does not mean that the Commission has a free hand in deciding how
much to invest in an impact assessment: This will be largely predetermined
either by the requirements in a given legal act undergoing a revision or by the
demands of the stakeholders. Let’s take the example of controlling carbon
dioxide emissions from passenger cars. In theory, one could look at the
marginal costs and benefits of limiting this greenhouse gas from the
passenger traffic and regulate on this basis. Yet, the Commission looked at
each individual car manufacturer because carbon dioxide emissions are
directly related to the car size; inevitably, those producing bigger cars would
automatically be more affected, having potential implications for the
competition on the EU internal market as well as regional employment.
The whole impact assessment process is iterative and serves to identify
‘unthinkable’ impacts as well as to see whether the problems are really where
they appeared to be in the first place. Basically, there may be some solutions
that appear appropriate at first, but that seem less attractive after checking
their impacts as they may lead to new problems or would clearly require
some cushioning / mitigating measures.
There is one more question that is particularly important in the field of
environmental policy that should be added to the above set: How certain are
we that we are right? Or, how certain are we that we are not entirely wrong?
The Commission impact assessment system is designed to cope with such
uncertainty in several ways. First, sensitivity analysis should be applied to the
major parameters on which the analysis hangs. The price of oil or gas and
subsequently of electricity would be one such key assumption when
analysing the effects of a policy aimed at improving energy performance. The
Impact Assessment Guidelines require transparency about the key
assumptions in the impact assessment report. Second, the stakeholder
consultations also allow the parameters that should be subject to sensitivity
analysis to be confirmed. Third, the methodology and original assumptions
should be tested in the ex-post evaluation; the Commission is currently
working on how to ensure that this is done systematically.
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The Commission impact assessment system does not favour any particular
economic school or assessment tool. It is flexible enough to accommodate
whatever is fashionable and appropriate, including behavioural economics or
more traditional multi-criteria analysis. While the Commission’s services are
encouraged, not least by the Impact Assessment Board, to come up with
monetisation wherever possible, the qualitative and quantitative analyses are
put on equal ground. As Arrow et al. (1996, p. 5) have put it:
In many cases, benefit-cost analysis cannot be used to prove that the economic
benefits of a decision will exceed or fall short of the costs. There is simply too
much uncertainty in some of the estimates of costs and benefits to make such
statements with a high degree of confidence. […] [However, the] estimation of
costs and benefits of a proposed regulation can provide illuminating evidence for a
decision, even if precision cannot be achieved because of limitations on time,
resources, or the availability of information.
Two years before the date by which the Commission needs to adopt it, work starts,
including: in-house data collection, consultancy study.

Ļ

A series of stakeholder consultations, including internet-based, bilateral, expert,
Member State.

Ļ

6–8 weeks before launching consultations with other Commission services, a draft
impact assessment is sent to the Impact Assessment Board.

Ļ

The Impact Assessment Board issues an opinion and, if the quality is not good
enough (about 33 per cent of the cases in 2009), the authors need to do further
analysis and submit the draft impact assessment again.

Ļ

Robustness of analysis is checked again in inter-service consultations.

Ļ

The proposal is adopted and, together with the impact assessment report and the
Impact Assessment Board opinion, is transmitted to the Council and the
Parliament; at the same time, they are made public.

Ļ

The Council and the Parliament can either assess the impacts of the amendments
they have made to the Commission proposal themselves or can ask the
Commission to do so.

Figure 8.1 Impact assessment process – not a trifling exercise!
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WHEN DO WE NEED TO KNOW?
Anyone who has ever tried to play in the stock exchange knows that the
timeliness of information is crucial to success. At the same time, there are
moments in which the situation requires a quick decision without as much
information as we would like to have. How does the Commission square this
circle?
The impact assessment work usually starts well before the work on the
proposal. There are exemptions where all the dates set out above are pushed
together due to urgency. The beginning of the financial crisis in 2008/2009
was one such situation and the proposals on how to respond were adopted by
the Commission very quickly, but still accompanied by impact assessments
that allowed the Commission to take an informed decision. In principle, the
earlier that work starts, the greater the chance that the impact assessment will
identify not only the right questions, but also the right answers. Indeed,
experience has been that the earlier the process starts, the smoother it will be.
The impact assessment serves as a tool to frame the public debate and to
provide information on issues that will be the hottest topics in discussions
both within the Commission and in the Council and the Parliament, as was
famously the case with REACH.
The Commission impact assessment system requires early stakeholder
consultations and giving them sufficient time to respond; currently, a
minimum of eight weeks is required for internet consultations. While the
Commission is not obliged to respond to each and every comment, it
publishes a summarised response alongside the written contributions.
An open stakeholder consultation process is a good remedy for regulatory
capture; once every stakeholder has access to the same information, it is
much more difficult to influence the decision-making process and make it
focussed on helping a particular interest group. Of course, some stakeholders
are harder to reach than others, so the Commission tries to follow a multiroute approach: internet, expert groups, bilateral meetings with interested
parties and Member State consultations as they have a good feeling for issues
on the ground.

WHO DOES IT?
The people responsible for the impact assessment will be the people
responsible for the design of the policy. While this may seem like a risk
overload, it means that the analysis is naturally considered in the design of
the policy. Indeed, it is impossible to identify a cut-off line between the
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impact assessment and the policy process. It isn’t even that the two occur in a
parallel manner, but that they are intertwined.
Within the Directorate-General itself, there will often be support from an
economics unit, other colleagues with their own interests and senior
management. One of the explicit reasons for setting up the impact assessment
process was to encourage more discussion during the design phase. The
impact assessment provides a good opportunity for people across the
Commission to make comments and suggestions as well as a clear slot for
outside stakeholders. The result is usually a fairly systematic and mature
discussion between all of the different parties having some stake in the
assessment. It also prevents proposals from having the previously mentioned
‘tunnel vision’ by ensuring that views from different Commission services
are taken into account during the preparation of a policy proposal.
Since 2007, the quality of the draft impact assessment is verified by the
Impact Assessment Board. The Board’s composition reflects the integrated
approach; all three major impacts – economic, environmental and social – are
covered by the members’ expertise. The Impact Assessment Board members
act in an independent capacity and are nominated by the Commission
President for a fixed term. The Board screens all of the impact assessments
produced by the Commission to check whether the analysis follows the
Impact Assessment Guidelines and is of sufficient depth to allow for
informed decisions. While the Impact Assessment Board does not formally
have blocking power, it is very difficult in practice for a service to continue
with the adoption procedure if the Board has judged an impact assessment to
be of poor quality. The weight of the Board comes partially from its
institutional setup (the current chair being the Commission Deputy Secretary
General), partly from the internal and external transparency of its work (the
Impact Assessment Board opinions are available to the Commissioners when
they take the policy decision, and to the public once the Commission has
adopted it) and partly because the Board stays away from political
discussions and focuses on the analytical aspects of the impact assessments.

HAS IT PROVIDED NEEDED EVIDENCE?
As outlined above, the impact assessment system required significant
investment on the part of the European Commission for internal procedures,
training and support and in terms of resources to undertake more in-depth
analyses. Many of the impact assessments, in particular in the environment
policy field, were based on or spurred by serious research. By December
2009, around 500 impact assessment reports had been published, of which
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the Impact Assessment Board examined more than 400 (see table 8.1 for the
period 2007 – 2009). Was it worth the extra effort?
The answer should be yes, if the system delivered better regulations. The
problem, as confirmed by many scholars and the recent OECD report (OECD
2009, p. 9) is that ‘it is very difficult in practice to identify the “quality” of a
given set of regulations and to compare it across countries, let alone to assess
the costs and benefits of all regulations.’ Furthermore, the EU regulatory
system is a peculiar one – what the Commission proposes is not the end of a
legislative procedure, but instead just the beginning of what is often a long
story. Nevertheless, if we try to compare just the impact assessment systems
as such, we encounter the problems related in the ‘Diary of a Reflective
Researcher’ that most analyses are not published (Radaelli 2009a). Indeed,
the OECD report on regulatory management systems acknowledges the
systems were mostly compared on the basis of the existing formal
requirements, not on practice.
So, what evidence is there about the success of the European
Commission’s system?
First, the Commission undertook a major evaluation of its system in 2007
that generally found the system to be helpful in delivering better policy
proposals (this was before the Impact Assessment Board was up and
running).
Second, the Impact Assessment Board’s reports are a useful check for
major problems. The Board considered about one third of the cases (impact
assessment reports) deserving of further significant improvements that would
need to be made before the Commission could take a decision, resulting in a
request for their resubmission. The main structural weaknesses identified in
2009 were poor problem definition, reporting on stakeholder consultations,
issues related to subsidiarity and proportionality (of the proposed measures)
and insufficient analysis of the problems Member States face with
transposition and implementation. When it comes to the assessment of
impacts, the main area of concern was assessing the economic impacts, with
social and environmental impacts being cited less often as a problem.
However, the fact that there are fewer complaints about the assessment of
environmental impacts should not lead to the conclusion that they are
assessed properly. It also does not mean that the Impact Assessment Board
cares only about economic impacts: The statistics can be misleading and for
some initiatives, such as financial market regulations, assessment of
environmental impact will simply be irrelevant.
Third, consultants who have carried out the impact assessments can be
asked about whether the process has been helpful to them. The answer tends
to be that two out of three people thought that the analysis changed the policy
proposal from what it would otherwise have been. (An answer that indicates
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that they felt the framework forced them to do more systematic analysis than
they otherwise would have or helped channel resources to the assessment.)
Also, many felt it was useful for explaining the final proposals to
stakeholders.
Table 8.1 European Commission Impact Assessments, 2007 – 2009
2007

2008

2009

Total impact assessments examined

102

135

79

Resubmissions requested

9%

33 %

37 %

Share of legislative proposals

56 %

64 %

68 %

Source: European Commission 2009a

Part of the reason why it has helped is that it has allowed access to the whole
chain of policy-makers (from Commissioner to desk officer) to more
information in a systematic manner. Presentation and depth of analysis varies
from policy to policy. Also, the information used internally may differ in
terms of presentation and depth from that which was set out in the final
impact assessment report (which is only a summary of the evidence base).
Nevertheless, the process tends to lead to better information flows in the
Commission and a better implementation of the decision-making process for
those outside.

WHY HAS IT WORKED?
The success of the Commission impact assessment system was not obvious;
it could have failed for many reasons. It might have never taken off,
especially if it was seen as being an administrative burden in the form of a
box-ticking exercise and so a waste of time. It could have been completely
ignored by the other institutions due to being seen as a technocratic
conspiracy designed to put a straightjacket on political choices. It could have
been seen as something that the European Commission would only pay-lip
service to by stakeholders who would then deny any participation and would
not give any input.
The fact that the answer is not obvious is a clear lesson for impact
assessment application in the Member States. Within the EU, nearly all
Member States claim to have a functioning impact assessment system, yet it
is frequently not possible to see a systematic analysis being undertaken at the
national level.
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This brings us to the next question: What are the enabling factors that have
led to impact assessment becoming such a part of the European Commission
administrative culture after seven years and 500 plus publicly available
impact assessments? What allowed it to be generally seen as making a
difference to European Commission policy proposals?
• Need to convince people it will help them – both to make better policy
proposals and explain why they are well thought through;
• Need to convince people they need to do it – it should not be voluntary;
• Need to provide them with immediate technical support and guidance –
they cannot be expected to do it alone;
• Need to create a culture of transparency – the end-product should be
visible and the process should be open to stakeholders;
• Need acceptance of decision-makers to conduct the analysis – that it is
to inform them, not replace them;
• Need a culture of analysis to develop – it takes time and that means
having a long-lasting political commitment to the investment required;
• Need to talk to people from different backgrounds – the analysis needs
to not just come from economists, but from all sides with something to
say.
The result is that the working culture has changed with the Commission,
arguably becoming…
• …more open in its internal processes with different parts of the
Commission talking to each other;
• …more democratic in the way it tries to ensure representative
stakeholder involvement and reach out to all interested parties;
• …more analytical in the way it seeks evidence to underpin its
conclusions;
• …more open to changing its mind as it goes through the impact
assessment process;
• …more mindful of the scrutiny it is under and keen to improve the
quality of its proposals rather than have them subsequently amended.
Jacques Santer, when he became President of the European Commission in
the mid 1990s, famously pledged that his Commission would ‘do less, but do
better’. The cultural shift that this implied has been ongoing since then and
will naturally continue for decades to come. Impact assessment can be seen
as one of the management tools to put the slogan into practice.
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FINAL REMARKS
We claimed in this brief chapter that, all in all, the Commission’s impact
assessment system has been delivering what it was designed to do. Being
generally more comprehensive and transparent than nearly any national
system in the EU, the Commission impact assessment system is both deeply
rooted in the EU decision-making system and places a significant emphasis
on subsidiarity.
It cannot necessarily be replicated in each and every Member State;
instead, each State should decide for itself about where to invest the
analytical capacity of its national administrations. For instance, the German,
Dutch and Swedish systems focus on so-called ‘administrative costs’,
referring to information that businesses are obliged to produce; in the
Commission’s experience, these are usually relatively small compared to
impacts on employment, business competitiveness or the scale of
environmental benefits.
The Commission system has its limits too as it often stops at the
Commission. While we have witnessed an increase in the use of the impact
assessments in Council working groups and in the Parliament, it seems that
there is further debate needed on how best to marry political decisions with
the necessary evidence. The review of the agreement among the three
institutions on the common approach to impact assessment should play a key
role in taking this debate forward.

NOTES
1. For further reading the authors recommend the following sources: European Commission
(2009b), Radaelli (2009b), Hertin et al. (2009).
2. ‘[…] the Commission will include in its action plan for better regulation to be presented to
the Laeken European Council mechanisms to ensure that all major policy proposals include a
sustainability impact assessment covering their potential economic, social and environmental
consequences’ (European Council 2001a).
3. ‘Finally, the European Council welcomes the final report by the High-Level Advisory Group
(‘Mandelkern Group’) on the quality of regulatory arrangements and the Commission
communication on regulatory simplification, which should lead to a practical plan of action
in the first half of 2002’ (European Council 2001b).
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9. Impact Assessment in the European
Union: The Continuation of Politics by
Other Means?
Anne C.M. Meuwese

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
In March 2008, the British House of Lords published a report with an
intriguing title. The report was called ‘The Treaty of Lisbon: an impact
assessment’ (House of Lords 2008). Unsurprisingly, this was not an attempt
to decide on the constitutional future of the European Union by means of a
series of analytical steps such as defining problems and objectives and
analysing the impacts of various options. The report in question was a
political appraisal of what the Treaty, which entered into force on the 1st of
December 2009, might mean for various British and European institutions.
Still, although this so-called ‘impact assessment’ has nothing to do with the
policy-making tool that the European Commission introduced in 2002, it is
significant that the Lords chose to label their report an ‘impact assessment’.
First of all, it points to the omnipresence of ‘impact assessment
documents’ of late. What is required for something to qualify as a real
‘impact assessment’? Furthermore, can a loosening or a tightening of the
standards be observed in that respect? After all, anyone can assess the
impacts of everything on anything. There is also the issue of the relationship
between impact assessment and evaluation. Generally, evaluation is more
concerned with the extent to which a measure has reached (ex-post) or is
likely to reach (ex ante) its goals. Regulatory impact assessments (RIAs) or
impact assessments (IAs; for the distinction between the two terms see
below) are always applied ‘ex ante’, meaning before the measure is enacted
and preferably before the proposal is even proposed. Although it incorporates
a ‘fit for purpose’ analysis and examines the intervention logic, the emphasis
is on the various impacts (also outside of the intended policy goals) and a
comparison of several policy options.
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Second, it raises the issue taken up in this chapter, namely the relationship
between RIAs and politics. Politicians in Europe seem to have embraced
RIAs in recent years, but why? One possibility is that they see RIAs as a
valuable brand name rather than as an analytical tool. Is the term RIA a label
that can be stuck on any justificatory document, acting as, in the words of
Robert Baldwin, a ‘shield’ behind which political decision-making can
proceed as usual (Baldwin 2005)? If there is one main message that the
Better Regulation movement tries to get across, it is that this is not the case,
or at least is not supposed to be. RIAs are meant to challenge decisionmakers and motivate them to regulate in a manner consistent with economic
and scientific insights. Yet, when the European Commission introduced RIAs
into the context of policy and law making at the European Union level a bit
less than a decade ago, there were numerous concerns that RIAs would be
precisely that, a ‘continuation of politics by other means’;1 these concerns
were not entirely unjustified.
This chapter deals with the question of what the political use of RIAs
entails; in other words – does it make it easier or harder for politicians to
choose the option they had in mind all along? In particular, it argues that
although an IA imposes some amount of discipline, the process through
which the European Commission uses the assessment outcomes to reach a
decision on the content of the proposal lacks transparency. In this chapter the
Commission’s decision to leave the choice of decision criteria (that is, the
test for preferring one policy option to another) to those responsible for the
IA, is seen as an obstacle to an accountable system. In the final section some
mechanisms and measures are proposed that could make the system more
accountable, despite the absence of a fixed decision criterion.

A DECISION-MAKING TOOL?
In order to get to the bottom of these concerns about a politicised use of
RIAs, we have to consider the background of the sudden popularity of RIAs
in the European Union. After a relatively silent introduction in 2002 and an
obscure pilot period in 2003 and 2004, the use of RIAs by the European
Commission took off in 2005 and 2006 and has been functioning as a mature
system during the past few years. EU decision-makers were so enthusiastic
about RIAs that they decided to drop the ‘R’ and speak of ‘impact
assessment’ or ‘IA’ so as to signify that not only regulations, but also broader
policy initiatives would be covered. A secondary reason was not to create any
false impressions that the tool would exclusively cover ‘regulations’, which
are merely one type of EU legislation.
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There have been a number of significant developments in relation to the
European RIA regime. The internal Impact Assessment Board, established in
late 2006 with the aim of fending off criticisms about the subjectivity of IAs,
is getting positive reviews (Alemanno 2009). The Commission has revised
and improved the 2005 Guidelines on IAs after conducting a public
consultation on the subject.2 However, despite this popularity and the
ambitious scale on which IAs have been implemented in EU policy and
lawmaking, the European Commission has always been ambivalent as to
what it wanted from IAs.
Regulatory impact assessment, in the general sense of the word, has been
developed as a decision-making tool to be mainly used by agencies with wide
regulatory powers in order to make up for their lack of democratic
legitimacy. The surprising thing about EU impact assessments is that the
European institutions never decided whether they really wanted to use IAs as
a decision-making tool or rather as an information tool only. At first glance,
the former seemed to be the case. Impact assessments were introduced to
bring some much-needed discipline to the EU lawmaking process and to
trigger better decisions (Radaelli 2007). Yet, exactly how the better
preparation is connected to the better decision that is supposed to result has
always been and remains unclear. The Commission has a favourite slogan
about its interpretation of how IAs should be used: ‘IA is an aid to and not a
substitute for political decision-making’ (European Commission 2002); they
would almost go as far as to put this sentence as a disclaimer on each and
every IA. The reason behind this is that the European Commission is not a
regulatory agency with a clearly delineated mandate, but a hybrid institution
in a permanent identity crisis: On the one hand, it is a bureaucracy that is tied
by its hands and feet to the Treaty; on the other hand, it behaves as a political
actor in its own right. On top of that, the Commission has to take the
subsequent political decision-makers (mainly the European Parliament and
the Member States) into account when proposing legislation.
It is thus fair to say that the Commission has explicitly tried to put
political decision-making first and IAs second, but also that perhaps it did not
have much of a choice. Let us briefly consider what the Commission model
looks like as an ‘aid but not substitute’ or, tentatively, as a ‘RIA without
teeth’. In this way, we can address the question of whether the result is, in
practice, a use of IAs as ‘the continuation of politics by other means’. The
important underlying question here is: Is it even possible to remove the
‘teeth’ of a RIA? Is it not in the nature of the creature to resist?
It is accepted wisdom within the IA community that there is little
controversy in determining the impacts that should be included in the list of
possible impacts to assess. Overall, and definitely within an EU context,
setting the decision criterion is the key to determining the impact that an IA
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will have and the political flavour that may accompany it. Examples of
possible decision criteria are the ‘greatest net benefit to society’ and ‘(cost)effectiveness’, but also include tests from outside of the economic realm such
as ‘coherence’ or even ‘greatest protection of fundamental rights’.
It is fairly typical of the EU that when an agreement cannot be reached, a
decision is simply not taken or an extremely watered down compromise is
adopted. This is exactly what happened here: The big compromise in the EU
IA system is that the decision criteria are left almost completely open;
however, many lawyers would be prepared to argue that there were good
constitutional reasons for this. Preferring one decision criterion over another
would be to change the very basis upon which the EU creates laws, a power
that the Commission simply does not have. Yet, impact assessment is not the
territory of lawyers and, among economists, the vagueness surrounding the
decision criteria has been met with disbelief. It is not that the Guidelines
offer no guidance about how to move from the analysis to making a decision;
on the contrary, various methods are mentioned, including cost-benefit
analysis and the possibility of aggregation. In the end, the Guidelines remain
neutral about whether policy options should be ranked or recommended and
promote a type of multi-criteria analysis with flexible criteria. The
Commission enthusiastically promotes the ‘highlighting trade-offs’ model in
which various trade-offs across policy options are presented for the
politicians to deal with. One could say that it amounts to embracing a
positive kind of political use of IAs. However, as will be discussed later, this
does not remove the need for a decision criterion. For now, it can be
established that the preparation of proposals has become more structured and
transparent, but that the consequence seems to be a big gap between the
‘preparation’ and the ‘decision’ it is meant to inform.
Of course, decision criteria are still used; one could even argue that they
are always used (Trachtman 1998). It just means that they are often implicit
and invisible. It is time to turn to practice in order to see whether this
particularity of EU IAs, namely the unclear connection to the final decision,
has paved the way for a continuation of politics as usual, in some cases. In
practice, we see different ways in which the decision criteria are or are not
included in an IA. Multi-criteria analysis is sometimes not used at all,
sometimes used only implicitly and sometimes used explicitly; every once in
a while, the decision criteria are mentioned in an IA prepared by the
European Commission.
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CONTRASTING TWO CASE STUDIES
Let us contrast the use of two environmental IAs to illustrate this. The IA for
the Thematic Strategy on Air Quality, often referred to as CAFE (Clean Air
For Europe), was considered to be one of the Commission’s best IAs when it
was published in 2005 (European Commission 2005). It contained
sophisticated analyses and utilised studies conducted over many years by
broad communities of experts. Therefore, few stakeholders contested the
content of the assessment. The IA was concluded with a neat matrix that
compared the costs and benefits of three policy options. However, trouble
appeared when the Commission did not choose the option that would
generate the highest net-benefits, ‘option B’ as it soon came to be widely
referred to. The European Parliament reproached the Commission for failing
to reflect the IA in its decision (see for instance European Parliament 2006).
Even after a flood of accusations about the Commission using ‘political
criteria’ rather than ‘rational criteria’, the Commission kept repeating its ‘aid
not substitute’ mantra. Observers and stakeholders really had to dig deep and
read between the lines to find out that, in fact, ‘cost-effectiveness’ had been
used as the decision criterion in this case and that this had happened for
political reasons (Skinner et al. 2006); to be more precise, it was due to the
pro-business orientation of the Barroso Commission. The Parliament put in a
plea for a cost-benefit analysis to be used as the decision mechanism for
large-scale environmental policy making, but did not manage to convert this
into a different legislative outcome. This was actually an opportunistic plea
since the Parliament has not used cost-benefit analysis to date in the few IAs
it has done of its own amendments.3
Another example of how too much flexibility on the decision criterion can
lead to lobbying for the use of a certain criterion is REACH (European
Commission 2003). Much has been said and written about the way in which
this enormous piece of chemical legislation was assessed and about how the
lack of clarity on the decision criterion was far from the only problem in this
IA marathon responsible for comprising more than 50 IA documents
(Pelkmans 2005). One development, however, that helped turn NGOs and
others into IA skeptics was the chemical industry’s successful attempt to shift
the analytic approach of the Commission from a cost-benefit analysis to costeffectiveness. An optimistic account of this IA process is possible. One might
say that cost-benefit analysis was used here to make the case for regulatory
intervention and that cost-effectiveness was used to fine-tune the regulation
in such a way as to incur the least possible costs for industry. Another
optimistic account could outline how the existence of an IA process made
regulatory intervention possible in the first place, as the exaggerated cost
calculations of the chemicals industry could be shown to be false (Meuwese
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2008). However, the extent to which ‘IA analysis’ was reduced to negotiated
rulemaking in this case did a disservice to the credibility of the IA system.
When scrutinised closely, it is difficult to see how the legislative outcome
could be rationally based on the Commission’s IA (the analysis was made
more difficult in this case because the idea of one ‘authoritative’ IA was
abandoned) unless political feasibility is factored in. The latter could also be
called a decision criterion of sorts, but certainly not one that fits with a
serious IA system.
However, even ‘political uses of IA’ such as the REACH case can be seen
in a positive light. It was because of ‘accidents’ like this one that a strong
case could be made, from different sides, for the establishment of the Impact
Assessment Board in late 2006. Next to the Board’s task of ensuring ‘due
process’ with regard to impact assessment, this innovative body has to make
sure that the IA is built around a core of real analyses, not just stakeholders’
views. According to a recent study, EU impact assessments include more
economic information than before and their quality increases with the
expected cost of a proposal (Cecot et al. 2008).
What can we learn from these cases? Well, certainly not that costeffectiveness as such is illegitimate as a decision criterion. It should also be
emphasised that both cases are not typical for the practice of EU IA as it
stands today. Both took place in the early phases of the impact assessment
system and both dealt with very large-scale interventions. The main problem,
however, is that the cases illustrated have persisted in recent, smaller cases:
the political conflict was heightened because the Commission did not make
the basis on which it was acting clear. Importantly, the reason behind this
vagueness was that the Commission allowed cost-effectiveness to blend with
political opportunity, a concept that is difficult to explain within the rational
terms that the IA discourse imposes. This is an argument in favour of more
transparency, provided that the Commission is serious about IAs imposing
some discipline during the process. Making the decision criterion explicit is a
question of transparency and forms a crucial step in the process of going
from an IA to a decision. Before the introduction of IAs, the Commission
also did not talk about decision criteria. The all-important difference is that
now we have ‘IA stakeholders’ who notice the missing pieces and ask for
them to be brought into the process.

CONCLUDING ASSESSMENT
Thus, perhaps ‘teeth’ or, in more prosaic terms, ‘decision criteria’ are an
integral part of the IA creature. Even when these criteria are not applied in a
transparent manner, they will have been used by decision-makers unless the
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decision was made in an arbitrary manner. Also, ‘the continuation of politics
by other means’ as a qualification for EU IAs seems to too easily dismiss the
achievements of more than five years of efforts. Of course, the quote from
von Clausewitz on the continuation of politics by other means is about war,
not about impact assessment.4 This brings us to the other saying about war:
‘all is fair in love and war’. After six years of experience and more than 400
completed IAs, it is clear that all is not fair in European impact assessments.
It is unthinkable that major proposals can be put forward without an impact
assessment. Generally, the vast amount of information that has become
available is being used, there is constant pressure to be more transparent
about methodology and decision criteria, expectations by stakeholders are
shaping the process, and the Impact Assessment Board is becoming more
sophisticated. The use of IAs seems to come with a set of values that actors
consider to be inherent in the practice of IAs, such as the reproducibility of
the analysis.
We find ourselves in the middle of a process in which the ‘rules of the
game’ are being shaped. The tension between political decision-making and
IA decision-making is solved on a case by case basis with the decision
criterion often being hidden; even this last black box, however, may be
opening up. We are already seeing more and more documents surrounding
the actual IA reports that are meant to help ‘digest’ the whole IA process:
executive summaries, IAB opinions, impact fiches by the European
Parliament and similar summary documents by national governments. The
step of creating a declaration about how the evidence has been used in the IA
to arrive at a decision, perhaps in the Explanatory Memorandum, is smaller
than ever.
This does not look like ‘politics as usual’, although the political element is
undeniably there. Along with Claudio Radaelli, I would like to propose that it
is more appropriate to qualify EU IAs as a means of ‘regulating’ the policy
and lawmaking processes (‘meta-regulation’) (Radaelli 2010). The system
involves standard-setting, implementation and enforcement, making it
‘regulatory’ in nature. At the same time, the regulatory perspective on IAs
makes it possible to criticise the regime: although there are a lot of
procedural standards, the most important substantive ones (the decision
criteria) remain unclear. Of course, regulating is tricky business, especially in
the EU where taxing and spending are usually not alternatives and there is
little basic agreement on what constitutes legitimate grounds for intervention
by the EU (Majone 1996). There is a tendency in the EU to see Better
Regulation as being separate from the activity of ‘regulating’. Given this
perspective, Better Regulation entails no more that ensuring that regulation
fulfills a set of fixed objectives. For lack of a functioning forum that sets
these objectives, however, Better Regulation blends into the politics of
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regulation (Radaelli and Meuwese 2010). This means that the debate about
the development of IAs is a constitutional debate. The EU will probably not
be able to agree on decision criteria, but perhaps we can narrow the list or
agree on an obligation to disclose the decision criteria that have been used.
Decision criteria will always be controversial within the EU context but,
as we have seen from the experience of using IAs, not coming clean about
the decision criterion is what causes an immediate collapse of credibility.
Using impact assessment for general processes of policy and lawmaking and
involving a parliament and Member States is a very bold attempt to discipline
an inherently political process (see also Radaelli 2010). Furthermore, multicriteria analysis may be the only way for EU IAs, but surely we can do better
than what we currently often see: a matrix in which, for instance,
administrative costs, employment impacts and fundamental rights impacts are
presented side by side by using plusses and minuses without much
transparency on how these conclusions were reached and how they are used
(European Commission 2004 pp. 21ff). The political use of IAs, either as
‘shields’ or as ‘lobby platforms’, will not go away. The important question to
keep asking impact assessment after impact assessment is: can we tell when
that happens and in what way and use that information to make a more
balanced final decision?

NOTES
1. The famous line ‘war is a mere continuation of politics by other means’ (‘Der Krieg ist eine
bloße Fortsetzung der Politik mit anderen Mitteln’) is from historian and military expert Carl
von Clausewitz.
2. For information on that consultation round on the draft Commission Impact Assessment
Guidelines, including the submitted contributions, see http//ec.europa.eu/governance/
impact/consultation/ia_consultation_en.htm.
3. The European Parliament published an interesting booklet on its activities on the IA front
(Doorn and Prins 2008).
4. See note 1 above.
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10. Science-Policy Interface and the Role
of Impact Assessments in the Case of
Biofuels
Bernd Hirschl, Timo Kaphengst, Anna
Neumann and Katharina Umpfenbach

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
The promotion of biofuels has caused more societal controversies and tension
than almost any other environmental topic has in recent years. After the
conflict came to a head in 2007, embodied by the catch-phrase ‘food versus
fuel’, policy-makers reacted. Presently, the approach is to avoid the worst
socio-ecological risks by simultaneously implementing sustainability criteria
and maintaining promotional policies for biofuels. However, the conflict
continues to exist with the same intensity and some are now calling the
feasibility and effectiveness of this new approach into question.
But how was this ‘sustainability approach’ in biofuels policy developed
and which actors influenced its development? How big a role did scientific
findings play within the political process as compared to lobbying? Did
scientists fail to indicate relevant sustainability problems early enough? If
not, was it the European Commission or European politicians that did not
heed the early warnings? Finally, the important question arises: did impact
assessments (one of the main instruments used by the European Commission
to examine the effects of policy proposals on society and the environment)
fail within the context of biofuels?
The following section ‘Background and political framework’ gives a short
introduction to the EU’s biofuels policy as well as to the Commission’s
impact assessment (IA) and its context. Building on this, the section
‘Analysis of the sience policty interface’ clarifies how studies have
influenced the decision-making process regarding renewable energy policies
and, more specifically, concerning biofuels. Based on a comparative analysis
of the European Commission’s proposal for an EU directive on renewable
151
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energies and its outcome after the consultation process with the European
Parliament (EP) and the European Council, the influence of research studies
and statements from experts on the final decisions is investigated. Moreover,
the channels by which scientific knowledge reaches decision-makers are
briefly examined, taking other factors that influence political decisions in the
EU into account. In the sub-section ‘Influence of impact assessments on
policy processes and decisions’, the relationship between the results of
impact assessments by the Commission and the implementation of EU
biofuel policies is analysed. In addition to an evaluation of their focus,
coverage and other quality aspects, the impact they have had on political
decisions is outlined. In the last section, some conclusions are drawn about
the specific impacts of research as well as the importance and usefulness of
impact assessments.

BACKGROUND AND POLITICAL FRAMEWORK
Biofuels Policy in the European Union
In December 2008, the European Parliament adopted the ‘Directive on the
promotion of energies from renewable sources’ (Directive 2009/28/EC) as
part of the EU Climate and Energy Package. Above all, the Directive set a
general binding target for the European Union to have 20 per cent of its final
energy consumption provided by renewable sources by 2020. It also includes
a specific target of having a minimum of 10 per cent of the total energy used
in the transport sector coming from renewable energy sources. The latter
target is accompanied by a novel policy instrument: All biofuel products
counting towards the target must meet a set of sustainability criteria that aim
to address the environmental and social concerns linked to biomass
production.
The decision-making process on the Renewables Directive was marked by
different milestones from 2007 to 2008:
• January 2007: The European Commission published its Communication ‘An Energy Policy for Europe’. Part of this document was the
Renewable Roadmap which, for the first time, stated the target of
achieving 20 per cent renewable energy in the total final consumption
by 2020 and the 10 per cent biofuel target binding for all member states
(MS).
• March 2007: The European Council adopted this proposal.
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• January 2008: The European Commission proposed a draft text for a
Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable
sources followed by the legislative procedure (co-decision).
• September 2008: The European Parliament published its amendments.
• 17 December 2008: First and last reading and adoption of the Directive.
Until the adoption of the Renewables Directive in December 2008 (Directive
2009/28/EC), the controversial discussions among decision-makers from the
European Parliament, the Council and the Commission were fuelled by
numerous statements and studies from science and interest groups moving the
discourse in different directions (see sub-section ‘Impact of scientific studies
on the policy process’, especially Table 10.2). Among the most controversial
issues was the focus on biofuels in renewable energy policies, the specific
10 per cent target and major doubts about the positive balance of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions for biofuels when land use effects are taken into
account.
Impact Assessment of Policy Proposals in the European Commission
In 2002, the Commission committed itself to the implementation of an impact
assessment (IA) for ‘all major initiatives’ (European Commission 2002).1
This decision concerns all initiatives proposed in the Annual Policy Strategy
(APS) or the Commission Legislative and Work Programme (CLWP), such
as legislative initiatives, proposals for white papers, expenditure-generating
programmes, and so on. Impact assessments are carried out by the
Commission’s own Directorates-General (DGs). The assessment tool should
present an integrated approach taking the economic, social, and
environmental aspects of various strategy options into consideration and
involving different stakeholders. IAs should provide a scientific basis for the
development of Commission proposals. They are intended to act as an aid in
decision-making, but are not intended to replace policy appraisal, evaluation,
and integration processes. Guidelines were published in 2002, 2005 and 2009
to assist in the implementation of impact assessments. In 2006, the Impact
Assessment Board (IAB) was founded as a quality-control body, independent
of the Directorates-General. Since 2006, the different Directorates-General
have also had to publish plans or roadmaps of their assessments.
The concept of IA includes some key analytical steps: (1) identification of
problem, (2) definition of objectives, (3) development of main policy options,
(4) analysis of possible impacts, (5) comparison of options and (6) outline of
policy monitoring and evaluation (European Commission 2009).
After the first few years, criticism arose regarding the Commission’s
impact assessment. While the new instrument has led to ‘increased stakehol-
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der interaction and possibilities to follow the work process […] critique
concerning the general quality of the assessments as well as missing
integration of sustainability aspects remains sharp’ (Bäcklund 2009, p. 1085).
Concerning the latter argument, the catalogue of economic, social and
environmental impacts provided in the guidelines (see European Commission
2009, pp. 32ff) is long but incomplete. Each update of the guidelines
included new issues for consideration. In the guidelines from 2009, for
example, social and environmental impacts in third countries were explicitly
included in the list of potential impacts. However, the number of impacts
being considered is not the crucial point. Rather, the quality and method of
the impact analysis, the selection of the impacts being focused on and their
relation or weight in the final assessment of the promoted policies are far
more relevant.

Figure 10.1 (Theoretical) embodiment of the IA in the EU’s ordinary
legislative process (own illustration, based on IEEP (2007))
The studies by EEAC (2006) and Ruddy and Hilty (2008) found asymmetries
in the degree of consideration given to various areas of sustainability.
According to their analysis, the competitiveness within the framework of the
Lisbon Strategy has a very high priority. Priority is generally given to
concerns about the socio-economic effects of environmental measures rather
than concerns about the environmental impacts in other areas of legislation.
In addition, other authors (The Evaluation Partnership 2007; EEAC 2006;
Wilkinson et al. 2004) found that impact assessments have a tendency to
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neglect long-term perspectives and socio-ecological analyses in favour of
cost-benefit analyses and so on.
One explanation for this observation is methodological in nature: The
analysis and assessment of socio-ecological effects cannot be completed in a
standardised way and methods differ from those used by economists. There is
little methodological support given in the IA guidelines (for example
European Commission 2006a) concerning assessment methods for
environmental and social impacts. Connected with these methodological
issues is the debate about the use of models or tools within IAs. According to
Bäcklund (2009) and Thiel (2009), comparatively simple assessment
methods and tools are favoured as they are easier to handle and more
transparent than complex models. Therefore, DG personnel often prefer
carrying out the assessments themselves without involving external experts
that could potentially slow down the process.
This argument also refers to the question of capacity. The studies from
EEAC (2006) as well as Lee (2006) found insufficient capacities concerning
time, resources and skills for the preparation of impact assessments. In
addition, the fact that the impact assessment and the policy draft are often
drawn up in the same Directorate-General by the same staff person presents
the problem of inadequate assessment independence (Bäcklund 2009; EEAC
2006; Lee 2006; The Evaluation Partnership 2007). Therefore, the
implementation of the Impact Assessment Board and the mandatory
publishing of Roadmaps that set out the projected assessment work (both
measures established in 2006) may lead to improvements.
One very fundamental, yet often criticised aspect of impact assessments is
the timing of the reports and, therefore, their ability to fulfil the essential
function of providing assistance in decision-making processes. Despite its
ideal position within the EU-policy process (see Figure 10.1), the preparation
of impact assessments often only took place when the policy proposals were
being drafted, or sometimes even later (Bäcklund 2009; The Evaluation
Partnership 2007). In such cases, the examination of a broad variety of policy
options is not ensured. Instead, only the favoured instrument mentioned in
the policy proposal is analysed (Bäcklund 2009; EEAC 2006). Within this
context, the impact assessment has, according to Thiel (2009, p. 1141), a
‘legitimising’ (ex post policy choice) and not a ‘contributing’ function (ex
ante policy choice).
IAs can also, to a certain extent, contribute to internal negotiations (via the
demand for inter-service-consultations) and external negotiations (via
stakeholder consultations) of policy proposals (Bäcklund 2009). The question
is: Which stakeholders are involved at what stage and what kind of influence
do they have on the outcome? EEAC (2006) and Ruddy and Hilty (2008)
found that environmental NGOs and experts are often less involved than
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business partners and lobby groups. Additionally, Bäcklund (2009) found
that stakeholder consultation often serves merely as an informational tool at
the end of the assessment process to legitimise the favoured policy
instrument.
Regarding this general and comprehensive critique, one could ask if
impact assessments really are a reasonable instrument within the policy
process. Of course, impact assessments are at least a first attempt at
considering sustainability aspects within central EU policies. Keeping this
general critique as well as the possible benefits in mind, the next chapter
analyses the content, role and impact of IAs made within the context of the
biofuel policy.
Table 10.1 Change of the legislative text during consultation
Commission Proposal
Target
10 per cent share of
renewable energy
(RE) in total
consumption of
energy in transport by
2020.

EP Report

Directive 2009/28/EC

Interim target for 2015:
5 per cent RE of which 20
per cent to be covered by
renewable electricity, H2
and 2nd generation
biofuels.
2020: 10 per cent of which
40 per cent from sources
named above.
Indicative target to improve
energy efficiency in
transport by 20 per cent
until 2020.
Total redefined to include
only energy used in road
transport.

10 per cent share of
RE in total
consumption of
energy in transport by
2020.
Total redefined: only
energy used in road
and rail, not air and
shipping.
Non-conventional
biofuels and
renewable electricity
used in transport
count double towards
the target.

Required greenhouse gas (GHG) savings
Minimum GHG
Extend certification to all
savings of 35 per cent biomass used for energy.
compared to fossil
GHG savings: 45 per cent;
fuel reference value. 2015: 60 per cent.
Social standards and
measures on soil, air, water.

GHG savings 35 per
cent; from 2017
onwards: 50 per cent;
2018: 60 per cent.
Reporting on social
standards and air,
water, soil.
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Commission Proposal

EP Report

Verification of standards
Bilateral agreements In addition, operator shall
with producer nations prove compliance with
or certification
social standards.
standards.

Calculation of GHG emissions
Choice between
Introduction of an emission
default or actual
factor representing indirect
values, indirect land
land use change equal to 0
use change effects not but rising to 40g CO2eq/MJ
in 2020 unless Commission
included.
defines other value.

Social and additional environmental impacts
Commission to
Specific attention to impact
monitor impact of
on food prices; land use
biofuel production on change and indirect land
environment and food use change, incl. estimate
security and evaluate of associated emissions,
GHG accounting
land use rights and
methodology.
availability of 2nd
generation biofuels.
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Directive 2009/28/EC
Additional reporting
on social
sustainability, impacts
on water, air, soil and
indirect land use
change.
Commission to report
by 2010 on indirect
land use change
impacts and, if
appropriate, propose
methodology –
earliest application:
2017.
Specification of
reporting duties, incl.
food prices,
availability of
technologies and
sustainability of
renewable energy
target.

Notes: see European Commission (2008a), European Parliament (2008), Directive 2009/28/EC
(2009)

ANALYSIS OF THE SCIENCE-POLICY INTERFACE AND
THE ROLE OF IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Impact of Scientific Studies On the Policy Process
Not many environmental policy proposals have raised as much interest and
involvement from researchers and stakeholders as the EU Strategy on
Biofuels. In order to analyse the impact of scientific studies on the outcome
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of the policy process, we first compare the original proposal published by the
Commission in January 2008 (European Commission 2008a), the
amendments proposed by the European Parliament (European Parliament
2008) and the final Directive (Directive 2009/28/EC). Table 10.1 shows
changes in the key articles with respect to renewable energy use in the
transport sector.
The comparison clearly shows that the fundamental structure of the policy
approach did not change during the negotiation process. As the Commission
originally proposed, the final Directive contains a 10 per cent target for
renewable energy in the transport sector and a sustainability certification
requirement. Several of the EP’s amendments aimed to reduce the absolute
amount of energy in transport being provided by first generation biofuels,2
such as a more restrictive definition of overall energy use in transport and
sub-targets to ensure that a certain share of the overall amount of renewable
energy would be provided through alternative low-carbon technologies, such
as renewable electricity, hydrogen and second generation biofuels. Most
importantly, the EP proposed an indicative energy efficiency target for the
transport sector which would have decreased the absolute amount of energy
used for transport in the EU. Most of the proposed amendments were not
integrated into the final Directive or, if they were, not to the full extent.
With respect to the sustainability standards, the EP proposed more
stringent minimum GHG reductions and demanded that a factor representing
emissions caused by indirect land use change would be introduced. Unlike
the Commission, the EP also demanded that operators report on social
standards.
In the final version of the Directive, specifications and additional reporting
requirements were added as a compromise. According to the Directive, the
Commission needs to report on indirect land use change effects and impacts
by 2010 and, if appropriate, propose a methodology to account for those
impacts in the calculation of GHG savings. However, the Directive also
states that any new methodology will not be mandatory before 2017, thus
decreasing its efficacy as a safeguard against detrimental effects on global
land use. Finally, the compromise text also contains plans for a general
review in 2014, when the Commission has to examine ‘the feasibility of
reaching 20 per cent target whilst ensuring sustainability of production at the
same time’ (Art. 20).
Before analysing the scientific input in the European debate about
biofuels, the concept of ‘scientific studies’ within the context of this
contribution must be defined.
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Table 10.2 Main scientific findings
Topic and main messages
GHG balance / Land use change
High uncertainty on environmental performance of
biofuels due to a great number of varying factors
(crop, land use practice, transport and so on)
Nitrous oxide emissions of growing biofuel crops
wipe out any benefits in GHG emissions compared
to the use of fossil fuels
Biofuels from palm oil plantations, for example in
Indonesia, may increase global CO2 emissions due
to drained peatlands and land use change
Use of croplands for biofuels and land clearings
increase greenhouse gases through emissions from
land use change
Food security
First generation biofuels cannot deliver a major
contribution to the energy demands of the transport
sector without compromising food prices and the
environment
Expanded production of biofuels has a strong effect
on food prices threatening food security of the poor
in many countries
EU biofuels target and certification
Certification of biofuels is useful for promoting
good practices but cannot be trusted as a safeguard
EU biofuel target has potentially negative impacts
and should be suspended

Relevant references

Scharlemann &
Laurance 2008, Zah et
al. 2007, JRC et al.
2007, SRU 2007
Crutzen et al. 2007

Hooijer et al. 2006

Searchinger et al.
2007, Fargione et al.
2008, Righelato &
Spracklen 2007
Doornbosch and
Steenblik 2007

IFPRI 2008

Dornbosch and
Steenblik 2007
European
Environment Agency
2008

The question of what constitutes ‘sound science’ has been vigorously
discussed within the context of climate change as well as in wider theoretical
discussions within the field of science studies (Oreskes 2004, Demeritt 2006).
In this discussion, it was established that neither a positivistic interpretation
of science nor a constructivistic stance adequately describes the work of a
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scientist. For the purpose of our analysis, we therefore propose the following
understanding of science: Science is a transparent, iterative, consensusbuilding process on ‘if A, then B’ type of process. It is not free of prior
theoretical principles and assumptions, but it makes those assumptions
transparent when stating results. Established quality criteria exist in order to
judge the robustness of results through peer review; this does not, however,
preclude falsification of the results at a later stage.
A look at the large number of biofuels studies (see Table 10.2) published
by various organisations, groups and individuals shows that some clearly
follow scientific standards (for example an article in a referenced journal)
and others qualify as obvious lobbying. However, many studies fall in
between these two extremes, particularly in the case of reports that have been
commissioned and published by international organisations as well as by
national scientific councils. We therefore propose two categories of scientific
documents to be included in our analysis:
• ‘pure science’, distinguished by external and anonymous peer review;
• ‘studies and reports commissioned by international and national
organisations’, distinguished by an empirical analysis of data and
internal peer review.
These studies must be differentiated from ‘position papers’ that mainly state
political interests, even in cases where scientific results are cited to support
the position.
Results
Many studies brought one of the most frequently claimed benefits of biofuels
into question: their potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).
Because photosynthesis performed by bioenergy crops removes GHG from
the atmosphere and can reduce fossil fuel consumption, it is often held that
their production is carbon neutral. Yet, when the full lifecycle of biofuels is
considered (from cultivation to consumption), high emissions from land use
inputs (for example fertiliser, pesticides) and land use changes (for example
soil-carbon losses, deforestation, burning, peat-drainage) often outweigh
moderate emissions savings. However, according to our analysis, the
majority of studies dealing with life-cycle analysis (LCA) of biofuels do not
take land conversion and indirect effects into account, resulting in positive
carbon balances for biofuels in most cases (Menichetti and Otto 2009). In
fact, this failure solidified many politicians’ impressions that the production
of biofuels is generally beneficial for the environment. Moreover, Menichetti
and Otto (2009) found that only a few LCA studies included water issues and
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assessments of biodiversity aspects were completely left out of the analysis.
In general, scientists are in agreement that the ecological performance of
biofuels, including their GHG saving potential, depends on a wide range of
factors and conditions and lead to harming the environment in many cases.
The Directive requires the GHG emissions for every biofuel to be
measured by a formula covering all of the emissions created throughout the
production chain. However, due to a lack of consistent methodologies, the
further specification of calculation methods will remain undetermined until
2010, at which point the Commission will propose such a methodology. The
decision to include emissions from land use and land use change was also
deferred to the comitology process after the adoption of the Directive, but not
without pointing out that at that state, no scientific evidence could be found
as a basis for a political decision.
In order to fill the methodological gap, decision-makers made use of
adapted default values for all relevant biofuels based on an unpublished
report from October 2008 from the Joint Research Centre (JRC), the
European auto manufacturers’ association (EUCAR) and the European oil
companies’ association (CONCAWE). The default values gave biofuels
produced under certain conditions a specific emission reduction potential that
was considerably higher than previously used figures (see for example JRC,
IES and CONCAWE 2007). Remarkably, although the JRC report was never
officially published, it provided the default values for decisions made at the
peak of discussions about the Renewables Directive.
Social issues such as the influence of biofuel production on food prices,
tenure rights and labour conditions were mainly stressed by social and
environmental NGOs that conducted several case studies. Publications from
scientists on these issues were scarce and mainly restricted to individual
statements referring to the case studies provided by the NGOs. However,
when the increasing food prices culminated in a global crisis in 2008,
different scientific institutes (such as IFPRI 2008) tried to estimate the degree
to which the increasing pressure on land caused by biofuel production was
responsible for increasing food prices. Moreover, a report published by the
OECD (Dornbosch and Steenblik 2007) flagged the potentially negative
impacts of biofuel expansion on world food prices.
Despite the intensive public awareness of the food crisis, social criteria
were neglected in the decision-making process of the Renewables Directive.
They were not mentioned in the Commission’s proposal and were only
included in the final text within the context of vaguely formulated reporting
duties. This might reflect the reluctance of scientists to provide systematic
investigations on the social impacts of biofuels. It could also derive from the
fact that the social deterioration in rural areas of developing countries was
widely seen as a problem caused predominantly by industrialised land use
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and agricultural trade, factors that cannot be traced solely back to biofuel
production. In principle, a clear picture of the specific impacts of biofuel
production on rural communities, plantation workers and food prices was
lacking and measurable indicators to ensure a socially acceptable biofuel
production were not able to be found.
Table 10.3 Key steps of EU biofuels policy and related impact assessments
Key steps in EU biofuels policy

Impact assessments and comparable
studies

1993: Council decision on the
promotion of renewable energy
sources (ALTENER programme)
(Council Decision 93/500/EEC)
1996 / 1997: Green Paper / White
Paper: Energy for the future –
renewable sources of energy
(European Commission 1996;
European Commission 1997)
2000: Green Paper: Towards a
European strategy for the security
of energy supply (European
Commission 2000)
2001: Communication from the
Commission on alternative fuels for
road transportation and a set of
measures to promote the use of
biofuels (European Commission 2001)
2003: Directive 2003/30/EC on the
promotion of the use of biofuels or
other renewable fuels for transport
(Directive 2003/30/EC)
2005: Biomass action plan
(European Commission 2005a)

2005: Impact assessment: ‘Biomass
action plan’ (European Commission
2005b)

2006: An EU Strategy for Biofuels 2006: Impact assessment: ‘An EU
(European Commission 2006b)
Strategy for Biofuels’ (European
Commission 2006c)
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Impact assessments and comparable
studies
2007: Biofuels progress report
(European Commission 2007a)

2007: Renewable Energy Road
Map (European Commission
2007b)

2007: Impact assessment: ‘Renewable
Energy Road Map’ (European
Commission 2007c)
2007: Note to the IA ‘Renewable
Energy Road Map’: The impact of a
minimum 10 per cent obligation for
biofuel use in the EU-27 in 2020 on
agricultural markets (European
Commission 2007d)

2008: Climate and energy
package: ‘Renewables Directive’
and amendment to directive
98/70/EC on fuel quality
(Directive 2009/28/EC)

2008: Impact assessment and annex:
Climate change and energy package
2020 (European Commission 2008b;
European Commission 2008c)

Many scientists criticised the binding 10 per cent target of renewable
energies in the transport sector and the obligatory blending rate in EU biofuel
policies as being ineffective for climate protection (see Table 10.2).
However, only in the EEA’s study was it demanded that the target be
suspended because of its numerous negative impacts on the environment
(European Environment Agency 2008). Stronger appeals to abandon the
target and to instead promote efficiency in the transport sector for a higher
savings effect in GHG emissions were raised by civil society, especially by
numerous environmental NGOs (Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, WWF
and others). Yet, industry lobby groups such as the European Biomass
Industry Association (EUBIA) strongly supported the target as a guarantee
for ensuring a continuing demand for biofuels.
Influence of Impact Assessments on Policy Processes and Decisions
Along with the development of a proposal for the Renewables Directive that
was adopted at the end of 2008 to implement the EU climate change and
energy package 2020, the Commission also carried out an official impact
assessment. As biofuels were an important but controversial part of the
proposed Directive, the topic was also addressed in the context of the
corresponding IA. This assessment (European Commission 2008b; European
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Commission 2008c) showed characteristics very different from those of
former biofuel-related EU policies. In former policies, the focus of
assessments lay in the identification and evaluation of possible (mainly
economic and ecologic) impacts of increasing biofuel use in the EU,
corresponding to the different political targets. In contrast, the IA for the
Renewables Directive referred to former impact assessments (above all, to
the biofuels progress report of 2007, see Table 10.3) regarding the overall
impacts and focused on the suitability and adequacy of possible criteria and
instruments to meet the targets in a sustainable manner. This could be a step
towards better fulfilling the IA’s requirement to assess not only one, but
several possible policy options that could pave the way for a ‘contributing’
instead of a ‘legitimising’ impact assessment (Thiel 2009, p. 1141, also see
sub-section ‘Impact assessment (IA) of policy proposals in the European
Commission’ above).
Table 10.3 shows the key steps in the EU biofuels policy and the
corresponding IAs (or similar studies, mainly before 2005). All official
impact assessments have been published together with the corresponding
policies (in the same year without an exact date). It is not clear if they were
carried out by the responsible DGs before formulating the policy proposals
(as designated, see Figure 10.1) and only published later, or if the main
purpose of those IAs was to legitimise not yet developed policy proposals, a
common critique of the practice of the Commission’s impact assessment (see
sub-section ‘Impact assessment (IA) of policy proposals in the European
Commission’ above).
We evaluated and assessed the biofuel-related IAs as well as the
corresponding policies depicted in Table 10.3 predominantly in terms of the
following aspects and questions: Which impacts were considered and which
were not? Have the relevant issues relating to more recent conflicts and
problems been regarded? To what extent have the IA’s results been
incorporated in the respective policies? The main results of our analysis are
summarised below:
1. Content focus of selected criteria / level of detail: The number and
content focus of selected criteria as well as the respective level of detail
vary greatly among the various impact assessments. The environmental
focus is clearly on GHG emissions. Other environmental impacts, if they
are mentioned at all, are only vaguely and qualitatively characterised (for
example EU strategy for biofuels, Biomass Action Plan). An analysis of
social impacts rarely occurs in impact assessments. The depicted analysis
of environmental and social impacts in biofuel-related IAs corresponds to
the overall critique of a sub-proportional consideration of socioecological aspects and stakeholders as described in sub-section ‘Biofuels
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policy in the European Union’. It seems as if the selected impact
indicators did not reflect the socio-ecologic conflicts that had already
arisen. Some of the relevant problems had not been explicitly underlined
by indicators within earlier versions of the IA guidelines (for example
European Commission 2006a). Yet, even if the updated indicator list in
the recent version covers more relevant aspects, the document cannot
determine the relevance, focus or weighting of indicators in a particular
case. That is why Dilly and Hüttl (2009) recommend a process of
stakeholder participation for the selection of important sustainability
criteria for case studies.
Expected import quota: The expected import quota for feedstock or
biofuel imports, which has large impacts on the sustainable development
of the feedstock-producing developing countries, varies significantly
between the considered IAs. If the biofuel imports cause sustainability
problems in the producing countries, then the expected import quota is a
crucial issue. In the IA for the Biomass Action Plan, a global import
quota is estimated at 30 per cent. The IA ‘An EU Strategy for Biofuels’
mentions values between 50 per cent and 73 per cent while the IA for the
RE Roadmap estimates a quota of only 15 per cent.
Estimated crude oil prices: The estimated crude oil prices serve as the
basis for calculating additional costs of biofuel production or costs of
GHG saving. The expected values increased from at least 20$ / barrel
(Communication on alternative fuels, European Commission 2001) to a
maximum of 78$ / barrel (only for sensitivity analysis in the IA
‘Renewable Energy Road Map’, European Commission 2007c). In the
impact assessment for the climate action and renewable energy package,
an oil price of 60$ / barrel is used for the basis of calculations; this seems
quite low considering that the current prices are around 80$ / barrel.3
Impacts in third countries: Most of the analyses either make no mention
of (for example Biomass Action Plan) or only briefly address (for
example Biofuels Progress Report) the issue of possible negative impacts
in third countries, for example in the context of agricultural raw material
imports. Reasons for this could be incorrect estimates of the minimal
impact of the EU biofuels policy on imports in previous impact
assessments (see above) or the lack of an explicit depiction of
international environmental and social impacts in earlier IA guidelines
before the 2009 version. An exception is the IA of the EU Biofuels
Strategy, which cites numerous ecological and social aspects relevant to
developing countries and recommends further investigation (for example
country-specific case studies).
Evaluation of policy options: Most impact assessments focussed on the
comprehensive assessment of an overall increase of biofuel production
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and use without evaluating several policy options. The IA of the EU
strategy for biofuels assessed three different scenarios and their possible
impacts but did not concretise and evaluate the political instruments
related to those scenarios. Conversely, the IA carried out for the climate
change and energy package 2020 has thus far placed the greatest
emphasis on the demand for assessing the impacts of several policy
options.

CONCLUSION
The EU’s biofuel promotion policy is very controversial. In this chapter, we
examined how scientific research and impact assessments influenced the final
outcome of the Renewable Energy Directive that was adopted in December
2008.
The question regarding the degree to which scientific results influence
political decision-making is in fact a twofold question reflecting the role of
both politicians and scientists in the political decision-making process.
Regarding the role of scientists, one might ask why the findings on the
potentially large risks of biofuels did not get through to policy-makers.
Judging from our analysis, one reason could be that clear warnings from the
scientific community were published relatively late in the decision-making
process (for example Searchinger et al. 2007 and European Environment
Agency 2008). Earlier studies (such as those summarised in Berndes et al.
2003) primarily stressed the opportunities of biomass use for energy
purposes. Policy-makers might have built on this optimism when setting
ambitious targets and committing to industry. Moreover, the social impacts of
biofuels have received little attention in scientific studies. A lack of data and
methodological tools for yielding robust results might explain this in parts.
More fundamentally, however, it becomes clear that the research agendas of
scientists are not necessarily aimed at influencing policy. The lack of
congruence between the scientific and political agendas is an important
parameter to consider when thinking about future improvements. Finally, the
framing of uncertainty in scientific studies made communication between
science and policy difficult. Several sustainability impacts of biofuels are
largely uncertain as underlying data are of poor quality and basic causal
relations are not well understood, for example the relation between biofuels
production and food prices. On other questions, for example regarding the
availability of agricultural land, statements can be made with relative
certainty. How policy-makers understand and interpret these different levels
of uncertainty is crucial for policy outcomes.
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With respect to the responsiveness of EU policy-makers to scientific
results, our analysis shows considerable differences between the three
European bodies. The EP has been most receptive to scientific risk analysis.
The responsible committee proposed a number of amendments tailored to
reducing the total amount of first generation biofuels to be consumed until
2020. The EP also aimed to increase the stringency of social and
environmental safeguards.
In contrast, the Commission and the Council mainly defended the original
proposal. Given how clearly authoritative bodies such as the OECD and the
EEA stated the risks of biofuel promotion during 2007 and 2008, this
unwillingness to reconsider the policy cannot be explained by
miscommunication between science and policy-makers alone. Two factors
seem decisive: an inflexibility to change the framing of a policy that formed a
constitutive part of a much bigger energy and climate package, and the
influence of industrial lobbying. In the architecture of the climate and energy
package, the 10 per cent target for renewable energy in the transport sector
serves the overarching aim of increasing renewable energy use in the EU to
20 per cent by 2020 and cutting greenhouse gas emissions by 20 per cent.
Giving up the transport target would have meant additional efforts in other
areas. The EP proposed to strengthen energy efficiency within the transport
sector. However, EU bodies had already fought hard to formulate the
regulation on CO2 emissions of passenger cars. An indicative target on
efficiency in transport within the Renewable Energy Directive would have
overlapped with this regulation and might have reopened the debate. The
automobile industry had a strong preference for the promotion of biofuels
and used its influence with the national government and the Commission to
shape the outcome accordingly.4 When thinking about how to improve the
communication between science and policy actors, power relations and the
shrinking of political manoeuvring space over time cannot be ignored.
Finally, the political interpretation of scientific uncertainty statements
needs to be addressed. In the final plenary discussion in the European
Parliament, the EU Commissioner for energy Andris Piebalgs cited the
uncertainty of scientific evidence as a reason not to include indirect land use
change in calculations of greenhouse gas balances for biofuels. In other
words, uncertainty regarding the calculation of negative effects (not
regarding their potential existence) was used to legitimise a policy whose
effects might work against its very aim of reducing GHG emissions.
The quality and availability of the ‘scientific basis’ concerning the
sustainability effects of biofuels are relevant influencing factors for the focus
and quality of the corresponding impact assessment. There are, however,
many other influencing factors determining the outcome of an IA, such as the
Commissions IA-Guidelines (for example the set of indicators), the
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participation and influence of stakeholder groups, the core task of the DG, the
competence and capacity of the personal staff responsible for the assessment
and the timing of the report preparation. The latter is one of the main aspects
determining whether or not the assessment can have a ‘contributing’ impact
on the policy process or if it will only have a ‘legitimising’ function (Thiel
2009, p. 1141).
Regarding this set of main influencing factors, the analysis of the IAs
prepared in the context of the EU biofuels policy has shown that besides the
(maybe crucial) role of the scientific basis for the quality of IAs, other issues
also have to be taken into account. Firstly, although it seems as if the timing
for most of the analysed IAs did not conform to the ideal schedule in the
policy process (see Figure 10.1), the findings of many impact assessments
did, to a certain extent, influence the Commission’s communications and
proposed directives.
Yet, as most of them did not investigate a broader range of sustainability
impacts, this deficit was transferred to the Commission’s communications
and proposed regulation schemes. In general, ecological and social criteria
were clearly underemphasised; as a rule, the focus was instead on economic
impacts and GHG emissions, which are also the core sustainability elements
of the actual Directive.
Altogether, we have seen that the IAs concerning biofuel policies suffered
due to having a limited scientific basis, a lack of capacities and their own
guidelines. On the other hand, the assessments did not take the opportunity to
integrate the main issues of the ongoing debate into their reports. One reason
for this could be that no wider participation processes took place. During the
revision of the IA Guidelines in 2009, the Commission reacted to some of the
criticisms of the conflict and integrated ‘international environmental impacts’
and ‘social impacts in third countries’ in the list; it can be assumed that the
biofuel case was an important trigger for this revision.
The development of the sustainability criteria for biofuels is still an
ongoing political process. The regulations, standards and mechanisms to be
developed could be exemplary for biomass, the future of the whole farming
sector or even for other policy areas. Therefore, it is important to take all of
the influences on sustainability into account, thus including not only the
economic but also the social and economic impacts in third countries as well.
A lack of data and standardised methods must not serve as the reason for
disregarding these effects as has been done throughout the development of
the Renewable Directive. To ensure this, both the IA process and the feeding
of scientific results into political decision-making have to be improved to
serve as an effective science-based early warning system.
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NOTES
1. See also the contribution of Stephen White and Jakub Koniecki (Chapter 8) in this volume.
2. The term ‘first generation biofuels’ refers to liquid fuels made from sugar, starch, vegetable
oil or animal fats using conventional technologies. Except for animal fats, all inputs have to
be grown especially to produce biofuels. By contrast, ‘second generation biofuels’ are
synthetic fuels made from lignocellulosic materials like wood, switchgrass, and waste
products whose production does not directly compete with growing food. Advanced
technologies are needed for conversion.
3. For example 82.28$ / barrel on March 31 2010 (http://www.oil-price.net/)
4. Road transport is responsible for the vast majority of transport emissions. Even though there
are a number of potential energy efficiency measures, regulating the efficiency of cars and
trucks is one of the most effective means to reducing transport emissions. Regulation
2009/443 establishes efficiency standards for passenger cars. It was highly controversial
since the efficiency improvements imply changes to engine technology and car weight. In
contrast, biofuels can be used in today’s automobiles without requiring major technological
changes.
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PART FOUR

Policy Reformulation:
Monitoring and Quality Improvement

11. Indicators as an Appraisal Technology:
Framework for Analysing the Policy
Influence of the UK Energy Sector
Indicators
Markku Lehtonen

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION: INDICATORS AS A DISCURSIVE
KNOWLEDGE TECHNOLOGY
Recent years have seen a multiplication in the use of indicators in most areas
of public policy. Indicators are employed, on one hand, to monitor policy
performance and foster accountability within frameworks such as evidencebased policy and New Public Management and, on the other hand, to promote
policy learning. While the attention of researchers and practitioners has thus
far primarily focused on the technical details of indicator design, the role of
indicators in policymaking has been a relatively under-researched topic.
Likewise, the bulk of ‘knowledge use’ literature has focused on the role of
evaluations, assessments and scientific research in policymaking, paying little
attention to the influence of indicators. However, the early findings from
research on the role of indicators in policymaking have pointed in a direction
similar to that which has been identified in more general knowledge use
research, namely that the direct, instrumental use of indicators by
policymakers seems to be an exception rather than a rule (Innes and Booher
2000; Gudmundsson 2003). One could therefore hypothesise that scientific
assessments, evaluations, scenarios and indicators tend to influence policies
indirectly and through largely unforeseen pathways, for example by gradually
shaping frameworks of thought or by providing stakeholders with
‘ammunition’ that is useful in their daily political battles (Weiss 1998; Weiss
1999; Vedung 2001).
This chapter draws on concepts and lessons from the various fields of
‘knowledge use’ literature, notably evaluation research, to develop a
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framework for analysing the influence of indicators. The preliminary findings
concerning the role of indicators in the UK energy sector are then presented.
The chapter begins by summarising the findings from the ‘knowledge use’
literature that are potentially the most relevant for analysing the role of
indicators in policymaking; subsequently, the case is made for adopting the
term ‘indicator influence’ instead of ‘indicator use’ as the organising concept
for the analysis. The underlying hypothesis is that the similarities between
research on general knowledge use and the role of indicators are greater than
the differences (Gudmundsson 2003; Hezri and Hasan 2004). The subsequent
two sections outline the analytical framework, which consists of two main
typologies: One presents the possible types of influences from indicators
while the other lists the factors that can explain the observed types of
influence. These theoretical concepts are then illustrated by the preliminary
findings from a case study on the influence of a specific indicator set – the
UK Energy Sector Indicators. The concluding section reflects upon the
findings concerning the types of indicator influence, explanations for the
observed types of influence and the adequacy of the analytical framework for
the research task.
The research is part of an EU Directorate-General Research funded
research project, POINT (Policy Influence of Indicators) that examines the
role of indicators of sustainable development and environmental policy
integration in policymaking.1 Material for the empirical analysis was
obtained from a document analysis, stakeholder interviews and an interactive
stakeholder workshop held in February 2010 on the role of indicators in UK
energy policy.
The Role of Knowledge in Policymaking: Are Indicators Different?
Following Gudmundsson’s (2009, p. 6) understanding, indicators are defined
in this chapter as variables ‘that are constructed or selected to operationally
represent properties of more or less well defined “representation targets”
(Franceschini et al. 2008), with an aim to allow simplified communication
about them’. Values – numerical or not – are usually associated with these
variables, allowing for judgments and assessments to be made based on the
significance of the observed indicator values. Indicators are hence different
from ‘data’ or ‘statistics’ on the one hand, and ‘information’ or ‘knowledge’
on the other. In short, indicators draw on data and statistics in order to
contribute to ‘information’ and ‘knowledge’ (Figure 11.1).
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Figure 11.1 The relationship of indicators with other ‘knowledge concepts’
(from Gudmundsson 2009)
Research from various fields concerning the role of knowledge in
policymaking has demonstrated that policymakers seldom directly use
knowledge from appraisals, assessments, evaluations and scientific research
to inform their policy decisions. More often, such expert knowledge exerts its
influence more indirectly, for example by shaping policymakers’ and other
stakeholders’ frameworks of thought, fostering individual and collective
learning and serving as ‘ammunition’ in political battles for power and
influence (for example Weiss 1987 and 1999; van der Knaap 1995; Weiss
1998; Clark and Dickson 1999; Owens and Rayner 1999; Eckley 2001;
Leknes 2001; Valovirta 2002; Henry and Mark 2003; Owens et al. 2004;
Romsdahl 2005; Pielke Jr. 2007). Research on the role of indicators in
policymaking is still in its infancy, yet early findings point to similar
directions, namely that indicators demanded by policymakers are often not
available, existing indicators may not be used in the ways or to the extent
expected and the influence of indicators on decision-making can be difficult
to identify, let alone measure (see for example Gudmundsson 2003; Hezri
and Dovers 2006; Pollitt 2006; Rosenström 2006; Gudmundsson et al. 2009).
Indicator sets do not drive policy by being used by policymakers as decisionaids (Innes and Booher 2000). As noted by Duchêne et al. (2002, p. 187),
…decision processes do not simply proceed, in a linear and mechanical way, from
measurement to indicators, and from indicators to decision. On the contrary,
indicators and monitoring devices, as technical tools, may well be conditioned by
social, historical, political, economic or local factors, that could intervene at every
level of their production.

Yet, there is evidence to suggest that indicators can exert a powerful
influence on policies and societies at large because they are frequently seen
as a source of rigorous, objective, quantifiable data. However, research on the
influence of indicators suggests that the role of indicators is best studied in
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relation to the broader policy processes which they seek to inform and within
which the indicators are embedded. Indeed, the debates from other fields of
research on knowledge use have focused, on one hand, on the relative
importance of the scientific quality of knowledge (for example accuracy and
reliability) and, on the other hand, on the contextual factors (for example
communicability, dramatisation and ‘resonance’ of indicators) (Mitchell
1996; Cobb and Rixford 1998; Grob 2003).
Three broad roles of expert knowledge in decision-making have been
identified in the literature (for example Weiss 1987; Henry and Mark 2003;
Romsdahl 2005, p. 141):
• instrumental role – information put to use for specific decisions or
requested by decision-makers for specific projects;
• conceptual or ‘enlightenment’ role – knowledge provides a broad
information base for decisions by providing conceptual frameworks
and fostering different types of learning in the spirit of ‘communicative
rationality’ (Habermas 1984); and
• political role – justifying or legitimising policies, decisions and actors
or postponing actual decisions.
These roles, in turn, closely correspond to the three dominant conceptions of
policymaking identified by Boulanger (2006):
• rational-positivist model – policymaking essentially as a rational and
linear process of problem-solving;
• discursive-interpretative model – policymaking as a struggle over the
definition, explanation and interpretation of public problems; and
• strategic model – politics as pure competition between private
conflicting interests without any necessary reference to a common
good, rationality or similar overarching principle.
Boulanger (2006, p. 7) further argues that these models are not mutually
exclusive, but are instead ‘locally true, corresponding to particular moments
and / or facets in the life of social problems’, that is, different stages of the
policy process and different ways in which political institutions deal with the
problems. Furthermore, there are overlaps between the three perspectives; for
instance, a combination of the discursive-interpretative and the strategic
model would be better at describing what happens in the ‘macro discursive
spheres’ (Hendriks 2006) in which various actors engage in both strategic
and communicative action, including protest, boycotts and radical activism,
than either independently.
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These three roles of knowledge and conceptions of policymaking will serve
as the starting point for the analysis presented in this chapter.
Indicator ‘Influence’ or Indicator ‘Use’?
This chapter follows the argument of Henry and Mark (2003; see also Henry
2000) that research on the role of evaluations should adopt ‘influence’
instead of ‘use’ as its organising concept. In other words, we claim that it is
more fruitful to analyse the broad range of potential types of influence from
indicators rather than merely focusing on their ‘use’ by different
stakeholders. Indicators, in a similar manner as evaluations, assessments and
the like, may not be explicitly ‘used’ by any stakeholder and yet they can
exert a powerful influence on policy, for instance through the impacts on
frameworks of thought during the indicator design process or the dialogue
and argumentation following the release of indicators. This influence cannot
be reduced to mere ‘usefulness’ because the degree of usefulness is always
linked to a given perspective; talking about usefulness implies the question of
‘useful for whom and for which purpose?’ Finally, adopting ‘indicator
influence’ as the key concept allows the analyst to include important
unintended and ‘hidden’ effects from indicators while also avoiding the
pitfalls of an excessively normative standpoint; a researcher focusing on ‘use’
may at least unintentionally seek to demonstrate that ‘use’ has actually
occurred, rather than simply trying to describe the effects of indicators
(Henry and Mark 2003).
Selecting ‘influence’ as an organising concept also allows one to analyse
the broader impacts from the adoption of indicator systems on society, such
as those on the quality of democracy and the negative effects of indicator
systems. The lessons from evaluation literature concerning performance
measurement (for example Perrin 1998; Blalock 1999; Davies 1999; Greene
1999; Winston 1999; Feller 2002; James 2004) and the links between
evaluation and democracy (Hanberger 2001; Pollitt 2006) are especially
relevant in this context. In particular, evaluations and indicators have been
claimed to have the capacity to enhance the ‘reflexivity’ of modernisation
(Giddens 1990) and ‘deliberative democracy’ (for example Elster 1998;
Dryzek 2000; O’Connor et al. 2006) by enabling more inclusive,
participatory policymaking, thereby fostering sustainability through learning
(for example Baron 1999; Siebenhühner 2001; van der Knaap 1995). From a
rational-positivist perspective, indicators and evaluations can strengthen
democracy by providing information that enables citizens to better monitor
and control the activities and performance of their policymakers (for example
Vedung 1991). However, research on performance measurement has pointed
at the variety of both positive and negative intended and unforeseen impacts
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of such measurement systems (Perrin 1998; Blalock 1999; Davies 1999;
Winston 1999; Perrin 2002; Van der Knaap 2006; Mucchielli 2008).
Performance measurement has been blamed for:
• a closed, authoritative manner of representation, not conducive to
dialogue and deliberation;
• discouraging responsibility and engendering resistance and risk
aversion instead of fostering innovation, creativity and achievement;
• encouraging justification instead of improvement, potentially leading to
the dissimulation and distortion of data or even lying and cheating;
• ignoring the plurality of values and points of view;
• representing a management rhetoric that is inappropriate in areas with a
‘non-managerial’ tradition (for example science and technology
policy); and
• legitimising and reinforcing the prevailing power structures.
These potential downsides of indicators point out the obvious: maximising
the ‘use’ or ‘influence’ of indicators cannot be taken as the overarching
objective. Instead of maximum impact, analyses of the role of indicators
should seek to better understand the conditions under which indicators may
have positive or detrimental impacts on specific stakeholder groups and / or
the achievement of given policy objectives.

TYPES OF INDICATOR INFLUENCE
The first step in an empirical analysis of the role of indicators in
policymaking is to identify the various types and pathways of influence.
Figure 11.2 provides a conceptual basis for identifying and analysing the
types of policy influence from indicators. The framework is an adaptation of
the overall framework developed for the POINT research project, presented
by Gudmundsson et al. (2009).
The types of indicator influence operate at three levels: the individual, the
interpersonal and the collective.
The first level consists of beliefs, perceptions and frameworks of thought
held by the individuals that participate in designing and using indicators
(individual perceptions). By shaping individual behaviour in interpersonal
interactions, changes in these beliefs, perceptions and frameworks of thought
have concrete impacts on policy.
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Figure 11.2 Types of indicator influence
Following Valovirta’s (2002) analysis of the processes by which evaluations
influence policy, the second level consists of the influence exerted by
indicators through deliberation, negotiation, argumentation and dialogue
between stakeholders (argumentation and dialogue). In these processes,
policy actors (governmental bodies, industry, academics, media, NGOs, and
so on) seek to (1) persuade others to adopt a given line of action; (2)
legitimise their own actions; (3) criticise the actions of others or the
indicators (indicator frameworks, variables or values); and (4) defend
themselves against criticism (for example by using indicator data to refute the
criticism). These four activities are present both at the stage of indicator
design and when an indicator enters the public arenas of policymaking.
Indeed, research on evaluation influence has demonstrated that the process of
evaluation – the interaction among stakeholders, and between the
stakeholders and evaluation experts – is often an important (sometimes the
main) source of policy influence (Patton 1998; Forss et al. 2002). Hence, the
phase at which indicators are being designed and chosen, in which
stakeholders promote their preferred problem definitions, ways of measuring
progress and response strategies, is likely to be of great importance for the
influence of indicators.
At the third level (the bottom part of Figure 11.2), the outcomes of these
dialogical processes may lead to an influence of either individual or
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collective natures. The obvious starting point for an analysis is to search for
impacts on the policy for which the indicators were intended (intended
policy), for example changes in climate policies as a result of indicators
showing a failure to reach the GHG emission reduction targets. However,
indicators may have spill-over effects on other policies beyond the policy
area and the specific purpose for which they have been designed.
Influence may also extend to broader societal impacts (non-policy
impacts) that may be internal or external to the intended application area of
the indicators. A concrete example of internal effects is the adoption of
performance measurement indicators and, on one hand, their impacts of
improved efficiency, accountability and focus and, on the other hand,
perverse effects (especially at the level of local administration) (for example
James 2004). Broader societal impacts external to the system for which
indicators are intended include effects on the quality of democracy. For
instance, depending on the processes through which they have been designed
and used, indicators may foster either deliberative democracy or interestbased strategic bargaining (for example Elster 1998; Dryzek 2000). Strategic
use and outright manipulation are particularly frequent on contested issues as
actors seek to defend and justify pre-defined views and framings, likely
resulting in a lower trust of citizens in their government and a reduced quality
of democracy.
The above-described types of influence on intended policy, other policies
and society at large can be further divided into four categories. First,
indicator use and the processes of indicator design can affect decisions and
actions, that is, leading to policy change (Henry and Mark 2003),for example
in response to poor indicator scorings.
Second, new or confirmed shared understandings may arise as a result of
the processes of indicator design or the argumentation processes involved in
the use of indicators. This can involve learning and socialisation, that is, the
modification of social norms, or the clarification of different stakeholder
values, priorities and objectives, thereby facilitating arbitration between
different standpoints and actors. The creation of shared understandings may
give rise to a dominant framing of the problem and / or a better understanding
of the conflicts involved (Ortega-Cerdà 2005).2 Indicators can also influence
agenda-setting when, for example, the inclusion of an indicator within an
indicator set or poor performance measured by a given indicator influences
the order of priority between different policy objectives.
Third, the processes of indicator design and indicator use can facilitate
networking, that is, the building of professional networks between stakeholders, by providing arenas for debate and shared frameworks amongst
people that would otherwise not collaborate.
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Fourth, indicator design and use can increase or decrease the legitimacy of
past and future actions, actors or organisations. Legitimacy internal to an
organisation may be enhanced by the mere fact that a programme or a policy
is being evaluated (Forss et al. 2002) or when indicators give a clearer focus
to policymaking (for example van der Knaap 2006). External legitimacy
refers to perceptions by outsiders: A ministry or a policy may gain more
legitimacy due to positive evaluation findings or indicator scores, or lose it in
the opposite case. However, legitimacy is often enhanced by poor ratings by
lending weight to demands for more resources needed to improve performance.

Figure 11.3 Factors shaping the influence of indicators
Finally, the different types of influence can be associated with the three roles
of knowledge in decision-making and the corresponding conceptions of
policymaking described above. The raison d’être of indicators is habitually
phrased in terms of instrumental use or a rational-positivist perspective:
Indicators represent objective data used by policymakers for the follow-up
and monitoring of performance, policy design and learning, or to inform and
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educate the public and stakeholders. The conceptual or discursive-interpretative perspective, in contrast, emphasises the role of indicators as
vehicles of social learning: in framing issues, developing new concepts and
approaches or enhancing legitimacy in the wider political debate. Lastly, the
political or strategic model sees stakeholders as using indicators strategically
and often selectively to justify their own views or favoured policies.
Arguably, the three roles of indicators and views on policymaking are not
mutually exclusive, but are usually all present in any given policy situation.

FACTORS THAT SHAPE THE INFLUENCE OF
INDICATORS
Once the types of influence have been identified, the second task for a
researcher interested in the role indicators can play in policy is to identify the
factors that can potentially shape indicator influence and to explain how these
factors interact to produce the observed types of influence within the given
policy context.
Figure 11.3 amends Figure 11.2 (above) by adding a number of
explanatory factors. Policy influence is described, as above, with three
possible subject areas (the intended policy, other policies and broader nonpolicy impacts on society) and four types of influence (decisions and actions,
new shared understandings, increased or decreased legitimacy and
professional networks). Influence can stem from the process of indicator
design (the pathway on the left-hand side of Figure 11.3) or the ‘use’ of
indicators (the pathway on the right). Regardless of the pathway through
which indicators exert their influence, the process is shaped by the political
context (‘policy factors’). In the pathway on the left, that is, influence
stemming from indicator design, the subsequent policy influence is also
conditioned by the characteristics of the participants (‘producer factors’).
Correspondingly, indicator use is shaped by the political context and the
characteristics of the participants (‘user factors’), but also by the
characteristics of the indicators (‘indicator factors’). Ultimately, the
influence of the indicators is governed by their salience, credibility and
legitimacy to the actors involved. Salience, credibility and legitimacy can
hence be considered as ‘umbrella criteria’ that condition the ‘user’,
‘producer’, ‘indicator’ and ‘policy’ factors. To be influential, indicators
should therefore be credible regarding their scientific methods, salient to the
potential users and legitimate in the way in which they have been designed
(Clark and Dickson 1999; Eckley 2001). There are trade-offs between these
conditions and the importance given to each criterion varies from one
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situation and policy actor to another. For instance, the more controversial the
policy issue, the higher the priority given to credibility tends to be.
In the following, these factors are presented individually in more detail.
Indicator Factors
In an attempt to understand and improve indicator use and influence, both
indicator practitioners and researchers tend to focus their attention on
‘indicator factors’, that is, the quality of the indicators themselves as defined
by criteria such as validity, reliability, data availability, relevance,
comprehensibility (accessible language), timeliness, comprehensiveness,
representativeness, coherence and appropriateness of data collection methods
(Vedung 1991; van der Meer 1999; Weiss 1999, p. 479; Eckley 2001;
Rosenström and Lyytimäki 2006). Influence can stem from an indicator
value, indicator variable or an entire indicator framework. Generally, from
the rational-positivist perspective, emphasis is placed on indicator values:
Policymakers and other stakeholders are expected to react when a given
indicator shows a value above a given threshold, for example when a CO2
emission reduction target is not attained. Sometimes the variable itself is
more important, such as when progress towards a given policy target is
measured in a new way, for example when a new diversity index is adopted
to measure energy security. Finally, the influence can stem from the general
policy framework within which the indicators are being applied rather than
from the indicators themselves. Examples include the introduction of a
performance management system within an organisation or the Millennium
Development Goals with their associated indicators at the international level
(Manning 2009). In such cases, the policy target framework itself is central
and indicators play only a secondary role within this more general
framework. Furthermore, evaluation research has pointed out trade-offs
between credibility and legitimacy: While narrowly focused evaluations are
likely to be credible regarding their scientific quality, legitimacy and salience
to broad audiences would require broader scoping (Eckley 2001; Lang 2001).
One can assume that the same applies to indicators: An indicator focusing on
a narrowly defined policy area with a largely homogeneous ‘epistemic
community’ (Haas 1992) is likely to be less contested than indicators cutting
across different policy areas (such as agri-environmental or fuel poverty
indicators). In contrast, a narrowly defined indicator (of energy efficiency,
for example) may be less salient and legitimate in the eyes of actors external
to the specific policy area.
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Salience, Credibility and Legitimacy
No matter how high the quality and professional rigour of an indicator are, it
is not guaranteed that indicators are actually used by policymakers or that
they influence policy directly. Indicators do not generate their influence on
their own; instead, the real source of influence consists of the dialogical and
argumentative processes taking place in the various ‘discursive spheres’ in
which indicators are produced and used. The first ‘quality criterion’ for the
indicator design process is its legitimacy. In general terms, in order to be seen
as being legitimate in the eyes of the potential users, the relevant stakeholders
should perceive this process as inclusive and equitable. However, we
hypothesise that the lessons from evaluation research concerning stakeholder
participation are equally relevant to indicators; maximising stakeholder
participation is not a universally valid recipe for increasing the influence of
indicators because participation may have ambiguous impacts on the
salience, credibility and legitimacy of indicators. Remaining consistent with
the work of Eckley (2001), we assume that broad and deep stakeholder
involvement enhances the salience and perceived legitimacy of the indicators,
but may compromise their scientific credibility.
The trade-offs between credibility and legitimacy ultimately concern the
role of different types of expertise, particularly regarding the role of scientific
experts, in policymaking and indicator design. The main dilemma concerns
the function of indicators: Is the aim to ‘open up’ perspectives or to achieve
‘closure’ around a mutually shared conclusion and framing (Stirling 2008)?
In indicator design processes, the degree of openness of the process to
different participants and types of knowledge is crucial. The indicators
themselves can therefore be designed with a view of opening up perspectives
and illuminating an issue from a variety of perspectives or, instead, of
achieving closure around a single commonly accepted definition of the
problem. In a similar manner, indicators can be used by various stakeholders
to open up perspectives or to seek acceptance for a single option or an
absolute and unambiguous ‘truth’.
Finally, influence depends on the origin of the indicators, that is, the way
in which and by whom they are designed and how they are introduced to the
policy process. Two issues are important here. First, the authority of the
source of the indicator is important: Indicators designed by an energy
ministry, the International Energy Agency or an environmental NGO have
widely varying degrees of appeal and credibility to different audiences.
Second, earlier research has found that information emanating from inside
the organisation in question tends to have a greater impact than external
information, if for no other reason than it being readily available (Nelson et
al. 1987; Oh and Rich 1996).3
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User and Producer Factors
The ‘user’ and ‘producer’ factors shaping indicator influence relate to the
people involved in policy processes. Individuals and groups of people differ
in their propensity to demand, respond to or apply indicators in their day-today work, depending on their professional and educational background,
institutional position, motivations and expectations. Beyond the explicit,
‘official’ purposes of indicators, stakeholders have their own views and
expectations concerning what constitutes a ‘good’ indicator and the ‘correct’
way of using them. Likewise, indicator ‘producers’ bring their own
expectations and worldviews to the process. These aspects can be described
through the concept of ‘repertoire’ (van der Meer 1999), bringing actor
expectations, belief systems (Sabatier 1987), mental models and the more
operational codes and practices of organisations together.4 The influence of
an indicator thus depends on its capacity to link itself with dominant
repertoires within the field. In order to foster learning, an indicator should
stimulate the development of new links between different repertoires or
repertoire elements (see van der Meer 1999, pp. 390–392).
The differences in repertoires between the indicator producers and users
are a common source of frustration for indicator practitioners. While
indicator producers tend to focus primarily on the scientific quality of
indicators (for example validity and reliability), the users often have more
strategic expectations associated with power and legitimacy (see Barbier
1999, p. 377). User expectations are diverse and unpredictable and are
sometimes perceived as being illegitimate by the indicator producers.
The educational background of the potential indicator users is relevant to
the extent that, for instance, ‘numerically literate’ individuals, such as those
trained in the ‘hard’ sciences or other fields involving a high degree of
quantitative analysis, may be more likely to use indicators and understand
their inherent limitations.
Policy Factors
Finally, the type and degree of influence of indicators is affected by the
general political context in which the indicators are being developed and
used. Four such ‘policy factors’ are distinguished here: the long-term
framework conditions, short-term shifts, for example in governing coalitions;
the purpose of indicators and stage at which they are applied; and the
characteristics of the policy issues at stake.
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Long-term ‘framework conditions’
Research on the influence of evaluations has pointed out the importance of
issues such as the national or sectoral policy style and culture,5 policymaking
structures, socio-economic conditions, level of development of and changes
in the politico-administrative structures and the position of potential change
agents in the national policymaking structures. While Weiss (1999, pp. 480–
482) refers to a ‘culture of rationality’ that would enhance evaluation use,
Gambetta (1998) highlights the importance of a ‘discussion culture’, arguing
that ‘analytical’ cultures are more conducive than ‘holistic’ ones to
deliberative processes, and points out the use of expert knowledge in
policymaking. Even though a key aim of indicator development might be to
promote a ‘culture of rationality’ and to facilitate genuine deliberation, an
indicator system should ideally recognise all three rationales of action
underlying the models of policymaking, as defined above (the ‘rational’,
communicative and strategic rationales). Weiss (1999, p. 480) further posits
that democracy, a competitive, multi-party political system and a high degree
of decentralisation in policymaking encourage the use of research and
evaluation given the greater openness of such systems to evidence and
argument.
The institutional and administrative framework governing the policy in
question is likely to be decisive; for example, a requirement to apply an
indicator as part of a mandatory appraisal process or a legal commitment
behind the policy target in question gives an indicator greater weight in
policymaking.
The independence of the media and a strong civil society tend to promote
critical discussions in society, thereby potentially enhancing the influence of
evaluations (Weiss 1999) and – we assume – of indicators.
Finally, the international status and role of the country affect the degree to
which it can use indicators as an instrument in influencing international
policies. The UK weighs heavily both in European international indicator
work and in international climate policies, for instance. The political weight
of the sector in question is equally important: One could assume that energy
sector indicators would exert a greater influence on policy than
environmental indicators, for instance.
Short-term politics
The second type of policy factors relates to more ephemeral, short-term
changes in politics. These include changes in socio-economic conditions,
technology and governing coalitions, as well as policy decisions in and
impacts from other subsystems (for example EU harmonisation, the
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introduction of principles of New Public Management or evidence-based
policy).
Purpose of indicators and the stage of policymaking
A third type of policy factors concerns the intended purpose of indicators and
the policy stage at which the indicators are expected to operate. Like
evaluations, indicators can aim to enhance accountability, improve policy,
provide ‘enlightenment’ or simply legitimise decisions already taken
(Vedung 1991). They can foster these aims by, for example, identifying
problems, monitoring policy performance or enhancing public awareness.
Boulanger (2006, p. 7) argues that indicators have a different role depending
on the stage of evolution of a social problem at which the indicators are
applied. He identifies five such policy stages:
•
•
•
•
•

the emergence of the problem;
the legitimisation phase;
the mobilisation of a public for action;
the formation of an official plan of action; and
the implementation of the plan.

Boulanger (2006) goes on to argue that the three models of policymaking –
the rational-positivist, the discursive-interpretative, and the strategic – have
different explanatory powers at the different policy stages. The discursiveinterpretive model is prominent in the second and the third phases
(legitimisation and mobilisation), implying that the conceptual role would
dominate. The fourth and the fifth stages (the formation and implementation
of an action plan) can, in turn, be managed either in a rational problemsolving way or more ‘politically’ through bargaining, log-rolling, and so on
(Figure 11.4).
Issue characteristics, uncertainty and value consensus
Our fourth type of policy factor consists of the issue characteristics, degree
of uncertainty and consensus over values. Evaluations have been found to be
influential on consensual issues of a ‘professional’ character with a high
degree of institutionalisation in the decision-making process (Weiss 1999;
Leknes 2001; Beyeler 2002). Yet, evaluations done by an entity that is
considered to be reliable may help build consensus even on highly
controversial topics (Schubert et al. 2000). Following Pielke Jr. (2007), one
could assume that when participants disagree on values and goals, indicators
that seek to ‘close down’, that is, reduce the range of policy options, would
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be unlikely to foster learning and shared understandings. In such situations,
indicators should seek to open up the range of policy options and help
illustrate the issues in question from various alternative perspectives in order
to foster social learning.6 However, this may not be easy if one accepts
Boulanger’s (2006, p. 8) conclusion that especially at the later stages of
policy process, the rational-positivist policymaking mode and hence the
direct instrumental use of indicators are more likely when a broad consensus
prevails over the problem definition; on the other hand, a strategic mode
tends to dominate when controversial issues and powerful interests are
involved (see Figure 11.4). It is precisely in situations with high political
stakes and scientific uncertainty and where there is a lack of consensus on
policy goals that various policy advocates make the greatest efforts to reach a
closure around their preferred framings, for instance around a single unitary
indicator. Situations with ‘hot’ topics are similar when experts adhere to the
ideal of being a ‘pure scientist’ and make a strict separation between science
and policy. In such circumstances experts risk being instrumentalised by
‘stealth advocates’, that is, policy actors that seek to reduce the scope of
choice under the guise of purely scientific or technical advice (Pielke Jr.
2007).
The concepts in the framework outlined above will be illustrated in the
following through early findings from a case study analysing the role of
indicators in UK energy policy.

THE UK ENERGY SECTOR INDICATORS –
NEUTRAL DATA IN A RATIONAL POLICY PROCESS?
In its 2003 Energy White Paper, the UK government launched a set of
indicators – the UK Energy Sector Indicators – designed to follow up the
fulfilment of the four overarching energy policy goals set out in the White
Paper: tackling climate change, ensuring the reliability of energy supply,
fostering competitive energy markets and eradicating fuel poverty. The White
Paper called for the development of indicators to allow for a more focused
analysis of the progress being made towards the implementation of these
goals. The White Paper (DTI 2003, p. 113) stated:
We will need appropriate indicators to monitor progress. Government already
publishes an extensive range of energy indicators, and these will continue to be
published annually. But we need to focus on a smaller set of indicators to give a
broad overview of whether overall energy policy objectives are being delivered.
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The set consisted of one headline indicator for each of the four goals, 28
supporting indicators (eleven relevant to the climate goal, seven to energy
security, five to competitiveness and five to fuel poverty) and more than a
hundred background indicators, grouped under five main headings. These
indicators were subsequently used in the annual reports prepared by the
Department for Trade and Industry (DTI)7 to report on progress towards
implementing the White Paper’s conclusions and recommendations. The key
and supporting indicators are published in hard copies, while the background
indicators are only found on the Department’s website. Most of these
indicators had been published annually since 1996 as part of the DTI’s
reporting on energy policy. The real novelties of the White Paper 2003 were
the introduction of the four headline indicators, the structuring of the
supporting and background indicators according to these four goals and the
publication of the indicators for the first time as an annual stand-alone
indicator report.
Types of Indicator Influence
The first level of indicator influence in Figure 11.2, the individual level, is
not addressed in this chapter. Identifying such changes in individual
perceptions and behaviour would have required a different research
methodology, employing methods of research in social psychology, for
instance.
As for the second and third levels in the general framework, that is,
interpersonal interaction through argumentation and dialogue, and the
collective impacts, the preliminary analysis provides support for the
assumption that the direct use of indicators is an exception rather than a rule.
Most interviewees not only had difficulties to point out situations in which
the UK Energy Sector Indicators would have been used by policymakers, for
example to justify their decisions, but also had a very approximate
knowledge of these indicators at most.
However, other more indirect impacts, notably from the indicator
framework, could be identified. Rather than the indicators themselves, the
establishment of the four policy goals and the implicit priorities between
them was significant. The White Paper 2003 placed climate change as the
leading objective of the country’s energy policy and reinforced the UK
government’s commitment to eradicate fuel poverty by 2018, thereby
providing a quasi-legal backing for the fuel poverty indicator. However, two
main factors made it particularly difficult to isolate the influence of indicators
from the other policy factors: Central players in UK energy policy have a
very poor level of familiarity with ‘indicator language’ in general and the UK
Energy Sector Indicators in particular. The main impact from the Energy
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Sector Indicators seems to stem from the establishment of the four energy
policy objectives in the 2003 White Paper, rather than from any specific
indicators.
Despite the direct influence of the UK Energy Sector Indicators having
been meagre, there is clear evidence that the indicators have played a role in
the processes of argumentation and dialogue (the second level in Figure 11.2)
both at the indicator design stage and in policymaking processes following
the introduction of the indicators. An example of the importance of the
process of indicator production is the work within the Joint Energy Security
of Supply group (JESS). The group was set up in 2001 to promote mutual
understanding between what have been frequently described as the ‘hardcore’
economists at the electricity and gas sector regulator (Ofgem) and the more
‘pragmatic’ and policy-oriented civil servants at the energy department (DTI
/ BERR / DECC). In particular, JESS was deemed successful in generating
greater mutual understanding, referring to a common language and concepts,
around issues relating to energy security. However, it is again difficult to
separate the impact of the development of energy indicators from that of the
more general discussions within the group. Moreover, discussions and
disagreements in the JESS group were more concerned with the
interpretations of the indicators and hence the explanatory text to be attached
to each indicator rather than with individual indicators. Arguably, the
discussions within the JESS group led to framing and conceptual impacts:
Reaching an agreement on the most appropriate energy security indicators
was essentially a consensus-building process. An example of the importance
of the ‘repertoires’ of the experts and stakeholders involved was the rejection
of a suggested diversity indicator by the JESS group. One of the interviewees
suggested that the indicator was rejected because it would have been
incompatible with the ‘economist’ policy doctrine dominant within Ofgem
and JESS.
The attempts of the UK to promote its liberalisation agenda within the EU
provide another example of the argumentative processes through which the
indicators have exerted influence. Many interviewees argued that the
government introduced the competitiveness headline indicator to demonstrate
that the UK energy sector is the most competitive in the EU. The
competitiveness indicator therefore had a purpose both in domestic and
international policy debates to demonstrate to the British public and
stakeholders that the government was delivering on its liberalisation agenda
and to argue within EU-level discussions for further market liberalisation in
countries such as France and Germany whose energy markets were,
according to the indicator, far less competitive than those in the UK.
Legitimisation and strategic use were clearly acknowledged as being
among the central ways in which indicators are used by stakeholders.
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Examples of outright legitimisation included the way in which the
government was accused of using energy security indicators merely to justify
its decisions to relaunch the construction of more nuclear power. An indirect
indication of strategic use was that many government interviewees, without
being prompted by the interviewer, strongly underlined the reliability and
neutrality of the data and evidence produced by the authorities. Presumably,
this was a reaction to the prevailing widespread suspicion among the public
that the government is trying to ‘tweak’ and distort facts in order to promote
its policies.

POLICY STAGE

INDICATOR ROLE

1. The emergence of the problem

Discursive & rational?
Enlightenment?

2. Legitimisation
3. Mobilisation of the public for action
4. Formation of an official plan of action
5. Implementation of the plan

Conceptual role /
discursive-interpretative
Consensus

Instrumental /
Rational-positivist

Controversy

Strategic, political,
‘Potemkin village’

6. Monitoring / evaluation / assessment / appraisal??

Figure 11.4 Relationships between the stage of policy process, issue
characteristics and role of indicators
As for the collective level impacts, the findings from the UK Energy
Sector Indicators (ESIs) can be summarised as follows. First, while it is
difficult to identify changes in decisions and policies directly resulting from
the UK ESIs, these indicators have nevertheless influenced the powerful
performance management framework applied in the UK public sector and
thereby produced a range of potentially significant effects. The core of this
performance management system are the currently thirty cross-departmental
policy objectives, the so-called Public Service Agreements (PSAs), the
Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSOs) and the indicators used to measure
achievement towards PSAs and DSOs. The indicators used for monitoring
progress towards the PSAs and DSOs relevant to the energy sector have been
partly drawn from the UK ESI set. The ESIs have therefore, even if only to a
very limited degree, shaped the performance management framework, having
an overwhelming influence in steering departmental policymaking. In fact,
the effects of performance management occur in all four areas described in
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the bottom of Figure 11.2: decisions and actions, new shared understandings,
networking and legitimacy.
Second, ESIs have also participated to some extent in the process leading
up to what are called ‘non-policy impacts’ in Figure 11.2. A clear example of
this influence is the use of the Energy Sector Indicators by the government,
most notably those relating to energy security, in order to justify nuclear
new-build in the UK. A number of observers have pointed out the danger that
such a legitimisation of pre-established policy decisions may further
compromise the public’s trust in the government (for example Dorfman
2008).
Third, the ESIs have clearly influenced issue framing and agenda-setting
as well as helped to create shared understandings. While the collaboration
and joint design of energy security indicators within the JESS group is among
the clearest examples of the framing effects, agenda-setting impacts have also
been pervasive: The inclusion of the fuel poverty and climate indicators
within the indicator set has contributed to keeping these topics on the agenda.
The operation of JESS, in turn, fostered networking among specialists and
civil servants working in the area of energy security. The impacts on
legitimacy from these processes have been widespread. The virtual
unattainability of the fuel poverty target and the government’s failure to
make adequate progress in climate policies have meant that the
corresponding indicators are constantly used by NGOs to delegitimise
government policies. The competitiveness indicators, in turn, provide an
example of a different type of impact on legitimacy: The government has,
presumably rather successfully, used the indicator to legitimise its energy
market liberalisation policy both domestically and within the EU.
Nevertheless, even though policy impacts can be traced back to the UK
Energy Sector Indicators, such effects remain indirect, uncertain and difficult
to distinguish from the more general policy processes and contexts within
which the indicators are being applied. The various impacts of the JESS
group, for instance on networking and the creation of shared understandings,
did not primarily stem from indicators or the design of indicators, but rather
from the general work undertaken within the group. Likewise, without the
general performance management and measurement framework, the indirect
influence of the ESIs on the work within the energy department would have
been modest at the most. The UK Energy Sector Indicators remain very
poorly known and their active use by policy agents remains rare and
uncertain.
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Factors Shaping Indicator Influence
Indicator, user and producer factors
When seeking to explain the types of influence from indicators or the lack
thereof, the interviewees most frequently mentioned ‘indicator factors’: The
quality of the indicators was by far the most frequently mentioned
precondition for indicator use and influence. Views diverge among the
interviewees on the quality of the indicators; the fuel poverty indicator was
strongly criticised by some for conceptual weakness and lacking salience:
Fuel poverty figures crucially depend on energy prices and are therefore
allegedly beyond the reach of energy sector policymakers. Lack of salience
(and the high costs of production) was also the reason evoked to explain why
the competitiveness indicator will soon be abandoned. A frequent criticism
from many interviewees was the perceived lack of timeliness, especially
regarding the fuel poverty indicators. Critics argued that data on fuel poverty
from two years ago has little if any relevance for current policy decisions.
An interesting point cutting across the ‘indicator factors’ and the ‘user
factors’ was about the level of ambition of an indicator: The fuel poverty
headline indicator was deemed by many as being influential, precisely
because it provides NGOs and fuel poverty action groups an inexhaustible
source of criticism against the government due to being practically
unreachable.8 An ‘easy to reach’ indicator, such as the competitiveness
indicator, would in turn tend to be a tool for the government to strengthen its
legitimacy and promote its own policy agenda.
A clear example of ‘producer factors’ was the decision of the JESS group
to reject an energy diversity indicator, presumably on the grounds that it
would not fit within the economics-dominated cognitive framework
prevailing among the key policymakers in the area. More generally, a key
‘producer factor’ was the degree to which specialists responsible for indicator
development held convictions about the ‘neutrality’ of indicator data, on one
hand, and the ‘inferiority’ of indicators as compared to the infallible
statistical data on the other.
Finally, there was an indication that the source of the indicators is crucial
as key stakeholders in the area of fuel poverty, for instance, regard
government data and indicators with caution. Yet, this cautiousness stems
less from the suspicion that the government would actually distort and
manipulate the data and more from the lack of salience; government
indicators were not deemed useful because they were not presented at a
sufficiently disaggregated level and were long out of date at the time of
publication.
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Policy factors
Perhaps the most interesting findings from the UK case study concern the
‘policy factors’. Somewhat surprisingly, the ‘indicator language’, let alone
‘indicator revolution’, has clearly not reached the UK energy sector. As
mentioned above, the UK Energy Sector Indicators were virtually unknown
to many energy sector ‘insiders’ and the interviewees often had no clear idea
about the meaning or the function of the indicators. Rather than talking about
indicators, policymakers and stakeholders in the energy sector emphasise
‘data’ and ‘statistics’, on one hand, and forward-looking information on the
other (for example cost-benefit analysis, scenarios and forecasts). In fact, one
reason for the recent interest in energy security indicators at the international
level (for example Kruyt et al. 2009; Löschel et al. 2010) may well be
because these indicators often seek to foresee trends into the years ahead
instead of looking at past performances.
The failure of indicator language to penetrate in the UK energy sector can
be described in terms of its misfit with the dominant repertoires in the field
of energy policy, notably the ‘economic dogmatism’ that has characterised
UK energy policy since the 1980s. This can be seen as a joint result of user
and policy factors, as the users’ ‘repertoires’ shape the more institutionalised,
collective repertoires, that is, the ‘policy culture’, in this policy domain. From
the prevailing economics-oriented perspective, the key information for the
all-important economic calculations come from ‘hard’ data and statistics, not
from indicators, since these latter would represent merely an inferior and
‘dumbed-down’ version of data. Frequent reference was made, especially by
the indicator and data producers, but also other policymakers, to the variety
of evidence underlying energy policy decisions, the impossibility of one
indicator to adequately describe complex phenomena such as energy security
and the role of indicators (usually equated with ‘data’) as ‘the science’, hence
being neutral. Responses by the interviewees therefore revealed an interesting
ambiguity between the tendency to see indicators as instruments of ‘closing
down’, that is, sources of undisputable data on the one hand, and the
emphasis on the need for a broad range of indicators to form a basis for
decision-making on the other. Similarly, a tension could be detected between,
on the one hand, the perception that equated indicators with ‘data’ or, as
some interviewees called it, ‘the science’, and, on the other, the desire by the
same interviewees to belittle the importance of indicators as only a very
minor element among the broad range of evidence-basis for energy policy
decisions. At least some stakeholders seemed to thus consider indicators as
an inferior type of data, products resulting from inevitable simplifications and
short-cuts that could only harm the ‘objectivity’ of data.
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The UK energy sector indicator experience seems to at least partly go
against the assumption that a ‘culture of rationality’ would promote the use of
scientific knowledge and evaluations (Weiss 1999). In this sense, indicators
are clearly different from other types of scientific advice. Perhaps Weiss’s
conclusion could be turned around by noting that while the extreme rationalpositivist policy ideal manifest in the UK policymaking structures may
indeed enhance the use and the status of data and scientific evidence in policy
discourse, this very policy ideal keeps indicators in a secondary position to
the extent that they are perceived by central policy actors as an inferior type
of evidence.
Two examples of the importance of the institutional and administrative
framework can be highlighted. First, the quasi-legal backing enjoyed by the
fuel poverty target and, more recently, by the climate change target, was seen
as being crucial in increasing the weight of the corresponding indicators in
policymaking. Second, the ESI indicators indirectly influence policymaking
through the performance management framework, which plays an
overwhelmingly central role in the UK government activities.
Even though the Energy Sector Indicators are purely national, clear links
could be established between the indicators and international policies. The
use of the competitiveness indicators by the UK government to push for its
liberalisation agenda in the EU was evoked earlier. However, the ambition of
Prime Minister Blair to make the UK a leader in international climate policy
also influenced indicator work by lending greater weight to climate change
indicators in national policy and by prompting the government to develop
appropriate indicators for measuring the UK’s contribution to international
climate policy.
Among the short-term changes in political coalitions, the entry in power
of the New Labour government in 1997 was clearly crucial, in particular
through the ideas of New Public Management and evidence-based policy,
which became trademarks of the policies of New Labour. Indeed, the
importance of the government-wide performance management system for
departmental decision-making has not ceased growing since. As argued
above, part of the influence of the UK Energy Sector Indicators was
conditional on the broader performance measurement framework. While
some interviewees expressed doubts about the performance measurement,
notably because designing indicators that measure ‘the right thing’ is difficult
and because of the general problems of translating indicators to the local
level, the judgement concerning the performance management framework
was overwhelmingly positive. Performance indicators were seen as bringing
efficiency, accountability and focus to policymaking. The limited evidence
from the interviews therefore does not suggest that the UK ESIs and the
performance measurement system would have, at the central government
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level, generated significant harmful ‘perverse’ effects evoked in the
evaluation literature.
Yet, according to one energy policy insider, the energy sector was, at least
until the early 2000s, a notoriously non-evidence based sector within the UK
government, dominated by ideology and strong lobby groups. This history
and reputation of a ‘non-evidence based’ energy policy may partly explain
one of the central findings of the study: the strict separation made by many
interviewees between the neutral and value-free work of data production on
the one hand, and political decision-making on the other, often accompanied
by a perception of indicators as neutral, objective data.9 The apparent need to
uphold this ideal of value-free science that many interview responses seemed
to reveal may be symptomatic of some of the downsides of the performance
management culture. The energy sector does not seem to have escaped the
emergence of a culture of risk avoidance in the UK government – an
atmosphere that tends to stifle innovation rather than foster the kind of
democratic reforms that may be needed (Mulgan 2003). Against this
background of indicators being perceived as neutral, scientific data, it was
hardly surprising that indicator development was seen as a top-down,
government-led process. Experts under the government’s guidance would
design the most reliable and appropriate indicators and hand them down to
the local government and relevant stakeholders.
The character of the issues at stake, the degree of uncertainty and the
extent to which there is a consensus over values and policy goals can be used
to explain the role of ESIs at different policy stages. With the possible
exception of fuel poverty, there is a rather broad consensus within the energy
policy community on the four policy goals set out in the White Paper 2003.
Even with fuel poverty, disagreements do not concern the reasonableness of
the goal itself, but rather the exact formulation of the target, the appropriate
ways of measuring progress and whether fuel poverty actually should figure
into the objectives of energy policy rather than being dealt with through
social policies. As for uncertainty, energy security is perhaps the most
obvious example of a topic where disagreement about the precise meaning of
the term and hence the ways of measuring performance are the most
pronounced. For fuel poverty, external factors such as energy price
fluctuations are a major cause of uncertainty. On climate change, the
uncertainties about future scenarios and predictions are pervasive, but far less
prevalent concerning the ways to measure progress towards the mitigation of
climate change.
A crucial and obvious factor explaining the impacts of the ESIs is the
rather striking absence of clarity on the purpose and intended target groups
(‘users’) of this indicator set. Such a lack of clarity on the objectives is a
well-known challenge for both indicator research and indicator practice. It
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has proven notoriously difficult to trace the rationale behind the introduction
of the UK Energy Sector Indicators. Beyond the short passage in the Energy
White Paper 2003 cited above, neither the policy documents nor the
interviews have been able to describe what the new indicator set was
expected to deliver nor who the primary beneficiaries were to be. The
clearest and most honest answer so far (from an energy department official)
has been that ‘we produce these indicators because we have an obligation to
do so’. Most interviewees had no idea of the actual intended use or users of
the ESIs and some suggested that the indicators were probably introduced as
part of the evidence-based policy movement in order to increase the
accountability of policymakers to the public.
In light of the different stages of decision-making and the roles attributed
to indicators at the various stages (Figure 11.4), the fuel poverty and climate
indicators have played an especially predominant conceptual role by
contributing to the legitimacy of the underlying policy goals and helping
mobilise action towards the attainment of those goals by raising the status
and visibility of the issues on the energy policy agenda. The impacts at the
level of formation and implementation of a plan of action have been more
ambiguous. The significant ambiguity that prevails regarding the concept of
energy security and the associated indicators has created room for strategic
bargaining and the use of selected indicators to, for instance, justify the
construction of new nuclear power plants or to acquire government support
for the extension of gas storage facilities. The competitiveness indicators, in
turn, were essentially developed for strategic reasons in order to justify and
legitimise the government’s liberalisation policies. Regarding fuel poverty,
despite the broad consensus about the desirability of the objective, the
government’s interest in keeping the topic on the policy agenda faded as soon
as the sharp increase of the world energy prices in the early 2000s meant that
the objective became essentially unreachable.
Evidence was more difficult to find to support Boulanger’s (2006) claim
that indicators would played an instrumental or strategic role in the design
and implementation of policies, depending on the degree of uncertainty and
value consensus. The UK Energy Sector Indicators mainly concern past
performance and are therefore not necessarily relevant for decisions on policy
design.

CONCLUSIONS: INDICATORS, KNOWLEDGE AND
POLICYMAKING
Early findings from the UK energy sector described above have shown the
complex interaction between the indicators, the broader range of evidence for
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decision-making and the perceptions of the policymaking process. In
summary, one could say that indicators, in their narrow definition, are a nonissue for the UK energy sector. Policy actors emphasise the importance of
‘hard’ data, cost-benefit analysis and forward-looking information (for
example scenarios and forecasts) in constituting the evidence base for
policymaking. These policy actors tend either to equate indicators with
unproblematic neutral data or to belittle their importance in policymaking,
perhaps because they perceive indicators as ‘inferior data’, that is unable to
conform to the ideal of neutrality.
Most interviews and discussions revealed the dominance of two framings
of policymaking: the rational-positivist model being used to describe the data
production and performance measurement systems within the government
and the strategic model used for explaining real-world policymaking.
However, the rational-positivist model was referred to even when explaining
why indicators and statistics are a minor issue in policymaking: The
‘evidence-base’ for policymaking consists of a vast array of information,
including economic calculations, scenarios and information on stakeholder
views. Crucial from the point of view of indicators was that the interviewees
made virtually no reference, not even implicitly, to the conceptual role of
indicators and of the discursive-interpretative model of policymaking.
The case study tended to confirm the findings from earlier ‘knowledge
use’ literature: The direct use of expert knowledge in policymaking is more
the exception rather than the rule. Indeed, the UK Energy Sector Indicators
seem to be a particularly striking example of ‘non-use’ as their purpose and
intended audience are unclear and the indicator set is notoriously poorly
known among key policy actors. Numerous indirect impacts could be
identified, such as those occurring through the performance management
framework, networking, for example within the JESS group, and through the
general policy target framework set out in the Energy White Paper in 2003.
However, the indirect nature of these impacts makes it difficult to isolate
from the more general policy context the specific contribution that the
indicators may have made to policy change.
Unsurprisingly, most interviewees emphasised the ‘indicator factors’, such
as reliability, validity and timeliness as being the key determinants of the
degree to which an indicator influences policies. However, the early findings
from the case study suggest that the ‘user factors’ and especially the ‘policy
factors’ have been crucial in explaining both the ‘non-use’ and the various
indirect impacts from the UK Energy Sector Indicators. Rather than operating
in isolation, the indicator, user and policy factors tend to interact, thereby
jointly shaping indicator influence. Among the most interesting findings was
the paradox that there seems to be a near absence of an ‘indicator culture’
within the UK energy sector despite the overwhelmingly dominant evidence-
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based policy rhetoric and long-standing practice of performance management
within the UK government. A partial explanation might be that the key policy
actors, most notably the statisticians and economists, within the energy sector
may perceive indicators as evidence of secondary, inferior quality as
compared to the ‘hard’ statistical data and cost calculations.
Finally, the case study lends support to the assumption that concepts
borrowed from evaluation research and the more general knowledge use
literature can indeed be useful for analysing the role of indicators in
policymaking. However, the challenges of isolating the impacts of indicators
and tracking down the causal chains are probably even greater in the case of
indicators. Moreover, the indirect impacts may predominate to an even
greater extent than in the case of evaluations, especially because indicators do
not provide recommendations that could, in principle, even be implemented
as such.

NOTES
1. Funding from the EU 7th Framework Programme on research under the Grant Agreement
number 217207.
2. There is evidence of for instance OECD agri-environmental indicators having promoted
cross-sectoral integration (Lehtonen 2005; Lehtonen 2007).
3. An understandable and frequently cited example is the way in which national civil servants
tend to criticise indicators produced by international organisations for having failed to grasp
essential country-specific factors.
4. van der Meer (1999, p. 390) defined repertoires as ‘stabilised ways of thinking and acting (on
the individual level) or stabilised codes, operations and technology (on other levels)’. The
concept is close to ‘frame’ (Giddens 1984, p. 87; see also Valve 1999), or ‘ideological
orientation’ (Söderbaum 2001).
5. Political culture can be defined as the totality of ‘the attitudes, beliefs, emotions and values
of the society that relate to the political system and to political issues’ (Ball and Peters 2000;
cited by Sairinen 2000, p. 47). van Waarden (1995; cited by Sairinen 2000, p. 51) has
identified six dimensions defining a policy style: (1) market-oriented vs. state-oriented; (2)
active vs. reactive; (3) comprehensive vs. fragmented; (4) adversarial vs. consensual vs.
paternalistic; (5) legalistic vs. pragmatic; and (6) formal vs. informal relations between
public and private actors.
6. Stirling (2008) proposed similar ideas in distinguishing, on the one hand, processes that seek
to ‘open up’ the inputs into the policy appraisal process (for example bringing in different
epistemic and normative views) and / or the range of policy options (policy recommendations
presented as alternative scenarios, rather than as a single ‘best’ option) and those, on the
other hand, that ‘close down’ by reducing the range of choices in a decision-making
situation. Both processes have their legitimate role in decision-making, depending on the
nature of the policy problem in question.
7. In subsequent governmental organisation reforms, the ‘home base’ of energy policies in the
UK government has changed twice. The 2006 reform saw the creation of the Department for
Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR); in 2008, energy and climate issues
were further concentrated into a single department, the Department for Energy and Climate
Change (DECC), a merger of parts of the BERR and the environment ministry, Defra
(Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs).
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8. This impossibility to reach the target is, however, a highly relative issue. While held as
almost unattainable by some interviewees, it was described by others as particularly ‘easy’ to
reach – all that would be needed to eradicate fuel poverty was money, that is, sufficient
investment by the government in poverty reduction.
9. As stated by an energy department statistician, the department does not produce indicators to
‘influence’ policy, but to ‘inform’ it – ‘indicators are science’; policymakers, on the other
hand, of course use a broad variety of information to reach their judgements. If people are
dissatisfied with the political decisions, the fault is not that of statisticians or indicators, but
of the people who have put the ‘wrong’ people into power.
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PART FIVE

Quality and Evaluation

12. Quality Requirements for
Sustainability Evaluations
Anneke von Raggamby, Frieder Rubik,
Doris Knoblauch and Rebecca Stecker

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in the 1960s, evaluation research and its practical application have become increasingly widespread. This was recently confirmed by
Stockmann (2010, p. 35), who observed a clear increase in the use of this
type of evaluation in most European countries as well as in European
institutions. The same is true for impact assessments, whose application
experienced a large increase due to the European Commission’s Impact
Assessment system1 (see Table 12.1 for the description of characteristic
features of evaluation and impact assessment).
This increase of evaluation in the environmental and sustainability context2 is remarkable and even contributes to new governance models
(‘governance by evaluation’; see Galla et al. 2008). In response to these
developments, a number of evaluation standards3 were introduced for quality
assurance in this field. However, these standards fail to consider sustainable
development or highlight environmental and sustainable issues in the context
of evaluation.
Our hypothesis is that the numerous challenges sustainability evaluations
face4 necessitate evaluation requirements that complement existing standards,
provide guidance and help to ensure quality. In this respect, we intend to
increase evaluators’ and their clients’ awareness of both the nature and scope
of sustainability evaluations.
For this chapter, a review and comparison of existing principles and
evaluation standards were performed in order to develop a better understanding and provide insight into establishing requirements for sustainability
evaluations. On this basis, a set of quality requirements for sustainability
evaluations was developed in order to add to and complement, but not
replace, existing standard sets. Though thorough analysis and intense discus209
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sions with evaluation and sustainability experts preceded and accompanied
the development of the six requirements presented in this article, we consider
them to be only a first step in a longer process that requires further discussion
and improvement.
The intended audience of this chapter is evaluators that seek to assess
sustainability and to this end are in need of sustainability requirements not
yet included in the ‘traditional’ standard sets. It should be acknowledged that,
because sustainability is a normative and not a scientifically objective concept, this work is not intended to be imposed on, but rather to be placed at the
disposal of those seeking to evaluate policies from a sustainable development
perspective. In addition to evaluators, commissioners or clients of evaluations
are another target audience who might use this text as a reference to consider
and improve quality practices while commissioning evaluation studies.
This contribution first provides an overview of the concept of sustainable
development, followed by an explanation of the challenges of doing sustainability evaluations, and then offers a set of requirements applicable in the
context of sustainability evaluation.

UNDERSTANDING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Due to the fact that a common definition of sustainability does not currently
exist, it is necessary to begin by briefly discussing the concept of sustainability and explaining our understanding of the term ‘sustainability’, which
we will use throughout this text. As a too narrow definition or concept of
sustainability may ultimately restrict the development of quality requirements
by excluding important aspects or components of individual definitions and
concepts of sustainability, we do not aim to develop a definition of sustainability that all interested parties could agree upon, but merely to establish a
useable understanding of the term. It should provide a basis which can be
used as a reference and starting point and should also establish key elements
for developing quality requirements.
To this end, the following sections will further elaborate upon this issue by
describing the challenge of defining sustainable development and identifying
phases in the development of the term and nature of sustainable development.
Finally, we will show what the various approaches to and schools of sustainable development have in common and will draw lessons for sustainable
development in the context of evaluation.
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The Challenge of Defining Sustainable Development
Defining sustainable development is a challenge in each and every project
that deals with the concept. Ever since it has become a well known concept,
the expression ‘sustainable development’ has been used in a variety of ways,
depending on whether it is employed in an academic, planning, business or
environmental policy context. This diverse usage has been acknowledged by
a number of researchers. O’Riorden (1985), for example, commented on the
difficulty of defining sustainability, describing its definition as an
‘exploration into a tangled conceptual jungle’.
Some have argued that this breadth may be more of a virtue than a vice.
Daly (1991), for example, has suggested that the imprecision of the term
‘sustainable development’ has allowed a considerable consensus to evolve in
support of the idea that it is both morally and economically reprehensible to
treat the world as a business in liquidation. Similarly Robinson says:
‘Diplomats are familiar with the need to leave key terms undefined in negotiation processes. Any attempt to define the concept precisely, would have
the effect of excluding those whose views were not expressed in that definition’ (Robinson 2004, p. 374). Daly and Robinson highlight the usefulness of
the term for consensus building. Heinen (1994), in contrast, points out that no
single approach to or framework for ‘sustainable development’ is
consistently useful, given the variety of scales inherent in different conservation programmes and different types of societies and institutional structures.
Finally, there are those who claim a lack of defining sustainable development. For example, Spedding (1996, p. 151) states that there is a ‘remarkable
number of books, chapters and papers, that even use “sustainable” or
“sustainability” in the title but do not define either term’.
We do not want this chapter to belong to the aforementioned category of
publications, but are also realistic about our ability to solve the problem so
many researchers and practitioners before us have failed to solve. We aim to
identify core aspects of sustainable development, as it has been discussed
over the past decades, which are relevant in the context of sustainability
evaluations.
Phases in the Development of the Term ‘Sustainable Development’ and
Character of Sustainable Development
Prior to the famous Brundtland definition (see below), which popularised the
use of the concept of ‘sustainable development’ in policy discourse, the term
originated in the area of forest management, where it was mostly applied to
questions concerning whether and how to preserve or conserve natural areas
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by requiring that resources not be utilised at a rate faster than their natural
rate of regeneration and that these rates remain relatively stable over time
(Redclift 2006, p. 66).
In the early and mid-1980s, the concept of sustainable development
entered the policy discourse (Clark and Munn 1986) via an attempt to bridge
the gap between environmental concerns about the increasingly evident ecological consequences of human activities and socio-political concerns about
human development issues (Robinson 2004, p. 370; Redclift 2006, p. 65).
Here are the two most important definitions from that time:
• WCED (1987): Sustainable development is development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
• IUCN, UNEP and WWF (1991): As nothing physical can grow indefinitely sustainable growth is a contradiction in terms. Therefore,
sustainable development is used to mean improving the quality of
human life whilst living within the carrying capacity of the ecosystems.
Since then we have been confronted with several different discourses of sustainable development (Redclift 2006, p. 66), from which the following main
schools of thought can be distinguished:
• the three pillar approach, emphasising the social, ecologic and economic dimensions of sustainable development;
• a dualistic typology, emphasising the relationship between mankind
and nature (for example Robinson 2004, p. 373);
• the distinction between strong versus weak sustainability, which is
based on the idea that either there are certain functions that the environment performs that cannot be duplicated by humans or that different
forms of capital (natural, man-made, social, financial, and so on) are
interchangeable.
A key question that must be answered for any understanding of sustainable
development, however, is what are individuals, societies and / or
governments seeking to sustain and what are they seeking to develop (Kates
et al. 2005, Williams and Millington 2004)? The answers to this question are
highly subjective and can vary strongly.
Lessons: What the Definitions Have in Common
From what has been said above, the following can be concluded: Sustainable
development is a social construct and, as such, a normative concept for which
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no commonly accepted definition exists (see also Redclift 2006, p. 78).
Equally diverse as the definitions of sustainable development are the attempts
to structure or categorise the discourse on sustainable development. On the
one hand, this leads to confusion. On the other, however, it also offers a
number of benefits, as outlined above. Finally, even though there are so many
definitions and views of sustainable development, all of them have something
in common, in that they:
• consider distributive aspects (socially and geographically),
• consider time aspects (long-term),
• take a holistic view by bringing together either all or some of the following: economic development, living standards and natural resource
use.
What Does This Mean for Sustainability Evaluations?
The very concept of evaluation is based on the idea of providing scientific
input for decision-making. As a result, evaluation standards are perceived to
be of a neutral or technical nature with the aim of ensuring accurate scientific
evidence through evaluations. However, if sustainable development is, as
suggested, a normative and vague concept, does this not contradict the idea of
science-based policy-making? There are two closely intertwined reasons why
providing guidance on dealing with sustainable development in evaluations is
of increasing relevance:
Though evaluations are science-based, they need a benchmark against
which (expected) policy results can be measured. Usually, evaluations refer
to the objectives of the evaluation object; for example, the plan, programme
or policy. In the case of sustainable development evaluations, however, it
remains unclear against which criteria the subject should be evaluated. Either
the object does not make any reference to sustainable development at all, or it
may provide a biased idea of sustainable development. This situation is
further complicated by the fact that both the evaluator and the client may
have different perceptions of sustainable development that are not made
explicit by either of them (Martinuzzi 2004, p. 428). As sustainable development, despite its drawbacks described above, is widely acknowledged as a
societal and political guiding principle (for example Rio Conference, EUsustainable development strategies, national sustainable development
strategies, and so on), it is well suited to either provide or complement an
existing evaluation benchmark. This argument is further strengthened by the
fact that the high degree of societal and political commitment to sustainable
development means that it is (or should be) a general guiding principle of
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decision-making anyway. Therefore, sustainable development should already
be an integral part of any evaluation process (as is already the case in the EU
Impact Assessment system, for example). To this end, however, sustainable
development needs to be made sufficiently manageable.
As the concept is not clearly defined, evaluations should in our view at
least address the common features listed above (distributive and time aspects,
as well as a holistic view). In addition to these features, which present content requirements, three process-related aspects of sustainable development
should also be considered: Firstly, the process should be participatory, and
deal with the information problem and implicit valuation by the use of
methods.
The first process-related feature (participatory process) is a per-se-value,
that means a constitutive element of sustainability as stated by the Agenda
21. In order to highlight this and the pitfalls that may be related to participatory processes, it is helpful to include this in the features characterising
such an evaluation. The other two process-related features are imminent
problems of sustainable development evaluations. In the case of the information problem, sustainable development evaluations often have to deal with
issues for which information is incomplete or methodological problems of
generating information exist. In the case of implicit valuation by the use of
methods, on the other hand, evaluators may use certain methods without
being aware that the choice of a certain method can already make a valuation
statement.

THE NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS
As mentioned, the number of policy evaluations and impact assessments performed in Europe each year is on the rise. To understand their characteristics,
we have compared their key features in Table 12.1.
There are many ways to evaluate a proposed or existing policy. In general,
a policy evaluation can be carried out before, during or after implementation
and seeks to determine the consequences of policy implementation and their
drivers through various strategies (modelling, case studies, stakeholder
dialogue, and so on). Policy evaluations can be very narrow in scope, such as
an ex post analysis of the effects of a given policy on a single economic
sector, or they can be more comprehensive.
An impact assessment (IA) is usually an ex ante policy evaluation that is
broad in scope. It seeks to comprehensively identify the potential intended
and unintended consequences (social, economic, environmental, political) of
policy proposals in their entirety before the policy is implemented. An IA can
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ideally provide policy makers with evidence that allows them to choose
policy options according to lowest impact. Therefore, to increase the utility
of an IA, an assessment of multiple policy options should be undertaken
simultaneously. IAs are not usually utilised to measure policy effectiveness
ex post, for which other more focused evaluation strategies may be appropriate.
The most distinctive and defining characteristics of an IA are therefore its
place in the policy cycle (ex ante) and its scope (by definition, broad),
whereas an evaluation can be carried out ex post and have more targeted
analysis. These characteristics affect the ‘place of evaluation’, the goals of
the analysis, as well as the possible methods and functions of each (Table
12.2).
Table 12.1 Key characteristics of impact assessment and evaluation in
comparison
Impact Assessment
Stage in policy Either before policy implecycle
mentation (ex ante) or after
(ex post)

Evaluation
Usually after policy implementation and policy
enactment (ex post)

Object of
evaluation

Specific policy, programme, Single, enacted policy, proplan or project
gramme, system and so on.

Scope of assessment

Broad (summative and
formative)

Usually targeted (formative)

Place of
evaluation (in
order of
execution)

1. Desktop
2. In situ / direct
observations

1. In situ / direct
observations
2. Desktop

Participation

Stakeholders (external and
internal), policy-makers,
planners, developers and / or
project managers (internal)

Stakeholders (external and
internal), policy-makers,
planners, developers and / or
project managers (internal)

Target groups

Policy-makers, planners,
developers, project
managers, stakeholders

Policy-makers, planners,
developers, project
managers, stakeholders

Goal definition Goal-free

Goal-motivated
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With respect to the ‘possible methods’ used, some methods might be
applicable either ex ante (for impact assessments) or ex post (for evaluations). For example, a ‘risk assessment’ would not be carried out ex post
since it is meaningless to calculate risk of an event after its occurrence.
Accordingly, it belongs under impact assessment and not evaluation.

Functions

Possible applicable methods

Table 12.2 Methods and functions of impact assessment and evaluation in
comparison
Impact
Assessment

Evaluation

Efficacy evaluation
Efficiency evaluation
Case studies
Functionality assessment
Stakeholder dialogue, questionnaire
Multi-criteria assessment
Cost-Benefit Analysis
Input-Output Analysis
Lifecycle Impact Analysis
Social Impact Assessment
Economic Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Assessment
Equality Impact Assessment
Integrated Impact Assessment
Risk Assessment
Scenario development / Modelling

−
−
+
−
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+
+
−
+
−
+
+
−
−

Dialogue promotion
Control / Moderation
Awareness, information distribution
Decision-making assistance
Legitimation
Dialogue promotion
Sustainability

−
−
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
−
+
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While policy evaluations and impact assessments continue to see more use
throughout Europe, only the Impact Assessment system of the European
Commission explicitly references sustainable development and includes a
quality assurance system that addresses sustainable development criteria.
(European Commission 2009b).5 In the evaluation field, different standards
have been elaborated in the last decades, which we will present and analyse
in the following section.
Evaluation Standards
To develop our proposals for quality requirements to be applied to sustainability evaluations we analysed several existing evaluation standards.6
The most comprehensive standards are those developed by the ‘Joint
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation’ (JCSEE and Sanders
1994 and Yarbrough et al. 2011),7 whose development dates back to the
1970s in the US. These standards seem to be the blueprint and reference point
for most European standard sets.
Within Europe, several national or regional standards have been prepared,
including for France (SFE 2003), Germany (DeGEval 2008), Poland (PTE
2008), Switzerland (Widmer et al. 2000) and the United Kingdom (UKES
n.d.).8 On account of this diversity, the European Evaluation Society (EES)
follows a pluralistic approach. Stressing Europe’s cultural diversity, the EES
does not develop its own standards, but instead supports national standard
development by fostering exchange and providing assistance.
Due to their significance for all other European standard sets, only the
JCSEE standards are presented in the following section. Nevertheless, it has
been taken into account that standards sets exist, which either only partly or
do not at all refer to the JCSEE standards, and are of a different character;
including guidelines, principles or charters.
The JCSEE standards were developed specifically in the context of
educational evaluation, but have become widely acknowledged in other areas
of evaluation as well. They are targeted towards two groups: evaluators and
those using evaluations, including commissioners of evaluations (JCSEE and
Sanders 1994, p. 1). The JCSEE standards are structured into four main
sections:
•
•
•
•

utility,
feasibility,
propriety, and
accuracy.
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Each of the four main sections is then further broken down into a set of
relevant criteria. For instance, the utility section refers to comprehensiveness,
clarity, credibility, transparency, timeliness and impact. Feasibility
encompasses resources as well as political viability and recommends
‘practicable procedures’. Propriety includes service orientation, formal
agreements, the protection of the individual, fairness, disclosure procedures,
how to deal with conflicts of interest, and fiscal responsibility. Finally,
accuracy includes the whole process of evaluation. Starting with the
description of the object of evaluation, context analysis, and the evaluation
purpose, it covers how to deal with and analyse information, and ends by
establishing standards for conclusions and meta-evaluation (JCSEE and
Sanders 1994, p. 2ff).
The goal of evaluation standards, as argued by Martinuzzi (2004, p. 431)
is ‘(…) to offer best practice (…) standard[s], to guarantee high-quality
research, ethics and usefulness of evaluation methods or projects. (…) The
Standards for Evaluation do not prioritize certain issues of content and are
therefore not connected to sustainable development’. This observation
applies not only to the JCSEE standards or the different national standards,
but also to guidelines and so on applied in this context. Herewith, they serve
as a process tool, as a checklist, for properly configuring the evaluation
design.
Sustainability in Evaluation Standards
The standards presented above constitute process support. The consideration
of the standards by evaluators (and clients) is voluntary. This results, as
Brandt (2009) highlights, in a modest degree of utilisation of the standards in
Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Supervision of the practises does not
exist. Besides these process problems, a number of structural and contentrelated problems and issues regarding sustainability evaluation exist, which
we have summarised in the following section:
First, the standards are process-related; they are intended to be applied to
a plethora of different topics. Therefore, they refer neither to specific contentrelated issues nor sustainability (see Martinuzzi 2004, p. 431).
Second, several meta-evaluations (Martinuzzi 2004; Hardi 2007; Jacob et
al. 2008; Ecologic 2007) show that evaluations and impact assessments that
claim to address sustainability effects do not necessarily reflect sustainability
considerations in a satisfactory way (see Table 12.3). These failings might
result from the openness and vagueness of the concept ‘sustainable
development’. In other words, the lack of a commonly agreed upon definition
of sustainable development gives rise to evaluation projects whose
participants may collaborate according to different concepts of sustainable
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development. Additional weaknesses include methodological problems
related to measuring and assessing specific aspects of sustainable
development. These shortcomings may lead to projects that attempt to
evaluate sustainability using randomly selected aspects of sustainability for
evaluation.
Third, the scoping phase within an evaluation process is particularly
difficult when assessing sustainability. Therefore, in an evaluation process, it
is necessary to initially identify the issues and impacts that are likely to be
important and determine which impacts to consider at a later stage. The
difficulties of evaluating sustainability and the requirement for ‘out of the
box’ thinking necessary to identify sustainability issues suggests that crucial
side effects may easily go overlooked. Any analysis conducted to identify
and predict environmental, social and other related effects requires the use of
both quantitative and qualitative methods of assessment to sufficiently
account for possible outcomes. This presents methodological challenges;
namely, how to qualitatively and quantitatively consider or measure concepts
such as long term or long distance.
Finally, an examination of alternatives is necessary to establish the
preferred option for achieving proposals and to enable a mode by which to
deal with tradeoffs and conflicts of interest, should they exist. Additional
issues, such as dealing with participation problems and the necessity of
evaluating sustainability from an interdisciplinary perspective, can also
restrict the capability of evaluators to sufficiently assess policies for
sustainability. As such, they will also require consideration.
Looking at the ‘landscape’ of the varying status of evaluation across
Europe, it is remarkable that – with the exception of the German speaking
countries – no working groups dealing with sustainability issues or
environmental topics exist.

THE ADDED VALUE OF QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATIONS
Quality requirements for sustainability evaluations contribute to the
improvement of existing evaluation standards and assessment techniques and
can ultimately enhance sustainability. Sustainability requirements in some
cases introduce sustainability considerations that were previously not
addressed (see the examples in Table 12.3 below).
In other cases, where the traditional standards do address sustainable
development, related issues require some interpretation to make them useful
for sustainability evaluations. Without doing so, the assessment criteria may
not be properly used for sustainability evaluations. Additionally,
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sustainability evaluations generate special process-related requirements, such
as a participative approach.
There are many ways in which sustainable development-related
considerations may be incompletely incorporated into sustainability
evaluations. Some of the more prevalent oversights include:
1. not utilising a common or established definition of sustainability and / or
not being forthright about the evaluators’ basic assumptions about
sustainability;
2. random selection of certain aspects of sustainability;
3. not initially performing a scoping phase, which can result in not
accounting for potential side effects or unintended consequences;
4. not using both qualitative (for example aesthetics, non-monetarised
impacts) and quantitative methods;
5. not accounting for residual impacts (particularly those which cannot be
mitigated or irreversible damage, such as loss of species), or not
determining them before the evaluation;
6. not examining and evaluating policy alternatives;
7. not prioritising and incorporating stakeholder input, transparency, and
other participatory elements to reduce biases.
Furthermore, some impact assessments utilising the ‘pillar’ framework of
sustainable development emphasise certain ‘pillars’ (economic,
environmental, social) over others by utilising different evaluative strategies
for each pillar. If, for example, the environmental impacts are only assessed
in a preliminary fashion, while the economic impacts are investigated in
much more detail, there will be an inaccurate understanding of the
sustainable development implications of such a project or policy.9
Table 12.3 exhibits two examples of sustainability evaluations which
suffer from incompletely incorporating sustainable development.
Generally, evaluations are based on the objectives of the policy,
programme or project which is to be evaluated. They do not necessarily make
reference to sustainable development, and, if so, their perception of
sustainable development does not necessarily reflect all constitutive aspects
of sustainable development. Traditional standard sets such as the JCSEE
standards declare that ‘(...) information collected should be broadly selected
to address pertinent questions about the program and be responsive to the
needs and interests of clients and other specified stakeholders’ (JCSEE and
Sanders 1994, p. 23). This approach frames the information to be collected
for the evaluation on the basis of the scope of the programme in question and
the needs of those related to it. However, this may be insufficient, as
sustainability evaluations may have information needs that go beyond the
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scope of the programme or the interests of those directly related to it and,
therefore, require a holistic view.
A long-term perspective on evaluation suggests that evaluators should
consider the time-horizon when identifying potential effects of a given
action. Because the time horizon chosen will determine which effects will be
considered in an evaluation and may exclude other (longer-term) effects, a
long-term perspective increases the capacity of evaluators to regard effects
that may otherwise go unnoticed or unconsidered by traditional standard sets.
The criteria of distributive justice aims to ensure that multiple aspects as
well as groups are included in an assessment and that both positive and
negative effects as well as the links between the two are fully understood.
Though the JCSEE standard U2 Attention to Stakeholders (‘Evaluations
should devote attention to the full range of individuals and groups invested in
the program and affected by its evaluation’ (Yarbrough et al. 2011, p. 23))
addresses these issues, sustainability evaluations require taking a broader
view. It is essential that sustainability evaluations adopt a ‘glocal’ view:
Interdependencies between global and local ideas, actions, developments and
decisions need to be taken into account. Additionally, a differentiated
analysis of the impacts on diverse stakeholders or target groups should also
be included since there may be positive effects on one group and negative
effects on a different group.
The already quoted JCSEE standard U2 states that evaluations should pay
attention to the full range of individuals and groups involved in the
evaluandum or affected by it. Sustainability evaluations, however, should go
a step further by not only paying attention to those individuals and groups but
by explicitly including them in the evaluation by using participatory methods.
By considering a diverse group of stakeholders and their relevance in
decision-making, improved participation and capacity building enables the
recognition of diverse and changing values. Participatory methods also
improve governance, empower stakeholders to take responsibility for actions
and increase the likelihood of policy acceptance. Moreover, improved
participation and capacity utilises common learning and local knowledge, and
contributes to knowledge creation and the strengthening of institutional and
personal capacities.
The examination of multiple standards revealed that the ‘information
problem’ is not explicitly addressed, though the issue is indirectly raised, as
most of the standards include a principle for ‘complete’ investigations and
use valid and reliable information. However, this only addresses the risk of
incomplete information and does not address the question of risk, uncertainty
or unknown unknowns, since a ‘complete’ investigation, in the best case, can
only include present knowledge. The consideration of the ‘information
problem’ within sustainability evaluations empowers evaluators to face the
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problem head on by working in interdisciplinary teams and taking a
participatory approach to include as much knowledge as possible. In addition,
calculating the unknown quantity within an evaluation enables evaluators to
face the problem of unknown unknowns.
Table 12.3 Examples of incomplete consideration of SD aspects in impact
assessment
Examples

How SD aspects are
incorporated

How SD aspects are incompletely
considered

European
Commission
Impact
Assessment on
State Aid to
Facilitate the
Closure of
Uncompetitive
Coal Mines
(European
Commission
2010)

This impact
assessment discusses
social and
environmental
impacts of mine
closure, in addition to
economic impacts. It
also accounts for
some qualitative
issues such as the
visual impacts of
coal mining. A public
consultation was
carried out, and the
contributions of
stakeholders were
documented and
summarised, thereby
increasing
transparency.

SD is not defined within the
assessment and sustainability
criteria are not explicitly
described. Environmental impacts
are not discussed as in-depth as
economic and social impacts, and
do not contain nearly as much
quantification. Uncertainties and
insufficient data about the overall
impact of reduced coal supply
(for example where would
imported coal come from, what
environmental impacts would this
have on the exporting region)
make a complete sustainability
assessment impossible at this
point. Therefore, more data
creation is needed for a complete
sustainability assessment.

European
Commission
Impact
Assessment on
Demonstrating
Carbon Capture
and Geological
Storage in
Emerging
Developing

A public consultation
was carried out and
the contributions of
stakeholders were
documented and
summarised, thereby
increasing
transparency.

SD is not defined under China’s
nor the EU’s development plans.
Though the assessment claims
that the project is in line with the
EU SD Strategy, it does not
explicitly discuss in what ways it
achieves sustainable
development. Explicit
sustainability criteria are also not
discussed for China or the EU.
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Countries:
Financing the
EU-China Near
Zero Emissions
Coal Plant
Project
(European
Commission
2009a)

How SD aspects are
incorporated
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How SD aspects are incompletely
considered
Impacts are usually discussed
within the context of single
demonstration CCS projects. In a
long term sustainability context,
the extrapolation of large scale
utilisation of CCS would have to
be considered to understand the
potential impacts.

Though common evaluation standards usually demand that the used methods
be disclosed and that values be made explicit, they do not focus on the
underlying valuation by the choice of methods. Therefore, the concern over
valuation by the use of methods requires that evaluators not only disclose the
methods chosen but reflect upon and communicate the value implied through
the selected methods, thus taking into account the evaluator’s preferences in
the scope of the assessment.
Points of Reference for Quality Requirements for Sustainability
Evaluations
In addition to the aforementioned evaluation standards, some points of
reference for a sustainability evaluation exist which consider sustainability,
namely the Bellagio Principles10 and Impact Assessment (IA) guidelines.11
We have analysed these points of reference to determine whether they
already address the identified challenges for sustainability evaluations,
thereby enabling a judgement on whether they can be used to complement the
existing standards or whether it will be necessary to develop new ones.
In 1996, a group of measurement researchers and practitioners developed
the so-called ‘Bellagio Principles’ (Hardi and Zdan 1997), which were
intended to be applied in the assessment context. In 2009, that means more
than a decade later, these principles have been reviewed and replaced by the
’BellagioSTAMP’ which stands for ‘The Bellagio SusTainability Assessment
and Measurement Principles’ (IISD and OECD 2010).12 The authors, some of
whom participated in the 1996 process, come from the sustainable
development indicator community and elaborated a set of principles to
measure the progress of societies on their way to sustainability. The intention
is to guide the totality of a sustainability assessment process. The
BellagioSTAMP consists of eight principles, the first of which lays out its
guiding vision: ‘Assessing progress towards sustainable development is
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guided by the goal to deliver wellbeing within the capacity of the biosphere
to sustain it for future generations’ (IISD and OECD 2010, p. 4). The second
and third principles deal with the basic considerations and the selection of the
scope of assessments and request that…
• … a whole system be dealt with,
• risks, uncertainties and transboundary activities be considered and that
• an appropriate time horizon and geographic scope be adopted.
The BellagioSTAMP principles provide for indicators and measurement, but
they do not mention the crucial step of valuating and aggregating the
different impacts. Their target groups are policy makers, monitoring agencies
and statistical offices. Because these target groups lie in other fields, the
former Bellagio Principles were relatively unknown in the evaluation
community, and it is too early to judge if this is still the case with regard to
the BellagioSTAMP. Due to the different target groups and contexts, we
believe that it is not practical to expand upon the BellagioSTAMP principles
in order to apply them to the evaluation context. However, these principles
maintain a position of importance within the sustainability community in
order to support a mutual advance in sustainability.
The Impact Assessment Guidelines established by the European
Commission (EC) (European Commission 2009b) set forth a number of
criteria for assessment which include considerations that fall within the scope
of sustainability evaluation. Most importantly, the IA guidelines provide
assistance for assessing the impacts of policy measures, programmes and
activities of the European Commission. While they are not intended to judge
the quality of sustainability evaluations, the Impact Assessment Guidelines of
the EC do take note of non-market impacts, especially those regarding the
environment and health. The Guidelines focus on quantifying non-market
impacts and providing instruction on quantifying and monetarising, as well as
additional advice on assessing such impacts (European Commission 2009b).
The heavy reliance upon quantification and monetarisation methods of nonmarket impacts, however, may create a bias towards impacts that can be
easily adapted for such an assessment. Some sustainability impacts may be
overlooked or dismissed due to the difficulty of quantifying essentially
qualitative impacts. The guidelines are more specific, that means targeted to
EU policies, and they are not suited to complement evaluation standards, as
they establish a process of their own and can be seen as separate from the
existing standards. The requirements presented in this article, however, serve
a different purpose by going beyond the scope of existing standards.
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Consequences
Are quality requirements for sustainability evaluations even needed? We
believe that while the existing evaluation standards provide important tools
for improving the process quality of evaluations, creating transparency and
applying evaluations to learning and training, they fail to highlight specific
issues like sustainability. On the contrary they aim to be neutral and therefore
applicable to any subject. Given the challenges sustainability evaluations face
and given the fact that sustainable development is a politically and socially
accepted guiding principle, however, we argue that a complement to the
existing quality standards is necessary. Our primary concern is that a lack in
guidance – or quality requirements – could result in sustainability evaluations
where the ‘anything goes’ principle dominates and where sustainability
evaluations neglect to consider important aspects of sustainable development.
The existing points of reference are not sufficient according to our view.
Therefore, in the following chapter we propose a set of quality requirements
applicable in the context of sustainability evaluations.

DEVELOPING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATIONS
The quality requirements we propose in this chapter are designed to check the
level to which sustainability is considered in evaluation studies. They are
intended to be a practical and concrete tool and are intended to complement,
not substitute, existing evaluation standards. To avoid excluding evaluation
standards represented in the EU, the sustainability criteria were developed to
be applied to a broad set of commonly used standards throughout the EU. We
recognise that different forms of evaluation may require different criteria or
even change the relevance of some criteria. Thus, we have presented aspects
which are specific to evaluations in the sustainability context and which
should therefore only be addressed by quality requirements for sustainability
evaluations.
We divided the criteria into two distinct groups:
• content-oriented and
• process-oriented.
The content-oriented group includes using a holistic approach, focusing on a
long-term perspective and seeking distributive justice. The process-oriented
group, or challenges group, refer to participation, information and valuation.
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Content-Oriented Criteria
Holistic approach – integration of dimensions
Sustainability is a complex, multi-dimensional concept, making a holistic
approach an essential element to undertaking sustainability evaluations.
Meyer (2009), for example, considers sustainable development a three
dimensional process, which links three ‘classical’ pillars of sustainability
(economic, social and ecological goals), ‘horizontal’ integration with
‘vertical’ integration (that means local-global scales), and an
‘intergenerational’ integration. His interpretation is only one among a large
number of interpretations of sustainable development.
A holistic approach should address the context of a policy or programme
and the potential effects of links to other projects. The diverse and multiple
criteria requiring consideration in sustainability evaluations are likely to
present inherent conflicts. Those conducting sustainability evaluations
therefore face the challenge of choosing criteria, analysing the policy
measures or programme using the chosen criteria, taking into account
possible conflicts between sustainability criteria, and finally, considering a
macro-context, including other existing or planned policies, programmes or
projects.
Including as many criteria as possible from all of the sustainability
dimensions seems to be the ideal approach for a sustainability evaluation.
However, the practicability of such a strategy quickly becomes an issue.
Therefore, the method of choosing the relevant criteria for a particular
evaluation remains a crucial question. Different methods exist which might
manage conflicting evaluation criteria, for example cost-benefit analysis and
multi-criteria analysis. But methods based on monetarisation tend to be
biased towards criteria that can be easily monetarised and can therefore
neglect qualitative criteria, like aesthetic gains or losses, and in many cases
environmental and social impacts.
Therefore, we suggest that sustainability evaluations
• address criteria of all dimensions inherent to the concept of
sustainability,
• manage conflicting criteria and
• disclose the evaluation’s underlying values.
Conflicting criteria should be dealt with in the evaluation in a systematic and
transparent way. Conflicts cannot necessarily be solved, but should, however,
be revealed and documented in the evaluation process. In addition, a
sustainability evaluation should analyse the context of the policy, programme
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or project and linkages between the object of the evaluation and other
projects (cumulative effects). Finally, because the choice of relevant aspects
and the method to address conflicting criteria are based on the personal
values of the evaluator and, therefore, influenced by social and cultural
contexts, the evaluation’s underlying values should be disclosed.
Long-term perspective – responsible care
The consideration of long-term aspects by definition takes the future into
consideration in current decision-making. Meyer (2008) ‘translated’
intergenerational integration – which we link with long-term effects – as
‘responsibility’. This indicates that there should be someone who takes over
responsibility and thus necessitates responsible consideration for current and
future impacts which should be dealt with in sustainability evaluations.13
Taking up responsibility could be linked with the environmental
precautionary principle, which is well accepted in policy-making (see for
example European Commission 2000). Important for us here is that this
principle is future-oriented and accounts for long-term impacts. There are
different interpretations of the precautionary principle14 which are relevant to
the time frame we are considering here. The effects of projects analysed in
sustainability evaluations are often long-term. In the sustainability context,
‘long term’ often refers to a period of one generation, that means 25 years
(for example Rogall 2008, p. 134; European Commission 2003, p. 4).
However, sustainability effects may appear several years or even decades
after the causal action occurred.15 Sustainability evaluations, therefore, often
have to look past the timeframe of one generation, even thousands of years,
as is the case for nuclear energy.
The problem arises, however, that the further an evaluation looks into the
future, the more uncertain the total effects become, for example whether the
effect will occur at all and what the magnitude or severity of the effect will
be (see also the section on the ‘information problem’, p. 230). Moreover, the
number of effects to consider is likely to increase when using a long-term
perspective.
In order to make long-term effects comparable to effects occurring today,
evaluators often use discounting. This practice, however, is problematic
because the weight of the calculated long-term effect strongly depends on the
discount rate chosen. Using a high discount rate, for example, decreases the
apparent magnitude of a given future effect in the present.
Sustainability evaluations should, nevertheless, utilise a long-term
perspective to ensure that long-term effects are considered in the assessment.
To account for the issues arising from the use of a long-term perspective, the
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period to be considered should be derived from the longest term effect of the
action to be taken. The study should speak to the chosen time frame.
Distributive justice
Keeping in mind the Brundtland definition of sustainability and the fact that
sustainable development is a normative concept, one can deduce that
distributive justice is a key element of sustainability evaluations. The concept
of distributive justice within a sustainability context entails several different
aspects.
First of all, the question of justice is, in general, ‘related to the distribution
of, and access to, resources’ (Gutberlet 1999, p. 222), which means
distributive justice is related to the distribution of goods and services, human
rights, (over-) consumption and use of goods. This not only holds true for
single generations but also between generations and different geographic
regions. Sustainability evaluations therefore need to consider both intra- and
intergenerational justice and disparity.
A second aspect is the analysis of distributive justice with regard to power
relationships between genders, between geographic regions and between
different social groups within one society. The data and information in a
sustainability evaluation should be collected, and therefore evaluated,
keeping these aspects in mind.
Concerning climate change, one framework which is widely considered a
‘just’ distribution of burdens or costs is the ‘polluter pays principle’,
according to which the polluter must pay for the costs (for example pollution
prevention, pollution control and so on) of pollution mitigation. However, the
question relevant to sustainability evaluations is: Who is the polluter? In
other words, does this principle take a production- or consumption-based
approach? In recent years, the production of goods was shifted to emerging
economies or developing countries while the products are still mostly
consumed in industrialised countries. Consequently, it has to be stated which
group (that means the producers or the consumers) are considered the
‘polluters’. This framework is also closely linked to the holistic approach of
sustainability evaluations.
Furthermore, distributive justice not only refers to the distribution of
environmental goods, but also of environmental ‘bads’. Environmental risks
tend to be concentrated on the most vulnerable groups; in particular, groups
that receive a disproportionate amount of environmental ’bads’ are generally
low-income and discriminated against (see Gutberlet 1999, p. 224). At the
same time, the most vulnerable groups are usually those with weak lobbying
powers. Consequently, there is a close link to distributive justice and power
relations of different societal groups.
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It has to be stressed that these issues should be assessed qualitatively (if
possible in addition to a quantitative approach). Only if the positive and
negative aspects are fully accounted for is it possible to calculate an overall
result. However, there is a risk that tradeoffs will not be recognised or will be
incorrectly calculated due to the assumption that positive effects on one
group can be balanced by negative effects on another group. Therefore,
sustainability evaluations should include an assessment of distributive justice
between and within generations, genders and different parts of the world as
well as considerations of social and financial disparity within a society.
Process-Oriented Criteria
Participation and capacity building
Participation is a per-se-value, that means a constitutive element of
sustainability, but it is also a means towards the aim of a more sustainable
society. The broad participation of society in sustainability evaluations
ensures that diverse and changing values of stakeholders are recognised.
Without broad participation and the recognition of a variety of concerns,
reflecting and recognising long-term needs and including diverging values of
different groups is hardly possible. As more organised groups can articulate
their interests better and more systematically feed their views into decisionmaking processes, evaluators run the risk of responding to the short-term
needs of strong interest groups and overlooking the needs of other groups.
Consequently, the evaluator runs the risk of judging the surface and not
looking beyond it. Considering and balancing overrepresented and
underrepresented positions within the group of stakeholders, as
representatives of the society, is a challenge for the evaluator (please also see
the ‘distributive justice’ section). It is essential that sustainability evaluations
respect the relevance of stakeholders that can legitimately claim to represent
single parts of the society, and consider their concern and views, as well as
how best to involve these stakeholders in the evaluation.
Besides the perception that participation is a constitutive element of
sustainability, it is also an instrument of governance: Being involved in the
decision-making process empowers stakeholders to take responsibility and
increases the acceptance of an action.
The aims of stakeholder participation in an evaluation process are
common learning, creation of knowledge, using local knowledge regarding
local impacts as well as strengthening institutional and personal capacities.
Furthermore, capacity building is also necessary in the political sphere, where
decisions are made. Therefore, including stakeholders as well as decision
makers is essential not only for ensuring a sustainable outcome of evaluations
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and a continuous learning process, but also for ensuring the robustness of the
feedback loop to the implementation stage.
In comparison to traditional standards, it is necessary that sustainability
evaluations ensure that not only well-educated but also financially and
socially disadvantaged people participate in the stakeholder process.16
However, it is important to note that there are also critical aspects of
participation, such as bogus participation and the protracting of processes that
are important for evaluators to take into account.
Sustainability evaluations should therefore seek to ensure participation of
relevant stakeholders and society as a whole as well when applying a more
general understanding of sustainability.17 Involving the knowledge and needs
of society into decision-making processes is essential for a sustainable
society.
The ‘information problem’: ignorance, risk, uncertainty, non-knowledge and
unknown unknowns
Most evaluation standards include a principle related to ‘complete’
investigations. For instance, the German standards mention ‘P3 – Complete
and Fair Investigation’, which is explained as follows: ‘The evaluation shall
undertake a complete and fair examination and description of strengths and
weaknesses of the evaluand so that strengths can be built upon and problem
areas addressed’ (DeGEval and Beywl 2003, p. 20). However, is a ‘complete’
investigation really applicable or achievable? As one author points out: ‘It is
impossible to know everything, to have all the information in the universe’
(Sperandeo 2008, p. 1). That means that between completeness and the
impossibility of complete information there is a considerable gap: Risk,
uncertainty, non-knowledge, ignorance and unknown unknowns all represent
different sides of the same coin: The inability to gather complete information
about the future.
The evaluators as well as the policy makers and clients of an evaluation
report have to make decisions based on the information at their disposal. This
information, however, runs the risk of being incomplete:
• either because the individual evaluator is not fully informed (lack of
information), or
• because the evaluator cannot predict when known impacts will occur
(risk), or
• because the evaluator does not know the probabilities of a known
impact (uncertainty), or
• because the needed knowledge is not yet available (ignorance or
unknown unknowns), or
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• because the clients or evaluators do not ask such questions or restrict
the scope of the evaluation (ignorance or non-interest).
The ‘information problem’ is particularly relevant in the context of
sustainability evaluations because they should take not only a holistic
approach, but also a long-term perspective. From a practical point of view,
both requirements often make it difficult to collect the information needed in
the sustainability context. In addition, the challenges stemming from the
holistic and long-term approach are intensified through the so-called
‘systemic cognitive bias’. This bias suggests that knowledge is not universal
but lies in the eye of the beholder (that means the evaluator) and that
knowledge is cognitively biased. In other words, the evaluator’s ‘reality’ is
created by his or her particular knowledge and socialisation and so on.
However, the problem of unknown unknowns is even more difficult to
solve than the ‘systemic cognitive bias’. Evaluations (in particular ex-ante
evaluations) should support decision makers by indicating hidden impacts
and / or side-effects of intended actions. This task, however, is often limited
due to the ‘information problem’, since the evaluator may not identify the
hidden impacts of an action due to his or her limited knowledge. Even more
challenging is the problem of unknown impacts (that means, it is not only the
evaluator that is lacking the information but also the scientific community,
since the required insights have not yet been researched or witnessed).
The risk concerning the ‘information problem’ is that the issue might be
too complex for evaluators to sufficiently address. In particular, evaluators
may not take the problem into account at all because they are either unaware
of it or assume that they are not capable of handling it anyway. It is,
therefore, important to provide the evaluator with methods to deal with the
‘information problem’.
From an axiomatic view, Böschen elaborates in his contribution in this
volume on the politics of (non-)knowledge. He distinguishes three different
cultures of constructing evidence which determine ‘how we know what we
know’ (chapter 7, section ‘Evidential Cultures: Ways of Offering Constructed
Evidence’): restrictive, holistic and evaluative evidential cultures. He
concludes that a variety of epistemic cultures should be applied. We agree
with this conclusion and suggest that sustainability evaluations should
explicitly address the ‘information problem’. There are several ways to do so;
for instance, by applying the precautionary principle and anticipating,
identifying and reducing the impact of ‘surprises’. To realise this result,
interdisciplinary teams could help to cope with the ‘systemic cognitive bias’.
The different biases of an interdisciplinary team may balance each other and
allow the widest range of information to handle the uncertainties step-bystep, as the problems appear (that means with long-term monitoring and / or
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adaptive management). Furthermore, technical solutions should be robust,
adaptable and diverse so that certain problems do not depend on only one
technological solution (this is to say, technological ‘monopolies’ should be
reduced). In other words, if the evaluator analyses technical solutions, he or
she should analyse whether they are robust, adaptable and diverse, and if
(s)he recommends technical solutions, these should similarly be robust,
adaptable and diverse. Last but not least, unknown impacts could be
addressed by the evaluator by taking into account the (potentially large) costs
stemming from regulatory action or inaction.
To face the problem of unknown unknowns, the unknown quantity could
be calculated in the evaluation. Besides the evaluators, it is also up to the
client to be curious about non-knowledge and to be open-minded about
previously unasked questions.
Valuation by the use of methods
The choice of methods applied in sustainability evaluations has been an issue,
particularly with regard to the EU’s Impact Assessment system. This is an
issue that a number of EU funded research projects have dealt with18 and will
continue to deal with.19 Most of these projects are either concerned with
providing an overview of or improving the tools already available. These
projects have identified a number of problems with regard to tool use. The
following sections elaborate on these problems, relating them to the demands
of sustainable development where applicable (see our understanding of
sustainable development p. 240ff.).
1. Not all impacts can be measured or analysed by existing methods. This
may lead to an unbalanced analysis of the impacts of a given measure
where one or more impact dimensions are neglected. An example for this
is the use of monetarisation methods like cost-benefit analysis, which
translate social and environmental impacts into the language of
economics and are able to present seemingly clear and definite answers,
which are easily communicable. However, their use requires assumptions
and hides significant uncertainties, given that environmental harms, for
example, are often difficult to express in monetary terms (for example
loss of biodiversity). Furthermore, the use of monetarisation may support
the assumption that negative impacts can be compensated by positive
impacts.
2. IA needs to take long-term effects into account. However, the longer they
try to look into the future the more uncertain the results are (compare
sub-sections ‘Long-term perspective – responsible care’ and ‘The
“information problem”’). Models for assessing sustainability impacts are
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usually based on a number of assumptions and do not produce reliable
propositions for the future, but rather projections of what the future may
look like. This has implications for the interpretation of modelling
results, which may be biased according to the assumptions made.
Furthermore, the use of discounting to make future impacts comparable
to today’s strongly influences the weight a given impact has (see subsection “Long-term perspective – responsible care”). As environmental
impacts, for example, are often long-term in character and therefore need
to be discounted, their value may be scaled down compared to today’s
impacts.
3. The choice of methods is often influenced by the personal background of
the person doing the IA, as well as the knowledge and the resources
available to them. This may lead to an incomplete or one-sided analysis
of impacts.
4. The choice of methods defines the scope of the evaluation as well as the
understanding of the term sustainability: Some methods imply the
concept of strong sustainability; on the contrary there are also methods
which imply the concept of weak sustainability (see Ayres et al. 1998).
5. The fact that assessment results are often complex but need to be
communicated requires evaluators to deal with the tension of simplifying
information versus preserving the complexity of the issue. Again, the
personal view of the individual undertaking the evaluation may lead to a
biased presentation of results.
Sustainability evaluations therefore should disclose why particular methods
were chosen, how their results have been interpreted (taking into account the
limits of the given method) and what this means with regard to the core
aspects of sustainable development. In addition, they should pay attention to
the process of choosing methods. The process should allow reflection on the
value orientations of the evaluator and the valuation system embedded in the
tool to be used. Finally, so-called non-reductionist tools (that is tools that
allow for complexity, such as multi-criteria analysis) should be preferred
over so-called reductionist tools (that is, tools that make use of a single
measurable indicator (for example economic costs / benefits), a single
dimension (selecting only one of the economic, environmental or social
dimensions of sustainability), a single scale of analysis, a single objective
(for example maximisation of economic efficiency) and a single time
horizon) (Gasparatos 2010, p. 1616).
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CONCLUSIONS
Our approach in this chapter was to reflect on existing evaluation standards,
and to analyse their strengths and challenges with a view to sustainability
evaluations. We conclude that a supplement to these standards might be
helpful in order to consider sustainability topics more systematically. The
following Table 12.4 summarises our thoughts. To apply Widmer’s
classification for first order constructs that are, for example, evaluations of
programmes, projects, policy measures and instruments, we conclude:
• Evaluation studies which explicitly consider sustainability should
reflect our proposals with regard to the selection of evaluation /
assessment criteria.
• Evaluation studies which do not highlight sustainability explicitly, but
which consider in one way or another such issues under different terms
and conditions (for example energy efficiency, health) should also
reflect our proposals.
• As a third category of studies, we list ‘standard’ evaluation studies,
which neither explicitly nor implicitly deal with sustainability topics
(for example evaluation of obesity programmes). In this instance, the
application of the quality requirements seems to be unwarranted: One
could not assess something with criteria against which it was not
intended to be considered.
The application of the existing standards could be assessed for all three types
of evaluation studies.
For second order constructs, which we understand as meta-evaluations of
evaluation studies, it makes sense to assess them with regard to the existing
standards and the quality requirements for sustainability evaluations.
In sum, we stress the importance of sustainability criteria, which intend to
highlight sustainability topics in an explicit manner and seek to counter lack
of interest, ignorance or selection of random criteria. Evaluators are asked to
think about the scope of the evaluation at hand and to justify its limits. The
logic behind the choice of criteria should be documented. There are different
ways to carry this out. For example, one could apply the approach Lee et al.
(1999, p. 11) elaborated, in which they proposed a ‘collation sheet which
uses a list of assessment symbols (A “Relevant tasks well performed, no
important tasks left incomplete” until F “Very unsatisfactory, important
task(s) poorly done or not attempted”)’. As another example, the European
Commission’s criteria for evaluating its IA system could be considered
(European Commission 2009b). A supplemental approach could be the
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involvement of reviewers, which is done in the Commission’s system and is
proposed for Life Cycle Assessment studies according to ISO 14040.20
Table 12.4 Potential application areas of quality requirements for
sustainability evaluations
Explicit
sustainability
evaluations

Implicit
sustainability
evaluations

Level 1:
Programmes,
Evaluations projects,
measures,
instruments,
and so on

Standards: +

Standards: +

Level 2:
Evaluations
Metaevaluations

Standards: +

Object level

Evaluanda

‘Standard’
evaluations
Standards: +

Sustainability Sustainability Sustainability
criteria: +
criteria: +
criteria: –
Standards: +

Standards: +

Sustainability Sustainability Sustainability
criteria: +
criteria: +
criteria: +

Source: own elaboration, based on Widmer (chapter 14 in this volume, p. 263)
+ Applicable
– Not applicable

Given the number of standard sets that already exist and are widely
acknowledged, including the Joint Committee’s standards, the analysis
presented here could facilitate the amendment of existing standard sets
(whether by modifying the existing standards or by adding a complementary
section) into the form needed for sustainability evaluation. A well developed
set of instructions would require less interpretation by evaluators, who would
apply sustainability criteria to the existing standard sets and conduct an
evaluation according to the additional criteria. Equally important, given that
this discussion of quality requirements for sustainability evaluations has been
formulated outside the evaluation community, a number of steps must first be
taken to move beyond the development stages, and to be accepted as
appropriate and useful quality requirements for sustainability evaluations.
The specific quality requirements presented also pose a number of open
questions which will require additional work in order to use them in practice.
However, many of the issues that arise stem from the need to deal with
tradeoffs and conflicting criteria within the evaluation process. One of the
fundamental challenges to developing quality requirements is therefore
finding the appropriate balance between valuable sustainability
considerations and what is practical or possible to evaluate. Moreover,
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defining specific concepts or indicators (that means ‘long term’, ‘future
generations’ and so on) requires more precise definitions to avoid misunderstandings or misuse of the new criteria.
Therefore, we also recommend that more emphasis be placed on these
questions and that groups dealing with sustainability and / or ecological
topics consult one another on these issues within evaluation societies – at the
moment, such working groups exist in France, Germany, Nigeria, Sri Lanka
and the United States, while one is planned for the Belgian region Wallonia.

NOTES
1. See Stephen White’s and Jakub Koniecki’s contribution in this volume (Chapter 8).
2. When talking about sustainability evaluations in the following, we mean evaluations of any
subject (that means programme or policy) assessed by taking into account the concept of
sustainable development (see section ‘Understanding sustainable development’, pp. 210–214,
for our understanding of the term sustainable development).
3. See Thomas Widmer’s contribution in this volume (Chapter 14).
4. Such as the lack of an operational definition of sustainable development, the difficulty of
determining and selecting key issues which require evaluation, the challenge of combining
both quantitative and qualitative assessment, the importance and acceptability of residual
impacts to deal with lack of knowledge, as well as various other challenges requiring careful
consideration.
5. See Stephen White’s and Jakub Koniecki’s contribution in this volume (Chapter 8).
6. Besides the one listed below, we also analysed AEA (2004).
7. A third edition of the JCSEE standards was published in 2011. Though the structure roughly
remained the same, important changes and reviews have been made. The German edition of
2006 refers to the second edition of 1994.
8. See Widmer (2006) for an overview on some standards in Europe.
9. This issue is discussed further in the ‘Valuation by the Use of Methods’ section. Bond et al.
2001 gives examples of how three different impact assessments address the three pillars
differently.
10. See Jan Bakkes’ contribution in this volume (chapter 13).
11. See Stephen White’s and Jakub Koniecki’s contribution in this volume (chapter 8).
12. See Jan Bakkes’ contribution in this volume (chapter 13).
13. It might be concluded that any action could be allowed if there is a person ready to assume
the responsibility for all costs forever, which would in most cases be up to an insurance
company. An evaluation would have to determine the person responsible for the long-term
impacts, which would result in a change of the nature of evaluations. Project managers might
be asked if they had implemented measures in order not to harm future generations.
14. See Cameron (2006) and Stephan Böschen’s contribution in this volume (chapter 7).
15. Radiation, for example, was only recognised as dangerous about 100 years after its first use
(see EEA 2002, pp. 31–37).
16. This can, for instance, be organised in combination with capacity building processes. A
workshop format, for example, would allow for an input on the topic, time to make up the
mind before gathering information from the participants. Furthermore, Whitmarsh et al.
(2009) conclude that extensive workshops ‘inevitably attract the most interested and
committed participants, rather than the “silent majority” (including the most marginalized
social groups)’ (Whitmarsh et al. 2009, p. 247). The authors therefore suggest
complementing these ‘intensive’ methods by ‘extensive’ methods to capture the views of the
majority.
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17. For instance, Kerkhof et al. (2010) provide an example for a participatory evaluation
approach.
18. Sustainability A-Test – Advanced Techniques for Evaluation of Sustainability Assessment
Tools (http://www.sustainabilitya-test.net/), IQ-Tools – Indicators and Quantitative Tools for
Improving the Process of Sustainability Impact Assessment (http://iatools.jrc.ec.europa
.eu/bin/view/IQTool/WebHome.html), SENSOR – Sustainability Impact Assessment: Tools
for Environmental, Social and Economic Effects of Multifunctional Land Use in European
Regions (http://www.sensor-ip.org/)
19. LIAISE – Linking Impact Assessment Instruments to Sustainability Expertise (http://www.
liaise-noe.eu/)
20. The ISO 14040 foresees three different types of critical reviews, namely an internal expert
review, an external expert review and a review by interested parties (see ISO 2006).
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13. Bellagio SusTainability Assessment
and Measurement Principles
(BellagioSTAMP) – Significance and
Examples from International
Environment Outlooks
Jan Bakkes

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
What Does ‘Good Practice’ Mean for Assessments of Sustainable
Development Policies?
Good practice in assessing progress, or future strategies, towards sustainable
development of course depends upon the circumstances. The purpose,
audience, budget, time and availability of other resources, subject matter and
many other aspects are all determining factors. There is no single standard for
what is good.
However, over the past twenty years, a large body of work has built up
which assesses progress towards sustainable development. Over this period,
dozens of elaborate global assessments have been produced and many more
on a smaller geographical scale. For an overview from a European
perspective, see for example the catalogue of forward-looking environment
studies in the EEA ‘Glimpses’ project (EEA 2007). The purposes of these
assessments span the entire full policy life cycle, from assessing progress
towards sustainable development goals to ex post and ex ante assessments of
the policies’ appropriateness.
Using these as a basis, the Bellagio SusTainability Assessment and
Measurement Principles (BellagioSTAMP) were established. They do not
define good practice but are intended to provide critical guidance for the
development of new assessments and affect choices in their design.
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This chapter begins by presenting the purpose and basis of these
principles, followed by a discussion of the considerations that led to the
development of each principle and the reasons why it should be used for a
sustainable development assessment. Some implications are illustrated by
way of one or two examples. Most examples originate from work on
environment assessment on a global or regional scale, and a few come from
the ongoing development of a methodology for sustainable development
assessments at the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency.
How Can BellagioSTAMP Help?
The Bellagio principles are to help practitioners fulfil the potential of
sustainable development assessments. They are intended to help
professionals compiling, reviewing or managing these studies, sponsors and
users as well as those who commission the assessments.
The purpose of the principles is to help in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Content – the questions that should be answered in the assessments
Process – the method in which the assessments should be carried out
Scope – the temporal, geographical and thematic range of assessments
Impact – the way to maximise the impact that assessments have on
policy makers and the public

What Are These Principles Based on?
BellagioSTAMP are based on twenty years of experience in policy-oriented
assessments in environment, natural resources and sustainable development.
This practical understanding was gained through both retrospective studies
and outlooks based on scenarios, on both the local and global scale. For
example, IPCC assessments, the UNEP Global Environment Outlook and the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, all of which are included in
BellagioSTAMP, all feature reporting on interlinked global, regional and
national dynamics. In the past few years, a substantial body of work that
evaluates and reflects on the methods and impacts of these studies has
become available.
Sources and Authors
The principles described here were formulated in mid 2009 by nineteen
practitioners from various continents and organisations including NGOs,
government, academia and media.1, 2, 3
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In fact, the formulation of BellagioSTAMP in 2009 is an updated version
of the widely used set of principles compiled by a similar group in 1996
(Hardi and Zdan 1997). One third of the members of the 2009 group
participated in 1996 as well. The others were new, including practitioners
from India and China.
This chapter provides commentary and examples by the chapter author.
Examples are mostly taken from the author’s line of work in global and
regional environmental outlooks. By necessity, this provides a specific
interpretation of the Bellagio principles. This interpretation is the
responsibility of the chapter author.
Why Revisit the Original 1996 Bellagio Principles?
Though the 1996 Bellagio principles were originally successful, new
assessment methods and challenges to sustainable development have
overtaken them. This is the result of the considerable increase in the number
of integrated environment assessment studies being produced globally (for
example on climate and on agriculture) as well as nationally (applicable to
many countries in Latin America, for instance). In these assessments, the
concept of sustainable development was included more often than in those
from the mid-1990s. In addition, it has become increasingly clear that the
differences in world view and how problems are framed must be
acknowledged in these assessments. Lately, a shift in general emphasis from
identifying problems to identifying options for action has been taking place.
Based on these developments, the new Bellagio team was able to re-examine
the concepts. The resulting new list of principles is conceptually more
condensed, making it more easily implemented.

THE BELLAGIO PRINCIPLES
The following section is the core of this chapter and provides a commentary
on each of the eight principles. The wording of the principles is presented in
a box at the beginning of each section.
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Principle 1: Guiding Vision
Assessment of progress towards sustainable development will be guided by
the goal to deliver well-being within the capacity of the biosphere to sustain
it for future generations.
Sustainable development is by definition a forward-looking concept. Its key
element is to ensure that future generations are able to meet their own needs.
Considering the significant and growing risks to their ability to do so, it is
important to develop positive visions of the future. Having a vision in place
helps to orient performance evaluation and defines the direction and scope of
desirable change.
An example of a goal that has been helpful not only in orienting the policy
debate but also in guiding assessments is the use of the two-degree target in
climate policy. It is not universally accepted, but it is well known and can
thus be used to structure analyses of effort, burden sharing and so forth.
Another example of this are the Millennium Development Goals which, for
all their imperfections, have also been useful in structuring assessments even
if they look beyond the current MDG system, as in the study by Hilderink
(PBL 2009b).
In practice, assessments differ in how explicit a goal or vision appears in
the eventual reports and presentations. Backcasting studies are by nature very
explicit in the vision for the future that serves as their point of orientation for
mapping the policy actions to reach it. For some assessments, participation
and social engagement during the development of the vision are essential
features while other approaches take an expert-based approach. Another way
in which goals play a role in assessments is through the quantitatively defined
goals that are essential for creating indicators, the practical implications of
which are emphasised under principles three and four. Finally, perhaps the
most important point to consider is that the audience, or participants, will find
it easier to appreciate the results of the assessments if it is clear what inspired
the study.
Principle 2: Essential Considerations
Sustainability Assessments consider:
• the underlying social, economic and environmental system as a whole
and the interactions among its components
• the adequacy of governance mechanisms
• dynamics of current trends and drivers of change and their interactions
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• risks, uncertainties, and activities that can have an impact across
boundaries
• implications for decision making, including trade-offs and synergies
An operational rule of thumb to assessment methods and tools is that they
should adequately inform users along the three dimensions of sustainable
development: consideration between now and the future, between ‘here’ and
‘there’ and across policy portfolios. The last of these is the subject of
principle 2, and adequate scope in terms of time and space are the subject of
principle 3.
Looking at the system as a whole
One of the reasons often mentioned by users for commissioning, or even just
appreciating, integrated, broad assessment studies is that they show linkages
between policy domains that are related in substance but generally organised
in different governmental or business ‘silos’.
For example, land use research illustrates that a number of aspects need to
be brought together in order to understand long term changes, risks and
vulnerabilities, opportunities and intervention points. These range from
agricultural technology to the role of meat in the human diet or bioenergy
use, from climate change to terms of trade and land rights.
By the same token, such research also illustrates that very clear choices
concerning the design of the study must be made. Otherwise the analysis will
become unmanageable. For example, global, forward-looking studies on
agriculture, ecosystems and land use must decide to what extent they should
speak about hunger. Agricultural production is of course related to food
availability, but the global incidence of hunger also has other causes that are
at least of equal importance such as poverty and conflict (UNEP 2008).
These assessments must therefore decide whether to carry out full, regionspecific assessments that give a comprehensive picture of the situation or to
address the very specific links between agriculture and hunger such as the
size of global tradable stocks of food, and price volatility (see for example
IFPRI 2009). They could also choose not to address hunger at all, making
clear why that choice has been made. Integrated assessments encounter
similar design decisions on issues that involve cities and urbanisation where
various themes in sustainable development tend to be particularly interconnected.
One obvious implication of this principle for the practice of integrated
assessment is that a typical sustainable development assessment must overcome a number of barriers, or lack of connectivity, such as between
administrations, between scientific disciplines and between separate
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information systems. On the other hand, this is precisely where a large part of
a sustainable development assessment’s added value comes from.
Looking at dynamics
The need to consider temporal dynamics can be illustrated by the example of
replacing coal-fired power stations with stations using natural gas as fuel. For
the time being, this does have a climate-friendly outcome. However, an
analysis over a 40-year time horizon – the average life span of a power
station – reveals this fuel shift to be a lock-in that will eventually hinder lowcarbon power production. This fact of course sheds new light on investment
and regulation over the next five to ten years.
Another example of changing dynamics over time can be witnessed in the
global game of catch-up between improvements in agricultural productivity
and the demand for agricultural products over the coming decades. Any
strategic assessment of land, agriculture or biodiversity needs to address this
process and its determining factors.
The obvious implication of this principle is that designers of broad
assessments should conduct an analysis that subdivides the time interval
between the present and the assessment’s time horizon. By the same token,
important regional differences will be brought into view – as in the above
example of agricultural production and demand – as well as differences
between regions or sectors in their typical views of how the world works, or
should work. For example, very different trade-offs between economic
efficiency, environmental risk and technological logic can lead to either aslate-as-possible or as-early-as-possible investments in a low-carbon energy
system. The former seeks to minimise opportunity costs and anticipates
autonomous technology improvement while the latter seeks to maximise
technological learning processes and cost improvements with scale and
experience (MNP and OECD 2008). Which conclusion is drawn depends on
the perspective applied. For important issues the assessment should
illuminate various views, perhaps with the aid of more than one
computational model.
Looking across boundaries
Typically, assessments related to sustainable development must at some point
in the analysis address the management of an environmental asset
comprehensively and, therefore, across administrative boundaries. A classic
example is the case of international river systems: An assessment claiming to
address sustainable development should at least marginally address any
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important cross-boundary impacts, even if commissioned to primarily cover
only one side of the border.
Furthermore, in addition to geographical boundaries, there are
‘boundaries’ in how things are grouped in the vast social, environmental and
economic subject matter of these assessments. Taking the example of water
again: By extending the modelling of water use in agriculture to cover soil
moisture, water vapour and water in crops, new assessments of water
quantity issues were able to point to a larger potential of water-preserving
measures than previously indicated, such as through the management of
evaporation. This will allow stakeholders to make informed choices
concerning the optimal use of land and water resources, involving for
example strategic choices on the balance between domestic production,
export and import of specific agricultural products.
Considering implications for decision making
The assessments that inspired BellagioSTAMP are by definition intended to
inform policy. How this works has become ever more explicit over the past
twenty years. Over this period, the IPCC has made policy response strategies
one of its three pillars, in terms of its organisational set-up and its
assessments on climate change.4 Moreover, for many regions and countries,
the Global Environment Outlook (GEO) of the United Nations Environment
Programme has probably been used as the main template. Using GEO as a
template means that part of these assessments is supposed to address policy
responses to the problems. This has been a major step forward relative to
traditional State of the Environment reporting as the only authoritative policy
document in this field (UNEP 1999; UNEP and RIVM 1999).5 The outlook
component of GEO ensured that it addressed both the adequacy of existing
policies and the challenges to be met by future policies.
More recently, there have been calls and attempts to move the overall
emphasis in global environment-related assessments away from problem
identification and towards options and responsibilities for action (PBL 2008,
PBL 2009a, Rothman et al. 2009). The OECD Environmental Outlook to
2030 (OECD 2008) fits this pattern: It does re-establish what the larger
problems for the coming decades are but follows this with a focus on policy
context and policy strategies. Another example is ‘Getting into the Right
Lane for 2050’ (PBL and SRC 2009, PBL and Clingendael 2009). It
backcasts what strategic steps the EU should take within the next five to ten
years if it is to be on target for its ambitious visions half-way through the
century. The idea of backcasting is in itself not new and is described for
example in the classic Global Scenario Group ‘Bending the Curve’ report
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(Raskin et al. 1998) or the Sustainable Society Project volume ‘Visions’
(Robinson et al. 1996) in Canada.
The demand for a greater focus on policies will probably mean that in the
coming years there will be less room for sets of widely contrasting,
explorative scenarios of the type that proved to be so mobilising among the
regional participants in GEO-3 and GEO-4 (UNEP 2002 and 2008, UNEP
and RIVM 2004). This is because these scenarios do not make policies
separately visible, but tend to integrate them with many other changes that
would take place such as changes in values, technology and trust. It is
therefore likely that some assessment series will revert to classic comparative
analyses of policy cases in relation to baselines or switch to techniques such
as backcasting.
Principle 3: Appropriate Scope
Sustainability Assessments adopt:
• an appropriate time horizon to capture both short and long term
effects of current policy decisions and human activities
• an appropriate geographical scope ranging from local to global
Assessments for sustainable development typically need to span a long period
of time, both retrospectively and into the future, in order to produce a time
horizon that adequately depicts the impacts on resources for future
generations.
In addition, particular issues may also require even longer time horizons,
such as investments in renewable energy infrastructure, which are a matter of
long-term policy, typically spanning decades (European Climate Foundation,
2010). Although postponing serious policies until the very end of the scenario
period may register as beneficial in purely economic terms, in order to make
an accurate comparison, the assessment design should account for impacts
that continue beyond the cut-off date of the policy scenario. For this reason,
the OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030 applied an ‘impact window’,
which took effects until 2050 into account in combination with its policy
window up to 2030.
One implication of this principle for the design of future sustainable
development assessments is that their regional classifications should enable
its compilers to show adequate scope, by clustering areas that need to be
clustered, or compared, and relating across different levels of aggregation, if
that is an important element in the analysis. In itself, this requirement is not
different from other domains. However, because of the wide range of
disciplines feeding into sustainable development assessments, it is not
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unusual that their compilers have to combine information that was originally
collected using regional classifications that are problematic in this new
context. For example, some economic classifications of Sub-Saharan Africa
cluster countries according to their trade associations – irrespective of shared
ecosystems such as trans-boundary rivers. In addition, forward-looking
assessments typically use models where the regional breakdown is essentially
a characteristic of the modelling. In contrast to working with statistics, that
typically come as national numbers that can at least in theory be regrouped, it
would not be possible to take the output of such a model and re-classify
Sudan from Central Africa to North Africa – because there would be no
separate number for Sudan. Therefore, fixing a regional classification early in
the design process is a challenging but important step in ensuring that the
eventual assessment will have an appropriate scope.
This principle is also a reminder that other geographical aspects have to
match geographical reality in scope and scale. For example, national annual
totals of water availability and use are in and of themselves not adequate for
assessing the risk of water stress. Accounting on this basis would assume that
rainfall at one end of the country can satisfy demand at the other. This would
cause overestimation of water availability in larger countries, for example
China or Australia, as well as in various other geographical situations. The
river basin is a more appropriate unit, as this is where demand and
availability meet. And even then, care is needed in the analysis because
upstream or downstream location can matter.
Principle 4: Framework and Indicators
Sustainability Assessments are based on:
• a conceptual framework that identifies the domains that core
indicators have to cover
• the most recent and reliable data, projections and models to infer
trends and scenarios
• standardised measurement methods wherever possible, in the interest
of comparability
• comparison of indicator values with targets and benchmarks, where
possible
This principle – providing meaningful information for good decision making
directly to policy makers as well as to their voters and the media who follow
them – goes to the core of the assessments. While the very first principle
already highlights the need for a guiding vision that clearly defines the
challenge and the approximate direction to be taken, this principle contributes
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to an assessment’s practical use and quantification. In other words, it helps to
answer questions such as ‘What natural resources is this outlook going to
consider and in what terms; does it have to address domestic resource use
only or does it have to show the country’s share of future global resource use
– perhaps even shown on a map?’ And if an ex ante evaluation of policy
options is included: ‘What is the target? How much progress is sufficient?’ It
speaks to the need for a framework and indicators – often core terms when an
assessment is being commissioned.
A well-defined conceptual framework and indicators help assessments to
generate clear results despite the often complex and ambiguous nature of
sustainable development as a subject. Both illustrate that in order to achieve
clear results, a consistent, clear viewpoint needs to be maintained throughout
these complex, multi-participant studies. For example, the responsibilities of
OECD countries and BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, China) for the global
environment in the coming decades. Or: identifying the urgent among the
many important issues, for the EU as a whole, in view of its long-term
ambitions.
Framing
As Mike Hulme so clearly described in the case of climate change,
disagreements over the solutions to a problem often stem from the different
ways in which people frame a problem (Hulme 2009). For example, whether
climate change is framed as technology gone wrong, or something that has
always existed or as global injustice, determines the ‘space’ in which the
solutions are to be sought. Consequently, the framing also determines what
the correct setup of the analysis should be, that is, its time horizon, sector
classification, and who should be involved and how.
Comparability
In order to provide an analytical base for an assessment in terms of the three
key dimensions of sustainable development (connecting now with the future,
‘here’ with ‘there’ and connecting across policy portfolios), comparability
along these three dimensions is needed. Obviously, the use of standardised
metrics helps.
For example, the use of land use statistics in international assessments
tends to be a source of disagreement between country representatives, who
typically favour nationally acknowledged sources of information, and the
analytical team, the members of which typically favour globally harmonised
data sets. There is no easy solution for this dilemma other than using
harmonised datasets for global or regional pictures, while switching to
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specialised – such as national – data sets for pertinent in-depth analysis. Of
course, one ought to rely on more than one source and be aware of potential
controversies beforehand.
Another example is in the comparison of biodiversity developments over
time, between scenarios and between parts of the world, which requires
synthetic indicators that brutally simplify such a complex issue. Mean species
abundance is one such indicator, as are species area range and potentially
disappeared fraction. This class of indicators tends to be controversial with
those who have devoted their careers to the study of this complexity and
requires great care in communication to a non-technical audience.
Outlooks and models constitute a particularly exciting arena for
comparability, considering that a model is a consolidated world view. For
example, computable general equilibrium models; or deterministic, or
engineering type models; or vision-oriented participatory approaches. The
challenge here is to rise above one’s particular school of thought. Two
international modelling forums in the field of energy and climate are very
useful in this respect (the Energy Modelling Forum, associated with Stanford
University, and the Asia Energy Environment Modelling Forum). In
operational terms, a useful practice, which emerged from the agricultural
work for the OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030, is to compare models
on the basis of the overall picture they project, such as an increase in SouthSouth trade and in the production of oil crops, rather than in terms of model
details such as elasticities, even though the latter are indeed based on
important research and academic thinking.
Indicators
Just like other elements of these assessments, indicators cannot be neutral.
Most importantly, they must contain a reference value that helps to interpret
the numerical value. This could be, for example, the naturalness of
ecosystems or of the incidence of child malnutrition. One particularly elegant
reference value is built into the adjusted net savings indicator (formerly
known as genuine savings). Its design rests on the intuitive notion that, to any
country, dissaving over a prolonged period of time will be unsustainable
(Bolt et al. 2002). Obviously, however elegant the solution for the reference
value, calculating in practice when saving turns to dissaving remains fraught
with practical and conceptual difficulties, including the perennial disputes on
valuation of common goods and of long-term risks.
The bottom line is perhaps that the effectiveness of an assessment of
sustainable development issues can benefit from investing time in a better
understanding of the audience’s practical needs, including any underlying
questions that may not always be visible at first glance. For example, it may
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well be that the target audience of such an assessment is not the decision
maker who requested it but ‘bystanders’ whose political support is
nevertheless important and who require a different information format.
Principle 5: Transparency
Assessment of progress toward sustainable development:
• ensures that the data, indicators and results of the assessment are
accessible to the public
• explains the choices, assumptions and uncertainties determining the
results of the assessment
• discloses data sources and methods
• discloses all sources of funding and potential conflicts of interest
Assessments as discussed here are a matter of trust. Typically, they are about
a set of problems in which different groups have different interests, involving
some starkly different perspectives on how the world works and what its
problems are.
For these reasons, it is key to be open about the analytical methods
applied. This includes questions such as ‘Can this assessment be trusted?’
and ‘If my favourite analytical team had carried this out, would the outcome
have been much different and in what way?’
For example, the critical reviews of IPCC assessments suggest that more
transparency is needed in the actual assessment: That is how the assessment
team progressed from evidence (mostly spotty, or conditional) to statements
about an overall pattern (for example PBL 2010).
Even if the assessment is so complex that a full listing of data, model
characteristics and sources of bias and uncertainty would not help the
audience to gain more of an overview, opening the assessment up for
inspection is still the right thing to do. For specific features within the
complex machinery of such an assessment, inspecting parties usually have
specific, manageable test questions, such as questions concerning certain
price elasticities or country-specific greenhouse gas emissions. But the
complexity of assessments for sustainable development remains a problem
for their trustworthiness.
One obstacle to inspecting the trustworthiness of assessments for
sustainable development is their complexity. Traditional uncertainty analysis
tends to drown the user in listings of imprecisions, model sensitivities and
unknown factors. In an attempt to avoid this and truly tackle the issue of
trust, Petersen et al. (2006) have been pioneering an approach that focuses
instead on the robustness of main conclusions. In practical terms, a checklist
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is followed with questions such as ‘Have you checked whether alternative
views on this issue exist?’ Uncertainties or bias that could affect the main
conclusions are then singled out for in-depth scrutiny (Janssen et al. 2003). In
contrast, the multitude of uncertainties unimportant to the main conclusions
is put aside, saving valuable time for the audience as well as for the
assessment team. Examples of this method can be seen in CBD Secretariat
and MNP (2007), MNP and OECD (2008) and PBL (2010).
The need to disclose interests may sound logical nowadays, when it has
become customary in this line of work to understand who is the source of a
message and not just the message alone. However, this was less obvious in
the 1990s and is the only aspect to which the originators of the Bellagio
principles gave no consideration.
Principle 6: Effective Communication
In the interest of effective communication, to attract the broadest possible
audience and to minimize the risks of misuse, Sustainability Assessments:
• use clear and plain language
• present information in a fair and objective way that helps to build trust
• use innovative visual tools and graphics to aid interpretation and tell a
story
• make data available in as much detail as is reliable and practicable
Assessments as discussed here provide not only data and analysis but, more
importantly, an interpretation of the significance of the findings. In other
words, their purpose is clarification. It naturally follows that they should be
as clear as possible.
Collectively, the role of these assessments in global environmental change
has been characterised as ‘reducing the political risk of doing the right thing’
– for example, putting serious quotas in place for fisheries or bringing air
transport under a climate policy regime. This implies that their primary
audience is not decision makers but their constituencies (Cropper 2007). In
this vein, they must reach non-specialists and audiences that are concerned
with a number of divergent issues. Their findings will probably reach these
target groups through the media, not as original reports. Their language,
examples and the visual material offered to the media must make this transfer
of information as easy as possible.
In addition, the assessments referred to here tend to be far more complex
than most individual compilers realise, especially when the assessment
involves an outlook for the future. Typically, they involve a comparison in
many dimensions: between the present and the future, between a reference
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scenario and one or more policy cases, between world regions, between
different issues, between the current study and the source publications, and
between different viewpoints. In addition to this, different parts of an
assessment may represent their own specific take on the problems, such as
IPCC’s reporting on the science of climate change, on its regional impacts
and on its policy options.6
In view of this complexity, the task of those who compile the reports and
present the results is not to showcase the entirety of the complexity of the
problem but to clarify the significance of the results to the policy user in
mind. In doing so, it may be helpful to organise the reporting of complex
assessments in different layers such as a ‘Summary for Decision Makers’ and
a main report, or a main report and background reports.
Although most of the assessments discussed here have a strong
quantitative component, particularly concerning the environment and the
economy, an effective approach is often to aid the reader by means of
‘computer-aided storytelling’ or ‘storytelling and simulation’ (Alcamo 2001).
Obviously, this requires the compilers to be clear about the story themselves,
which can be a challenge for larger assessment projects with a large and
diverse group of modellers, writers and reviewers.
Principle 7: Broad Participation
To strengthen their legitimacy and relevance, sustainability assessments
should:
• find appropriate ways to reflect the views of the public, while
providing active leadership
• engage early on with users of the assessment so that it best fits their
needs
This principle reflects the societal role of most of the assessments considered.
Typically, assessments of this kind take place at the interface between
science and public policy. At the same time, both elements of this principle
express the need for optimisation, rather than maximising public
participation.
Reflecting views of the public
The need to reflect the views of the public relates inter alia to the insight that
issues of environment and sustainable development are viewed very
differently by different groups. For example, in relation to the future of
agricultural production feeding nine billion people, some see globalisation as
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the key to solutions (‘production taking place where it is most effective’)
while others see it as deeply problematic and the wrong thing to encourage
(‘irresponsible players and a reduction of everything to its global market
price’). In fact, the difficulties that the Agricultural Assessment wrestled with
had much to do with the highly contrasting views concerning the problems of
agriculture, technology and globalisation (IIAASTD 2009).
In light of this, the set of scenarios in the third and fourth Global
Environment Outlook (‘Markets First’, ‘Security First’, ‘Policy First’,
‘Sustainability First’) can be seen as representing not only possible pathways
into the future but also worlds in which different sets of preferences prevail.
The scientists Rotmans and De Vries pioneered methods to reflect these
varying perspectives in assessments in an explicit manner (Rotmans and De
Vries 1997). For example, such perspectives define the nature of the problem,
how the world supposedly works, and what level of risk is acceptable. While
their approach, in principle, would help to illuminate dilemmas and to place
discussions of uncertainties in a policy context, when applied to a real
assessment project, it remains a challenge to keep things sufficiently simple
and to avoid interpretations such as ‘It all depends on how you look at it’.
The Netherlands Sustainable Development Outlook, after attempting to
tackle this in its first edition, eventually moved the discussion of perspectives
to a separate, final chapter. This final chapter reflected on how controversial
or robust the conclusions of the report looked politically, in view of various
perspectives and opinion surveys (Aalbers 2006 and Petersen et al. 2006).
This is at least one pragmatic way to acknowledge the range of public
perspectives whilst keeping the assessment report concise and conclusive.
Engaging with users early on
The variety of methods and approaches used in these assessments has grown
steadily over the past twenty years. As the choices for the design of
assessments are better understood, engaging early on with users becomes
ever more useful. This message came loud and clear from the two workshops
for managers and key contributors to the global assessments that appeared in
early 2008 (Rothman et al. 2009).
One example of user interaction that has worked very well has been the
preparation of the OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030. It was conducted
from 2003 to 2008 through the OECD’s structure of standing working
groups, extended on occasion to include representatives of major groups and
experts from non-OECD member countries. This is perhaps an unexpected
example because it comes from a traditional institution. However, it clearly
worked, not only providing oversight for the preparation of the outlook but
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also providing positive stimuli for policy discussions as the analysis was
progressing (OECD 2008).
One implication of this principle for future assessments is that it is useful
to decide early in the design of an assessment whether interaction with the
users is needed, and, if so, how, and if not, why. Another implication is that
ample time is required in project schedules to make effective participation
and consultation possible. 
Principle 8: Continuity and Capacity
Assessment of progress towards sustainable development requires:
•
•
•
•

repeated measurement
responsiveness to change
investment to develop and maintain adequate capacity
continuous learning and improvement

Measurement of progress requires, by definition, consistent observations over
time. This may seem obvious, but, in fact, a surprising amount of
international effort in this area has been one-off. Despite this, very useful
programmes exist that cater to long time series. Some are less than glamorous
and run on relatively tight budgets, for example, the GEO data portal,7 the
OECD environment indicators (Linster 2003), the Hundred Year Data Base
on the Environment (HYDE),8 and OECD’s work on very long economic
time series (Madison 2010). At the same time, initiatives like ‘Beyond GDP’
(European Communities 2009) and ‘Measuring the Progress of Societies’9
highlight the need to adapt established schemes of measurement and
reporting, in particular on economic progress.
In other words, building and managing the capacity for repeated
assessments of progress towards sustainable development is a balancing act
between promoting policy orientation and protecting routine operations,
between year-to-year flexibility and investing over a longer period, and
between routine and renewal.
For example, in terms of assessment capacity, the wider achievement of
the Global Environment Outlook has been that it has established a network of
collaborating centres, capable of connecting global and regional reporting.10
Even though the evolution of the programme was not smooth and was, in
typical UN fashion, overstretched, it did deliver learning tools such as
methodical evaluations of each global assessment, technical reports as well as
successive editions of handbooks (UNEP and IISD 2007). Moreover, its
ongoing process of workshops and reviews has eventually established a
network that is regionally balanced and capable of periodically re-inventing
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itself. In this way, the motto adopted by UNEP for setting up GEO, namely
‘learning by doing’ seems to have been effective.
One implication of this principle for assessment practice is that the core
organisations should adhere to the principle that a good assessment process
includes care for continuity, capacity and renewal. The IPCC is exemplary
for each of these three points. Another example is the capacity and
collaboration for environment-economy modelling that OECD has invested
in (mainly for its Environmental Outlook to 2030) and now intends to
maintain as a valuable tool (MNP and OECD 2008).

EPILOGUE
The re-launch of the Bellagio principles is intended to rethink and rephrase
the valuable principles created more than a decade ago, against the backdrop
of increased use of sustainable development assessments.
Policy-oriented sustainable development assessments come in a large
variety – by application area, policy phase and methodological approach.
Therefore, rather than compile a ‘how-to’ manual, the practitioners at
Bellagio identified joint principles spanning their wide range of practices.
These should offer just the combination of clarity and flexibility to be of
help. The added value that BellagioSTAMP intends to bring is making these
insights easily available for any group assessing societal progress,
considering policy options or advocating change.
This chapter delineated each of the principles, as well as the
considerations that led to them, and explored examples for each from the
domain of work of the author. From this exercise, it must be concluded that
the revised principles match practice. What is more, the principles also seem
to provide a useful, easily comprehensible structure to speak about project
design choices, for example with those who are considering commissioning
an assessment.
Notions similar to BellagioSTAMP have recently been expressed by a
range of projects and publications. In particular, parallels exist with:
• two reviews of recent global environmental assessments and their
significance for the Netherlands, the EU and UNEP (PBL 2008 and
PBL 2009a);
• the large OECD initiative towards Measuring the Progress of
Societies,11 papers and conference notes in preparation of the Beyond
GDP conference (European Communities 2009);
• findings of the two TIAS workshops in 2008 and 2009 on experiences
with the making of Global Assessments (Rothman et al. 2009);
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• a set of Quality Requirements for Sustainability Evaluations developed
in the framework of the EPOS network (please refer to chapter 12 of
this book).
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Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL); Simon Briscoe, Statistics Editor,
Financial Times; Dr. Nikhil Chandavarkar, Chief, Communications and Information
Management Service, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations; Shailaja
Chandra, Executive Director, National Population Stabilization Fund, Government of India;
Enrico Giovannini, Chief Statistician, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD); Dr. Edgar Gutierrez Espeleta, Director, School of Statistics,
University of Costa Rica; Jon Hall, Project Leader, Global Project on Measuring the Progress
of Societies, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); Dr. Peter
Hardi, Professor and Director, Center for the Social Responsibility of Business, CEU
Business School, Central European University; Eszter Horvath, Chief, Energy and
Environment Statistics Branch, UN Statistics Division; Jochen Jesinghaus, Scientific /
Technical Project Officer, Econometrics and Applied Statistics, Institute for the Protection
and the Security of the Citizen (Ispra), Joint Research Centre, European Commission;
Jonathan LOH, Editor, Living Planet Report, WWF and Zoological Society of London; Dr.
Robert-André Martinuzzi, Director, Research Institute for Managing Sustainability, Vienna
University of Economics and Business Administration; Robin Miége, Head of Unit, DG
Environment, European Commission; Dr. László Pintér, Director, Measurement and
Assessment Program, International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD); Dr. Ken
Prewitt, Vice President for Global Centers & Carnegie Professor of Public Affairs, School of
International and Public Affairs, Columbia University; David Runnals, President and CEO,
International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD); Katherine Scrivens, Researcher,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); Rob Smith, Director,
Environmental Accounts and Statistics, Statistics Canada; and Dr. Tongsan Wang, Director,
Institute of Quantitative and Technical Economics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.
2. BellagioSTAMP has been sponsored by the international Institute for Sustainable
Development IISD, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development OECD,
Rockefeller Foundation and Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. Three of these
organisations also sponsored the original 1996 Bellagio principles.
3. The main website on BellagioSTAMP is http://www.iisd.org/measure/principles/progress/
bellagiostamp/
4. See the guide on http//www.ipcc.ch/working_groups/working_groups
5. Also see the regional reports on alternative policies at http://www.unep.org/geo2000/techrpts
6. http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.shtml
7. See http://geodata.grid.unep.ch
8. See http://www.pbl.nl/en/themasites/hyde/index.html
9. See http://www.oecd.org/progress
10. See the GEO reports for Brazil and Pacific Islands on www.unep.org/geo and the West Asia
alternative policy study in GEO-2000, UNEP 1999.
11. See http://www.oecd.org/progress
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14. Evaluation Quality in the Context of
Sustainability
Thomas Widmer

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Evaluation is understood here as a research-based service for the systematic
and transparent assessment of an object. By now, evaluation has become
firmly established both as a profession and as a discipline (House 1993, pp.
73–90; Widmer and Beywl 2009; see Toulmin 1972). Evaluation is primarily
concerned with performance, measures, products, programmes, projects and
other objects for which no or limited market mechanisms exist. These tend to
be objects that are related to public policies.
Questions about the quality of evaluations have been of concern to
evaluators and other interested parties for a long time. In evaluative activities,
quality is a particularly important aspect since, as a research-based service, it
is located in a tension-laden and conflictual area lying between the diverging
demands, needs and expectations of various participants and persons
concerned (stakeholders).
Sustainability is a multidimensional concept that is widely used nowadays.
It links economic, social and ecological dimensions and includes overarching
perspectives such as intergenerational responsibility or equity (Jonas 1984,
Leist 1991) and procedural quality found, for example, in the participative or
deliberative democratic components in decision-making processes (Daly
1992; Thierstein and Walser 1997; Hirschi et al. 2002; Knoepfel et al. 2007;
Meadowcroft 2009; see Nahrath and Martinella 2007).
The current contribution focuses on the quality of evaluations in the
context of sustainability. To this end, the next section discusses how the
quality of evaluations may be understood. The section ‘Evaluation and
sustainability’ discusses some of the difficulties inherent in dealing with
sustainability itself in the context of evaluation. In the last section, both
elements are brought together to formulate a few conclusions about the
quality of evaluation in the context of sustainability.
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THE QUALITY OF EVALUATIONS
In his 1980 book Evaluating with Validity Ernest House identified the three
dimensions of truth, beauty and justice as key to evaluation quality (House
1980, pp. 65–136). His assertions were greeted in widely differing ways.
Some responses (Glass 1982) were positively enthusiastic, while others were
marked by scepticism. David Kenny’s review, for example, read in part:
In the second section of the book House presents his expanded version of validity.
He proposes three criteria: truth, beauty, and justice. His definition of validity is
quite broad, and the book does not discuss the traditional definition of validity as
truth very thoroughly, but rather focuses on beauty and justice. In certain places in
the book House replaces beauty with credibility. It would seem that beauty is not a
criterion per se, but rather a means to achieve credibility. He argues that credibility
must be considered because of evaluation’s interpersonal nature, and justice
because of its public nature. (Kenny 1982, p. 121)

Furthermore: ‘The inclusion of beauty or credibility as a criterion makes an
evaluation a piece of rhetoric. The step from rhetoric to propaganda is a short
one’ (Kenny 1982, p. 122). Another reviewer, Paul Wortman, was far more
critical of House’s book. With respect to his epistemological stance, he
wrote: ‘Most importantly, I am concerned about House’s attack on the
scientific method’ (Wortman 1982, p. 124).
The conclusion of this review reads as follows:
This is an overly ambitious book – a collection of philosophic essays mostly
published in the past few years. It overflows with jargon, especially in the earlier
chapters, making it quite tedious reading. […] All in all, though, I would
recommend that you save your time, your money, and your eyes. If you already
subscribe to House’s position, there is no need for further exploration; if you are
opposed, I suspect that it will not persuade you otherwise; and if you are confused
and undecided, you will most likely remain so after completing it. (Wortman 1982,
p. 125)

As these reactions indicate, the expectations of what evaluation could provide
diverged substantially and led to considerable controversy in the evaluation
community during the 1980s. In the meantime, the debate has become
somewhat calmer and more factual. However, interest in questions about the
quality of evaluations has not abated.
Today, the points around which these debates crystallise are the so-called
evaluation standards. In order to understand the thinking that underlies
evaluation standards, it is a good idea to keep in mind what we do when we
make a judgment or an assessment. Expressed simply, we relate a given
object to a specific criterion. Obviously, defining the appropriate criterion is
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a crucial task in evaluation. If our goal is to judge the quality of an
evaluation, we must choose the appropriate criterion to make this judgment.
Because evaluation quality is a multidimensional concept, we need not only
one, but several evaluation criteria that represent the expectations that
evaluations must fulfil.
Levels of Reference for Evaluation Quality
One can differentiate the demands made on evaluation according to the type
of assessment criteria, namely internal and external, and use them to assess
the quality of an evaluation. Table 14.1 provides an overview of the
respective reference levels and their corresponding assessment bases.
Table 14.1 Reference levels
Object

Object level Assessment
instrument

Basis for
internal
assessment
criteria

Basis for
external
assessment
criteria
Social
significance of
the programme,
and so on

Programme,
project,
measure, and
so on

First order
constructs

Evaluation

Objectives of
the
programme,
project, and so
on

Evaluation

Second
order
constructs

Metaevaluation

Objectives of Evaluation
the evaluation theory and
methodology

Metaevaluation

Third order
constructs

Meta-meta- Objectives of
evaluation the metaevaluation

....

In principle, evaluation can draw on either internal or external evaluation
criteria. In the case of first order constructs, such as a programme, the
internal assessment criteria would build on the programme objectives. This
could be increasing biodiversity in the case of a biodiversity strategy or
reducing crime in a crime prevention programme. An evaluation can also
assess a programme based on the general social significance of the
programme (for example relative to justice or wealth; external assessment
criteria). The same reasoning can be applied to an evaluation as a second
order construct in which the relevant assessment criteria would therefore be
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the objectives of the evaluation first (such as providing an information basis
for upcoming decisions in the case of a summative evaluation; internal
assessment criteria) and general evaluation theory and methodology second
(such as the state of the art in evaluation quality; external assessment
criteria).
By analogy, this argument can be pursued at the third (or subsequent)
order (Table 14.2). If one undertakes an assessment (or evaluation) of an
evaluation, then one speaks of a meta-evaluation. Regarding who evaluates a
meta-evaluation, I agree with Michael Scriven in that ‘no infinite regress is
generated because investigation shows it usually doesn’t pay after the first
metalevel on most projects and after the second on any’ (1991, p. 230).
Table 14.2 Overview of third order evaluation instruments
Instrument
Evaluation
synthesis
Meta-analysis

Meta-evaluation

Description
Content synthesis of various evaluation studies
(largely qualitative) (global evaluation / crosssectional analysis)
Quantitative integration of the results of various
evaluation studies (research synthesis; systematic
review)
Evaluation of evaluation(s): systematic assessment of
the quality of one or more evaluation studies

The term meta-evaluation needs elucidation as well as demarcation from
other approaches such as evaluation syntheses or meta-analysis.1 The latter
two instruments are derived from the substantive contents or results of
evaluations; the basis for the investigation is the thematic evidence the
evaluations themselves can provide. A meta-analysis requires a sufficient
number of existing evaluation studies to permit a quantitative answer to be
given in answer to a specific question. This quantitative focus typically
makes a meta-analysis more narrowly oriented than an evaluation synthesis.
An evaluation synthesis, though it requires a thematic clustering of the
evaluation studies upon which it is based, is, in its qualitative approach, far
less narrowly circumscribed. Evaluation syntheses have become more
popular over the last decades in the context of evidence-based (or evidenceinformed) policy-making under the label systematic review (Davies et al.
2000; Parsons 2002; Pawson 2006; Widmer 2009).
A meta-evaluation, in contrast, has a fundamentally different goal as it is
an evaluation of one or more evaluations that intends to systematically
establish their worth and merit. In other words, a meta-evaluation assesses
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the quality of an evaluation and therefore needs assessment criteria. As
previously noted, both evaluation objectives (internal assessment criteria) and
evaluation theory and methodology (external assessment criteria) need to be
taken into account for this; evaluation standards allow for a more precise
formulation of the external assessment criteria. As with evaluations
themselves, meta-evaluations can be fashioned in quite different ways: as self
or heteronomous evaluations (Widmer 2005, pp. 44–45), as executed internal
or external evaluations and they can fulfil formative or summative functions.
The relevant point is that if we want to investigate the quality of an
evaluation, we essentially have two possible assessment modes: the internal
and the external. Due to it being fundamentally impossible to generalise
about objectives that are set for and in specific evaluations, we instead focus
on the external assessment criteria for evaluations; in other words, we focus
on evaluation theory and methodology.
The Origin of Evaluation Standards
As part of the professionalisation of evaluation, parallel initiatives were
launched in the US during the late 1970s to define a set of criteria applicable
to the many dimensions of evaluation quality.2 The intent was to establish
criteria capable of assessing the quality of an evaluation with respect to a
general theory and methodology of evaluation – in effect to craft standards
that would serve as external assessment criteria. Depending upon the author,
such parallel definitional efforts were sometimes based on thematic areas of
evaluation and sometimes on basic cognitive or epistemological premises.
Lists of suggested criteria were published at the time, many marked by more
or less limited epistemological orientations.
The publication of the Standards for Evaluation of Educational Programs,
Projects and Materials in 1981 by the Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational Evaluation (henceforth JC Standards; Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Evaluation 1981) was, in contrast, characterised by
a comparatively open methodological orientation. This was fortunate since
the US evaluation community was embroiled in a long and heated
controversy during the 1980s over whether qualitative methods – and not just
classical, quasi-experimental orientations or understandings of evaluation –
were acceptable (see the above reviews of House 1980). Due to its
methodological and epistemological openness, the JC Standards anticipated
the resolution of this controversy, namely that the use (or existence) of
alternative methodologies is (generally) acceptable.
The JC Standards are directed primarily at those who deal with
educational evaluation, and most of the organisations represented in the
‘Joint Committee’ come from the field of education. While the JC Standards
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have been widely adopted in American evaluation practice, it has
increasingly been in realms and topic areas far removed from the evaluation
of education. This is reflected not only in the new name for the JC Standards.
They were reissued in a revised version in 1994 as ‘The Program Evaluation
Standards’; the original connection to education is now only visible in the
subtitle ‘How to Assess Evaluations of Educational Programs’ (Joint
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation 1994). Furthermore, the
organisations represented in the Joint Committee go well beyond those only
concerned with education (see the overview in Widmer and Beywl 2006, p.
254). The name change only completes what, in my view, has already long
changed in practice, namely that the JC Standards are widely employed
outside of educational contexts.3
The JC Standards were not given much attention in the German-speaking
parts of Europe until the mid-1990s (Widmer 1996a–b, Widmer et al. 1996;
for an early exception see Beywl 1988, pp. 113–123) despite a gradual
increase in the number of evaluations being carryed out in the 1980s. To ease
access to the Standards for German-speakers, a translation was finally
published in 1999 (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation
1999); the fact that it went through second and third editions soon afterwards
testifies to how quickly these Standards were taken note of and used (Joint
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation 2000 and 2006; see also
Beywl and Taut 2000).
In an effort to professionalise evaluation in Switzerland, the Swiss
Evaluation Society SEVAL gave the task of developing evaluation standards
that were appropriate to Switzerland to one of its Working Groups.4 This
Working Group, after carefully considering a wide variety of existing models
and standards (Beywl and Widmer 2006), decided to develop countryappropriate evaluation standards by using the basic structure of the JC
Standards, but revising and adapting specific individual standards.
A first version of this effort was greeted with great interest in the spring of
1999 by the SEVAL General Meeting. After the Working Group reworked
and submitted a revised version, the SEVAL General Meeting in the spring
of 2001 approved what are now known as the SEVAL Standards (Widmer et
al. 2000). In so doing, SEVAL acted as a pioneer, becoming the first
European evaluation society to establish its own evaluation standards. As
Table 14.3 indicates, Switzerland is not an international exception; rather, it
is one example of the many efforts being made by national and regional
evaluation societies to improve the quality of evaluations. Given the
developments in various national evaluation societies in Europe, the
European Evaluation Society (EES) formulated a policy that disclaimed any
effort to establish Europe-wide evaluation standards and instead emphasised
the multiplicity of developments across Europe (Widmer 2004b).
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Table 14.3 Standards, guiding principles, ethical codes in evaluation
(selection)5
Organisation
African Evaluation
Society

Guidelines and Standards
African Evaluation Guidelines
(2002) (adapted from the Program
Evaluation Standards of the Joint
Committee)

Source
www.afrea.org

American Evaluation Guiding Principles for Evaluators www.eval.org
Association (AEA)
(2004, current version) (in addition,
AEA is represented in the Joint
Committee)
Australasian
Evaluation Society
(AES)

Guidelines for the Ethical Conduct
of Evaluations; Code of Ethics

www.aes.asn.au

Canadian Evaluation Joint Committee Program
Society (CES)
Evaluation Standards (adopted by
CES in 2008); CES Guidelines for
Ethical Conduct

www.evaluation
canada.ca

German Evaluation
Society (DeGeval)

Standards für Evaluation
www.degeval.de
(DeGeval-Standards) (adapted from
the Program Evaluation Standards
of the Joint Committee and the
SEVAL-Standards) (2001)

French Evaluation
Society

Charte de l’évaluation des
politiques publiques et des
programmes publics

www.sfe.asso.fr

Italian Evaluation
Society

Codice deontologico

www.valutazion
eitaliana.it

Swiss Evaluation
Society (SEVAL)

Evaluations-Standards der
www.seval.ch
Schweizerischen
Evaluationsgesellschaft / Standards
d’évaluation de la Société Suisse
d’évaluation (SEVAL-Standards)
(adapted from the Program
Evaluation Standards of the Joint
Committee) (2000)
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The SEVAL Standards: Structure and Content
In this chapter, the SEVAL Standards are presented as an exemplar or
‘typical’ case. Other sets of standards, guidelines or principles differ to a
moderate rather than a substantial extent.
The SEVAL Standards are based on the premise that an evaluation should
at the same time be useful, feasible, proper, and accurate in order to fulfil the
demands placed on it. Good evaluations should therefore demonstrate all of
these characteristics. To make these category characteristics more tangible,
the SEVAL Standards are subdivided into 27 individual Standards that fall
into one of four larger categories (Widmer et al. 2000):
N – Utility: The utility standards are to guarantee that an evaluation is
oriented to the information needs of the intended evaluation users.
• N1 Stakeholder Identification: Those participating in, and those persons
affected by, an evaluation are identified in order that their interests and
needs can be taken into account.
• N2 Clarifying Evaluation Objectives: All persons who take part in an
evaluation are concerned that the objectives of the evaluation are made
clear to all stakeholders.
• N3 Credibility: Those who conduct evaluations are both competent and
trustworthy; this helps ensure that the evaluation results are accorded a
maximum amount of acceptance and credibility.
• N4 Scope and Selection of Information: The scope and selection of the
information collected permits pertinent questions to be asked of the
evaluandum while simultaneously taking the interests and needs of the
party contracting the evaluation, as well as other stakeholders, into
account.
• N5 Transparency in Assessment: The underlying reasoning and point of
view used to arrive at the interpretation of the results are described in
such a manner that the bases for the value judgments are clear.
• N6 Comprehensiveness and Clarity of the Report: Evaluation reports
describe the evaluandum, including its context, objectives, the
questions asked, the procedure(s) used, and the results of the
evaluation. This ensures that the pertinent information is made
available and can be readily understood.
• N7 Timeliness in Reporting: Significant interim results and (the) final
report(s) are made available to the intended users in such a fashion that
they can be used in a timely manner.
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• N8 Evaluation Impact: The planning, execution, and presentation of an
evaluation encourages stakeholders both to follow the process of
evaluation and to utilise the evaluation.
D – Feasibility: The feasibility standards ensure that an evaluation is
conducted in a realistic, considered, diplomatic and cost effective manner.
• D1 Practical Procedures: Evaluation procedures are designed in such a
manner that the necessary information is collected without disrupting
the evaluandum or the evaluation.
• D2 Political Viability and Support: Evaluations take the various
positions of different interests into consideration in their planning and
execution in order to win their cooperation and discourage attempts by
one or another group to limit evaluation activities or distort or misuse
the results.
• D3 Cost Efficiency: Evaluations produce information of a value
justifying the financial resources expended.
K – Propriety: The propriety standards ensure that an evaluation is conducted
in a legal and ethical manner and that the welfare of stakeholders is given
appropriate attention.
• K1 Formal Agreements: The obligations of the parties to an evaluation
(specifying what is to be done, how, by whom and when) are set forth
in written agreements that obligate the parties to fulfill all the
conditions of the agreements, or if not, to renegotiate these agreements.
• K2 Protecting Individual Rights: Evaluations are planned and executed
in such a manner as to protect and respect human rights and welfare.
• K3 Human Interaction: Evaluations are laid out in such a manner that
contacts between participants are characterised by mutual respect.
• K4 Complete and Fair Assessment: In their assessment and depiction of
strengths and weaknesses in the evaluandum, evaluations are both
complete and fair, such that strengths can be built on and problem areas
addressed.
• K5 Disclosure of Findings: The contracting parties to an evaluation
ensure that the evaluation results are made available to the affected
persons as well as to all those who have a legitimate claim to receive
these results.
• K6 Declaring Conflicts of Interest: Conflicts of interest are addressed
openly and honestly in such a manner that they will least compromise
evaluation processes and conclusions.
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G – Accuracy: The accuracy standards ensure that an evaluation produces
and disseminates valid and usable information.
• G1 Documentation of the Evaluandum: The evaluandum is clearly and
precisely described and documented so that it can be unambiguously
identified.
• G2 Analysis of Context: The influences of the context on the
evaluandum are identified.
• G3 Description of Objectives and Procedures: The objectives,
questions, and procedures used in and by the evaluation are described
and documented with sufficient precision that they are identifiable and
can be judged.
• G4 Trustworthy Information Sources: The sources of information used
in an evaluation are sufficiently precisely described that the
appropriateness of the information can be assessed.
• G5 Valid and Reliable Information: The procedures for collecting
information are so chosen or developed, and then employed, that the
validity and reliability of the interpretation arrived at is ensured for the
given purpose.
• G6 Systematic Information Checks: The information that is collected,
analysed, and presented in an evaluation is systematically checked for
errors.
• G7 Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis: Qualitative and quantitative
information in an evaluation are systematically and appropriately
analysed so that the questions posed in the evaluation are actually
answered.
• G8 Substantiated Conclusions: The conclusions reached by an
evaluation are explicitly substantiated in a manner that stakeholders can
follow and that permits them to assess the conclusions.
• G9 Objective Reporting: Reporting is free from distortion through
personal feelings or preferences for one or another party to the
evaluation; evaluation reports fairly reproduce the results.
• G10 Meta-evaluation: The evaluation itself will be evaluated on the
basis of existing (or other important) standards so that the execution
can be done accordingly and so that stakeholders can in the end assess
the strengths and weaknesses of an evaluation.
Beyond this list, the SEVAL Standards also include a general introduction
with information about the objectives, scope, and addressees of the
Standards, a further explanation of each individual Standard, and various
supporting materials (functional overview, creation process, and so on).6
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The number of individual standards in each category varies; ‘feasibility’,
for example, has only three individual standards while ‘accuracy’ has ten.
This should not be misunderstood as implying a weighting among the four
categories. Rather, there is a deliberate wish to avoid weighting categories or
individual standards because the significance of any specific standard can
only be determined in each individual and specific evaluation study. A
generalised weighting claiming to be valid across cases thus would be
inappropriate.
The question of weighting is particularly important because the SEVAL
Standards contain demands that are, at least in part, at odds with one another.
In practice, in fact, evaluation is often confronted with the question of which
standard should enjoy prominence of place. This lack of internal consistency
in the SEVAL Standards should not be seen as a weakness: It reflects the
tension-ridden and conflictual arena in which evaluations move (Palumbo
1987). One might say that these Standards represent an ideal that, when
confronted by an actual evaluation situation, require accommodation and
adjustment.
Furthermore, the SEVAL Standards are maximum demands rather than
the minimal requirements of what is an absolute must. They are a statement
of what a good quality evaluation should ideally try to achieve. In practice, it
will rarely ever be possible to completely fulfil every one of the 27 individual
standards. Nevertheless, all participants and not just the evaluator should try
to take the SEVAL Standards into account as much as possible. In case a
specific standard can not be addressed sufficiently, an explicit justification is
expected. With the SEVAL Standards, the evaluation community has an
instrument available that describes, in a precise and sufficiently differentiated
manner, what the demands of quality in evaluation are.

EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
While the question of quality has been addressed, I now want to turn to the
context of sustainability. The multidimensional concept of sustainability was
briefly outlined in the introduction; here, I want to ask how the concepts of
sustainability and evaluation relate to one another and what consequences
this could have for assessing evaluation quality. One can suggest three
different approaches or ways to address this relation (see Table 14.4):
1. sustainability as a criterion of evaluation; 2. the evaluation of objects
whose goal is sustainability; and 3. sustainable evaluation in the sense of
doing the evaluation in a sustainable way.
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Sustainability as a Criterion of Evaluation
Sustainability is not an object of evaluation. Sustainability is a quality, a
capacity and an evaluation criterion. Therefore, it makes no sense to evaluate
sustainability itself. It does make sense, however, to evaluate something, for
example an object, a programme or a public policy, using sustainability as an
evaluation criterion.
Table 14.4 Evaluation and sustainability: a matrix
Connection
Approach
Sustainability as a criterion
of evaluation
Evaluation of objects whose
goal is sustainability
Sustainable evaluation

Evaluation
criterion

Evaluation
object

Evaluation
design

x
x
x

Sustainability is a non-trivial concept, one that is not as easy to deal with
empirically as most other evaluation criteria. The concept of sustainability is
multidimensional. Indeed, we face at least three dimensions of assessment:
economic, social and ecological. Some scholars have added a fourth
dimension, the quality of the political process (Thierstein and Walser 1997;
Hirschi et al. 2002; Meadowcroft 2009). It is thus unavoidable that one uses a
multicriteria approach for assessment.
Multidimensionality is not the only problem we are confronted with when
using sustainability as evaluation criterion. The concept of sustainability has
other characteristics that make it even more difficult to use as a measure for
assessing a policy, programme, project or any other object. In my view, the
following three aspects make the evaluator’s life especially difficult:
1. The long-term perspective of the concept of sustainability;
2. uncertainty as a crucial component of the concept; and
3. the holistic nature of the concept of sustainability, leaving it unrestricted
to a selective aspect.
The problem with the long-term perspective lies in the difficulty connected
with investigating future situations empirically. How do you measure the
future development or the future state of affairs? It is certainly possible to
develop expectations about the way in which current behavior will have an
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impact on the future. But one makes assumptions when trying to forecast the
future, assumptions that are not empirically testable and that may be wrong.
The second problem – uncertainty – bothers the evaluator even more, as
those familiar with risk assessment or having an understanding of probability
theory will know. The main question is: how do you assess the future
significance of knowledge about risks elaborated in the present? Estimating
the incidence of a specific risk is a hard task in itself. Assessing its relevance
for the present is difficult; assessing its relevance for the future is almost
impossible.
Third, the holistic nature of sustainability, referred to in German as
‘Ganzheitlichkeit’ (meaning comprehensiveness or dealing with something in
its entirety), forces the evaluator to make an overall judgment. A sound
empirical investigation, however, needs definitions to focus on. Investigating
the whole world is not possible in one evaluation.
These three aspects are often ignored when sustainability is discussed,
especially when people discuss indicators (or the measurement) of
sustainability. In my view, ignoring these aspects reduces the complexity of
the concept of sustainability too much; it is tempting to regard this stance as
corrupting the underlying assumptions of sustainability. To take the concept
of sustainability seriously means avoiding using it as an overarching
evaluation criterion.
The discussion of the (exceedingly high) demands placed on evaluations
that employ sustainability criteria indicate that the quality criteria for
evaluations, as formulated in the Standards, will be particularly difficult to
stick to in such cases; this is in part due to the application of complex criteria
comprising an additional challenge. However, there are no consequences
with respect to the definition of evaluation quality, and no need to adjust or
revise the evaluation standards accordingly. The requirements for a high
quality evaluation are the same for evaluations with and without
sustainability as an evaluation criterion.
Evaluation of Objects Whose Goal Is Sustainability
A second approach involves establishing evaluation in the context of objects
that pursue the goal of sustainability. Here I can think of ‘sustainability
projects’ which seek to anchor the idea of sustainability at the local level
(such as the UN’s Agenda 21) or various national strategies aimed at
sustainability. Here, too, the idea is to derive evaluation criteria that are based
on the concept of sustainability. It is possible that other evaluation criteria
might serve as adjuncts to this effort.
With respect to sustainability criteria, similar challenges exist to the ones
noted in the first approach. It is possible the problems here are a little less
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severe, because project documents or other material may help focus on those
aspects of sustainability that are particularly relevant.7
With respect to the definition of evaluation quality, we have the same
point of departure here as before. Among evaluations that deal with objects
meant to serve sustainability, the demands of quality that were laid out in
detail above remain relevant and unchanged.
Sustainable Evaluation
This last point may be called into question, however, by sustainable
evaluation, which is an evaluation that aims itself to be sustainable. In this
case, we focus on an object (meaning the evaluation itself) which pursues
ecological, economic and social goals. Beyond this, we also take a holistic
view, include the perspectives of the various stakeholders and are present and
future-oriented, taking the uncertainties involved responsibly into account.
In assessing evaluation quality, therefore, the criteria of sustainability are
to be applied to the evaluation itself. This certainly does not mean that the
general quality criteria for evaluations as they are laid out in the Standards
are obsolete. In fact, the contrary is true: Even in this case, such evaluation
quality criteria apply, only now they are augmented by the sustainability
criteria found in the section that addresses the goals of the evaluation itself.
Sustainability criteria therefore act in a complementary manner to the general
evaluation quality criteria rather than acting as a substitute. Here,
sustainability criteria serve as a basis for internal assessment. They support
and augment the external basis for an assessment of the quality of an
evaluation, for example in the context of a meta-evaluation (see Table 14.1
above).

THE QUALITY OF EVALUATION IN THE CONTEXT OF
SUSTAINABILITY
Given these three possible ways to address the connections between
evaluation and sustainability, it seems clear that the first two will be far more
frequently encountered in practice and they are also more relevant. The third
perspective, that of sustainable evaluation, is by comparison of far less
importance. Unfortunately, these three types are often not differentiated in
practice. There are a number of conclusions one may draw from this for the
design of evaluations.
First, the above considerations are based on the assumption that evaluation
(like other goal-oriented activities) makes a claim to pursue its own goals.
From this, one can derive that we need to be sure about the level at which we
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apply the concept of sustainability. As a rule, especially in the first two
approaches described, sustainability as a criterion should not be at the level
of the evaluation itself, but rather at the level of the evaluated object. That
means goals can be formulated for the evaluation that have no connection per
se to sustainability. Then sustainability would not be applied as a quality
criterion for assessing the evaluation, but instead as a criterion for assessing
the evaluation object.
This places high demands on the evaluation (see Martinuzzi et al. 2007, p.
323); one should probably deal with these demands with a certain amount of
modesty. The first proposition, therefore, would be to be more honest and
acknowledge the restrictions we are confronted with when using the concept
of sustainability as an evaluation criterion. This would include the more
sensitive use of the term sustainability, even though the concept is now quite
trendy.
Second, one should be clear that it is a fundamental error in the first two
approaches to assume that evaluations that use sustainability criteria for
assessing an object should themselves be assessed using sustainability
criteria. This represents an impermissible mixing of different levels of
assessment, or possibly even a ‘category error’. What is being assessed is the
object, not the evaluation itself.
Third, in the last (and much rarer) approach, sustainability is only an
evaluation perspective, in this case for an internal basis for evaluation. For a
comprehensive assessment of the quality of such an evaluation, external
bases, for example in the form of evaluation standards, should be drawn
upon.
Finally, one should emphasise that quality criteria, as they are found in the
various evaluation standards and similar documents, should always be
considered, consulted and used in the assessment of evaluation quality,
including in evaluations in the context of sustainability.

NOTES
1. On this, and in the following, see Scriven (1969), Stufflebeam (1974) and Cook and Gruder
(1978), and more recently, Widmer (1996a) and Stufflebeam (2000).
2. On professionalisation processes, see the two five-step models of Harold Wilensky (1964),
and Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) as well as the discussion and literature noted in Altschuld
(1999, pp. 483–486), who refers directly to evaluation.
3. The former chairman of the Joint Committee has recently assessed a whole series of general
evaluation models beyond education using the JC Standards (Stufflebeam 2001a; but see
Stufflebeam 2001b, p. 186).
4. This Working Group included members from quite different realms, including private sector
evaluation companies, state administrative offices and universities.
5. For further comparisons between quality guidelines and standards that are employed
internationally, see Widmer 2004a.
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6. The complete SEVAL Standards can be found in German, French, Italian and English on the
SEVAL homepage (www.seval.ch).
7. Here, as always with a goal-oriented procedure in evaluation, there is a question as to
unintended and perhaps also unexpected effects. Also see the concept of a goal-free
evaluation (Scriven 1973; Widmer 2008).
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15. Developing and Mapping a
Community for Evaluating Sustainable
Development
André Martinuzzi

___________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
About ten years ago we started analysing the markets and communities
dealing with evaluating sustainable development (SD). Besides working as
evaluators on our own, we collected and assessed evaluation reports, interviewed researchers, evaluators and clients and initiated working groups at
European evaluation societies. We soon found out that evaluating sustainable
development faces similar problems in different fields of work, requires
interdisciplinary collaboration and needs capacity building and networking.
As a consequence we initiated a series of European conferences and courses,
focusing on the tools, practices and fields of work in evaluating sustainable
development which ran between 2002 and 2010. After the end of this series,
it is now the best time to summarise what we have learned, what we have
achieved and what still lies ahead. In order to do so this paper presents the
key elements and findings of the EASY ECO series, as well as the results of a
survey which we conducted in late 2010 in order to map the community. This
survey gave insights into the fields of work, the most common frameworks
and approaches for evaluating sustainable development, the evaluation
designs and tools used and the needs for further community building and
networking. These results can be interpreted as an agenda for further steps to
develop the community of evaluators dealing with sustainable development.
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DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY – MILESTONES OF THE
EASY ECO PROGRAMME
Since its beginning in the year 2002 the series ‘EASY ECO – Evaluation of
Sustainability’ has become a focal point for evaluating sustainable development for nearly a decade. Funded within the 5th and 6th EU Framework
Programme EASY ECO had remarkable outputs:
• seven European Conferences with more than 850 participants from all
over Europe and beyond;1
• ten on-site training courses (in Slovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Poland,
Germany, Sweden, Spain, Italy, Estonia and the Czech Republic) with
about 500 young researchers all over Europe;
• an eLearning platform with more than 60 learning units and more than
350 trainees using it for about three months each;
• 28 teaching cases of evaluations of policies, programmes and projects;
• 4,500 people registered for the quarterly EASY ECO newsletter;
• a book series on ‘Evaluating Sustainable Development’ at Edward
Elgar Publishing with four volumes by 2012;
• a special issue of Environmental Governance and Policy on
‘Governance by Evaluating Sustainable Development’ (2011).
Table 15.1 shows how the participants assessed the impacts of EASY ECO
on their skills and working environment.
Table 15.1 Impacts of EASY ECO
As a result of EASY-ECO...
I do my current job better.
My work with evaluators / researchers coming from other disciplines is easier.
I am confident that I can act as a full-fledged member of an
evaluation team.
I have (co-)written a published academic paper.
I have helped change the procedures of my organisation.
I have (co-)written a successful research proposal.
I have found new staff for my organisation or project.
I have successfully bid for and conducted an SD evaluation.
I have changed jobs or started a new career.

%
68
42
40
27
16
11
7
7
4
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QUALITATIVE FINDINGS ON THE COMMUNITY,
THE CULTURE AND THE MARKET
The following findings are based on the broad experiences and interesting
discussions we had during the last ten years in running the EASY ECO
series. While the next section (Mapping the Community) is based on a welldesigned survey, this section summarises the qualitative impressions which
were discussed with a broad variety of experts and presented at several conferences (Martinuzzi 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010a, 2010b).
Communities – Different Roots and a Few Linkages
Evaluating sustainable development requires professional skills and
methodological background from evaluation on the one hand and thematic
knowledge from sustainable development on the other. Therefore, it links the
evaluation community and the sustainable development community with
different roots and discourses.
The roots of the evaluation community lie in the 1970s in the US in the
area of evaluation and state- and local-level planning of educational and
social programmes. Major milestones are the publication of the first version
of evaluation standards in 1981, the foundation of the American Evaluation
Association through merging of two professional evaluation associations in
1986 and the first scientific journals dealing with evaluation (that is, the laterrenamed Evaluation News and New Directions for Program Evaluation). One
of the reasons for the growing importance of evaluation in the US can be
found in the set of policy instruments: While in Europe many interventions
focused on command and control, on building up institutions and a comparable strong state, the US used programmes (as a bundle of targeted and
timely limited interventions) much more intensively. Therefore, evaluation
and programme management became a widely discussed couple of policy
instruments.2 On the international level evaluation of development aid was
becoming a standard procedure already in the first half of the 1970s, which
was reflected for example in the establishment of the World Bank’s Operations Evaluation Department in 1973, the OECD Development Assistance
Committee subgroup on evaluation in 1980 or the UN Evaluation Group in
1984. In Europe, even though evaluation of development assistance has been
practiced since mid-1960s, the first evaluation societies and journals were not
founded until the late 1990s. While academic chairs, master- and PhD
programmes in evaluation are common, respective research and education
programmes are rare in Europe.3 The discourse in the evaluation community
on both sides of the Atlantic focuses on professional development (for
example evaluation standards, training, meta-evaluations) and on different
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evaluation approaches (for example Stufflebeam 2001 described and compared 22 different evaluation approaches).
The roots of the sustainable development community go back to the environmental movement and the debate about the limits to growth in the early
1970s in Europe (Meadows et al. 1972). With the publication of the
Brundtland Commission report (1987), the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development in Rio (1987) and Agenda 21, a strategic
document adopted in this summit, the concept of sustainable development
has acquired global political significance. To apply the concept of sustainable
development in evaluation projects, the following key elements could be used
as an orientation:
• A long-term perspective can be found in the debate about the consideration of the needs of future generations (intergenerational equity,
introduced in the Brundtland Report, WCED 1987), a number of
respective forecasting studies and the debate about social learning,
innovation and design (for example Allen 1980, Pezzey and Toman
2002).
• Sustainable development as a global perspective considers a large
spatial and institutional scale, as ecological, economical and social
processes take place simultaneously at various spatial and temporal
scales (Holling 2001), across several levels, ranging from the global to
the regional and the local (Martens 2006).
• Sustainable development was perceived as an integrative approach,
mirrored in the four-pillar model introduced in Agenda 21 (UN 1992)
and taken up as capital models in several evaluation projects (for
example Ekins et al. 2008), the triple-bottom-line approach that
popularised the concept in the business sector (see Elkington 1999), the
discussion about strong and weak sustainability (see Pearce and Turner
1990, Klaassen and Opschoor 1991, Pearce et al. 1994), and the quest
for horizontal policy integration (see Lafferty and Hovden 2003).
• Sustainable development has been understood as a normative concept
from the very beginning (see Robinson 2004; Meadowcroft 2007) and
thus is reflecting values and ethical considerations, as inter- and
intragenerational equity, transparency, fairness, trust and innovation
(ECI 2000).
• Sustainable development as a reflexive process takes into account that
decision-making about complex systems in the conditions of uncertainty and ambiguity (rather than in the conditions of probabilistic
risks) is a significant challenge for how we produce, distribute and use
knowledge (see for example Funtowicz and Ravetz, n.d.). Imple-
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menting sustainable development therefore requires significant capacity
and a reflexive approach (Bagheri and Hjorth 2007).
On the basis of these well-known characteristics of the two communities
involved in evaluating sustainable development we experienced the following
during the EASY ECO series:
• For many experts from the evaluation community, evaluating
sustainable development is just another area of work. They are attached
to their evaluation approaches and consider sustainable development as
just another set of criteria for conducting an evaluation.
• For many experts from the sustainable development community
evaluation is nothing peculiar. They perceive themselves as being
experts on sustainable development and therefore they feel wellprepared to carry out evaluations.
• In two areas we see high potentials for linking the two communities. In
both areas we identified a need for future research and exchange: (1)
Systemic approaches are discussed in the evaluation community (for
example Williams and Imam 2007), while the systemic character of
sustainable development has been highlighted several times (for
example Hjorth and Bagheri 2006). (2) Participatory approaches are
widely used in the evaluation community (for example Whitmore
1999), while participation is a key element of sustainable development
(see Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration).
Cultures – Selected Findings on the Politics of Evaluation
Evaluations take place in the context of national policy styles, historical contexts and cultures. These circumstances define if evaluations are carried out
regularly (or just occasionally), if they are taken seriously (or just as an
‘exercise’) and if policy makers rely on them or try to overrule or even influence them (evidence-based policy making or – as an evaluator called it –
‘policy-based evidence making’).
In the course of the EASY ECO programme, we were able to identify
three clusters of evaluation cultures in Europe.4
• In the ‘Anglo-Saxon / Scandinavian area’ several evaluation
procedures are well established as an essential part of evidence-based
policy making and transparent programme controlling. More than in
other regions, evaluation experts are contracted, who are comparably
strong in evaluation methods and not necessarily experts in the content
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of the evaluandum. The discussions among evaluators, researchers and
clients focus on the interfaces between the different assessment
procedures and the efficiency of the different evaluation approaches.
The added-value of evaluations and their uptake into political decisions
are often taken for granted.
• In ‘Mainland Europe’ (France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria)
evaluations are carried out as a punctual feedback on outcomes and
impacts, often in order to legitimise political decisions and interventions. In many cases, thematic experts who have a strong background in the content of the evaluandum, but are rarely involved in the
evaluation community, are contracted to carry out evaluations. The
discussion among evaluators, researchers and clients is therefore often
about the policy, programme or project as such, about (sustainability)
indicators, valuation methods and parameters. As there is no regular /
legal requirement to carry out evaluations, the perception of their
added-value depends on the individual experiences of the particular
client. In the course of our discussions with clients we found a great
variety of perceptions (from ‘essential and beneficial’ to ‘useless and
costly’).
• In the ‘Southern / Eastern European area’ evaluation is neither established nor clearly differentiated from other forms of research and
decision support. However, in this area mostly scientists (many of them
not having any specific training in evaluation) and international consultants are contracted. Training and networking are therefore major
challenges in this area. EU-wide requirements for evaluation (for
example structural funds or agricultural funds) had and still have strong
impacts on establishing evaluation communities and shaping the perception of the benefits of evaluations. Both are necessary for changing
the policy style and making evaluations more attractive to policy
makers.
Markets – Different Fields of Work Face Similar Challenges
Evaluating sustainable development is not just a field of research and practice
and a key element of a new policy style, but also a market with a (more or
less transparent) supply and a (more or less regular) demand.
In the course of the EASY ECO series, we were able to identify (at least)
five major areas of work which developed different guidelines and tool-sets,
but still face very similar problems in applying the principles of sustainable
development in real world evaluations:
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• Impact Assessments at EU level are based on the Communication on
Impact Assessment COM(2002)276 final and started in 2003. Today
about 120 Impact Assessments are carried out each year, aiming to
promote sustainable development, better law making and evidencebased policy making. LIAISE is a Network of Excellence funded
within the 7th EU Framework Programme aiming to improve the
operational relevance and use of impact assessment tools by uniting the
multi-disciplinary competences of large European institutes in this
field.5
• In development cooperation evaluations are broadly used in a system of
self-evaluations, internal and external evaluations. The Paris Declaration, endorsed on 2 March 2005, is an international agreement aiming
at increased efforts in harmonisation, alignment and managing aid for
results with a set of monitorable actions and indicators (DAC 2005,
2008).
• In implementation of EU structural funds three types of evaluations are
carried out regularly: Ex-ante evaluations are part of a programme
development process and most often conducted by the responsible
national authorities. Mid-term evaluations focus on the first results of a
programme and must be carried out by the authority managing the programme in collaboration with the European Commission. Ex-post
evaluations are supposed to assess a programmes efficiency and effectiveness. Evaluation methods are well established and described in a
guide, a sourcebook and a glossary (European Commission 2009).
• Strategic environmental assessment (SEA): Implemented by EU
Member States since July 2004 SEA shows similarities to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), but embraces all three dimensions of
SD, includes the assessment of policies, plans and programmes and
should be carried out earlier in the decision-making process than EIA.
About ten years ago the International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) published a set of performance criteria (IAIA 2002) and a
manual to improve the added-value of SEA (Partidário 2000).
• Evaluating local Agenda 21 (LA21) processes: Agenda 21, Chapter 28
highlights some key elements of evaluation in the context of LA21
processes: a systematic collection of information; an assessment and
modification of existing programmes, policies, laws and regulations;
short- and long-term target settings which provide the community with
a measure of whether goals are being reached; an establishment of clear
and meaningful indicators of sustainable development. The platform
www.localevaluation21.org provides a self-assessment tool for local
processes on sustainable development based on internet-questionnaires
and a database providing individual feedback and benchmarking.
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During the EASY ECO series we could identify certain similarities between
these five areas of work:
• They share a common objective but with a different implicit understanding of sustainable development (for example in development
cooperation ‘sustainability’ is understood as durability, in Structural
Funds evaluation a four-capital model is used whereas in LA21
evaluations process and governance aspects are the focus).
• They offer a broad field of work and form attractive markets for
researchers and consultants, but lack an exchange of experiences
between the different communities.
• They need interdisciplinary evaluation teams to handle the complexity
of sustainable development, but suffer from competition of approaches
and communities.

MAPPING THE COMMUNITY
In order to gain quantitative insights into the community dealing with
evaluating sustainable development we invited about 800 participants of the
EASY ECO conferences and courses to fill in an online questionnaire
between 28 October and 9 November 2010. We received in total 134 filled in
questionnaires, which represents a return rate of 16 per cent. In the following
we present the most important findings.
The Evaluators
The participants of the mapping exercise are characterised by the following:
• Young professionals: 63 per cent of the respondents are at an age
between 30 and 39 years, 20 per cent are younger, 17 per cent are older.
• Academic background: 36 per cent of the respondents have a PhD or
doctorate, 60 per cent a master’s or MBA degree.
• Mainly researchers: 76 per cent of the respondents work in research, 13
per cent in consulting, 9 per cent in the NGO sector and 2 per cent in
administration.
• Diversity of disciplines: 25 per cent of the respondents have a higher
degree in natural and life sciences, 19 per cent in economics and
business administration, 16 per cent in physical sciences and engineering, and 13 per cent in political science. Other disciplines (for
example sociology, law, formal sciences and psychology) are rare
among the respondents.
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What are the most important areas of work in evaluating SD?
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Nature conservation, biodiv., env. policy
Energy and climate protection
National sustainable development strategies
Urban sustainability (indicators and planning)
Research and development, innovation policy
Regional and cohesion policy
Education and culture
Water management
Infrastructure and transport
Local Agenda 21
Agriculture and fishery
Enterprise and industry
Development cooperation (ODA)
Employment, social affairs and equal opportunities
Tourism and service economy
Health and consumers

It is my main area of
work
Sometimes I work in
this area
I do not work in this
area

Trade, markets and competition

Figure 15.1 Areas of work in evaluating sustainable development
Areas of Work and Quality Management
Only in very rare cases is evaluating sustainable development a fulltime job.
On average only 20 per cent of the annual working capacity of the respondents is dedicated to this task, while 16 per cent is dedicated to conducting
other kinds of evaluations, 34 per cent is other work related to SD and 29 per
cent is work which has to do neither with evaluation nor with SD.
Figure 15.1 shows that evaluating SD is a rather segmented and diverse
market at present (60 per cent of the respondents work in two, three or four
areas). For the future the respondents expect that more evaluations will be
carried out in nearly all market segments, with two particularities:
Evaluations in the area of energy and climate protection are perceived as the
most interesting market segment, while evaluating Local Agenda 21 is seen
as a saturated market.
Among evaluation frameworks sustainability indicators are used by 65 per
cent of the respondents. 50 per cent work on policy appraisals and policy
analysis, 45 per cent on strategic environmental assessment and environmental impact assessment.
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With regard to evaluation designs more than 75 per cent of the respondents have applied case study designs by now, 40 per cent use comparative
designs, 25 per cent cross sectional and non-experimental design. Experimental designs and longitudinal research designs are employed by less than
20 per cent of the respondents.
How do you assess the importance of the following guidelines
and principles for your practical work in evaluating SD?
The EU Impact Assessment Guidelines
The European Sustainable Development Strategy
The Bellagio Principles / Bellagio STAMP
The UN Development Programme’s Handbook on
Monitoring and Evaluation for Results
The OECD/DAC Evaluation Criteria on evaluating
development assistance
The Guide to the Evaluation of Socio-Economic
Development in EU Structural Funds programmes
The Standards for Evaluation
The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness
The G3 Guidelines of the Global Reporting
Initiative
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

I know this document in detail and it guides my practical work in evaluating SD
I know this document and respect it as a guiding vision for my practical work in evaluating SD
I heard of this document but do not know it in detail
I do not know this document

Figure 15.2 Guidelines and principles for quality management
Among evaluation tools participatory and community tools play the most
prominent role (used by 60 per cent of the respondents), whereas surveys, indepth interviews, focus groups, participant observation and participatory
mapping are widely used as well. Scenario analysis is applied only by 36 per
cent of the respondents, mostly in the form of scenario workshops and trend
analyses. As a weighting method multi-criteria analysis is used by 45 per
cent, cost benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis by 33 per cent. Modelling
tools are only utilised by 23 per cent of the respondents, whereas a broad
variety of methods is used. Among accounting tools, physical analysis tools
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and indicator sets sustainability indicators are used by one third of the
respondents, while the other methods are rarely employed.
Figure 15.2 shows the great variety of guidelines and principles used for
quality management.
Table 15.2 Importance of academic journals
What are the most
important journals for you?
Sustainable Development
Environmental Impact Assessment
Review
American Journal of Evaluation
Environment and Planning
Journal of Environmental Planning &
Management
Ecological Economics
Evaluation
Journal of Environmental Management
Evaluation Review
Ecological Indicators
Evaluation and Program Planning
Impact Assessment & Project Appraisal
Journal of Cleaner Production

% relevant as
a source of
information

% relevant for
publishing my
results and cases

48

25

42

16

36
34

13
19

33

16

33
30
29
28
28
27
25
25

17
17
13
10
11
14
11
10

Again these results draw the attention to the fact that evaluating sustainable
development is a diverse market with a broad variety of areas of work (with
their respective guidelines and principles). The fact that the EU Sustainable
Development Strategy has been assessed as a particularly useful reference
document even though no quality criteria are defined therein, while at the
same time about 40 per cent of the respondents were not aware of the
existence of standards for evaluation, is remarkable. This suggests that the
respondents are more anchored in the sustainability community than in the
evaluation community.
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Table 15.3 Importance of networks and societies

What are the most important networks
and societies as sources of information
and networking for you?
European Evaluation Society
International Association for Impact
Assessment
European Sustainable Development
Network
International Sustainable Development
Research Society
Association of Environmental and
Resource Economists
European Society for Ecological
Economics
Society for International Development
The Integrated Assessment Society
Greening of Industry Network
International Society for Industrial
Ecology

% a very
important
source of
info / networking

% a less
% not
important
relevant
source of
or
info / netunknown
working

31

13

56

29

21

50

23

20

57

19

13

68

13

10

78

13

14

73

10
5
3

8
4
7

81
91
90

2

13

85

The Core of the Community
Asked on academic journals on the one hand and on networks and societies
on the other a great diversity could be observed. This indicates that the networking provided by EASY ECO has not been taken over by other networks
or media by now (Tables 15.2 and 15.3).
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What do you think about the following statements?
(1) Guiding vision
(2) Holism
(3) Transition orientation
(4) Adequate scope
(5) Framework & indicators

I agree
(6) Transparency

I am not sure

(7) Participation

I disagree

(8) Continuity
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

(1) Guiding vision: ‘SD evaluations must be guided by the normative goal of delivering wellbeing within the long-term carrying capacity of the biosphere.’
(2) Holism: ‘SD evaluations must consider the underlying social, economic and environmental
system as a whole and the interactions among its components.’
(3) Transition orientation: ‘SD evaluations must consider the risks, uncertainties, dynamics
and interactions between current trends and drivers of change.’
(4) Adequate scope: ‘SD evaluations must adopt an appropriate time horizon to capture both
short- and long-term effects of current policy decisions and human activities.’
(5) Framework and indicators: ‘SD evaluations must apply standardised measurement
methods wherever possible to allow comparison of indicator values with targets.’
(6) Transparency: ‘SD evaluations must ensure that the data, indicators and results are
accessible to the public, choices, assumptions and uncertainties are explained and data sources
and methods are disclosed.’
(7) Participation: ‘SD evaluations must find appropriate ways to reflect the views of the public
and engage early on with users of the evaluation.’
(8) Continuity: ‘SD evaluations require repeated measurement, responsiveness to change,
investment to develop and maintain adequate capacity as well as continuous learning and
improvement.’

Figure 15.3 A shared normative ground: BellagioSTAMP
As the previous sections have shown, the assessed community works in
different areas, does not use one common framework, method or tool and
does not apply the same guidelines and principles for quality management.
However, BellagioSTAMP (see Jan Bakkes’ contribution in this volume, pp.
241–260) can be regarded as the normative ground of the community evaluating sustainable development. Although the Bellagio STAMP evaluation
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principles are not applied by half of the respondents (see Figure 15.2), nearly
all of them share their content:6 Asked on each of the principles explicitly 75
per cent to 90 per cent agreed to seven of the eight principles and just the call
for standardised measurement methods is shared by slightly more than half of
the respondents (see Figure 15.3).
Table 15.4 Future need for capacity building
Which future needs for networking and
capacity building do you have?
Bridging the gap between evaluators, researchers and decision
makers
Development of evaluation methods and tools
Initiating and acquisition of joint projects / proposals / tenders
Platform to meet colleagues on a regular and informal basis
Presenting most recent scientific findings
Case-oriented training in evaluating SD
Quality control of individual evaluation projects
Development of evaluation standards and guidelines for
professional ethics
Platform for evaluators to present their services
More opportunities to publish case studies on evaluating SD
More opportunities to publish scientific findings on evaluating SD
Training in basics of evaluation and SD
A PhD programme in evaluating SD
A master’s programme on evaluating SD

%
86
65
57
56
55
54
51
50
43
39
28
28
22
9

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Evaluating sustainable development is a challenge which cannot be met by
just one discipline. At the same time it is a very diverse and segmented
market, which is expected to grow in nearly all segments. Case studies and
sustainability indicators are the most common methods, participation and
decision support are key orientations. Journals, networks and associations are
by now not the core of the community, but a shared normative ground, which
is mirrored best by BellagioSTAMP.
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At the end of the EASY ECO series we were interested to learn if there is
still a need for networking and capacity building. Table 15.4 shows that
networking is still needed, while training and publishing is needed by a
minority of respondents.
Evaluating sustainable development requires skills of evaluation experts
and content knowledge of sustainable development experts. Platforms for
bridging the gap between these two communities, between evaluators,
researchers and decision makers and as a meeting point for colleagues on a
regular and informal basis are still required. Some of these tasks could be
fulfilled by a specific task force on evaluating sustainable development in the
European Evaluation Association, which is promoted by the author of this
chapter and which could become operational in 2012.
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NOTES
1. Vienna 2002: Heading for a common understanding of Evaluating Sustainable Development;
Vienna 2003: Trends in Evaluating Sustainable Development; Manchester 2005: Strategic
level: Impact Assessment for a New Europe and Beyond; Saarland 2006: Project level:
Improving the Quality of Sustainable Development Projects; Vienna 2008: Institutional
level: Capacities and Learning for Sustainable Development; Budapest 2009: Stakeholder
Perspective: Evaluations supporting stakeholder involvement; Brussels 2010: European
Perspective: Evaluation needs in Europe and beyond.
2. It is a remarkable fact that the term ‘Programme Management’ has not been taken up in
German business administration and management science by now. While project management is a well-established special business administration, programmes are only perceived as
bundles of corporate projects.
3. Among the few examples we can name are the master’s courses in evaluation offered by the
University of Saarland / University of Applied Sciences in Saarland (Germany), the
University of Antwerp (Belgium), the University of Bern (Switzerland), and the research
institute for evaluation Univation (Germany).
4. We are aware that this qualitative description is rather sketchy and might not be valid for
each individual country, area of work or client. However, we found it helpful to keep cultural
differences in mind when exchanging experiences in evaluating sustainable development.
5. See http://www.liaise-noe.eu
6. The questions asked in the survey do not exactly reflect BellagioSTAMP as they were based
on a draft version which has been slightly modified after the completion of the survey.
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